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AN INTRODUCTION TO EBCE
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) is a fundamentally different
type of education for secondary students. While students in
traditional programs attend full-day classes at the high school,
EBCE students spend a major portion of their time on learning
projects in the community. Activities in EBCE are tailored to
individual needs, abilities, learning styles and goals, and students
are guided in their learning through ongoing relationships with a
variety of working adults in the community.

Through real world interactions with adults, CE students learn
about careers, about life, about other people, about themselves.
In addition, students learn the basic skills of critical thinking,
science, personal and social development, functional citizenship
and creative development. They gain competence in the skills adults
need to function effectively in a technological society. They learn
to be responsible by helping design their own learning activities
and by following a set of accountability standards that parallel
the standards working adults are expected to maintain on the job.

Perhaps most importantly, students in EBCE learn how to learn: how
to plan learning activities, how to find and use resources in the
community and how to build on experience. Learning becomes for them
a lifelong process with its own rewards directly related to each
individual's personal choices and goals.

THE (CE) PROGRAM

Since the fall of 1972, a model EBCE program has been operating in
Tigard, Oregon,.under the sponsorship and technical assistance of
the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) and with
funding from the National Institute of Education (NIE). The Tigard
version of EBCE--called Community Experiences for Career E-
or (CE),--is a full--'me educational alternative for youth i
junior . hiyi- school years. The program server
percent of the eligible student body at Tigard High School.

The major of student learning takes place at sites in the southwest
Portland , tropolitan area. When students are not pursuing learning
activities n the community, their home base is the (CE)

2 learning
center. Staff at the learning center are not teachers in the
traditional sense, but facilitators of student learning, helping
tudents design and follow their own learning plans within a

prescribed curriculum and program completion requirements. Vol
at community sites serve major support roles in student 1 zinc,
Policies for (rE) 2 are determined by a board of dJ__ectors rw,4,

of qtudents, _s, employers, labor leaders and soh('
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representatives. When students leave (CE)2 they receive a unique
portfolio displaying their community experiences and accomplishments,
and upon completion of program requirements they receive a standard
diploma from Tigard High School.
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THE EBCE HANDBOOKS

Based on (CE),'s experiences, NWPEL has compiled a five-volume set of
handbooks whirt detail how to set up and operate an EBCE program. These
handbooks represent three years of development, revision and refinement
of the original EBCE model. As with any ongoing program, processes
and materials are continually being revised, both at (CE)2 and in
various school districts now implementing all or parts of the program.

Each of the handbooks is devoted to a particular area of operations:
Management & Organization, Curriculum & Instruction, Emplimr/Comrririit
Resources, Student Services and Program Evaluation. A program brochure
complements the handbooks and provides an introduction to EBCE. The
brochure contains general information about the EBCE curriculum, key
program elements and evaluation findings. Contents of the individual
handbooks are summarized below.

MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

Management & Organization treats over1J1 ,rationa =:Jnsideraz;ons
for an EECE program: how such a program organized, governed,
st:-!!7f,ld and Alade visible to the public and how everyday program
Julnesa is managed. The handbook is divided into four sections:

"Program Planning & Governance" outlines the steps for setti
up and operating an EBCE program, including community
involvement in program planning, suggestions for surveying
potential support, meeting legal and educational requiremen
securing program approval and providing an adequate base for
polioymaking.

"Personnel" describes the genera= staff functions that are
needed to operate an EBCE program. It also .-zocedu: s
and considerations for recruiting

. J selectIng staff,
determining salaries and benefits, establishing working
conditions, orienting staff and providing staff development.

"Business Management" discusses such operational details as
budgets, financial reports, office procedures, insurance,
health and safety pr ©visions, facilities and transportation.
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"Community Relations" suggests strategies for introducing EBCE
to the community and meeting the ongoing information needs of
various audiences, both internal and external, including board
members, staff, students, parents, business and labor, the
educational community and the community-at-large.

CURRICULUM & IN INSTRUCTION

Curriculum &Instruction covers the content and processes of student
learning in EBCE and the resources a community-based program makes
available to students. There are nine sections to this handbook:

"Curriculum Outcomes" provides basic definitions of key
curriculum elements and describes what students learn whil,
the program; the section include-, cr-- -1' outcome goals and
specific objectives to help_ st _tine for student
performance in three broad areas ife Skills, Basic Skills
and Career Development.

"Learning Plan Negotiation" focuses on techniques for
individualizing student goal setting prescribing learning
plans tailored to each student's needs, interests, abilities
and learning style. TOpios in this section include program
requirement , accountability standards, assessment, learning
site analysis and negotiation of learning activities.

"Career Explorations" describes planning and implementation
steps for students' first experiences at workplaces in the
local community.

"Projects" describes planning and implementation steps for
developing i dividualized learning c0nnracts with each student
that combine activities in Life Skills, Basic Skills and
Career Development.

"Learning & Skill Building Levels" describes planning and
implementation steps for more extensive student involvement in
project) and skill development activities at workplaces in the
community.'

"Competencies" describes planning and implementation procedures
for insuring that students acquire the essential survival
skills needed to function in today's society.

"Student Journals" describes planning and implementation
procedures for encouraging student use of journals as a means
of reflecting on personal experiences and building trust
relationships with staff.
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"Employer Seminars" describes planning and implementation steps
for utilizing community representatives in large group student
seminars on important career development topics and issues.

"Learning Resources" describes ESCE's approach to using the
community as a vast resource for student learning and details
procedures for finding, accessing and using learning resources.

EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY RESOURCES

--lover/Community Resources treates tl7e establishment, maintenance
and use of the network of employer and community sites at which
most student learning activities take place. This ha:.1book
consists of three sections:

"Site Recruitment" details orocedures for involving employers
and other community site personnel in the EBCE program. Topics
include the role and functions of the employer instructor,
estimating the necessary number and types of sites, incentives
for participating in ESCE, identifying and contacting potential
learning sites and adding sites to the network.

"Employer Instructor Development" describes how participatinQ
site personnel are prepared for EECE responsibilities. The
section focuses on planning and conducting development sessions
to give site personnel the information and training they need
to work effectively with students.

"Site Utilization" deals-with the use of employer and communit
volunteers and sites to 'deliver student learning. Included
are procedures for assessing the educational potential of
individual sites (learning site analysis), supporting employer
instructors as they work with students (site maintenance) and
exchanging information among staff and between staff and site
personnel, as well as staff responsibilities for working with
site personnel.

STUDENT SERVICES

y

Student Services covers considerations and procedures for admitting
students to the program, keeping records of student work,
credentialing students when they leave the program and supporting
individual student growth. The handbook is divided into three
sections:

ix
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"Program Entry/Exit" details alternatives for enrolling students
in the EBCE program and Preparing them for a new tyue of
education. Tonics discussed in this section include crite
and timelines for student recruitment and selection, recru
presentations, selection procedures, orientation sessions,
transfer into and out of the program and program completion.

"Student Records" covers procedures and considerations for
collecting, recording, interpreting and reporting information
on student Progress through the ESCE program. Sample forms are
displayed, including a student credential that provides a
permanent record of student performance consistent with the
individualized nature of ESCE. The section also includes a
discussion of the confidentiality of student records_

"Guidance" concerns those services, processes and interactions
that help students understand and benefit from their individual
experiences. This section includes discussion of program year
action zones, the student accountability system, zone progress
meetings, zone debriefings and referral no outside agencies.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

The Program Evaluation handbook contains two sections:

An "Overview" sets the background for understanding EBCE
evaluation and how it relates to other elements of the program.
A glossary of key evaluation and EBCE terms used in this handbook
is provided.

"Steps to Follow" organizes the evaluation process into an easy-
to-follow sequence of steps. The checklist which begins this
section provides a useful guideline for the busy 'valuator,
administrator or program staff member. Each step in the checklist
is keyed to a portion of the following narrative, which supplies
details and discussion for each point.

Student Services and Program Evaluation also include sections of
appropriate reproducible materials which school districts may duplicate
and use in their own EBCE programs.
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HOW i7 USE THE HAniDBOO

The EBCE hand ooks = L c designed for oa_, "how-tc-do-i

information: Each handbook section ha is parts:

1. The PREVIEW (colored page the beginning of each
section) includes a definin of the element of EBCE
discussed in the section, the purposes and underlying
assumptions of that program element and the people
involved in delivering that portion of EBCE. The

Preview may also include a statement of the
relationship between that program element and other
aspects of EBCF.

STEPS TO FOLLOW is a colored page suggesting a step-
by-step sequence planning and implementing the
program (72ement.

3. A NARRATIVE SECTION (on white paper) explains the
Process behind each step. This section Lsually
contains background information based on (CE)2's
experiences and may suggest alternative courses of
action. CROSS-REFERENCES guide the reader to related
material located elsewhere in the handbooks.

Each handbook also has APPENDICES of materials to supplement the
information in the handbook, and an INDEX! for all the handbooks

help users locate information.
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TIMELINE FOR EBCEPLANNING

Activities Activities

1. Attend EBCE awareness presentations

2. Prepare EBCE information materials

3. Select and orient planning group

4. Attend training session

Conduct survey of community interest

6. Prepare first draft budget and staffing plan

7. begin presentations to key groups

Secure initial employer commitments

9. Designate support system needs

10. Prepare curriculum design

11. Design student recruitment procedures

12. Prepare evaluation design

13. Prepare overall management plan

14. Prepare final budnet and staffing plan

15. Secure planning group app-oval of total plan

16. Secure school board approval

17. Secure state agency approval

18. Establish formal advisory group

19. Select staff

20. Select students

21. Select EBCE facility

22. Orient new staff

23. Begin signup for.specific employer sites

24. _ccupy EBCE facility

25. Attend training session

26. Finalize curriculum delivery system

27. Establish student services system

28. Finalize management system

29. Obtain/print supplies, materials, forms

30. Begin program'

This planning timelirs lists key activities in
PreParing to operate an Encr program. Details
on activities can be fowid in the EBCE
handbooks developed by NW4EL, as referenced on
the following page. Infoiration about
training sessions is also available from Wen.
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TIMELINE REFERENCES

Each EBCE handbook,backs up the general planning timeline
with details and facilitating steps, as referenced below:

TIMELINE STEPS HANDBOOK TITLE & SECTION

3, 5, 15-18

6 13, 14, 28

Management & Organizaton,
"Program Planning & Governance"

Management & Organization,
"Program Planning & Governance,
"Personnel," "Business Management"

2,7 Management _& Organization,
"Community Relations"

23

21, 29

10, 26

11, 20, 27

12

19 22 Management & Organization,
"Personnel"

Employer/Community Resources,
"Site Recruitment"

Management & Organization,
"Business Management"

Curriculum Instruction

Student Services

Evaluation
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PROGRAM ENTRY/EXIT

program entry concerns procedures for recruiting prospective
students for EBCE, then selecting, admitting and orienting
those who choose this learning option. Program exit
suggests procedures for transferring students who may leave
EBCE before completion and for awarding graduation honors
to students who meet program requirements.

WHY EACH= PROCESS IS IMPORTANT

1. to allow prospective students and their parents to obtain the
information they need to determine their interest in the
program and then to seek admission if they wish

to provide administrative, policy-level controls over the
student selection process and establish a procedure for adding
students to the program

3. to establish: a continuing orientation framework for conveying
program concepts, procedures and requirements to new and
returning students

to guarantee that students are able to transfer into EBCE and
from ESc to other schools

5. to provide a mechanism for aduating students from the program

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT PROGRAM ENTRY/EXIT

The EBCE instr.-tional delivery system has the capability to deliver
a quality, corl,rehensive educational program to all students, and
many students are interested in EBCE once they understand it fully.

A broad cross-section of students will not jump immediately into an
alternative program, leaving their relatively comfortable sehObi
surroundings.

The program works best when the number of Underachieving and highly
achieving enrollees is approximately equal, so that the program is
not viewed as a dropout prevention effort or an elitist alternative.
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The period of adjustment (moving from a traditional learning mode
to an entirely different mode) will vary for each student entering
the program.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The program administrator and one other designated staff member
(in (CE)2's case, student coordinator) usually share student
recruitment tasks, with all proaram staff involved to some degree.

The program's governing body should be involved in decisions on
desired characteristics of the EBCE student body and selection
criteria. Actual student selection can be made by the program
administrator and student coordinator, however.

Although student orientation is conducted jointly by all staff,
a planning group or coordinator should be designated for specific
orientation duties.

Once the program year is underway, Ehe student coordinator maintains
liaison with other schools to facilitate student transfer into or
from the EBCE program, and the -2292Ladministrator approves all
transfers.

The student coordinator is also responsible for the overall
accuracy of records of program completion and for liaison with the
cooperating high school for graduation activities, and the
El2gram administrator certifies program'completion.
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Steps to Follow

PLANNING FOR RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION page

Define desired Characteristics of students to
compose EPICE student body

Identify target audience for udent recruitment
and selection

]]Identify staff Loembers to participate in student
recruitment and selection

Dave],op student &pplication forms

Develop timetables for recruiting and
selecting, students

STUDENT. RECRUITMENT

Secure district approval and support cif the
recruitment- process and schedule

Make ore, entations to students at cooperating
schoo',s

7-J 1 pktents of prospective EBCE students in
Lecr,i process

opportunities for students,
ethers with questions to talk to

(4napled program :staff

STUDENT SELECTION

10 Determine eligibility criteria for students

Select students for EBCE pr ogram and notify
all applicants

STUDENT ORIENTATION

Assign staff roles for student orientation

Prepare orientation programno

7

12

14

15

17

20

22

23

25,

27

28

5
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16

Conduct orientation activities

Plan additional reorientation workshops
as necessary

Plan procedures for orienting students entering
after program year begins

STUDENT TRANSFER\

Establish procedures for transfer into and out
of EBCE program

PROGRAM COMPLETION AND GRADUATION

Establish procedures for progr74 completion
and graduation

page

31

34

34



Program Entry/Exit (Item 1)

Planning for Recruitment & Selection

Define desired characteristics of students to compose
EBCE student body

Early in planning the EBCE program, a policy-level decision will
be needed to define the desired characteristics of students who
will be admitted. (CE)2 chose to have a balanced range of
students to parallel that in the local high school. The portion
of the formal agreement between (CE)2 and the Tigard School
District excerpted below indicates the student characteristics and
numbers defined for the Tigard program.

STUDENT SELECTION CRITERIA

Excerpted from "Operational Guidelines for ti7e Relationship between Tigard
School District an Community Experiences for Career Education, Inc."

Selection

Students will be considered for Zelection by the following criteria:
(a) willingness to enter the program, (b) agreement of their parents,
(c) agreement by designated administrators of the Tigard School District,
Id) criteria related to testing the educational concepts as applied to
students with prespecified characteristics as well as a cross-section of
characteristics indicative of the general student population of Tigard
High School/. All selections will be made with the intent of maintaining
sucha balance (students will represent a range of abilities or levels in
motivatjon, dependability, intellectual capacity, academic ability, race,
age and sex), (CE)2 program administrator will be responsible to negotiate
such selection with the personnel designated by the school district
superintendent.

Number

(CE)2 will operate with no less than 50 students between the ages of 15
and 18. It is preferred that all (CE)2 students come from Tigard School
District. It is agreed that at least 40 (CE)2 students will be prOvided
by the district it the studentp are willing to enter'the program.
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Program planners felt that the EBCE student population should
match the diversity that exists among 'students attending the
cooperating high schools. It should be possible to recruit
students with a range of abilities and interests if it is
.emphasized that EKE has something to offer all students--from
the high achiever to the potential dropout.

On the other hand, programs may decide to limit -e student body
to a narrower range of students disenchanted with their school
experiences to date. While EBCE can offer these students a
chance to discover meaning and relevance in their educational
goals and activities, disenchanted students may require
disproportionate amounts of staff time.
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Identify target audience for student recruitnien
and selection

DEFINING THE TARGET AUDIENCE

Three factors influence the choice of target audience for student
recruitment and selection: the size of the cooperating school
district, desired student ability levels and student grade levels.

Cooperiting School District

If there is only one high school in the cooperating school
district--as was the case for (CE)2--the target audience is
automatically restricted to students of that school. If, on the
other hand, there are several high schools in the district, EBCE
planners may elect to choose students from one or all of the
district's high schools.

Desired Ability Levels

From its inception (CE)2 planned to serve a student group that
reflected the range of the local high school student body in terms
of academic ability, career aspirations, dependability, motivation,
peer group and sex. However, students who volunteered to
participate in the program during the first two years ranked
lower than the regular high school students on such indicators and
predictors of school success.as grades, socio-economic background,
achievement and self-concept. As a result, (CE)2 staff spent
considerably more time with "problems" than expected.

As preparations began for recruiting students.for the third program
year, (CE)2's governing body and staff agreed that if the
program were to reflect a true cross-section of the regular high
school student body, a conscious effort would have to be made to
recruit more capable students into the program. The recruiting
presentation stressed opportunities within the pzogram that
would attract college-bound students (for example, exploring
professional job sites or enrolling in community college
classes), as well as students entering the work force immediately
after graduation. This decision resulted in a more diverse range
of'students in subsequent years.
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Grade Levels

(CE)2 limited enrollment to juniors and seniors because child
labor Law restrictions in Oregon would have significantly restricted
the involvement of younger students at employer/community site s--
which is the core experience base for All EBCE learning.
Examination of appropriate legal restrictions will influence the
decision for each program.

10
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Identify staff members to participate in student
recruitment and selection

RECRUI TMENT

m 3)

All members of the program staff participate in student
recruitment, either in making presentations to students and their
parents or simply in being available to answer questions about the
program. Major responsibility for recruitment, however, is borne
by the student coordinator, working with-the program administrator.

After the program administrator and the governing body determine
the student audience for recruitment, the administrator develops
the timeline for the recruitment process and designates at least
one other staff member (for example, the student coordinator)
to be involved in classroom presentations, the parent presentation
and other activities. Any large-scale event, such as a
presentation for prospective students and their parents, involves
all staff members to some extent in developing a program,
preparing materials and making the presentation. Other groups,
such as employer instructors or members of the governing body,
May also participate.

SELECTION

Student selection involves all staff to a lesser extent. General
decisions about eligibility criteria for students and the actual
selection procedure to be followed are the concern of the prcgram's
governing body. The selection procedure generally is carried out
by the program administrator, the student coordinator and any
others deemed helpful by the program administrator. If the
program is tied to a school district, staff members from the
cooperating high school might be invited to participate in some
stages of the selection process.

11
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4I
Develop student application forms

Elements of the Student Application

The following elements in the student application form developed
by (CE)2 would be helpful for any EBCE program:

1. personal information (name, address, grade level,
emergency contact)

the student's reasons for applying for admission
to the program

a parent permission signature

4. an assessment instrument covering

a. job experience

b. occupational interests

extracurricular interests

post-graduation plans

parents' occupation, and educational levels

pertinent factors in the decision to apply for
admission to the program

Uses of the Student' Application

The application form can be used in several ways:

Baseline data for evaluation: Certain questions on the
applicatiOn/queStionnaire can be asked again later in
the year for compar4tive purposes.

neral descri tive information: Program-administrators
can use the information to describe the student body.

REEtTlidevice: If more students apply than the
program can accommodate, information obtained in the
application can be used in student selection.

12



Program Entr Exit (Item 4)

School district planning tool: Applications of students
not admitted to EBcE can be returned, with Student
permission, to the high school and used to place toe
student in another alternative program or to replan the
student's work in the regular curriculum.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Student Records," pages 69-75, for a sample student
application form.
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5

Develop timetables for recruiting and selecting students

RECRUI TtIENT

The following schedule of major recruitment activities was
developed by (CE)2 to coincide with Tigard High School's annual
"forecasting" procedures:

Turn* Activity

3rd week of April Memo to school staff (see Item 6, pages 15-16)

3rd week of April Letter to parents (.wee Itom 8, paves 20-21)

3rd week of April Meeting Frith school staff (see Item
pages 15.16)

4th week of April Classroom presentations (see Item 7,
rages 17-19)

ek of May Presentation for parents (see Item
pages 20-21)

SELECTION

The schedule for student selection overlap_ s the recruitment
schedule:

Time Activity

3rd & 4th weeks of April Finalize selection criteria (see
Item 10, pages 23-24)

3rd & 4th weeks of April Finalize selection process (see
Item 11, pages 2526)

1st & 2nd weeks o

3rd week of May

14

y Interview student applicants

Select students



__gram Entry/Exit (Item 6)

Student Recruitment

Secure district approval and support of tie recruitment
process and schedule

APPROVAL OF THE GOVERNING BODY

As the schedule for recruitment activities is finalized, the
program's governing body (most often a district school board)
should be given an outline for approval. If'the program operates
separately from the cooperating school district, approval of
both the governing body and school board must be secured before
recruitment begins.

In addition, school district administrators and staff should be
brought up to date on recruitment plans and schedules and their
support of the E9CE program should be sought.

SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPPORT

Meeting With Principals

After securin school district approval for student recruitment,
the program administrator should meet with the principal of each
cooperati'g high school to discuss the schedule and process and
to preview any recruitment materials. At this time, the program
administrator and principal should agree on a date and time for an
informational meeting between school staff (administrators, deans,
counselors and interested teachers) and EB staff.

The (CE)2 program administrator and the Tigard High School principal
outlined the following plan for recruitment activities at the high
school:

1. Program staff would be al-owed to make a 30-minute
presentation in all junior and sophomore classes to
groups of not more than 30 students.

2. An evening meeting would be held at the high school
to explain the program to interested parents.

15
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Program staff and students would spend time at the
high school's resource center to answer any questions
about the EBCE program.

Department chairmen and counselor
to identify outstanding students who
discuss the program with EBCE staff;
would also be arranged between these
their parents and employer/community
and program staff.

=mid he asked
might wish to
conversations
student,
representatives

5. Counseling staff and deans would help program staff
define the selection criteria and facilitate the
selection process.

An article about EBCE would be made available to
the staff of the school newspaper.

Meeting With Other School Staff

A memo to school staff should specify the desired characteristics
and numbers of students for the EBCE program and outline the
proposed schedule of recruitment activities. In addition, the
memo should invite administrators, counselors, deans and interested
teachers to meet with EBCE staff.

That session should be designed to acquaint school staff with EBCE
and secure their support in the recruitment effort. The agenda
should include ample opportunity to discuss recruitment procedures
and the meeting should culminate in agreement on dates and
procedures.

Tigard High School counselors play key roles in helping students
forecast schedules for the next year. Therefore, (CE)2 staff use
their meeting as an opportunity to provide school staff with
information that wi;11 help them better counsel students for whom
EBCE might hold promise or who are already planning to apply.

16
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Make' presentations to students at cooperating schools

PLANNING THE PRESENTATIONS

Cl-Jsroom presentations have two malor objectives: (a) to explain
-aCE so that students can make intelligent choices about applying
for admission to the program and (b) to present simple, specific
information about learning concepts, activities and requirements
to answer common questions about EBCE. Any presentation to
potential EBCE students should be planned with both objectives
in mind.

EBCE Philosophy

(CE)2 found it important to emphasize these EBCE expectations:

1. Students must be willing to work with a variety
of adults.

Students must be willing to learn in a variety
of settings.

Students must be able to adapt to new learning
styles.

4. Students must work on an individualized program.

5. Students are responsible for themselves and their
own work in the program.

If these program expectations are explained t6 prospective students
early in the recruitment process, they will be better able to see
the differences between EBCE and their regular high school program
and decide which is the better alternative for them.

Learning Concepts, Activities and Requirements

(CE)2 found that a three -part presentation works best; introductory
mments to explain the program and answer questions often asked

about EBCE, comments by current EBCE students on their feelings
toward EBCE and their daily activities in the program and a short
slide-tape presentation to illustrate what students do at employer/
community sites.

17
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Part One. The (CE)2 student coordinator is in charge of classroom
recruitment presentations. The student coordinator begins the
presentations by placing five posters about .the !:-Apm. Three
posters respond to common questions about EBCE: What does EBCE
stand for? What are projects? What are exploration levels? The
fourth poster outlines the four ways students may use sites for
learning (career exploration, learning, skill building and special
placement) , and the fifth outlines the EBCE curriculum components
(Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career Development).

An oral presentation follows the points outlined by the posters.
Students do not generally ask questions during such a presentation,
so the content is directed toward answering questions students
often ask after entering the program: What are some examples of
projects? What activities are performed at employer/community
sites? Can EBCE students return to the high school to participate
in extracurricular activities? What sort of diploma do EBCE
students receive? What does a student do in a typical day in the
program?

Part Two The student coordinator involves current EBCE students
(two to five at each session) in the recruitment presentltion by
asking them questions about why they became interested in the
program, what their individualized programs entail, how they match
career interests with explorations of employer/community sites,
what extracurricular activities or regular high school classes
they continue to pursue at the high school and what they plan to
do after graduation.

Part Three. The presentation concludes with a short slide-tape
show illustrating student work at the EBCE learning center and at
various sites in the community.

SCHEDULING PRESENTATIONS

Classroom presentations naturally must be scheduled in advance.
The (CE)2 student coordinator schedules recruitment programs in
sophomore and junior 'required' classes (e.g., home room or
English). A morning bulletin the day of the presentation lets
students know what's happening.

FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES

Applications should be made available to interested students after
each presentation. A designated staff member should also be
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available to answer additional questions. The (CE), student
coordinator remains "on call" at the high school during recruitment
presentation days. This is also the best time to schedule
interviews with interested students as a prelude to student
selection.

CROSS-REFERENCES

See "Community Relations" in Management & Organization for
additional ideas on group presentations and other information-
sharing strategies.

The Northwest Regional Education Laboratory has developed a slide -
tape presentation, available on request, that could be used in
student recruitment programs.

You may also find the Program Overview packet, which accompanies
these handbooks, useful for introductory explanations of EBCE.
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Involve parents of prosoective EIKE students in
recruitment process

LETTER TO PARENTS

Early in April (CE)2 sends letters to the parents or guardians of
all sophomore and junior students, outlining the nature of the
program and inviting parents to an evening meeting at the high
school.

Dear Parents:

During the last few weeks, staff members from Community Experiences for
Career Education, Inc., have been speaking to all sophomores and juniors
at Tigard High School. Your son or daOghter may have mentioned this
exciting alternative to the last two years of high school education.

CE)2 is an effort to develop ways to help students make the transition
from youth to adulthood. Two years ago a private nonprofit corporation
was formed to oversee this program with the cooperation and approval of
the Tigard School District.

Students in the program receive a Tigard High School diploma upon
completion, and the program has full approval of the Oregon Board of
Education as a pilot and experimental program.

The program permits students to explore employer sites in the metropolitan
area and encourages students to participate in several career fields. By
working with a variety of adults in the community, students are encouraged
to consider their opportunities and responsibilities within careers.

In addition, all students are involved in activities in mathematics,
reading and communication skills. Experiences in citizenship, science,
creative development and other areas make this program a broad and total
educational experience for students.

Career education can be important to all students. For those interested
in a career in the professions, it is an excellent opportunity to explore
the law, medicine, education and so forth before committing to a very
expensive college program. For those interested in employment after high
school, it is an excellent chance to gain specific skills and understanding
of ways to seek and gain employment. Part-time employment and community
college enrollment are other choices many of our graduates make.

We will have an open meeting on (date) at
for all parents and students interested in

learning more about this unique program. Worl!t YoU and your family join
us?

20
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PRESENTATION FOR PARENTS

The meeting for parents of prospective EBCE students should be
held at the cooperating high school, if at all possible, as holding
the meeting in familiar surroundings will put parents at ease. Since
the number of participants can be large, be sure adequate facilities
are arranged.

(CE)2,'s parent meeting held in the evening. Parents, students,
employer/community representatives, members of the (CE)2 board of
directors and (CE)2 staff are invited. (CE)2 recommends including
at least one high school administrator and a school board member
in the presentation.

The program administrator conducts the meeting, first introducing
key EBCE concepts and explaining (CE)2 relationship with Tigard
High School. He uses a slide-tape presentation to illustrate
student experiences at employer/community sites. A panel of the
program administrator, employer/community representatives, board
members and program staff comment on the program and open the
session to questions, each of which is answered by an appropriate
panel member. Typical queries are:

Will my son/daughter attend any regular high school
courses?

2 Who pays course fees for community college courses?

3. Do program staff really know what students are
doing at employer/community sites?

How do you decide who gets into the program?

5. Can an EDCE student transfer hack to the high school?

6. How many students transferred back to the high school
this year?

7. How does EBCE differ from a work experience program?

Mould a graduate of EBCE have difficulty getting
into college.?

9. How do you meet state physical education requirements?

10. How do you react to unmotivated students or students
who do not participate?

11. Has the program followed up on its graduates? What
happened to them?

After the panel discussion, panel members and additional staff are
on hand to answer further questions. Applications for the program
are also available as well as brochures and related informational
material.
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9

Provide additional opportunities for students, parents
and others with questions to talk to designated program
staff

In addition to the question and answer session at the parent
presentation, both parents and students should be encouraged to
talk directly with program staff in the weeks before the selection
deadline by phoning or visiting the learning center.

At (CE)2, the student coordinator usually handles questions and
discusses the program with anyone who desires further information.
Several parents &-id many students have visited the (CE) 2 learning
center to see the facility, examine program materials and talk
about the program.

22
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Student Selection

Determine eligibility criteria for students

Just as they should agree on desired characteristics of the EBCE
student body, EBCE staff and the program's governing body must
also agree on criteria for student selection.

In addition to ria used to determine the target audience for
student recru.Ltmeitt and selection (see item 2, pages 510), (CE)2
has used the Performance Profiles for Rating Student, Behavior
(see page 24) to measure student self-directedness, which is
considered an important indication of student success in EBCE.
-Using this profile, program staff work with high school` counselors
to sort students applying for admission to the program into three
groups representing categories of high, moderate and low self-
directedness (see next item, 11).

Other factors include (a) a recommendation about each student
from a counselor at the high school, with accompanying information
About the student's grade point average and attendance record and
(b) an interview between the student and the (CE) 2 student
coordinator..
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PERFORMANCE PROFILE CRITERIA FOR STUDENT SELECTION

Directions to Counselors: rmagine that a prospective employer has asked uou to make a
Prediction as to what would be the most Likely "performance prOfilW' nr a

:month at his/her place of business. On the basis of your protessionai judgment, sort
the student applications into three groups corresponding as t.1osei as poSRiblo to the Se
throe "performance profiles."

Above Average

Consistently seeks
additional
responsibilities

Consistently projects
interest and
enthusiasm about his
work

Seeks feedback on
Performance and
accepts supervision
willingly

Works effectively in
a group, is tactful
and friendly in
dealing with other
people

Frequently takes
initiative in learning
about new ideas or
things

Adjusts readily to
new situations

Consistently follows
through on
commttments#
appointments, etc.

Work is usually neat,
accurate and
thoroughly done

24

Average Below Average

Accepts responsibility Avoids
when assigned

Usually projects a
degree of interest and
enthusiasm about hie
work

Usually receptive to
feedback and
supervision

usually cooperative
and friendly to those
with whom he works

Usually interested in
new ideas or things

Somewhat adaptable to
new situations

Generally depenlable--
needs occasional
reminders

Work is reasonably
neat, accurate=

sponsibil=

Seldom projects
interest and
enthusiasm about his
work

Reacts negatively to
feedback on

Performance seems
resent sup: :tsion

Frequently tactless or
inconsiderate In
dealing with other
People

Doesn't seem
interested in new
ideas or things

Slow to accept or
adjust to new
situations

Requires constant
supervision, needs
frequent prodding to
carry through on tasks

Works with minimal
accuracy, work has
careless, "done-at-
the-last-minute"
appearance
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Selec students for EBCE program and notify all

applicants

Student selection procedures will differ according to the criteria
e,,cablished earlier. (CE)9's selection process may, however, serve
as an example.

(CE)2 STUDENT SELECTION

(C )2 directs all student applications to the student coordinator
who uses self-directedness ratings, cumulative educational records
and personal interview data to rank students in categories of high,
moderate and low self-directedness. High school counselors are also
asked to rank students in the three categories as a double check.

To balance the student body among highly, moderately and marginally
self-directed students for program year 1974-75, (CE)2 selected
thirty percent of the new students from the highly self-directed
category and the remaining seventy percent by random choice from
the other two ranks.

NOTIFYING APPLICANTS AND THEIR PARENTS

All applicants to EEICE are apprised of the selection results. (CE)2

has used letters like the following to notify applicants and their
parentsz

LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE

Dear (Student) :

It is my pleasure td inform you that a place is being held in your name
in the EBCE program for next school year We are delighted
that you have elected to join us and that we in turn will be able to
provide the staff, equipment, materials and sites needed to continue our
exciting alternative. We will be contacting you soon fifth a description
of activities that will occur between now and next September. We will
inform _fhighschoci) of your selection, so no other actions on
your part are necessary during the next few weeks. However, if you have
changed your mind and do not want to participate in EBCE next year, please
call me immediately at (telephone), If I do not hear from you, I will
assume that we will have the pleasure of sharing many important activities
and many pleasant moments next year.=0,
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LETTER OF ?EJECTION

Dear nude

It is my unpleasant task to inform you that your name wan not d for
direct participation in the EBCE program next year. If some of the
students who have been selected change their mind, move out of the
community, or in some other way are not available to fill their place, we
will be replacing them by- selection from those of you who were not
selected in this first round. We appreciate your interest, and will keep
your application near at hand.

ADDING STUDENTS DURING THE PROGRAM YEAR

When enrollment falls below a predetermined figure, the program
can select new students from among the pool of those who were not
selected in the original process (Item 16, page 34, treats
transfer into the program in more detail).

NEW STUDENT OPEN HOUSE

To welcome newly selected students into the program, (CE)2 holds
an open house late each May. After a general introduction to
EBCE by program staff, current students walk new students through
the learning plan, the competencies and the use of employer/
community sites for student learning. Information on more formal
orientation procedures is provided in subsequent items.

RECORDING DATA ON NEW STUDENTS

Information gathered on each student during the recruitment
process (cumulative records, counselor ratings and interview
summaries) should be summarized and entered into the student's
MICE records before the program begins.

CROSS - REFERENCE

See "Student Records," pages 45-46, for recording info on
students entering the program.
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Student Or

(CE)2 schedules preliminary student assessment during' the summer
months to (a) gain information on each student's prQficiencies in
reading, mathematics and communication and (b) identify student
career interests and preferences. "Learning Plan Negotiation,"
Curriculum & Instruction, pages 54=65, provides further
information on student assessment.

The assessment process follows student selection and serves as a
prelude to student orientation, although it is not an orientation
process as such.

Assign staff roles for student orientaton

The orientation Program usually involves all staff members. To
insure an effective and informative orientation program the
program administrator may delegate responsibility to a particular
staff member (possibly the student coordinator) or to a committee
for planning and overseeing the orientation process.

Student orientation is eventually shared among all staff members,
with each individual assuming special responsibility for program
elements relating to his or her role. Individual assignments can
be made after the elements of the orientation program are
determined.
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Prepare orientation program

OUTLINING THE CONTENT

EBCE student orientation should introduce students to such
overall EBCE concepts as community -based learning', self - direction
and accountability and acquaint students, through actual
'experiences, with ESCE learning activities such as negotiating a
learning plan and visiting an employer site

(CE)2 has broken the content of the orientation program into the
four topic areas described below. Orientation is planned around
these topics and a student handbook is developed (see Appendix A)
to give students their own reference to-procjram details.

Learning Plans

The important negotiation process between the s udent and learning
manager needs priority attention on the orientation schedule.
Students will need time to confer individually with their lea
managers about what their learning plans will entail.

ing

Other areas that can be especially confusing to new students and
should be included in the orientation to learning plans include
projects, journals, competencies and study skills.

Resources

The cOmbined use of resources at the learning center and at
employer/community sites should be explained. Audiovisual tools
and other resources at the learnipg center should be made
available for hands-on experience with equipment, files and
references.

Employer /Corrrnunity Sites

Because a student spends a great deal of me at employer/
community sites, a thorough orientation to use of the community
for learning is essential.

Special attention should be paid to site choice, exploration
levels, leer- r-i(g levels, use of materials and equipment at
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employer sites, employer relations specialist functions and
transportation (including scheduling, parent permission,
reimbursement and any special arrangements public carriers).

Guidance and Accountability

The (CE)2 accountability system has been designed to help students
meet program requirements and complete learning activities wh'le
learning to accept increasing responsibilities for their actiors.
A thorough explanation of the,accountability system, particularly
school year action zones, is necessary. This discussion should
include "house rules" and program resources for guidance.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Audience

The program administrator determines the audience for student
orientation. In (CE)2's case, both returning and new students
attend orientation sessions.

Scheduling

The person or committee appointed to oversee student orientation
must schedule orientation activities to begin the first day students
arrive. Factors influencing the schedule include program time
allotted to orientation, staff time for individual sessions and
external constraints such as the scheduling of student explorations
on employer /community sites.

(CE)2 schedules four full days for student orientation, including
student visitations to employe /community sites on the last two
days.

Notification of Employer/Community Sites

If employer/community sites are to be used during student
orientation (for career exploration activities), a program staff
member should make advance arrangements for a formal visitation.
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30

Preparing Materials

A three-ring binder allows students to collect their own record
of orientation, which they can later use to reorient themselves
as necessary. At the end of the orientation period, these binders
should contain a complete description of the EBCE program.
Suggested for inclusion are the Student Handbook (see Appendix A)
and any student guides printed by the program. Staff leading
workshops should also consider providing written materials and
handouts.

Needless to say, all materials must be prepared in advance of the
orientation program in sufficient quantity to allow each student
and staff member to keep copies.

Preparing the Facility

The learning center should be prepared in advance for the
orientation program. Videotape machines, tape recorders, overhead
projectors and other equipment may be needed for workshops or
demonstrations.

CROSS-REFERENCE

For further discussion of guidance functions in student recruitment
and orientation, see "Guidance," Student Services, Item 4.

For orientation considerations pertaining to individual learning
strategies, see the various sections of Curriculum & Instruction
--for career explorations, see pages 137-144; for projects, see
pages 220-232; for learning and skill building levels, see pages
307-312; for competencies, see pages 350-352; for student journals,
see pages 427-428; for employer seminars, see page 470.
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Conduct orientation activities

(CE )' ORIENTATION WEEK

(CE)2 student orientation activities for the years 1973-74 and
1974-75 can serve as example in designing an orientation program.
Highlights of the two orientation programs follow. The 1973-74
orientation is detailed ii Appendix B, the 1974-75 program in
Appendix C.

Orientation 1973-74

The opening session of the 1973-74 orientation program began with
an informal game to introduce students and staff. The game was
followed by a more formal presentation defining the prograM's
objectives, learning activities and requirements.

Students were then introduced to various aspects of their ESCE
learning experience through a series of four workshops.

1. An employer/co unity site workshop included the
role of the e_ foyer instructor in EBCE learning.

2. A learning plan works p detailed the role of the
student in building n individualized learning plan
and explored how-- _t, formulate and work on projects.

A support systems workshop covered such program
elements as competencies, resource materials,
guidance and evaluation.

A workshop on journals and budgeting time gave
students information on the accountability system
and how to fulfill program requirements.

Orientation 1974-75

The next year (CE)2 decided to let students experience employer/
community sites for themselves during orientation. Students
therefore had to be introduced to program concepts early in the
week in preparation for visiting employer/community sites during
the last two days of orientation. Employer relations specialists
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matched students to employer sites on the basis of student
preferences expressed during the summer or during the first
days of orientation.

The first day-and-a-half of the 1974-75 orientation schedule was
devoted to general program information presented in a variety of
ways: games, role playing, question/answer sessions and hands-on
activities.

A series of workshops then alternated with employer/community site
explorations throughout the rest of the orientation period. The
workshops paralleled those described for orientation 1973-74.

Following is an overview
complete schedule appears

the 1974-75 orientation schedule (a
n Appendix C):

First

. Day

Morning

Greetings /lntroduotion
Game

Program Overview

ORIENTATION 1974-75

Group Cooperation A v_

Afternoon

Distribution of .nt

Handbooks

Transportation 5,
Explanation

Forms Used in the Program

computer Questionnaire

Housekeeping Rules/
Questions

Time Budget Activity

Second Goal Setting Activities
Day

Accountability System
Explanation

Workshops (four groups of, students
each looked at two of the
following workshops):

Learning Plan

Oompetencies and F5sources

Exploration Levels

Student Journals

Third
Day

Half of the students
participated in remaining
workshops

Half of the students
visited their first
employer site

Half of the students
participated in remaining
workshops

Half of the students
visited their first'
employer site

Fourth
Day

Half of the students
participated in workshops,
used the computer or worked
in a study group

Half of the students
visited their first
employer site

Half of the students
participated in workshops,
used the computer or worked
in a study group

Half of the students
visited their first
employer site

1
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ORIENTATION FOLLOWUP

(CE)2 staff have devised several orientation followup activities
specifically to evaluate their efforts, improve future orientation
programs and assure that students have the information they need
to be productive learners in EBCE. These activities include

1. intensive staff/student interaction and a staff/
student feedback session to see that orientation
objectives have bin met

2.. a staff ddbriefing session to critique the
effectiveness of presentations, record observations
and recommendations for improvement, identify
program elements causing students difficulty and
suggest tentative topics for follow through
workshops during the program year

During all subsequent, meetings with students, staff should
continue to reinforce orientation objectives.
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Plan additional reorientation workshops as necessary

Student' orientation to EBCE continues long after the first-few
days in the program. Students are helped to adjust to the program
and are supported by staff as they become accustomed to their
independence and to interacting maturely with adults. Students
who have difficulty budgeting time to keep up with program
requirements may need special reorientation sessions, which may
be conducted individually or in groups, depending on the nature
of the problem. -A student/staff retreat early in the program
year can also serve an orientation function, familiarizing staff
and students with one another and program functions through
informal interaction.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Guidance," for more information on the student/staff
retreat.

16
P;an procedures for orienting students entering after
program year begins

Each new student entering the program should receive orientation
similar to the formal session conducted at the beginning of the
program year. At (CE)2 an entering student is walked through
program concepts and elements, either on an individual basis or
with a small group of new students.

This orientation for new students usually involves at'least two
meetings each with a learning manager, employer relations
specialist and learning resource specialist. These activities
need not be conducted entirely within the learning center. The
ERS may "interview" the student by including him or her in a
visit to an employer. Other students may take the new student
through typical days of their respeCtive programs. New students
must have indicated preferences for initial employer/community
site explorations by the end of their orientation. At that point
the student quickly becomes-involved in EBCE activities-and is
included in any further orientation_ activities scheduled during
the year.
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Student Transfer

Ste

Establish procedures for transfer into and out of EBCE
program.

Provisions for student transfer into and out of the program
require mutual agreement between EBCE and cooperating school
districts regarding transfer procedures. The program must also
provide the EBCE equivalent of a transcript for students desiring
to leave the program.

EXAMPLES FROM (CE)2

Trans ing into the Program

(CE) es operated with an established enrollment figure each
year d student transfers have been accepted into the program tc
fill penings within that number. The program's student
recruitment process usually nets more students than can initially
be accepted into the program, leaving a pool of students who have
applied to the program and are considered first for transfer if
openings occur. Additional student applications for transfer al.
also received and reviewed at the recommendation of high school
staff.

Transfer students are selected immediately to fill vacancies that
occur during the first few weeks of the school year. After the
second week of October, staff may wait to fill vacancies until the
first four weeks of the second semester, although students may be
accepted into the program at any time during the year, with a
corresponding adjustment of learning expectations.

The process of selecting and approving students for transfer
involves conferences between the (CE)2 student coordinator and
high school counselors and the same open exdhange of student
records as during initial student selection.

Transferring out of the Program

The working agreement between Tigard School District and (CE)2
states that the school district "agrees to offer re-entry to the

7)
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high chool system for those' students requesting to return from
the 2 program." A student's departure from the program is
not con idered an automatic admission ticket back to the high
school, however, without a conference between the student, the
student's pare its, a Tigard High School dean and the (CE)2
program administrator and/or student coordinator. The puivose of
this conference .is to determine the student's future plans, the
learning environment most appropriate to those plans and a
program to match the student's interests and goals.

CE)2 students have until the second week of October to determine
if they want to return full-time to the high school. After that
deadline, they must wait until the start .of the second semester
to request re-entry to the high school.

;,.

(CE)2 staff complete a Record of Student Performance for any
student desiring to leave the program, recording work completed
to the date of transfer. This credential is then submitted to
the receiving institution. An accompanying note or telephone
call invites counselors or deans to contact the (CE)2 program
administrator or student coordinator with any questions regarding
the credential.

The student coordinator, in consultation with-the student's
learning manager and employer relations specialist, works out any
credit or grade translations 'that may be required by the receiving
institution. Such translations are made directly with the
receiving institution on an individual student basis.

ff a student over the age of 16 wishes to leave (CE)2 and not
return to high school, thy: program asks the student's parents to
write a letter indicating alternative educational plans (entering'
a high school completion program or.applying for a CEO certificate,
for example). That letter is forWarded to the student's high
school and entered into the student's permanent records.

All students leaving the program for whatever purpose are given a
copy of their final Record of Student Performance. This credential
certifies their accomplishments in the program for any educational,
employment or military purposes. The original Record of Student
Performance is retained at the program learning center, and a
copy is submitted to, the high school for addition to the student
permanent records.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Student Records," pages 63-66 and Appendix D, for further
information on the Record of Student Performance.
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Program Completi n praduation

28)

Establish procedures for.prog completion and graduati--

EBCE programs must determine procedures for'iss ng diplomas and
perhaps also for issuing certificates of program -ompletion.
Such procedures should provide for fleNible progr - completion,
liaison with the high school concerning diplomas an commencement
activities and-giving diplomas to students who choo not to take
part in commencement. Programs may also wish to ton r students
completing the program with a staff/student/parent get-together.

(CE)2 COMPLETION PROCEUURLJ

CE)2 students receive regular diplomas from Tigard High Soho
the diplomas are not distinguished in any way from those
received by students graduating from the regular school program.
This was made possible by gaining both district and state
department of education approval of the program as an equal but
alternative offering for Tigard juniors and seniors. The program
provides the high school with a list of graduates, which also
gives the official version of student names for diplomas.

When a student completes stated program requirements, a Record of
Student Performance is completed and signed by the program
administrator. The original performance record is retained at
the learning center, and a copy becomes part of the student's
permanent records at the high school. A copy is also given to
the student.

Students can choose to participate in high school commencement
activities and receive their diplomas at that time or receive
them informally from the program administrator.

Flexible Program Completion

Students who complete program requirements early may petition the
staff for early release.
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A student desiring early r submits a writ ,=.fl requeL LO Ulf,
staff explaining why he or sne dishes to leave the program early
This request is ciro,_leted among the staff, and each staff member
indicates whether the student has fulfilled the necessary
requirements for program completion.

Staff members discuss early release with th student to determine
if he or she has definite post-graduation Flans and is ready to
initiate them. If the student does not know "what happens next,"
staff and student talk about program alternatives to early release:
skill building or special placement on particui sites
advanced or additional learning) or placement fo, ay.

Students completing the program early are 'oh their Record of
Student Performance but do recei'. 3i unt fld of
the year. .They may Choc 'to throijh cummoucement at the end
of the year, reeive their diplomas by mail or pick them up in
person from the program administrator.

Because (CE)2 staff work on 12-month contracts, there is some
flexibility for students who are falling behind in completing
requirements. Students in this situation may negotiate with
staff to work for a specified period of timeiduring the,suner to
complete requirements. However, other ESCE programs may not have
this leeway.

The program administrator holds the diploma of any senior not
yet certified for graduation until both a learning manager and
employer relations specialist indicate that the student has
completed the required work.

Graduation

The student coordinator maintains contact with high school
counselors regarding commencement activities and lets counselors
know which students will be participating in commencement.
Counselors keep the program informed about all graduation
activities--caps and gowns, rehearsals and so forth--so that
graduating (CE)2 students have the same information as Tigard
High School seniors.

Special Activities to Hono r Graduates

(CE)2 has made a practice of holding an informal staff/student/
parent gathering to honor grachiates. Originally, the program
presented students with standard award certificates for completing
the program (in addition to theiregtlar high school diploma).
Graduates now receive their Record of Student Performance as the
equivalent of a program certificate.
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STUDENT RECORDS

EBCE student records are designed to collect, record,
interpret and report information in student progress through
the program. Such records provide data for diagnosing
student abilities and needs, prescribing action to meet
diagnosed needs and documenting and reporting student
experiences.

EBCE student credentials are the equivalent of a transcript,
certifying a student's learning experiences in the program
and summarizing and interpreting those experiences in a
format suitable for both employers and educational
institutions.

WHAT STUDENT RECORDS SHOULD DO

1. provide precise, accurate and current information on
individual student performance and learning growth

2. provide information necessary to certify program

enable the program to report student achievement
audiences, inaluding parents and educational ins

completion

to various
itutions

4. give students a, record of their EBCE experiences that

rmits transfer to another high school, if desired

b. meets state standards for high school graduation

c. provides basic credentials for postsecondary
institutions

d. certifies student experiences and accomplishments for
prospective employers

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT STWENT RECORDS

Individualized programs depend on well-planned, simplified recordh
that continually renect where students are and what they are
doing.



STUDENT SERVICES

Providing student credentials is an integral and concluding part of
the program's recordkeeping system; student records should be
designed to record the data needed for such credentials.

1n alternative edupational program requires an alternative
credentialing system, rather than straining traditional methods to
meet new program needs.

Students should have access to their own records of program progress
and program completion and should be able to use these records to
/sleet whatever needs they have when they leave the program.

The final student credential should have equal utility for
application for employment or for postsecondary education or
training.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

EBcE program staff generally collect and share student information
related to their areas of responsibility:

The learning manager (LM) collects information on student
learning activities.

The Emly22EEaatimp!2ialist (ERS) collects
employer comunity site information.

The learnin resource specialist (LES) collects data on
student work in the competencies and with programmed
instructional materials in Basic Skills.

The student coordinator (SC) supervises the collection of
affective behavior records and assessment information and
is responsible for the overall correctness of student
credentials.

The learning aide and clerical assistant record
information and use student records to complete student
credentials.
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PLANNING YSTEM

Determine program needs for student information

Determine audience needs for student info-ati

Identify sources of student information

Design system for recording and storing student
information to meet program and audience needs

4

6

Steps to I

Assign staff and participant responsibilities for
collecting and recording student information

Agree on system for final student performance
record

rove format for final stude7.t performance
record

Establish policy regarding confidentiality of
student records

USING THE SYSTEM

Keep administrative records on each student

101 Record student transportation arrangements

Record student attendance

Maintain master and individual student acords of
learning experiences

Use additional procedures as necessary to monitor
and record student progress and behavior

2 Keep individual staff records to support student
learning activities

Student Records
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45

47

50

53

59
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67

69

77

88

95

114

120

Report student information to identified-audiences 132
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Planning the System

Determine program noeds for student information

em

To tailor learning to individual students and to monitor student
progress through the program, information in ECE student records
must be specific, current and comprehensive. The program's
individualized nature makes it imperative :that all student learning
activities be monitored and recorded, Only by keeping track of
what a student has done and is doing can staff help tailor a learning
plan suited to that student, evaluate progress and reprIrt results.
EBCE records must also satisfy society's need for edu.tional
accountability in programs using learning techniques that take the
student out of the traditicnal controlled environment of the
classroom.

Accurate EBCE recordkeeping must describe key steps in the process_.
of student learning, as well as recording evaluative measures of
performance or achievement. Target dates, types of contact with
resources, time spent in specific learning environments and
student and adult rationales for individual activities shou: all
be identified in EBCE records.

THE TYPES OF INFORMATION NEEDED

Basic Student Information

Certain student information is essential to have on file: student
name, address, telephone number, an emergency contact and such vital
statistics as of birth, age, birthplace and so forth. It is
also helpful to maintain names and current addresseslof program
graduates to follow up with them on postgraduation plans and
activities and gain their later perspectives on program experiences.

Status of Entering Stude, ,

For each student, the program should file results of all diagnostic
instruments and other measures used to determine the student's
skill levels. and career aspirations. In addition, the prOgram
should have on file each student's r-imulative educational record.

tr
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..iT7DENT SEE:VICES

-A necessitates an arrangement with the student's previous schools
to secure transcripts an..7 other cumulative data.

Student Learning Progress and Program Completion

A complete record of stident learning activities is essential to
report scudent progress Periodically and to certify student
completion of program requirements. The records should be geared
to the Program's requirements to provide the data that will be
needed to certify program completion.

CE)2's program completion requirements are as follows:

1. All students must complete ten projects per program
yea:, two in each Life Skills area (each project
includes'Basic Skills activities).

2. Each student must complete all thirteen competencies.

Students must complet:- minimum of five career explorations
per program year and demonstrate adequate use of employer/
community site resources and opportunities, as judged
by employer instructors and program staff.

Requirements may be waived or modified in individual cases on the
written recommendation of a staff member and approval by the program
administrator.

Providing a Final Student Performance Record

All EEC E programs need a credentialing process--a procedure for
presenting and interpreting each student's personalized learning
program to other institutions. This process must document a variety
of student experiences in a way that is of equal value to high
school admissions counselors, personnel directors, college
admissions officers and the students themselves.

The final student performance record--the credential that accompanies
any student leaving the program--gives formal evidence that the
orogram has met the requirements of its state department of education
and local school district and the needs of students and the
community. It also displays the extent to which each student has
made use of the program's services.

-CROSS-REFERENCE

Program completion requirements receive additional explanation in
"Learning Plan Negotiation," Curriculum Ins uction, pages 52-53.
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Determine audience needs for st lent information

INTERNAL AUDIENCES

Staff of an EBCE program need essentially two types of information
to negotiate student learning plans and provide guidance:

1. student characteristics (backgroi interests,
needs, learning styles, abilities, aptitudes)

student progress (prior achievement, learning
objectives, learning experiences, progress in meeting
learning objectives, accomplishments in the EBCE
program)

Students should be given a clear statement of program requirements
to know what is expected of them. They should be informed of the
results and implications of all diagnostic testing and kept aware
of their progress toward meeting program completion requirements.
They should be apprised of any problems staff have noted. They
should also receive their own final record of performance and be
able to use that credential for any post-program purposes.

Parents want to know how their sons and daughters are progressing
in the program. They have the legal right to inspect any records
concerning their children (see Item 8, pages 67-68) and should
receive regular reports of their child's progress. They should also
be given a summary of student performance when their students leave
EBCE.

Emloersai deserve special consideration in the
reporting of student progress. They are the backbone of the EBCE
curriculum; to do a good job, they need constant updating on the
program and its students.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Cooperating sclool districts may have specific reporting
requirements. For example, (CE)2 is required by contractual
agreement to report student attendance figures to Tigard High School.
If the cooperating school district grants diplomas to EBCE graduates,
the district will need information that certifies program completion.
In addition, the district must know the number and names of
graduates to plan commencement activities.
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STUDENT SERVICES

Secondary schools receiving students transferring from ESCE must
have information comparable to that on a transcript, describing
student learning activities and performance and recommending
translation of student activities into regular program equivalenc
inclueing units of credit, if specifically requested. The
credential should help counselors place transfer students in the
regular school program.

State education departments may have specific reporting requirements,
particularly concerning attendance and curriculum.

Postsecondary institutions (colleges, universities, community
colleges and trade schools) need information that will help them
evaluate the EBCE graduate in terms of admittance criteria.
Registrars usually base admission on three factors: entrance
examination scores, grade point average and letters of
recommendation. EB(E's alternative credential should provide the
equivalent of this information, while remaining true to program
purposes and explaining program uniquenesses.

While some postsecondary institutions admit students simply on the
basis of a high school diploma, a program credential helps in
placing students within specific t.bjects or programs. Staff of
such institutions may need assistance from EBCE staff in interpreting
student activities, but the credential should provide easy access
to (a) records of whit the student has &ccomplished and experienced
in the program, (b) staff recommendations concerning the applicant's
potential success in a postsecondary educational program, c) records
of prior school experiences (high school transcripts) and (d) test
scores on any college entrance examinations the student wishes
reported.

ADDITIONAL AUDIENCES

Prospective empoye-s of EBCE students need records that detail
exactly what the student has learned and experienced in the program
that is applicable to occupational needs.

Students entering military S vice need evidence of the schooling
they have completed. This can be a copy of their high school
diploma, a transcript showing date of program completion, GED
certificate, explanatory letter from institutions granting
certificates of completion or, in the case of nongraduates, a
transcript or alternative performance record.

While the community -at-large has no specific information requirements
regarding student performance in the program, EBCE depends on the
community for student learning experiences, and programs should
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Student Record7 (Item 2)

provide general information about student progress in the program
to help maintain public support.

CROSS -RIrRENCES

Item 15, pages 132-13, contains suggestions for m eating audience
needs for student irformation.

"Program Entry/Exit" discusses information-sharing between
institutions when students transfer into or out of the program,
pages 35-36, and procedures for certifying EBCE students for high
school graduation, pages 37-38.

The needs of various audiences for general program information are
discussed in "Community_ Relations," Management Oianiza ion,
pages 172-192.
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Identify sources o

ESCE studnt records will draw
of information to provide data
needs. The descriptions below
introduction hi Items 4 and 5,
devices and 1_,._ocedures used by

Student Applications

student information

pril 'ly from the following sources
that meet both program and audience
are very brief and serve as an
which detail the actual recording
(CE)2-

The student's application to EBCE yields data such as name, address,
telephone number and an emergency contact and such statistics as
date of birth, age, birthplace, grade level and so forth. In

addition, the application devised for (CE)2 includes a questionnaire
to elicit personal and educational background, goal and interest
information from the student (see Item 9, page 71, for sample).
The application thus becomes a first step for EBCE staff in getting
to know the student as an individual, as well'as a record of
information essential for administra Ve purposes.

Transcripts

Transcripts from previous schools also yield information on the
student's educational background and interests.- Such information
is invaluable in negotiating learning plans with the student. The

Tigard School District permits (CE)2 to review cumulative records
of students applying and selected for the program. The original
acid legal copies of the official student transcript are retained by
the school district and copies made available to (CE)2.

Assessment

Results of diagnostic instruments and other measures help determine
student skill levels and career aspirations. ESCE assessment sources

include

diagnostic tests for identifying Basic Skills abilities
and Career Development interests

2. staff interviews with and observations of students
to identify essential learner characteristics such as
favorite subjects, preferred study environments and so
forth
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Student Services (Item 3)

continuous evaluation of student performance in
various learning strategies

Student Learning

Students a_ ieve their individual goals in Life Skills, Basic Skills
and Career Development through a variety of activities. These
include career explorations, learning levels, skill building levels,
projects, competencies, journals and employer seminars. The
students' progress in these activities must be measured and recorded
(see Item 4, pages 55-58, for details on (CE)2 records).

Personal Interactions

Informal and formal interactions among students and staff members or
other adults will yield information on student needs and abilities
as well as attitudes and affective growth. Conferences between
individual students and staff members, for example, can yield data
that help staff and students work out solutions to problems studen
may be having in meeting target dates, completing activities or
meeting other program requirements. Results of staff/student
interactions often enter the records through zone progress meetings
and zone debriefings held regularly during the school year.

Results of interactions between students and other adults may
derive from site maintenance visits or other staff/community adult
exchanges. Maintenance visits to learning sites by the employ6r
relations specialist allow the ERS to Check with employer instructors
regarding student progress and behavior. The EPS then records that
information and brings it to zone progress and zone debriefing
meetings.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Item 4, pages 53-58, gives an overview of the total system of
student records devised by (CE)2 to tap specific sources of student
information. Staff and participant responsibilities for recording
data are described in Item 5, pages 59-62, and the individual
recordkeeping forms that comprise the (CE)2 system are described
and displayed in Items 9-14, pages 69-131. The (CE)2 credential
is described and displayed in Appendix D.

Item 15, pages 132-135, details how (CE)2 reports student information
to various audiences.
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Zone progress meetings and zone debriefings are treated in deta
in "Guidance," Item 7.

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," Curriculum & Instruction,
pages 54-65, for further treatment of student assessment and
diagnostic procedures.

Learning site maintenance visits receive attention in "Site
Utilization," Emnlo o -unit Resources, pages 119-123.
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Design systeM for recording and storing student information
to meet program and audience needs

Programs must devise a system for recording all pertinent data from
the various sources of student information summarized in the
preceding item, making that data accessible to meet program and
audience needs.

LEARNING ACTIVITY DATA TO BE RECORDED

For each EBCE learning strategy, specific information regarding the
nature, amount and quality of student work must be recorded as
follows to help staff know what students have done and are doing:

Career explorations. Sites, starting and completion dates
and numbers completed should be logged. Completed
Exploration Packages should be kept on file as sources of
site descriptions, Basic Skills growth and Career
Development information and as records of student
accomplishment.

Learning and skill building levels. Sites, employer
instructors, starting and completion dates and skills
gained at each site should be recorded. Student and
employer evaluation forms and comments should also La
filed.

Projects. Information recorded should include titles,
Life Skills areas, starting and completion dates and
numbers completed. 'Projects, project evaluations and
optional critical-thi.nking wrap-up activities should
also be recorded and filed when completed. Use of
programmed materials, work with tutors, attendance at
classes, participation in group activities, special
placement work or indepth work with employer instructors
should also be logged as part of project records.

Competencies. Information logged should consist of
competencies, certifiers and target and completion dates.

o- nals. Submission of journals to staff correspondents
should be logged.

Employer seminars, Attendance and seminar titles should be
recorded.
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HOW MUCH DO YOU FILE?

In an individualized performance -based program, you can expect a
lot of both-formal and informal evaluative information to accumulate
for each student. Formally, employer instructors and community
resource people are asked to write their comments on the performance
of the students with whom they work in various learning activities.
Informally, frequent contacts among staff and community people
generate a wealth of personal observations about individual students.

It is important, when setting up your records system, to decide in
advance how much data you wish to accumulate for each student. The
record system described here reflects (CE)2's choice to strike a
balance between easily recorded factual data (that is how many
activities were completed satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily) and
less tangible judgmental data about the quality of individual
performance (for example, an activity was satisfactory, but the
student's performance showed certain characteristics that need
attention).

(CE)2 makes use of carbon forms, a Photocopy machine and clerical
assistance to help staff keep records -).Z evaluative comments.

The program's records system provides for filing individual common
made on each student product throughout the year. Staff also
summarize their own informal notes into record data and review
their comments on student products (Exploration Packages, projects,
journals) for regular reporting purposes. In addition, staff make
final cumulative remarks on the Record of Student Performance when
students leave the program.

Individual staff keep informal notes according to personal preference.
Just as some teachers prefer to keep papers written by students for
an entire term so they can review indepth both student progress and
their comments on that progress, so some EBCE staff will keep
copies of evaluative statements and student products. Similarly,
others are as comfortable with taking brief notes on student progress
and relying less on cumulative files of student work.
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Student Records (Item 4)

-'S SYST21 FOR STUDENT RECORDS

(CE)2 devised the following recordkeeping system to meet its needs.
The total system is summarized here so you can see it all in one
place. Separate categ'ries are then spread out through Items 9-14
and repeated to introduce descriptions of the individual forms
themselves. Cross-references here indicate pages on which each
form is explained and displayed.

Administrative Records

An administrative file for each student is stored in a locked filing
cabinet in the student coordinator's office. Each student's file
contains the following:.

a copy of the transcripts for every high school
the student has attended

'2. Student Application (pages 7 -75)

3. assessment results

4. attendance reports (pages 88-94)

5. the program's copy of the final Record of Student
Performance (Appendix 0)

Transportation Records

(CE)2 uses the following records to facilitate its transportation
arrangements, which include provision of a program van to transport
students to and from learning sites in the community:

1. Student Transportation Agreement (pages 78-75)

2. Student Transportation Options (pages 80-81)

Transportation Request (pages 82-83)

4. Student Transportation Route (pages 84-85)

5. Transportation Reimbursement Request (pages 86-87)

The Student Transportation Agreement becomes part of each student's
administrative file. The Student Transportation Options sheet is
filed so that the van driver can refer to it. Transportation
Requests ane Student Transportation Route forms are used by the van
driver to plan daily transportation schedules and are discarded
when no longer needed. Transportation Reimbursement Requests
become part of the program's expenditure records.
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Attendance Records

Attendance forms include the following:

1. Sign-In/Out Sheet (pages 88-89)

2. Weekly Time Report (pages 90-91)

3. Student and Employer Instructor Contract and
Employar Instructor Report (pages 92-94)

The first two forms receive frequent use and are kept accessible
to students and staff on the clerical assistant's desk near a door
to the learning center. The Student and Employer Instructor Contract
verifies the learning sites that students are visiting and the
schedules they are keeping in the community; the Employer Instructor
Report comes into the learning center at the conclusion of each sita
experience and is used by staff to verify student attendance at
learning sites for recording and mileage reimbursement purposes.
Both forms are then filed in 41 card file indexed by employer.

Experience Records

Master Record Book

The Master Record Book is stored in a shelf by the learning aide's
desk. The book is divided by index tabs into a section for each
student, and each section contains the following:

Life Skills Project

2. Student Profile for

Competencies Record

Student Experience
school year action

Individual Student Books

Record .pages 96-97)

each year (pages 98-99)

(pages 100-101)

Records for each student's
zones (pages 102-104)

Three-ring binders for each student are shelved by the learning
aide's desk and contain the following index-tabbed sections:

Basic Skills section with the results of all Basic
Skills learning materials the student has used
(Individualized Learning for Adults (ILA) programmed
learning materials, for example), notations when Basic
Skills materials have been substituted for project3,
tutor reports, grades from classes taken elsewhere
and so forth
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2 sections for fiL11.7) completed project fo:ms by each
of the five Lifm Skills areascritical thinking,
functional citizeip, personal /social development,
creative devei:pmet .end sci(Anceas well as the
critical thinking 0.1r-.-up activities done for each
project

final section for Career Development, containing

Learning Site Utilization forms for each site
the student visits for a learning level or skill
building placement (pages 106-107)

b. Skill Develuprent Record (pages 106-109)

all Student Evaluation of Learning Site forms
(pages 110-111)

d. all Student Performance Reviews (pages 112-113)

The Career Development section also lists career areas t-- student
has chosen to examine and results from the student's career interest
tests. These include materials from the Self-Directed Search (SDS)
and Career Information System (CIS).

Student Progress and Behavioral Records

A Student Status Board (bulletin board in the conference area of
the learning center; see pages 114-115) consists of the following
cards for each student:

1. card

2. a copy of the Student and Employer Instructor
Contract

3. projects card

4. competencies card

The following records are used to record staff observations of
learning progress and personal growth and to report to parents:

1. Zone Debriefing forte (pages 116-117)

2. Accountability Write-Ups (pages 118-119)
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Staff Records

Individual staff members keep certain forms and other records.
learning manager keeps the following records:

1. Learning Style Self-Assessment check-off sheets
(pages 121-123)

2. Project Evaluations (page...) 124-126)

3. lists of projects'in progress

The employer relations specialist keeps a notebook that includes
the following:

1. Student Info- -Lion Card (pages 127-129)

2. Maintenance Visit Record (pages 130-131)

Student Products

Student journals are considered the personal documents of the
students in order to preserve confidentiality of the entries, but
staff keep their own informal notes on each student's use of the
journal and development of communication skills.

Completed projects are filed for the year
students.

_d then returned to

Separate files of the students completed E loration Packages are
maintained during the year. These may be returned to students at
the end of the year or retained by (CE)2 if the students do not
want them back; they do provide site descriptions that can help
other students and the staff plan future learning activities.

NOTE: Whether to return completed Exploration Packages and
projects to students or retain them will be a matter Of staff
preference in each EBCE program.

CROSS-REFERENCES

The Curriculum & Instruction handbook covers igrNetail each of the
student products and EBCE learning strategieS that provide data to
be recorded. See especially ,"Student Journals," "Projects,'" and
"Career Explorations." Project forms are displayed on pages
200-204 of "Projects."
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Student ds (Xtem

Assign staff and participant responsibilities for
collecting and recording student information

Responsibilities for collecting and recording information are shared
among EBCE staff according to their roles. At (CE)2, for example,
learning managers, responsible for negotiating individual student
learning plans, collect information on student learning activities.
Employer relations secialists, working with students and, employers
during student onsite learning, collect employer/community site
information and keep track of student progress during site activities.
Information on student work in the competencies is collected by the
learning resource specialist, and the student coordinator collects
Basic Skills assessment data and information on student behavior.
The learning aide and clerical assistant help staff record'
information on student attendance and progress in all activities.

These general areas of responsibility are detailed below by staff
member.

LEARNING MANAGER

collects student self - assessment data _e Learning Style1. from
Self-Assessment sheet

2. summarizes student self-assessment data for Student Profiles

3. contributes information to Zone Debriefing forms on each
student

4. fills out Accountability Write-Ups when necessary

5. fills out and maintains file of Project Evaluations

6. maintains lists of ongoing student projects J

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

1. Collects and summarizes career assessment data for Student
Profiles

2. completes first sheet of Student and Employer Instructor
Contract for posting on the Student Status Board

3. collects information for Learning Site Utilization forms

4. keeps records of.site maintenance visits
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collects Skill Development _cords from students and gives to
learning aide for filing

6. collects Student Evaluation of Learning Site forms from students
and gives to learning aide for filing

7. collects Student Performance Reviews from employer instructors
and gives to learning aide for filing

contributes information to Zone Debriefing forms on each
student

9. fills out Accountability Write-Ups when necessary

10 keeps record of student onsite work on Student Information Cards

LEARNING RESOURCE SPECIALIST

1. maintains ongoing record of student work on the competencies
and provides competency completion information for the
Competencies Records in the Master Record Book

2 collects.and
Status Board

updates competency information on the Student

contributes information to Zone Debriefing forms on each
student

4. fills out Accountability Write-Ups when necessary

5. supports and maintains records of student use of Basic Skills
programmed materials

STUDENT COORDINATOR

1. collects and files student transcripts, applications and Student
Transportation Agreements in students' administrative files

2. collects and summarizes Basic Skills assessment data for Student
Profiles

3. checks Sign In/Out Sheets daily to verify student attendance

4. contributes information to Zone Debriefing forms and compiles
data from zone progress and zone debriefing meetings

5. maintains file of completed Zone Debriefing forms

. fills out. Accountability Write-Ups when-necessary

maintains file of all Accountability Write-Ups



CLERICAL STAFF

Learning Aide

Student Rec °d.

1. generally supports the learning manager and records student
learning activities in Master Record Book and Individual
Student Books

2. transcribes learning center attendance from Sign In /taut Sheets
to Student Experience Records in Master Record Book

3. collects and records all but site information on Student
Experience Records in Master Record Book

collects and records information on Life Skills Project Records
in Master Record Book

5. records information on Student Profiles in Master Record Book

6. records information on Competencies Records in-MaSter Record
Book

7. enters Project Evaluation co- n on project forms in
Individual Student Books

records information on Learning Sits= Utilization forms in
Individual Student Books

completes Skill Development Records and files them in Individual
Student Books

10. files Student Evaluation of Learning Site forms in individual
Student Books

11. files Student Performance Reviews in Individual Student Books

12. helps to maintain the Student Status Board, including collecting
information for the projects card

13. records results of zone progress and debriefing meetings on
Zone Debriefing forms for student coordinator

Clerical Assistant

1. generally supports the employer relations specialist, recording
site information in the Master Record Book and helping to
maintain ERS records, including Student Information Cards and
a file of completed Exploration Packages

maintains Sign In/Out Sheets for daily student use

3. receives Transportation Requests from students and relays them
to van driver

processes Transportation Reimbursement Requests

collects employer/community site-attendance from Weekly Time
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Reports and Employer Instructor Reports and records data on
Student Experience Records in Master Record Book

6. collects and posts Student and Employer Instructor Contracts
on Student Status Board

maintains file of Student and Employer Instructor Contracts
and Employer Instructor Reports

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT RESPONSIBILITIES

EMployer instructors participating in the (CE) program fill out
Student and Employer Instructor Contracts with student help; at
the end of students' site experiences, the Els fill out and mail
Employer Instructor Report post cards to the learning center.
Employer instructors also verify Weekly Time Reports, fill out
Skill Development Sheets with the students, complete Student
Performance Reviews and verify, comment on and sign completed
Exploration Packages and certain project activities.

Competency certifiers sign and date the Competency Record in each
student's competency workbook to verify completion of specified
activities.

CROSS- REFERENCES

Items 9-14,"pages 69-131, contain samples of each form in the (CE)2
recordkeeping system. Staff responsibilities are repeated in these
items as necessary to describe the procedures for filling out each
form.

The entire procedure for filling out the (CE)2 Record of Student
Performance (program credential), including'individual staff
responsibilities, is described in Appendix D.

Details on staff responsibilities for reporting student information
are contained in Item 15, pages 132-135.
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Student Records (Item 6)

final student performance record

An EBCE credential should certify the specified outcomes that
students have accomplished and the learning experiences that have
occurred. Tt should provide some guidelines for determining how
activities, experiences and performance's can fit from one system
to another, including recommendations for equivalent units of
credit and grade equivalencies when these are required by other
institutions.

The credentialing system must be consistent with EBCE program
goals and, at the same time, intelligible and satisfactory to
other institutions. While some institutions have been reluctant
in the past to accept credentials differing from the standard
transcript format, this attitpde is changing. For example, many
forward-looking college admissions officers are recognizing the
value of narrative performance records and the detailed student
profile they offer. This change is inevitable in view of the
variety of alternatives becoming available to students and the
need to keep students' options open, without foreclosing
opportunities for hi _er education.

The EBCE credential should be developed in close cooperation with
recipients to ensure that student information can be translated from
the program to other systems in language that is readily understood.
The secret of successful translation is in the language, and
credibility is less of an issue if the transmitter and receiver are
speaking in similar or commonly understood terms.

GUIDELINES FOR CREDIT AND GRADE EQUIVALENCIES

The (CE)2 program individualizes student assessment and evaluation
and uses performance-based criteria for evaluating student I
progress. Students are measured in relation to themselves rather
than in reference to group norms. Consequently, the program uses
narrative, student-specific performance records rather than letter
grades.

EB programs adopting (CE)2's point of view will have to provide
postsecondary institutions and secondary schools with some basis
for equating program experiences with units of credit in specific
subject areas, if neceszazy, or determining levels of student
performance. (CE)2 staff believe that these guidelines should be
general recommendations, however, and the actual translation left
to the institutions themselves.

.4
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The translation process should not be too complex. It should be
reduced to its simplest elements and, if possible, reviewed by
receiving institutions in advance to determine if it is workable
for them and meets their requirements. The credential should
include sETcific directions for contacting the program for any
needed assistance.

THE (CE)2 CREDENTIALING PROCESS

The educational agencies with which (CE)2 has interacted in
credentialing its students--the Tigard School District, the Oregon
State Department of Education, other districts receiving EBCE
transfers and postsecondary institutions receiving graduates from
the program - -have all recognized the unique problems faced by (CE)2
in attempting to provide instruction that is individualized,
interdisciplinary and community-based and then to describe this
program in terms that are meaningful to other institutions. They
have all been willing to recognize the program as nongraded and
have not required stringent procedures for translating student
performance into formal. credits. This.has allowed the program mu
flexibility in developing its system for credentialing student
achievement (see the following item 7 and Appendix D).
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Approve t for final student performance record

The actual format that an EBCE program adopts for transmitting
student performance information should be flexible, so it can be
easily tailored by the student to meet the individual requirements
of different recipients. It should be designed with the assistance
of representatives of both the employer community and educational
iinstitutions to ensure that the credential provides information
that is helpful in placing students both in jobs and schooling.
Most employers base their hiring procedures on three basic elements
--application, interview and reference check. program credentials
should augment but not duplicate these elements.

(CE) RECORD OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

The (CE)2 credential, called ',tie Record of Student Performance, and
credentialing process have evolved through intensive staff design
efforts and outside review. A portfolio format was first designed
by staff consensus and then submitted to extensive review by
admissions officers from state and private colleges, universities
and two-year community colleges,_personnel directors and local
high school administrators. This first review gave staff several
basic guidelines for revision. Reviewers advised that

1. credentials should be as brief as possible, while at
the same time including explicit information About
skills and levels of proficiency the student has
acquired

2. program requirements' nd student performance should
be communicated in a /isually clear way

the portfolio should always begin with one page that
Sets forth the major areas of the program, what the
student has accomplished and how long the student has
been-in the program

4. information should be easy to locate quickly

In addition to reviewer recommendations, (CE)2 staff were guided
iin portfolio design by a National Association of Secondary School
'Principals "Curriculum Report" on school-to-college transcript
information (see Bibliography in the Program Overview packet) .

Members of the original portfolio review task forces were reconvened
at the (CE)2 learning center to critique the final format page by
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page. This final review has resulted in the pertfolio described
in detail in Appendix D.

The portfolio provides a complete profile of each student's work in
the program. Individual forms include

1. a brief description of the program, explaining basic
program goals and instructional system

2. an official certificate stating program requirements
and indicating partial or total student completion
of these

summaries of student experiences by curriculum
components - -Basic Skills, Life Skills, Career
DeVelopment

a competency certificaticn sheet

5. a list of the specific career skills a student has
develdped

an optional translation sheet that gives guidelines
to postsecondary. and secondary institutions so they
can place CCE)2 students within their systems

7. a pocket for transcripts from institutions previously
attended by the student

a pocket for letters of tecommendation from employers
with whom the student has been placed for learning
experiences in the program

A resume is also prepared by the student for use
when applying for a job

CROSS-REFERENCES

portfolio

A sample (CE)2 Record of Student Performance is displayed and the
individual forms described in Appendix D, together with student
guidelines for arranging and using the portfolio and sample resume
formats recommended to the students.

Consultant recommendations implemented partially or fully in final
design of the (CE) 2 Record of Student Performance are displayed in
Appendix E.
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Establish policy regarding confidentiality of student
records

Federal law regarding the confidentiality of student records
(Section 438, Title V, Education Amendments of 1974) states that no
federal funds will be available to educational institutions that
deny parents of students under 18, or the students themselves if
they are over 18, the right to "inspect and reviewany and all
official records, files and data directly related to" the student.
This includes all material in each student's cumulative record

specifically including but not necessarily limited to
identifying data; academic work completed; level of
achievement (grades, standardized achievement test
scores); attendance data; scores on standardized
intelligence, aptitude and psychological tests; interest
inventory results; health data; family background
information; teacher or counselor ratings and observations
and verified reports of serious or recurrent behavior
patterns.

The statute, commonly called the Buckley "privacy amendment," gives
parents and students over 18 the right to challenge the contents of
any student records. School districts must comply within 45 days
to a reques-hto examine records.

The Buckley amendment -and any applicable state or local stat,-tes
will greatly influence program policies regarding confidentiality
of student records. In addition to the records that must be made
available to parents and students over 18, an EBCE program must
decide what types,of information are to be released on request to
educational, business, government and legal agencies, institutions
and individuals.

CONFIDENTIALITY AT (CE)2

Parents of (CE)2 students are shown student records from the Master
Record Book and Individual Student Books during their conferences
with staff. In addition, they have the access guaranteed by law
when they request to see .their children's program records

Students are informed that all records are open to them at all
times (the student handbook includes such notification). Everything
staff write about students must be shown to the students, with the
following exceptions:
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The student coordinator may retain private notes from
staff and high 'school counselors but must dispose of
such notes when the. leaves the program.

2 Other staff may retain private working records on a
student until the student leaves the program, at which
time those notes must be destroyed.

The working notes, of staff may in no way become part of a student
permanent records.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Procedures for student ratification of portfolio contents appear in
item 15, page 133.

Oregon Revised Statute 336.195 deals with confidentiality of
student records and is quoted in Management & Organization,
Appendix Bo
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Using the System

Keep administrative records on each student

The administrative fLe for each student can include the following
materials:

copies of student transcripts from previous high
schools

2. completed Student Applications (sample follows)

assessment results (that is, raw scores from
testing; the Student Profile kept in the Master
Record Book--see Item 12summarizes these results
for staff use)

4. attendance reports (see Item 11)

The file may also contain copies of parent communications and the
Student Transportation Agreement described in Item 10.

STUDENT APPLICATION

What Is It?

The Student Application provles space for basic student information
and asks tae prospective student to describe reasons for.. applying
to EBCE. It also includes a Checklist and questions to elicit some
general AnFormation about the student, including activities and
attitudes toward learning.

How Is It Completed?

The student fills out the form and it is signed by parents or
guardian to grant permission for the student to participate in
EBCE. The form is then returned to the learning center, where the
student coordinator reviews it
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Where Is It Filed?

The student coordinator files completed Student Applications in the
administrative file.

How Is It Used?

The form is used in combination with transcript data and counselor
ratings as the basis for selecting students. The questionnaire
portion of the form may serve several additional purposes:

1. Staff can gain.a better picture of the student's
interests and background for use in negotiating
individualized learning plans.

2. The program can use questionnaire data fog pre and
post evaluation of changes in student i erests and
learning behaviors to supplement measu es of progress

skills and comprehension that can be gained by
evaluating student performance during/the year-
for example, questions S through 11,/pages 73-74.)

The program can also gain a demograghic description
of the student body from questionnaire data. This can
be ;iced in comparing students in relation to the total
population of the local geographical area.

How Many Are Needed?

Staff must estimate the number of Student plications needed each

program year based on their knowledge of the populations of the
cooperating high schools.

NOTE: This application form has received Forms Clearance approval
from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget and may be used by
EBCE sites.

CROSS REFERENCES

.gee "Progra Entry/Exit," pages 12-13, for discussion of student
application to the program.

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," Curriculum nstruction, pages
54-56, for explanation of transcript and assessment data used in
developing each student's learning plan.

See Items 10 and 11, pages 77 and 33 respectively,' for displays
of transportation and attendance forms.
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Student

STUDENT APPLICATION

Age « bate of Biri

High School Counselor

Address Z I

0 Sex

Date

Grade Level

In Emergency, Contac

Pare.

Paren or Guardian (s) 's Occupation (s)

Telephone 1 P-3

Describe in a paragraph your reasons for wishing to be in ESE:

Date

PARENT PERMISSION

I have discussed the EEICE program with
and grant permission for his/her full participation in EHCE.
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Please check the answ
asked to do so.

Student Questionnaire

describe you, or write in rospon ;

Have you ever worked for pay outside of your home on a regular basis?
(If no,. ignore questions 2 and 3 and go directly to quostion 4.)

LYes El No

If you answered yes to question 1, what types of work do you do now or
have you done in the past?

3. What has been Your most important reason for working

1. El To help support my family

2. ri To earn money for my expenses or for things I want to buy

0 To gain work experience

Other reason (specify)

4. What do You expect to be doing one year after completing high '-chool?
(check one car more answers)

Working 11-time

2. El Entering an apprenticeship or on-the-job training program

Going into regular military service or to a service academy

4. ETAtLending a vocational, technical, trade or business school

LaAttending a junior or coMM- ity ellega

Attending a four-year college or un

forking part -time

0 Other (travel, take a break)
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S. How far do you plan to pursue y«ir fomal education?

L LI not plan to finish high school

aHigh school graduate

0 High school plus one or two years of college, community
college or special training

High school plus three or more years oi -.liege, community
.college or special training

our-year college graduate

b. 0 Graduate or professional training beyond college

6. List two jobs you feel you mightlike to hold after completing your
education. Be as specific as possible (for example, say "a mechanical
draftsman" rather than "working at National Engineering").

7. What are the occupations of your father and mother?

Father's occupation

Mother's occupation

What high scholl activities (such as choir or basketball team) did you
participate in the year before entering EBB? Write "none" i you did
not participate in any. If you participated in sports, list actual
names of the sports.

What specific high school activities, if any, o you plan to participate
in this year?
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74

0

10. During the year before entering EBCE, what community organizations
(such as the YMCA or girl scouts) did you participate in? Write
"none" if you did net participate in any.

No/it

11. List your hobbies or recreational activities.

12. Approximately how many pamphlets, brochures, manuals or magazine

articles did you read this past school year?

I. 0 None to 10

2. Li] 1 to 5 4 Ern_ to 20

13. Are you:

White

21 to 30

More than 30

Native American Indian

0 Black c. ONative A)askan

3. Oriental r. 0 Other (specify)

4. 0 Spanish Descent (Chicano,
Puerto Rican and so forth)

14. What is the highest level of formal education your father has completed?

1. 11 None

2. 0 Elementary school

Some high school

4. 0 High school graduate

5. Some postsecondary (for example, some college, junior college,
business school, trade or technical school)

6. 1 College graduate (four-year degree)

Some graduate tork

8. L -uvanced degree (specify)

9. 0 Do not know
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ighest level of formral education your mother has completed?

1. 0 None

2. a ' school

3. 0 Some high school

4. 0 High school graduate

0 Some postsecondary (for example, some college, junior college,
business school, trade or technical school)

6. College graduate (four-year degree)

7. Some graduate work

H. 0 Advanced degree

9. Do not know

16. How important was each of the following factors in deciding 'to join ESCE?
(Circle one number for each question.)

4

-d more freedom/independen

2. I wanted to choose my own learning
style

3. I wanted to learn about careers

I did not like my previous school

5. I wanted to prepare for a job

I was bored with school

7 I heard the EKE program was easy

Other (specify)

Not
imp°rtan t

1 2

Extremely
Important

4 ti C,
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Record student sportation arrangements

Al]. student transportation arrangements should be recorded to-assure
that students are able to keep appointments and reach the employer/
community sites at which they are learning. The following pages
explain and display forms designed to record all such artangements.
Forms displayed include:

1. Student Tr _ spo.::tat on Agreement

Student Transportation Options

Transportation Request

4. Student Transportation Roue

5 Transportation ReiMburse- nt Request

CROSS -REFERENCES

See "Business Management," iy,22rIL!LqLaggr4Igtion, pages 129-135,
for trAnsp,7rtation considerations for an EBCE program and the
importance of the Student .Transportation Agreement in relation to
!rsurance coverage for Students.

See also "Career Explorations," Curriculum instruction,
pages 134-135, for discussion of student transportation in (D;1

to student learning programs.
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT

What Is It?

The Student Transportation Agreement allows each student's parent
or guardian to stipulate the means of transportation that are
pear issable for the student cc use to meet learning commitments in
the community.

How Is It Completed?

The student's parents check permisTAbe options, th, sign and
date the agreement. The student also signs to indicc,r1 knowledge
of the agreement and returns the form to the program administrator.
The program administrator signs and dates the form to acknowledge
the program's agreement to comply with the options specified.

Where Is It Filed?

The student coordinator files the completed Student Transportation
Agreement in the administrative file.

How Is It Used?

Clerical staff use-the Student Transportation Agreement to fill
out the Student Tranlwrtati/yn Options form. Program staff are
advised of the mean; of -;ret!sportacion specified on the agreement
and monitor student tren.sPor';htiun accordlr The employer
relations specialist a.Lso whiCh options the student may use
on the Student Informal:: !:=4.:c1 in his or her notebook (see item 14

How any Are Needed?

BBC E programs should have on hand at l'-est one Student Transporta
Agreement per progran year for every student in th' program.
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT

is our understanding that , give
permission to participate in E ce-Based Career Education, will L=
moving among various learning sites in the community. He/she has our
Permission to drive or to travel only by the means of transportation checked
1)? load

Metropolitan bus

Personal or.family Auto

StUdent car pool

Program vehicle

°volunteer adult driver

School district bus

Employer vehicle

Other ,-ify)_

Any other means of travel, such as hitchhiking,
the EBCE program, and the student assumes all r

Date SAyned:

The program carries primary liabi
over bodily injury and prc -ertv

covers bodily injury and pr,dpert
transpc,-ted or driving in other v'

Staff will be advised of the me
parents of Kelly Robbins
her to be 'ransported by any other

Date s-hr

out the sanction of

Father

Mother

Student

y insurance on the ESCE vehicle to
T 2condary liability insurance

.ge chat may be incurred by students

transportation approved by the
and will not knowledgeably cause him/

means.

cued: _ALL/ _

Fm AdminisuA-aftlr
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS

What Is It?

The Student Transportation Options form records the transportation
options that have been approveC by each student's parent or
guardian.

How Is It CrT,-ileted?

Clerical staff use Student Transportation Agreements to check
the appropriate coluuns for options approved for each student
and to note any (.3her approved options.

Where Is It Filed?

Clerical staff file the Student Transportation Options fora in the
administrative file. The van driver may also wish to keep a copy.

How Is It Used?

Program staff (particularly the van driver) use the Student
Transportation Options foLm to make certain that students are being
transported to employer/rommunity sites only by the means of
transportation they and their parents have agreed on.

How Many Are Needed?

Each progra41 year, ESCE programs should have on hand the number
of Student Transportation Option forms needed to record all
students' names.
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TRANSPORTATION REQUEST

What Is It?

The Transportation Request is used only if the program provides a
van, school district bus or other means of tratsporting students to
learning sites in the community. The fotw includes space for
students to indicate dates, destination, times for arrival and
return and comments.

How Is It Completed?

The student fills out the form the day before he or she needs
program transportation.

Where is It Filed?

Transporta,:ion Requests are kept in a box by the clerical assistant's
desk, where they are easily accessible to the van dri7er.

How Is It Used?

The form enables the van driver to schedule runs to and from various
community sites.

How Many Are Needed?

Programs will have to estimate the number of Transportation Requests
needed based on the nutter of Ftudents, multiplied by a factor such
as the number of weeks in td ,rogrm year (assuming that students
make one request a week, to sever the week's transportation needs).
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TRANSPORTATION REQUEST

iThi_--/; toques', mar be turn tn Ltt 2: p.r.'L or r Lur'uru rhu fIrst
;ohoLlye,1 run.)

tudent

DESTtNATIQN: From -AM,

E,66g-0,0

RLTUFIN:

IMFORTANT: If you are not in tho 1.74n, please oxplain under
COMMENTS.

DAYS:

Date at Requeet 11-071

To We-Ofre-4111 114424 -140

T 4,4044-_ rlrie /:CtrAW44.

Yes
' No j

Munuay

Tuesday

Wednesday [=_J

Thursday

Fr lay

DATES: !'rum

COD,MENTS:

To *1_91 7S-

1
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION ROUTE

What Is It?

The Student Transportation Route is the van driver's schedule of
student transportation needs. It includes space to enter student
names and pick up and delivery times and places.

How Is It Completed?

The vas driver fills out the form each day from the Transportation
Requests turned in by students.

Where Is It Filed?

The van driver keeps Student Transportation Route forms.

How Is It Used?

The form enables the van driver to plan the day's schedule for the
program vehicle.

How Many Ar Needed{

One Student Transportation Route is necessary fur each day students
visit emplol'er/community sites.
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION

/ 7- 7.5Date

ROUTE

DELIVERPICK UP

Student Place Time rudent Place

S A

r
, 6 o:

pm
:cm

fr i

. ,

hc
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TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST

What Is It?

The Transportation Reimbursement Request includes space for dates,
destinations, mileage, the applicable reimbursement rate -and staff
verification for student program-related transportation expenses.

How Is It Completed?

The student 'Ills out the, farm and has a staff member verify its
accuracy. 2' : travel to employer sites, (CE).2 employer relations
specialists use the Employer instructor Report post card (see Item
11) to verify the student's travel and attendance. ,-;or other

activities (for example, competency certification, special
placements), the staff member associated with the learning activity
is responsible for verifying the student actually went to the
places indicated.

Where Filed?

Transportation Reimbursement Request:3 are processed by the clerical
istant and become part of the program's records of expenditure.

How It Used?

The form is used to assure that students using private transportation
are reimbursed at a standard rate - -$ _M per n.ile if the stuent is
alone in the car, $.13 per mile if the student transports other
students--for program--elated transportation expenses.

How Many Are Needed?

Programs will. have to estimat the number of Transportation
Reimbursement Requests needed based on the number of students who
plan to drive to and from learning sites, and the frequency with
which students are likely to submit reimbursement requests (pjt-cbably
once or twice a month during the program yea' per driving student) .
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student

TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST

6i.4#1

Date [Destination Rate Miles Amount ,Verified

7 C. kt . ©g .2 sf' / C.
1

YWJ

ao

I vi
,mt. Fix;r- -ei, Pe

/3 5-2-____

41/7.-r- ..
1 3

i r
I xt. -/3 .s-3

1

TOTia. 42 . 04
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Record student attendance

The following forms are used to monitor and record student
attendance at the learning center and at employer/community sites:

1. Sign In/Out Sheet

2. Weekly Time Report

3. Student and Employer Instiuctor Contract and Employer
Instructor Report

SIGN IN/OUT SHEET

What Is

The Sign In/Out Sheet tracks student movements and activities daily
d weekly. It includes space for entering tines and activities.

Is It Completed?

The student fills out the sheet each time he or she comes to and
leaves the learning center. The student coordinator checks the
sheet daily to verify student entries.

Where Is It Filed?

The sheets are kept by the clerical assistant until the learning
aide uses the form to enter attendance information in the Master
Record Book.

How Is It Used?

The form is a source of attendance information for the program and
school district; it can also be used in accountability conferences
with students.

How Many Are Needed?

One Sign In/Out Sheet is needed per week per student.
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SIGN INt UT SHEET

ACTIVITY

Early
Activity

8:130 a.m.

9:00 a.oL :30 8:0
I

10:00 a.m.

T

..-

10:00 cm.
tO

11:00

11:00 a.m.
to

12:00 room

12:00 now
TO

1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.
to

2:00 p.m.
243 00

2:C4) p.m
to

3:10l p.m. A 4n10- 2130 2:46

3:00 p.m.
to

4:00 p.m.

to
5:00 p.m.
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WEEKLY TIME REPORT

What Is It?

The Weekly Time Report includes space for recording attendance at a
particular employer/community site. It also records whether the
student is using the site for career exploration, learning level,
skill building level or special placement purposes.

How Is It Completed?

The student fills out the report at the end of ea:Al week and has
the employer instructor at the site verify the hours recorded.
The student then turns in the report to the employer relations
specialist.

Where Is It Filed?

The employer relations specialist turns Weekly Time Reports over
to the clerical as=sistant for filing.

How Is It Used?

The Weekly Time Report serves as a record of student attendance
at employer/community sites. It is similar to attendance methods
(for instance, punching a time clock) used at workplaces and
serves to alert students to the responsibilities of time
accountability. The clerical assistant records data from the
report on the Studet Experience Record in the Master Record
Book (see item 12).

How Many Are Needed?

One Weekly Time Report is needed per student for each week students
are learning at employer/community sites.

NOTE: There issome intended redundancy between the Weekly Time
Report and the Student and Employer Instructor Contract/Emploqor
Instructor Report forms described later in this item. Both are
attendance devices, but the latter set of forms is also a way of
helping staff and students know where and during what times a
student is in the community. In addition, the Employer Instructor
Contract formally alerts the program that a student has finished
participating at a site Weekly Time Reports let staff know
about student attendance on a weekly basis.
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Student

Week of

Site-

WEEKLY TIME REPORT

Exploration

Learning

partment

Skill Building

Special Placement

TIME

FROM TO HOURS

Monday
1

Thesday

Wednesday |
3

Thursday
I 3

Friday

TOTAL

Each day must be f lled in.
Turn this slip in to your ERS each Friday.

Verified by
mrloyer instrUctor)
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STIJDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

What Is It?

The Student and Employer Instructor Contract is a three-pa
no-carbon-required form that includes space for

1. naves of student, employer instructor, site and
department or learning station (if there are more
than one at a site)

time of the student's first appointment

level of site participation intended by the student
(career exploration or learning level)

4. a two-week scheduling grid

5. places for the student and employer instructor to
sign their names, verifying the agreed on schedule

This three-part form is attached to the Employer Instructor Report
post card (described below).

Now IS It Completed and Where Is It Filed?

The first sheet of the form is partially completed by the employer
relations specialist. r,. the .Dent's first appointment is made

ERS or student), the ERS fills in that appointment date and the
rest of the form except the scheduling grid. This first sheet is
then posted on the Status Board (see Item 13) to indicate that a
site placement is pending.

The student takes the second and third\sheets of the form, together
with the Employer Instructor Report pos card, to the site for the
first appointnent. T1=-=2 etployer instru for agrees with the student
on the times the studLnt will be attending the site and both parties
sign the r-nlpleted :cup'.

The employer instructor retains the third sheet of the Student and
Employer Instructor Contract and the Employer Instructor Report post
card.. The student returns the second sheet to the ERS who mounts it
on the Status Board to show the site is now being used by the
student. The first sheet that was initially posted on the Status
Board is discarded. (The clerical assistant will often handler-thm---
actual posting of these sheets Since that person also uses them to
check student site placement and attendance records. The EFS should
initiIlly see t, - however so that he or she keep_s in t-ouch with
the student's act- ties.)
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How I It Used?

The Student and Employer Instructor Contract form is a record for
employer instructor, employer relations specialist and student of
the time schedule arranged between the student and the employer
instructor. Posting one copy on the Status Board enables all sta
and students to identify where individual students are in the
community. For career explorations, the two-week schedule
suffices to cover all the time the student spends at a site. For
learning levels (which may last longer), the scheduling grid is a
way to establish the student's normal weekly attendance pattern.

NOTE: This form helps keep track of site placements and student
time schedules. It is not intended to substitute for the Weekly
Time Report (described earlier in this item) which the employer
instructor Signs to verify the student actually came to the site
during the agreed-on times.

How Many Are Needed?

One three-part form, with attached Employer Instruc
necessary for. eadh student site placement.

EMI

II t

STUDENT AD INSTriuCTOR CONTRACT

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

is

NAP

SIT(

EMF

F !P

USW'

It tl

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

RAtti_v#2,-*NAME

SITE DEPT

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CiilkAp"._

FIRST APPOINTMENT
a Tim

CAREER EXPLORATION
OLEARNING LEVEL

F E K O F WM T W Th

I 1/17 it-x__ -( . -12_.

EMPLOYER IN
If here are

TOR SIGNATURE

guttated changes in this contract-, notify your ERS
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STUNT SERVICES

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

What Is It?

The Employer Instructor Report is a host card that is attached to
the Student and Employer Instructor Contract form described on the
preceding pages. It allows the employer instructor to verify
whether student attendance was satisfactory and to add comments
regarding the student's onsite participation.

How Is It Completed and Where Is It Filed?

When the student finishes a site, the employer instructor completes
the post card and mails it to the learning center. The clerical
assistant receives the post card, shows it to the employer
relations specialist, attaches it to the Status Beare cc-- 'f

Student and Employer Instructor Contract and files I - card
file alphabetically by employer site.

Is It Used and How Many Are Needed?

The ERS uses the post card to note that a student has finished a
site placement. The clerical assistant uses it to officially verify
the student's attendance at the ite and to record that information
on the Student Experience Record in the Master Record Book (see
Item 12). Gne post card is needed for each set of Student and
Employer Instructor Contract forms.

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

Did the student meet the hours ono appointments
contract (was the attendance satisfactory)?

Student Name 0 Yes

involved in this

No 2_

If not, what day(s) di _ ti _ student miss?

Comments: h 0 4:-

Date % -_.1.0_-=7-=+-----
--" --

Emplo nstructor
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Student Records (Item 12)

Maintain master and individual student records of learning
experiences

Student experience records reflect all student program - related
learning experiences, both at the learning center and at employer/
community sites. This item deals with the Master Record Book and
the Individual Student Book, S. Contained in these books and explained
on the following pages are the primary records necessary for
recording student performance, measuring progress and completing each
student's Record of Student Performance. Items 13 and 14 deal with
additional records that help staff maintain close contact with student
progress and provide input to the primary records described here.

MASTER RECORD BOOK

What Is It?

The Master Record Book is a
the following forms for each

large, three-ring binder that ikcludes
student:

1. Life Skills Project Record

2. Student Profile

3. Competencies Reco

Student Experience Record

How Is It Completed and Where Is It Filed?

The learning aide and clerical assistant update information in the
Master Record Book from other student records (explained on the
following pages). The Master Record Book is stored on a shelf easily
accessible to the clerical staff who work with it.

How Is It Used and How Many Are Needed?

Th-, Maeter ,Record Book is a collection- point for summarized
inforMation on all student work toward completing program requirements.
CE)2 recommends that forms from the Record of Student Performance--
used for credentialing purposes (see Appendix Wrralso be kept in
this book and updated at least quarterly. Essentially, for a program
of 30 students you will need one binder large enough to hold about
330 pieces of paper. For numbers of individual forms, see the
following pages.
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ENT SERVICES

Wha It

LIFE SKILLS PROJECT RECORD

The Life Skills Project Record includes spaces in each of the Life
Skills areas for project, titles and beginning and completion dates.

How Is It Completed?

The learning aide collects the information from projects handed in
by students and enters the information on the form.

Where Is it Filed?

The learning aide files the form in tiie Master Record Book.

How I It Used?

The form is available for parent inspection during parent visits .
to the learning center and is used to complete the Student Experience
Record and th'e Record of Student.Performance. It is also used to
update the project card posted on the Status Board (see Item 12).

How Many Are Needed?

an EBCE program needs one Life Skills Project Record for each student.
"No years of program work may be entered on one form.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Projects,' Curriculum & Instruct -on, page 215, for more
discussion' of project recordkeeping.
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LIFE SKILLS PROJECT RECORD

Student Kelly bbin

LIFE S _ PROJECT TITLE STARTED COMPLETED

Creative
Development

Teaching Sixth Graders About Nature 2-10-74' -14-75

'Don't just Stand\ There -- Do Something 3-19-75 4-17-75

Critical
Thinking

2 for,You . e :

12 Horsepower Kohler Engine .
12 -1 -74 113 -75

Functional
Citizenship

Legislature Project 4-18-74

Where Do I Fit In? -75

Personal/Social
Development

Basic Youth Conflicts -6-74

What -I Do) About Me? 0-21-74 11-13 -74

Aviation Ground School 5-10-74 6-12-74

Science
I Was a Teenage Scientist_ _ _ 2-18-75 -3-75
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STUDENT SERVICES

STUDENT PROFILE

What Is It?

The Student Profiie%displays the summarized results of career
assessment (CareerlInformation System,,Self-Directed Search),
Basic Skills assessment (Comprehensive'Test of Basic Skills and any
other Basic Skills assessment instruments)and Life Skills/learning
style assessment .(from student self-assessment).

How Is It Completed?

The employer relations specialist collects and summarizes career
assessment data. The student,coordinator is responsible fcr

_collecting and summarizing Basic Skills assessment data. The
learning manager collects student self-assessment data from a
Learning Style Self-Assessment check-off sheet completed in
conference with the-student (see Item 14) and summarizes the
data for the Student Profile. The learning aide records the
information on the Student Profile. Information is updated as
students take additional diagnostic tests--for instance; to further
pinpoint Basic Skills needs or to reexamine career interests.

Where Is It Filed?

The learning aide files the form in the Master cord Book.

How Is It Used?

The Student Profile is the basis for negotiating students'
individualized learning plans and Is available to all staff for
information purposes. The form is also open to Terent inspection
during parent visits to the learning center.

How Many Are Needed?

.)ne student profile is needed per student each program year

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," Curriculum 6rst^uction,
pages.54-58, for further explanation of e Student Profile and
another example of the completed form.
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STUDENT PROFILE

Student Name: George Rogers
CAREER ASSESSMENT: Employer Relations Specialist
Date: 10/22/74
CIS: George seems to have a'nerrow spectrum of interests. He expresses willingness to complete any amount of education and /or
training to meet his objectives. To limit his list somewhat he stipulated the top starting salary figure. The remaining 12
ocCUations did not match his desires. Medical careers, the focus of his interests, are eliminated by his lack of interest in
teaching and supervising. 808: George's interests, abilities and self-perceptions best suit him for a career involving
scientific and technical pursuits and working with people. Our objective with George will be to strengthen his self-confidenee
while encouraging him to look-at a broader range of occupational choices.

BASIC SKILLS ASSESSMENT: Student Coordinator
Gate: 8/15/74
TestRFOITTirraiii7iFetation:
ems: George received a score of 24 out of a possible 25 correct on the reading inventory. Assessment in this area indiciteS
that George has a lood command of phonics, word recognition, vocabulary and comprehension skills. It is recommended that he be
encouraged to work on reading activities and materials according to personal need and interest. George should also be
encouraged to undertake more advanced reading and pursue the opportunity to increase his vocabulary. On the math inventory
_George scored 25 out of a possible 30 and received a score of 83 percent. He is able to compute basic math functions in
addition, subtraction, muld.Plication and division of whole numbers as well as basic arithmetic operations with fractions, i

decimals, percentages and measurements. As there is no indication of a consistent pattern of difficulties it is recommended!
that George be provided with math programs developed around his personal interests and need's.

LIFE SKILLS/LEARNING STYLE ASSESSMENT: Learning Manager/Student
Date: 10/24/74
Interview and Comments:

Georgeisa quiet, self-directed', highly motivated young map. His interests lie in photography,- opicalfish, law, medicine and
`mechanics. He likes frequent contacts with staff and of en:needs to be reminded about deadlines I, feel that George needsito,
be encouraged to pursue his interests and needs to learn to take a bit more time and care in the work he is doing. He needs to
be encouraged and reinforded in putsuing activities in areas of his indicated interest.
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T SERVICES

What Is

COMPETENCIES RECORD

Tne Competencies Record lists the competencies and provides space
for certifier names and titles and dates of certification. Students
have a similar form in their Competencies Workbook.

How Is It Completed?

The competency certif cr signs th form in the Competencies Workbook,
which the student returns to the learning resource specialist. The
learning aide types the certifie:',, name and title and the date of
Certificaticn trom the workbook form onto the form in the Master
Mcord

here' Is It Filed?

apetencies Rcord is filed in the cord Book.

Hold I 7tt Used?

Thb iq avail for parent inspection during parent visits to
the lear.ino cent-' it ovides1 comp_lete record of student work
on ett d' i used to fill out the Record of Student

How Mqny e

Ow! .mpe ,%.u-.2ient is sufficient, providing each
student has 4 sepaL.Ate-forin- for certifiers to sign.

NC-177: 11 .:everse side of this form (not shown here) continues with
r competencies. Since th.0 form also duplicates the

-Cm:pc-Lc-1=1es page ,in the Record of Student Performance (see Appendix
D), you-may wish to use the latter.. sheet in your Master Record Book
sand simply transfer it to the credentialing portfolio when the
student graduates or leaves' he program..

CROSS-REFERENCE

See -"competencies," Curriculum & Instruction, pages 349 and 405-406,
for more on recordkeeping for.zthis learning strategy.



Student Records (Ite- 12)

COMPETENCIES
All students are required to demonstrate competence to the satisfaction of a business or communi
following areas;
1. Transact business on a credit basis (St dents demonstrate terms and conditions of credit)

art in the

arnie Brown, Asst. Cashier, Citizens' 7/73

2. Maintain a checking account in

S

)Students study and implement a checking account system.)

ations Mgr., Citizens' Bank 9/25/73

rovide adequate ineuratice for self, family and POssessiOns. IStudents study and design acomprbhensive insurance

Harriet Wagne Insurance Agent, Safety Insurance Co. 1/2/74

#. Fib eral 5, (Students ccurately file state and federal incom forms.)

en, Auditor, State Revenue Agency 2/24/75

t time and moray effectively. (Students plan a household budget to cover a time period of three months and
and implement a time budget tar rgatidd of one week.)

alter James, Learning Manager, (-- 1/30/74

anche Fuller, High School Home Economics Instructor 4/19/74

Maintain the best physical health and make appropriate use of leisure time. (Students develop and followa physical
Wes plan and select recreational

/act

vitina

Henry Blodgett, High School Wrestling Coach

\

2/28/75

Waiter James, Learning Manager\ (CE)2

7. Respond appropriately to fire, police and physical health emergencies. (Students develop an emergency fire escape
Min, develop five appropriate citizen actions in emergency situations and pass a first aid examination.)

Joe Watzik, Fire Prevention Officer, City Fire District

1/22/75

Katherine O'Brien, ieutenant, City Police Department

10/2/74

Watzik, Fire Prevention Officer, City Fire D strict
10/1/74

Participate in the ilectoril system. (Students complete registration and ballot m n explain ballot issues.)

Audrey Jones, State Representative 6/6/74,

ray Jones,' Sts ti 74

z
a

3

m 3

a.

C
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STRIDENT SERVICES

STUDENT EXPERIENCE RECORD

What Is It?

The Student ExperienCe Record lists expectations for each school
year action zone and has space for entering project work by numbers
completed and total to date in each Life Skills area. There is also
space for noting daily program attendance, employer/community site
attendance and other learning activities. The reverse side has
spaces far staff to summarize their observations of the student's
progress and to make special comments about Basic Skills work and
learning needs.

How Is It Completed?

ne learning aide collects and records attendance data from Sign In/
Out Sheets, project data from Life Skills Project Records,
competencies data from CompetenCies Records and other data from
learning manager records. The clerical assistant records employer/
community Bite attendance and explorations from Weekly Time Reports,
Employer Instructor. Report post cards and employer relations
specialist records.

Where Is It Filed?,

The Student Experience Record is part of the Master Record Book,
on a shelf by the learning aide's desk.

How Is It Used?

The Student Experience Record is a monitoring sheet for all student
work.. Dividing the record by school year action zones gives a
better idea of where the student is in relation to expectations for
each zone. This record is open to parents during parent visits to
the learning center. It is used to fill out the Record of Student
Performance and to certify program completion..

How Many. A Needed?

One.Student Experience Record per student isineeded for.each school
year action zone each year the student is in the prograM.
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(CE)2 STUDENT EXPERIENCE RECORD

KorneyKoSTUDENT NAME lioSs
E 1: September 3, 1974 to September 20, 1974

Orientation ("learning nameslho about being here")

Initial meetings with Learning Managers

initial meetings with Employer Relations Ppecialists

Initial meetings with Learning R0SOlieCe Speclallet

melee exploration choices

Go on emloratioemiteerninat level

Meet with Employer Relation, Specialist to va ua ftrat exp

Complete ate credit first exploration

Mart firm competency

Submit time clips

Attend mandatory weekly meetings

Attend employer Seminars

Begin journal

Begin first project (critical Thinking)

Begin ascorat projeta (Personal/genial nevelo1

Sign appropriately

Regular program and job site attendance

Constmem preuram end job site performance

Complete first project (cation! Thinking)

Meet regularly with teereing Manager

Meet reguieriy with Employer Relations 9

Report progress to parents

Plan next zone activities

Complete fleet competency /

EMPLOYER SITE
ATTENDANCE

MON TUE WED THU FRI

SEP 2 - SEP 6

SEP 9,- SEP 13

SEP 10 - SEP 20. x
LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Student Bawds (Item 2)

PROJECTS

LIFE SKILLS
NUMBER

CONPLETE

TOTAL
TO

DATE

Critical
Thinking

Per Sono',
Social
Development e

Creative
Development

Science

Functional
Citizenship

KEY

A Libsent
Fl-holic;-/
EX-exploration level
PR- projects
Se-skill building
COMP-campatenc l es
LC-learning Canter.

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
L-number lots

E COMP LC

P A P

W

P

NAL OTHER

P SEP

SEF' 9 - SEP 13

P111 =SEP20

ZONE TOTAL J- 2
TOTAL TO DATE 2 4
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STUDENT SERVICES

Student en ce Record con

BASIC SKILLS CTBS shows high skills in all.areas. Performance on project
actlArities backs this up. Foss tried to sign up for advanced algebra
class at.PCC but class was full. He is working with an El at an
engir.eering site to follow up on math skills until he can get into a
clas:-;. Writing/organization could use more practice.

LEARNING MANAGER COMMENTS

5 15

-far-

ktr-

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST COMMENTS

?.cc

OTHER FF COMMENTS

PARENT COMMENTS.

204

SIGNED_

(detach and ,raturnt



Student Records (item 12)

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT BOOKS

What Are They?

The Individual Student Books are three-ring winders kept for each
student. Each book contains tabbed sections r each of the three
curriculum components- -Basic Skills, Life Skill = and Career
Development.

The Basic Skills section holds results of all Basi Skills learning
matefials the student has used, notations when Bas_ Skills materials
have been substituted for projects, tutor reports, g -des from
classes taken elsewhere and so forth.

The Life Skills section contains completed project forms (with
summative learning manager evaluation comments) for each of the five
Life Skills areas and any critical thinking wrap-up activities the
student has done.

The Career Development section contains lists of specific career
areas the student has chosen to examine and results from career
interest teststhe student has taken. (Note: these results are also
filed on the Student Profile--see page 99.) The section Also
contains the following forms which are displayed on subsequent pages

-of this item:

Learning Site Utilization

2. Skill Development Record

Student Evaluation of Learning Site

Student Performance Revie_,4

How Are They Completed?

The learning aide is responsible for entering and related
information in Individual Student Books.

Where Are They Filed?

'Individual Student Books are stored on shelVes by the learning
aide's desk.
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STUDENT SERVICES

How Are They Used?

The individual book for each t is a collection point for
the forms and data mentioned ove Each book is available to
the student's parents when they sit the learning center. ,It is
also the basis' for much of the information recorded on the Record
of Student Performance, which is used for credentialing purposes
(see Appendix D).

How Many Are Needed?

One_individual Student Book should be set up for each student in
the program. Usually a one-inch binder is sufficient.

LEARNING SITE UTILIZATION FORM

What I It?

A Learning Site Utilization form is filled out for each student on
each learning level placement. It includes space for noting the
site and dates of the learning level and completion of learning
site analysis, learning objectives, project negotiation and
ratification, Student Performance Reviews, Student Evaluations of
Learning Sites, woject completion and the exit review by student,
employer instructor and employer relations specialist.

-How Is It Completed? ,

.The employer relations specialist collects the information and the
learning aide records it on the Learning Site Utilization form.

Where Is It Filed?

the learning aide file

-How Is It Used?

106

in' Individual Student Books.

The form is used to keep - track of all the stages of a learning level
experience and to serve as a record of that experience. It is also
available for Parent_inspectionLduring-parent visits to the learning
center.

How Many Are-Needed?

BB 'programs should have /'o hand enough forms to record each
learning level for every, tudent in the prdgram.'



Student Records (Item 12)

LEARNING SITE UTILIZATION

Student 1,

iVlSiteC.-41.6.0re. _f,..4...- Department S

Y---__date initiated date started date completed

EVENTS DATES

Learning site analysis completed

Learning objectives written written -: led ET

AI- -7
Project negotiated

(student /LM)

Project negotiation ratified
(student/employer instructor)

Student Performance Review
(by employer instructor)

Student Evaluation of Learning
Site (by student)

,Skill DevelopMent Record /

(employer instructor/LA)

Project completion certified
(employer instructor /LM) l

Final StudentTerforMance Review
(. 'employer instructor)

----

.
AL-----

_Final'S udent Evaluation of
Learning Site (by stuaen )

Exit Interview (student/employer
instructor /ERS)
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STUDENT SERVICES

UM. DEVELOPMENT RECORD

What Is I

The Skill Development Record has space to enter skills acquired on
a learning level, how well the skills are acquired, target dates
for the acquisition of skills and employer instructor certification
and the dates of certification for each of the skills listed.

How Is It Completed and-Where Is It Filed?

die student receives the form-from the employer relations specialist
and lists the tasks with the help of the employer instructor at a
site As the student works on the tasks, the employer instructor
fills out the rest of the form. The employer relations specialist
collects the form from the employer instructor. The learning aide
types the information onto a duplicate form that is then filed in
the student's Individual Student Book.

How Is It USed?

The form serves as a record of skills acquired on a learning level
placement. It in also available for parent inspection during
parent visits to the learning center and is used to complete the
Record of Student Performance.

How Many Are Needed?.

The program should have on hand at least two Skill Development
Records for each student, one to be used as a working copy by the
.student and his'or her employer instructors, the other to be filed
in the Individual Student Book for that student.

NO2L: ,Side two of the Skill, Development ReCord, not reproduced here,
is a continuation of the columns of side one

OSS- REFERENCE

See "Learnihg & Skill Building LeVels," dirriculum & Instruction,
,pages 289-291, for more explanationof this 'form.

=.
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SKILL 'DEVELOPMENT RECORD

DIRECTIONS: 1. Ask yoor LI to take a few minutes to discuss with
you the skills you will be acquiring at the site.
List them here and note target dates for completi_Jn.

Ask your El- how well you should be able to do each

task. For example:
A'. Number of units per (hours, day, minute)
D. Percent of accuraCg required
C. Able to initiate and complete without

sipervision

Site

Have your RI note the extent of your
participation:

A. You ;lave observed thetask
B. You have practiced the task
C. You have acquired the task

When you think you can do a task as well
Your EI says you should, have him/her check
you on the task and fill in the last two
columns.

-TAS S iLLS EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION TARGET DATE C___ LETED EI INITIAL

a-1 A014
.-

4- .

%

±P-2--

__--



STUDENT SERVICES

STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING SITE

What I t?

The Student Evaluation of Learning Site provides space for the
student to evaluate the employer instructor and site for each
learning level or-skill building placement.

How Is It Completed?

The student fills out the form, discusses it with the employer
instructor and gives it to his or her employer relations specialist.

Where Is It Filed?

The learning aide files Student Evaluations of Learning Sites in
Individual Student BookS.

How Is It Used?

The form is available for parent inspection during parent visits to
the learning center. Staff use it to determine student opinions of
sites and employer instructors.

How Many Are Needed?

TWO sheets are needed for every site a student visits on a learning
level or skill building placement- -one for an interim evaluation of
the site, one for a final evaluation.

CROSS-REFERENCE

For more discuss, on of this form, see "Learning -& Skill 3uilding
LeVels," Curriculum & Instruction, pages 294-295.
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Student Records -12)

Student

Employer

Site

Learning

STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING SITE

1

_ Date /1-

Instructor

Level 13 Skill Building Level

DEMONSTRATES Ar UNDERSTANDING OF BIS HER ROLE BY:_EI

Providin orientation to the tom_

Making introductions tp other people II
IIIOrienting to facilities

Clarifying expectations of dress/grooming

Defining rules and punctuality

COmment

EI PROVIDES A PRODUCTIVE DARNING ENVIRONMENT BY:

Being interested in development of student and program El
Being willing to take time to help

III

Encouraging independent work on assigned tasks
_ I!!

Understanding why student is there

Giving feedback on performance
III

Encouraging new and meaningful experiences

Supplying company information and materials

Com nt

ARE YOU:

Satisfied with your present learning site IS
Gaining valuable learning experiences?

Clear on our =erformance review?

ComMent

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: '

C1/4 S

+Es

6____
signed



S- _ENT SERVICES

STUDENT PERFORMANCE REVIEW

What Is It?

The Student Performance Review allows the employer instructor to
record his or her impressions of a student's learning level or
skill building attendance, punctuality, attitude, learning
processes and performance. The form is used at least twice
during the time the student is at the site

How Is It Completed?

The employer instructor fills out and sighs the form, discusses it
with the student and returns it to the employer relations specialist.
The employer relations specialist gives it to the learning aide for
filing. .

Where -Is It Filed?

The learning aide files the Student Perfo.mance Reviews in Individual
Student Books.

How Is It Used?

The form is available for parent inspection during parent visits
to the learning center, and staff use it to check student onsite
behavior and performance. "

How Many Are Needed?

At least two Student Performance Reviews are needed for every
learning level or skill building placementone for an interim
evaluation, one for a final evaluation.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Learning & Skill Building Levels," Curriculum & Instruction,
pages 292-293, for more discussion of this form.
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Student Records (Item 12)

STUDENT PERFORMANCE REVIEW

II.
Student Date //-___-"t_

Employer Ins _c o:

Site i it r e

Learning Level Skill Building Level II

o
A ND _ ALITY qr o

R- _-_ employer site on time
Adheres to established schedule

'COMMOnt:

ATTITUDE]
Understands and accepts responsibility

Observes employer's ruleS

Show interest and enthusiasm 111111
Courteous, cooperative

d team worker

.Tudgment

Poise, self-confidence

Demonstrates appropriate dress/
Concerned for equipment /property-

ComMent:

LEARNING PROCESS [
Uses initiative seeks opportunity.

learn

arning growth
Quality of assigned projects

Asks questions of appro ate person ME
Uses employer site lear_ing resources Ili
Count:

PERFORMANCE

Eegins assigned tasks o __

Seeks feedback concerning performance
Accepts feedback information

Uses criticism constructively
Completes tasks assigned

Progressively requires less supervision
COMMent:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

a/10

V

- g
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STUDENT SERVICES

13
Use additional procedures as necessary to monitor and
record student progress and behavior

In addition to the forms contained in the Master Record and
Individual Student Record Books (see Item 12), you may wish to

.

maintain several other kinds of monitoring' devices, as displayed
on the following pages, to help keep in touch with student
experiences. (For other progress monitoring devices used by
individual staff, see Item 14.)

STUDENT STATUS BOARD-

What Is It?

The Student Status Board is a large bulletin board containing four
cards for each student:

ame card

2, a copy of the Student and Employer Instructor Contract

3= Projects Card

4. Competencies Card

The Student and Employer Instructor Contract is explained in
Item 11; the other Status Board cards are self-explanatory.

How Is It Completed?

The learning aide posts a name card and collects and updates
information on project work. The learning resource specialist
collects and updates information on student work in the competencies.
The clerical assistant changes the Student and Employer Instructor
Contract as the student moves to different sites.

Where Is It Kept And Howls Used?

The Student Status Board is a bulletin board in the conference area
of the learning center. It provides a highly visible public display
of student status.
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Student Records (It e

Keily
Rob
STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

NAME 74.0 6 It
SITE 511-7. DEPT

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR 111110,0%. "NrAfteurte.

FIRST APPOINTMENT 04.1". Ei6REER EXPLORATION

Datv-Timo OLEARNING LEVEL

WEEK OF M h
_

ci 7 a -L. / - 1 7_ - i

EMPLOYER INSY IOC

if t
TORE

LIFE SKILLS

STUDENT SI

Total
Needed Started COYFIRY ad

CREATIVE QEVELOPNENT
, --

10

CRITICAL THINKING

.
FUNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP

NAL/SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IMI) FAN.IOW

SCIENCE MEI

Total

COMPETENCIES PROJECTED DATE

1, Credit
2. Checking
3. Insurance
4. Income Tax
5. Budget
6. Physical Health
7. Emergencies
8. Electoral
9. Government

10. Rights
11. Public Agencies
12. Employment
13. Automobile

COMPLETED'

.00/5
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STUDENT SERVICES

ZONE DEBRIEFING

What Is It?

The Zone Debriefing form offers space for entering school year
action zone completion, work on competencies, projects, journals,
explorations, Exploration Packages, learning levels and turning in
Weekly Time Reports. It also provides a blank.for noting whether
a student has used employer/community sites adequately during the
zone (interpreted by staff to mean spending a minimum of 15 hours
per week onsite) and check-off blanks to note whether a student has
negotiated a learning plan and target dats and is meeting target
'dates in the estimation of the learningmanager and learning
resource specialist. In addition, space is provided for prescriptive
comments.

How Is It Completed?

All staff contribute information to the Zone Debriefing form before
zone progress and zone debriefing meetings. The student coordinator
collects this information and verifies each form during zone rogress
and debriefing meetings, and the learning aide records it on a clean
form. Copies go to the learning manager, employer relations
specialist, learning resource specialist, student coordinator and
parents.

Where Is It Filed and How Is It Used?

The student coordinator files copies of completed Zone Debriefing
forms. The form is used to record student work in a school year
action zone, to prescribe action to remedy deficiencies in student
work and to report student progress to parents.

How Many Are Needed?

Programs Should have on hand at least four Zone Debriefing forms
per student for each school year action zone--two for zone progress
meetings, two for zone debriefings.

S-REFERENCE

See "Guidance," Item 7, for further explanation of zone progress
meetings and zone debriefings.
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Student Records (Item 13)

Student Name

Da to

1.

ZONE DEBRIEFING

ne Activities
pleted

Zone Activities
Not Completed

IS ZONE COMPLETED

THIS ZONE

MPLETED

TO DATEOK d'S to

improve

COMPETENt -S

PROJECTS

JOURNALS %.,--

r---.

EXPLORATIONS

EXPLORATION PACKAGES

EARNING LEVELS

TIME SLIPS

2. Has the student utilized employer sites adequately this zone?

Yes No

Has the student negotiated a
learning plan and target dates?

LM

LRS

ERS

Is the student meeting the target
dates?
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STUDENT SERVICES

ACCOUNTAB ILI WRITE-UP

What Is I

The Accountability Write-Up is a three-sheet, no-carbon-required
form on which staff enter any observed student behavior problems
and recommend conferences or consequences.

How Is It Completed?

Any staff member observing behavioral problems with a particular
student may fill out the form. The student then signs the form,
one copy of which goes to the staff member, one to the student and
one to the student coordinator. Copies may be sent to other staff
impacted by the behavior. (CE)2 staff prefer not to send the form
to parents, but instead to convey the information to parents by
telephone. This procedure avoids the stigma of a "failure" notice
and allows staff and parents to discuss the problem.

Where Is It Filed?

The student coordinator files copies of all A-

How Is It Used?

--ility-Write-Ups.

The form is prescriptive in intent and provides the basis for
determining what action to take regarding behavior problems. It
is also used by the student coordinator to record actions agreed
on by staff during zone progress or zone debriefing meetings (see
preceding pages).

How Many Are Needed?

At least three copies (one for the student, one for the staff
member filling out the form and one for the student coordinator)

erIrm

are needs ery tine a student behavior problem is noted. Printing
a three - sheet, no-carbon-required form saves considerable time in
copying or duplicating Accountability Write-Ups.

CROSS - REFERENCE

See "Guidance," Item 6, for discussion of EBCE accountability
procedures.
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Student Name

Date

ACC__ Al TY WRITE-UP

COPIES TO

Eire:TED BEHAVIOR

Obeying law while in program

,-.ppropriate conduct while
representing program

High level of cooperation with

employers/staff/students

Being educationally productive

_Establishing zone planning
strategies and gdals

initiating/completing/ ubmitting
projects

Selecting explorations_ /learning
levels

Establishing competency target dates

MaintainIng employer site

_ Turning in completed exploration
package

Turning in time slips on time

Signing in/out appropriately

Keeping appointments

Following transportation agreements

Showing care for equipment and
facility

Submitting journals

Other _

C

Program Administrator

Student Coordinator

Student

Parent

ERS/LM/LRS

Other

ACCOUNVABILITY

CONFERENCE /

Program Administrator

Student Coordinator

Employer Instructor _

-- Parent

Staff,

CONSEQUENCES

Make-up work

Monitoring system

Contracts

Repay inconvenience time

Loss of lounge privilege

Loss of time credit

LOSs of project credit

Loss of exploration credit

Loss of employer site

Probationary period

Suspension

Dismissal from program

Other

ate

de sari
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S-_DENT SERVICES

Keep individual staff records to support student
learning activities

Besides the records described in the preceding items, staff need to
keep certain forms and records detailing their interactions with
ind4idual students. These materials help each staff person keep.
in touch with student progrest and serve as input to records
maintained by the program (described in Item 12).

The r_gelearman keeps several kinds of records pertaining to
each student's learning plan development and project planning:

1. Learning Style Self - Assessment sheets (see following pages)

2. Project Evaluation forms (see following pages)

3, project list

The project list is simply a-listing of student projects in progress.
Some learning managers prefer to keep this list with ruled columns
indicating approximately when projects are due as a double cheek
against their calendar notations and other records.

The employer relations specialist either keeps or has easy access
to records pertaining to each student's employer/community site
experiences:

1. Student Information Cards (see following pages)

2. Maintenance Visit Record forms (see following pages)

3. Student and Employer Instructor Contract and Employer
Instructor Report forms (see Item 11)

In addition, the ERS keeps informal notes and lists of sites used
by students.

e student coordinator is responsible for keeping Zone Debriefing
and Accountability Write-Up forms (described in Item 13). This
person also keeps records and notes of staff meetings and decisions
about student behavior as well as specific interactions with
students and parents (see "Guidance," Item 7).

The learning resource specialist keeps records of student work on
programmed learning materials, particularly in Basic Skills, and
informal notes on student progress in the competencies.

(See also Item 5 for a summary of staff responsibilities for all
student records.)
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LEARNING STYLE SELF-ASSESSMENT

What Is It?

The Learning Style Self-Assessment sheet is used in a learning
manager/student interview to record student responses to various
questions about learning styles and preferences.

How Is Completed?

The learning manager fills out the form from the student's oral
answers to the questions, or the student may fill it out and discuss
responses with the learning managar.

Where Is It Filed?

The learning manager

How Is It Used?

ains Learning Style Self-Assess

The Learning Style Self-Assessment is the basis for the learning
manager's entries on the Student Profile. It gives the learning
manager a record of each student's self-perceptions regarding
learning and helps both learning managers and students negotiate
project activities commensurate with each student's unique
learning style.

How Many Are Needed?

One form per student per program year is sufficient.

CROSS =REFSIrNCF

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," Curriculum_s Instruction, pages
56-59 for further discussion of Learning Style Self-Assessment
sheets.
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STUDENT SERVICES

LEARNING STYLE SELF ASSESSMENT

Learning Manager Student Interview

Either fill or put a check mark by the answer or answers nlow that best
describe you and your needs (check as many'responses as you wish).

A. IN WHAT KIND OF PHYSICAL SITUATION OR SITUATIONS DO YOU LEARN BEST?

1. quiet place
2. noisy place
3.'small discussions
4. large group discussions

alone

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE SUBJECTS?

6. lectures
7. individual conferences
B. other

WHY?

WHAT TURNS YOU ON TO LEARNING? IF YOU COULD CHOOSE WAYS TO LEARN, WHICH
ULD YOU CHOOSE AND WHAT KINDS OF MATERIALS WOULD YOU LIKE TO USE?

WAYS

projects
written assignments
reading and-.answering questionS
group discussions

X .interviews

le observations
research
attending classes
"hands on" activities
Other

WEE_N _GIVENAN ASSIGNMENT CAN'YOU
CHECK. IN WITH YOU NOW AND AGAIN?

MATERIALS

tape recorde-s
videotape
typewriter
pen and paper

X mass media activities '

(collages, cartoons and so
forth)
library resources,'
(books, magazines 'and so
forth)
other

ALONE, OR DO YOU LIKE SOMEONE TO

need to have directions explained more than once or twice,
N: mostly self-directed but also like to check in With someone new and

then
need to be told more than once to start a task and to Complete it
self-directed andresponsible enough to independently complete
assignment -

CAN YOU COMPLETE AN ASSIGNMENT WITHIN A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF TIME?

takes me longer than it Should to complete assignments
feel frustrated when I can't complete a task and just give up
can easily finish a tas',. in time
often need to be remine about deadlines
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Student R 0- s (It(Item 14)

E%

G.

11.

I.

LEARNING STYLE SELF ASSESSMENT (Conti cd)

Learning .Manager/Student Interview

WHAT ARE THE HARDEST THINGS FOR YOU TO DO IN SCHOOL?

take tests _A sit And listen to the teacher
if read follow the rules

math attend class_ _

do homework X meet deadlines
Other

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU NEED THE MOST WORK IN RIGHT NOW?

listening to and following directions
understanding what is expected of,me
writing
_Spelling

__x_ reading
math

___:% listening
getting along with people

_A expressing myself
'nothing'
other

HOW CAN THE (CE) 2 STAFF HELP?

1

.

OTHER COMMENTS AND/OR SIGNIFICANT STATEMENTS ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR
LEARNING STYLE

A

SIGNATURE

STUDENT SIGNATURE i/.,

DATE -,±._--is-'



S2VD NT SERVICES

PROJECT EVALUATION

What Is It?

The Project Evaluation form is used to record title, Life Skills
area, site, employer instructor, dates, project evaluation and
recommendations and evaluations of individual project activities
for each project a student completes.

How Is It Completed?

The learning, manager fills out the form and gives it to the learning
aide, who types the project. evaluation onto the project form kept in
the .Individual Student Book (see Item 12) .

Where Is It Filed?

The learning manager keeps the form for his or her own records.

How Is, It Used?

The Project Eva uatipn is used by the learning manager as an aid
in further learning plan negotiations with the student. That staff
person may also refer to the form when compiling comments for
reporting to parents or completing the Record of Student performance
(see Appendix D).

How Many Are Needed?

At least ten forms are necessar r each student in the program.

CROSS-REFERENCE

3

See "Projects," Curriculum _& Instruction, pages 266-270, for
further discussion of project evaluation.
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Student

Project Title--

Life Skill Area

Site

Completion Date-- (P'(.-

PROJECT EVALUATION

Student Records (Item 19

PROJECT EVALUATION

'Renegotiated Date
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STUDENT SERVICES

Project EvalEvaluation (continued)

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY EVALUATION.

ACTIVITYIVIT
NUMBER

EVALUATION

-
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Student Records 14)

STUDENT INFORMATION CARD

What Is It

The Student Information Card records the student's home telephone
number, address, euergency telephone number and transportation
arrangements. Ilt also has space for notingsites, starting and
completion dates, Exploration Package completion date,p and employer
instructors for each exploration. The reverse side of the card has
space for noting sites, starting and ending dates, Learning Site
Analysis Form completion, employer instructor and student
evaluations, Skill Development Record completion and projects for
each learning level.

How Is It Completed?

The learning aide fills out the first side of the.card and the
employer relations spedialist fills out learning level information,

*Where Is It Filed?

The card is hole-punched and kept in
specialist's notebook.

How Is It Used?

employer relations

The Student Information Card tracks all student onsite work and is
used by the employer relations specialist as a way of keeping trick
of various student information needed in the course of working with
students and their learning activities in the co 'ty.

How Many Are Needed?

One card per student per program year is required.

CROSS-REFERENCE

The Student Information Card is also discussed in 75ite Utilization,"
fE212Yer/CommuniqRgApurces, page 124.
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128

STUDENT INFORMATION CARD

(Si de One)

Student

Address

Emergency Phone343 GPO N

Home Phone 3'

Ret ing 0

TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENTS

(Driver's License

Personal Auto

ErStudent Car Pool

Orkmployer Vehicle

COMMENTS;

1.

2.

4

5.

6.

7.

tc

EXFZ

ET'-iletropolitan Bus

WPrograirt Vehicle

Volunteer Adult

'cutter ebt..

R. TIONS

Package Employer
Cornaisted Instructor
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STUDENT INFORMATION CARD

(Si de Two)

2.

4.

5.

6.

COW

LEARNING LEVEL

t



STLWRNT SERVICES

What Is

The Maintenance Visit Record form has places for noting information
gained by the employer relations specialist during weekly maintenance
contacts with sites being used by EEICE students for learning
activities.

MAINTENANCE VISIT RECORD

How Is It Completed?

The employer relations specialist usually completes one-each time a
maintenance contact is made with an\employer instructor--either in
person or by telephone. The ERS inquires about each of the
categories shown on the form and -adds additional comments the
employer instructor might make about the student's performance.

Where Is It Filed?

The employer relations specialist keeps the Maintenance Visit Record
in his or her personal files. Some prefer to file it by site; others
file it by student.

How Is It Used?

The form is used to keep up-to-date information on eachatudent's
employer/community site experiences and to pass that information to
other staff as necessary. Most often, the ERS will give a copy of
the completed form to the student's learning manager:- The ER S may
else)), refeit to files, of these forms when compiling evaluative comments
for Parent reporting or completing the student's Record of Student
Performance' (see Appendix D). This form also gives the ERS 'a good
record of all contacts made with employer/community site people.

How Many Are Needed?

You will need an average of one f?rm per student for each week
-students make uie of employer/community bites.

CROSS-REFERENCE

The Maintenance Visit ins also diSoussed in "Site Utilization,"
Employer/Community'Resources, page 127. .See also "Career
Explorations,' pages 105 -186 and "Learning/S.Skill Building', ,evels,"
pages 277-327, in Curriculum & instruction for detailed explanation
'of the major kinds of site uses EBC __udents experience.
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Student Records (Item 24)

MAINTENANCE VISIT RE ORD FORM

Site*

Employer Instructo

Date

Student

Schedule

LEARNING. PROGRESS/NEEDS

Basic Skills: 49

Project Status: start end

Activities completed

Number remaining

Job Sk

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Si Sta u

**Type of site use:

LSAT Learning Prdiect
completed objectives gwritten

Er
prioritized

explorations Learning level

Skill building level- Special placement
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Report student information to identified audiences

The program's records of '.student learning activities can help serve
the student information needs of several audiences. For example,

staff use records to help,students plan their learning, basing the
negotiation process on a knowledge of student work in the past Tnd

at present; students have access to their records and can check

see how they are progressing toward meeting Drogram completion
requirements; and parents are guaranteed access to student records
by law (see Item 8, pages 67-68) and can check on their chi :ten's

progress and problems.

STAFF INFORMATION - HARING

Zone progress meetings and zone debriefings are staff sessions for
simultaneously eliciting, sharing and recording student information.

(CE) 2 holds such meetings approximately twice each month, at which
times staff discuss student progress and behavior and record the
results of their discussion for purposes of negotiation and

guidance.

Staff members also meet: regularly in other ways to develop the
curriculum and plan activities', includig learning manager/employer
relations specialist meetings to discuss student work. When staff

cooperatively fill out the Student Profile and Record of Student
Performance they have opportunities to share student information
and all staff may access information from student records whenever
necessary for planning or negotiation of learning activities.

REPORTING TO STUDENTS

Staff/student interactions' keep students constantly infomed of
their progress; these inte ctions include various kinds of

conferences between inditid 1 students and staff which allow them
to review diagnostic testing, negotiate learning activities and
resolve any behavior problems. Student orientation activities
inform students of program requirements and expectations. Students

also have continuous access to their own records during the school

year and see copies of Zone Debriefing formal at the end of each
school year action zone.
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-Student Records 15)

Accountability Write-Ups and congratulatory post cards also apprise
students of problems or accomplishments. Accountability Write -Ups
are prepared in response to behavior problems: staff write up the
form, secure the student's signature and the signatures of others
impacted by the behavior and forward the form to the student
coordinator. The student accountability system specifies a series
of actions that are that instituted to resolve the problem,
beginning with, staff c(2,ferences with the student and student's
parents. Staff also send students post cards to congratulate them
on accomplishments in the program. The cards are handwritten and
mailed to the student's home address, so that parents will also be
apprised of the accomplishment.

Student Ratification of Portfolio Information

Students exiting the program receive both a Record of Student
Performance (portfolio) and guidelines for using the portfolio for
post-program purposes. (See Appendix D for a complete sample of
the (CE)2 Portfo lio and the student guidelines for its use.)' When
completed Records of Student Performance are given to students, it
is with the understanding that the students have the right to
contact program staff if they dispute any portfolio contents.
ttudents are informed of this in the guidelines for portfolio use.

The student does not have the right to withhold data pertinent to
academic records or attendance; but staff judgments and comments
may be Challenged. Staff do not negotiate specific wording or
alter wording to slut the student but will omit any statements
which the student has e' 'viable objection.

The portfolio forms of returning students are retained at the
learning center, and the data on those forms is reviewed by the
students during their second7year program oriehtation. Returning
students may also request staff to delete any questionable
comments.

REPORTING TO PARENTS

Abthe end of each school year action zone, Zone Debriefing forms
are completed by the student coordinator and mailed to parents.
In addition, parent conferences are scheduled at the learning
center at least twice each year and more often for individual
parents if desired by either parents or staff. During these visits
to the learning center, parents are shown their students' 'cumulative
records from the Master Record Book and Individual Student Books.
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STEW SERVICESJ
The final Zone Debriefing form sent to-P-arents at the conclusion
of each school year includes specific recommendations for returning
students. Parents of exerting students see the student's copy of
the Record of Student Performance as theifinal report,of student
achievement in the program.'

REPORTING TO EMPLOYER /COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS

Employer instructors gain an indication of student progress in the
program as they discuss the quality of a student's-performance with
the employer relaticns specialist during site maintenance visits.
Other employer instructor activities such as verifying the students'
Weekly Time Reports, filling out Skill Development Sheets with the
students, completing Student Performance Reviews and verifying and
commenting on completed Exploration Packages and project activities
help to keep employer instructors informed about the continuing
progress of the students with whom they are working.

Competency certifiers keep themselves apprised of student progress
through the process of certifying student completion of competency
activities and signing the Competency Record in each student's
workbook. The learning resource specialist also meets periodically
with competency_certifiers to evaluate how the certification
process is working and how students are doing.

In addition, all community participants are mailed copies of
program publications (newsletters, for example) to inform them
generally of student and program activities.

REPORTING TO COOPERATING HIGH SCHOOLS

Student attendance information is derived from the weekly Sign
In /Out. Sheets and the Weekly Time Reports. Each high school
participating in EWE will have its own attendance reporting,
procedures and requirements. At (CE)2, the summarized attendance
data is simply telephoned to Tigard High School at quarterly
intervals.

USING THE RECORD OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

The Record of Student Performance is used to report student
experiences to prospective employers, postsecondary educational
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Stu Records (Item 15)

institutions, the military, secondary educational schools to which
students transfer and the students themselves. The portfolio also
provides the program's final record of student performance (see
Items 6 and 7, pages 63-66, and Appendix D for full description of
the (CE) 2 credentialing system and Portfolio).

Meeting Appropriate Deadlines

The format of the student credential must be approved and adopted
in time to meet the needs,of the first students completing or
exiting the program and the timelines of any institutions to which
they may apply. For entrance application, some colleges and
universities need a credential submitted by October of the student's
graduating year. State institutions usually have a March deadline
for applications. Other than early preparation for college
application, credentials should be completed in time tO be given
to students as they leave the program.

The student coordinator is responsible for liaison with high schools
or postsecondary institutions receiving the Record of Student
Performance. If receiving institutions need more assistance than
the School Placement Information form (see Appendix D) in
interpreting specific (CE)2 program activities in terms of
equivalent units of credit or specific subject areas, the student
coordinator confers with the student's learning managsr and
employer relations specialist to interpret the student's work
according to the receiving institution's requirements.

CROSS-REFERENCES

See "Guidance," Items 6 an7, for further discussion of zone
.progress meetings, zone debriefing meetings and accountability
conferences. Item 8 of the same section displays the
congratulatory post card sent to parents.

"Site Utilizatioh," zze_gmloer/Colun, pages 119-123,
treats site maintenance visits by the employer relations specialist.

"Community Relations," Management_ lOrganizatiOn, pages 158-164,
deals with program publications and other communications that keep
participating employers and the general public informed of student
experiences. "Community Relations" also includes the various ways
in which student information needs are Met, pages 179-180, and
parent reporting procedures, pages 181-182.

iculum & Instruction treats information sharing 4S appropriate
an vidual Learning Strategiessee the Steps to loollow pages

for eaih section.
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GUIDANC

In an MCE program, student guidance is a supporting and
connecting set of experiences and helpiag relationships
intended to insure that young people will gain meaning from
their experiences: Guidance occurs continuously in the form
of adult/student interactio.-. for prescribing and evaluating
individual learning activities. All learning activities
and accompanying adult guidance encourage stulent
responsibility, self-direction, self - awareness and contin _1
refinement of career and life goals.

WHAT EBCE GUIDANCE SHOULD DO

provide support and encouragement to each student in ways
are appropriate to individual differences in abilities,
learning styles and personal goals

help students learn to interpret, internalize and act on
information and exrerieaces they encounter in the course
of their daily activities

provide supervised experiences in taking increasing
responsibility for decision making and dealing appropriately
with the effects of those decisions

encourage students to transfer the skills and attitudes
associated with active, independent learning to the
management of their lifetime growth as individuals and as

members of society

ASSUMPTIONS THATUNDERLIE EBCE GUIDANCE

In MICE, student guidance cannot be a service delivered separate
from the rest of the curriculum. To truly support student
growth, it must be combined with instruction.

EBCE guidanqe and counseling. should support every student rather
than deal only with some students on a crisis basis.

Guidance and career development are very closely allied concepts.
We consider "career" to mean the interaction of one's chosen
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occupation, lifes e, personal development, citizenship and
family r.esponsibilities.

Guidance cannot be delegated to one person or an office; it is a
natural human activity that should be shared by all adults who
relate to young peoplein the program.

Problems requiring specialized attention should be referred to a
person with training in that area, consistent with the EBCE concept
that all resources are "fair came"--both at the learning:Oenter
and in the community-at-large.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

Everyone is involved in EBCE guidance. Since guidance is an

c:
important aspect of al, tudent learning, every staff person,
employer instructor, ,_-:_preLoncy certifier, community resource
person and parent'who comes into contact with a student serves an
important guidance function in the normal course of EBCE learning.

At the same time, one staff person, the student zoordinator, has
responsibility for overseeing all guidance activities--both those
that occur spontaneously and those specifically developed for
identified guidance purposes. With assistance from other staff,
the student coolinator works to develop and bring together a
variety of resources to support each student's development.

RELATION TO CURRICULUM DESIGN

Because guidance is practiced on a continuing basis in the context
of student learning experiennes, therean important parallels and
considerable overlaps between guidance and other activities
associiAted with the instructional model (see Curriculum &
Instruction).,-Further, the broadest goal of the guidance component
is identical to that of, the entire EBCE curriculum design--that is,
to facilitate the transition from yoth to adulthood.

i,ikce the three curriculum components, gUidance is delivered in an
'integrated fashion through various learning strategies. Guidance
is discussed separately from instructional-strategies simply to
focus on it as an essential ingredient in the EBCE process of
helping students integrate their experiences and the program's
expectations into a meaningful whole.
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Steps to Follow

Agree on nature and purposes of EBCE guidance

Specify adult responsibilities for
student guidance

Plan for combining guidance with the development
of individualized student learning plans

Provide for guidance functions in student
recruitment and orientacim activities

Plan student retreat and other group activities
through which personalized student guidance can
be delivered

Establish- relationship between guidance functions
and Student Accountability System

Share and record guidance interactions and
responses made by staff and other adults

Involve parents in student guidance
decision making

Refer students to external agencies/individuals
for speCial guidance needs or problems

Encourage evaluation of guidance functions
through year to assure consistency with
curriculum design

Respond to individual student guidance needs
through combination of appropriate guidance
activities

Guidance

',ago

143

146

/53

160

162

168

177

183

187

188

189
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Guidance (Item 1)

Agree on, nature purposes of EBCE guidance

EBCE guidance takes the form of activities and interactions between
all program adults and all students that help the students gain
meaning from their experiences. These helping relationsh'ps are
intended to provide the emotional support young people seek as
they integrate their experiences intd a more personal understanding
of themselves and the world in which they live.

EBCE guidance is conditioned by ,the same set of concepts and
convictions that shape the entire curriculum design: that student
interaction with adults in realistic community settings will
stimulate their decision making skills, encourage them, to accept
responsibility for their actions and better enable them to make
career and life choices. Thus, EBCE guidance cannot be confined
to an office labeled "counselor" or a response of last resort.
It is ongning and pervades student learning activities in the
community.

The overriding purpose of guidanCe in EB. coincides with that
ofthe program as a whole: to help young people make the
transition from youth .to adulthood by recognizing and responding
to individual abilities, goals, need= and differences while
acknowledging society's expectations. In short, guidance should
-help students develop themselves as individuals within the
broader societal framework.

GUIDANCE TOWARD MEANINGFUL ADULTHOOD

Precisely because helping each st1,3ent "become an adult" is what
EBCE is all about, educational and community expectations for
adulthood form the backdrop for individualization of all student
learning and student guidance.

To approach a workable statement of society's needs and standards,
(CE)2 looks to its local community as the source of the value
systems within which young people are expected to function.
After three years of interaction with the Tigard community, (CE)2
has arrived at six basic characteristics considered essential to
adulthood and has outlined general ways in which community adults
and program staff can help students practice these skills during
their program experiences (see following page).
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COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS FOR ADULTHOOD

IMPORTANT ADULT CAPABILIPES STUDENTS MOVE TOWARD ADULTHOOD BY.

1
An adult is
decisions_

4

An adult is ready
resronsibility for actions.

learnieg to sacrifice an immediate satisfaction
in favor of a delayed, long-term satisfaction
clarifying gals and raving toward their,
accomplishaent
practicing decision making skills

recognizing why they are required to do certain
things in the program, the community and society
taking action and dealing with -esulting
consequences

experiencing responsibility with increased
predictability and control

An adult s able to initiate developing social awareness; exploring a
and sustain human variety of social styles and values in addition
interactions. to those of their peer group

An adult is able to use
leisure and scretionary
_irne in a satisfactory
manner.

5 An adult is capable of
self-support.

6
An adult is able to contend
With the complex details of

life in a successful
runner.

appraising self and improving self-concept
developing interaction _skills
trusting others and feeling trustworthy;
satisfying own needs without hurting others;
sometimes sacrificing own satisfaction to help
other-

achi,,,ing a balance among personal/social/
economicfpolitical interests and demansis

becoming more aware of community recreational
opportunities

personalizing occupational nd educational
information
interacting with representatives from the
world of work
understanding psychological benefits of various
careers (for example, pride in work, service to
others, self-satisfaction and fulfillment)
clarfying career goals and acquiring
experience, knowledge and &kills
identifying personal strengths and deficiencies
in Basic Skills, improving Basic Skills in
relation to own potential career choice
experieneg; the pleasure of manipulating real
objects purposefully, of making things happen

seeking out human and material soUrces in the
community

understanding community expectations and
gaining certification of competencies
establishing a degree of personal certainty,

continuity and predictability
acquiring survival and time management skills

arning the territory, being able to navigate
, to make it work for them

pursuing learning as a life-long act
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Appearing in many ways in the individualized learning activities

negotiated between students,and adults on a daily basis, these
community expectations also become guidance outcomes for the total
curriculum. Their broad content and direction is reflected-in_the
"program outcome, goals" formally identified as (CE)2's primary
expectations for its students.

S-REFERENCES

For a reminder of essential program elements and of EBCE curriculum
design, see the Program Overview packet.

(CE)2's program outcome goals are printed on pages 14-16 o
Curriculum & Instruction handbook.
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2
Specify adult responsibilities for student guidance

EVERYONE GETS INVOLVED

Student guidance is carried out cooperatively by staff and co unity

adults during their day-to-day interactions with students.
Virtually every adult with whom a student comes in contact while in
an ESCE program serves a guidance role.

program share continuous responsibility for
-supporting students in ways that are individually
appropriate and for helping them gain meaning from
everyday experiences.

Parerts continue their major role in the student's
educational and behavioral development. They are

encouraged by staff to participate actively in their
sons' and daughters' educational decision making an
personal growth.

Employer instructors, the student's primary contacts
with the community environment, have a daily impact on
cognitive and affective growth and are role models
students can observe as they develop values, goals and

personal lifestyles.

Competency_ certifiers, tutors and other community
resource people also help students encounter and make
Choices abcaUt community mores and expectations.

aocialists from the local hip school and/or local
counseling be called on to work with
students, program staff and/or parents to provide
indepth professional help in resolving particular
student problems.

Guidance at (CE)2 particularly relies on adults in the community
to inject realism into the growth of the young people in the

program. Adult participants in ESCE represent most clearly the
"establishment" of which these youths will soon be a part. All

adults help students experience the community as (a) the source

of the value systems within which its citizens are expected to

function; (b) a collection of individuals from whom students can
learn about indiVidual differences and a diversity of lifestyles,

personal preferences and occupations; and, therefore, (c) a logical

resource for students to use in achieving program and individual goals.
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Because guidance is a shared function, all adults involved in EBCE
must be alert to the complementary guidance functions of counseling
and planning and monitoring student growth. Counseling
exploring areas of. personal interest and possible career choices
with students and helping them understand their responsibilities
to themselves, the program and the community. Individuals
interacting with the students must present a healthy role model for
students and be.willing to listen to and assist them with problems
they normally encounter as growing and Changi:g young people.
Planning and monitoring activities include all those actions and
events necessary to assess, prescribe and evalUate individual
learning plans for each student and to help the student integrate
learning experiences into a more unified sense Of self and direction.
Thus the events and activities of learning plan negotiation shape
the'direction and content of both student learning activities and
the personal and educational counseling provided by adults.

HOW PUIDANCE IS SHARED

The counseling function is distributed equally among all program
adults -- staff, parents, employer instructors and community resource
persons alike. Ultimate responsibility for instructional planning
and monitoring is retained by EBCE staff members; parents and
employer instructors take the lead in certain specific planning and
monitoring tasks.

Employer'Instruttors

Employer instructors fill central roles with EBCE students and have .

an important share of EBCE guidance functions. Immersed in the life
of the community and occupying more neutral roles than either
parents or teachers, employer instructors are uniquely suited to
influence the values of the young people who come to their sites.
They provide the touch with reality that makes student decisions
about careers and education valid and possible. Els serve as
mentors, role models, guides and evaluators. Guidance received
from the employer instructors who work with, students is as

\ significant as the basic, life and career skills they help students
realize.

The vignettes displayed on the following pages help illustrate the
importance of employer instructor guidance.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR GL ;DANCE

In addition to serving as instructors, employers may also become
students' role models and friendsoften to their own surprise.

Early in the year a junior girl selected an exploration as a
secretary in the office of a local court judge, an astute
professional woman with teenage children of her own. As the girl
proceeded with her learning activities, the -1:dge helped her
with reading and interpersonal skills as well. Encouraged by the
judge's Obvious interest in her as an individual, the girl stayed
at the site for a learning level and project activities. As a
re.ult of interacting with the judgl during the next few weeks,
she became more confident of herself as a person and decided to
join a weight - watching group so she could more comfortably meet the

In another instance, a young man with a history of difficulties in
relating to unfamiliar acalts at learning sites found a friend in
his employer instructor at a local restaurant. This relationship
sparked an interest in restaurant operations and management,
around which individualized project activities were then written.
The employer instructor volunteered as tutor for site-related
math problems and spent many hours supervising the student's
experiences in all phases of restaurant work. At the end of the
student's site visit he nroudly accepted a job as the swing shift
assistant manager.

Employer instructors often need perception and resourcefulness to
integrate a student successfully into site activities while
attending to the student's individual needs. Sometimes the
employer instructor literally has to he able to _read between the
lines!

One girl, frightened by the prospect of her first site visit,
defended her reluctance on the basis of her lack of office skills.
The employer instructor needed to spend only half an hour with her
on a tour of the facilities, however, to observe that the girl was
very shy about meeting new people and having to converse with them.
Not wishing to force her too quickly into uncomfortable situations;
theEI arranged for the girl to begin her experierites at the site
by working with the telephone receptionist. The ET hoped that
dealing first with people over the telephone, rather than face to
face, would help the girl relax and overcome some of her shyness.
After a few days, the student was noticeably more comfortable
with the office staff and began to pick up skills useful to the
job. She is now learning, to type independent materials from the
learning center and often goes to her job site early to practice
and have coffee with her new friends there.
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EVERY ADULT CAN BE A COUNSELOR

employer site experiences regularly help students develop
a rich battery of career-related skills. They may also
effect significant changes in a student's personal
behavior and self-image--a fact recognized by the ,'BCE

concept that every adult involved in a student's learning
is also a "counselor."

A "bright but quiet" student-aspiring to a medical career
selected a learning level at a dentist's office. He was
quick to.learn-many aspects of his employer instructor's
job, from filling teeth and making plates to office business
operations. Several times he even borrowed his El's texts
for further dental science study.

At the same time, however, the student's shyness and lack
of self-confidence, evidenced by his shaking hands and
agitated behavior when required to interac:: dir-ctly with
patients or staff, prevented him from participating to the
full range of experiences available to him at the dentist's
office. Noticing these behaviors, the El began arranging
the student's activities to bring him gradually into more
contact with patients.. One exercise he devised was having
the student concentrate on looking patients in the eye and
touching their shoulder while speaking to them. To
integrate behavior improvement still further with job
experiences, verbal communication and vocabulary building
objectives were written into a science Life Skills project
on "what it takes to be a dentist."

Responding to an evaluation inquiry, the dentist observed
that the student "has become more relaxed and outgoing with
strangers as well as the staff here. Perhaps the single
most important item was allowing him to assist in and
actually be a part of some situations...1 feel that hiE.
being around and involved in some pressure situations has
given him more self-confidence." Thus, by combining work
on the student's personal insecurities with practice in
career skills, e dentist not only helped him improve his
self-confidence t also better prepared him for the kinds
of situations he face in "real life" medical practice.
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Pa ants

Parents of (CE)2 students are actively encouraged by staff to be
participants, not just observers, in their teenagers' learning
progress and personal growth. They often help deliver learning
activities, monitor target dates their students have set and
help to evaluate the program's effectiveness for their son or
daughter and for all students).

(CE)2 staff try to help parents support their son's. or daughter's
learning plan. Parents and staff confer frequently about the
student's learning progress, renegotiation of learning objectives
and general personal development. Parents' opinions and
suggestions are always sought. In short, parents are considered
by staff to be important resources in both student learning and
guidance.

Program Staff

Trained professional staff at (CE)2 develop learning activities in
partnership with students, parents and other significant adults in
the community. Virtually all guidance-related tasks will be shared
among staff. Depending on distribution uf work loads, various,
individuals may take the lead in activities related to their areas
of expertise.

=
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ram administrator works with all program staff to
set policy and make individually appropriate decisions
regarding student accountability.

Learning managers negotiate student learning agreements
within program requirements and help students
continually address their personal/social, behavioral and
communication skills.

Employer relations specialists encourage appropriate
behavior and general progress at employer and

-LeE and counsel students regarding job site
n and future occupational interests.

The learning resource specialist helps students use
community resource personnel and agencies, and suppor
appropriate student behavior.

The student coordinator serves as a catalyst for
guidance services and a referral source for students
and staff.
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Overall, EBCE staff members share responsibility fo:-. being
generally attentive to each student's needs and growth in the
program and for helping students understand and benefit from their

experiences. They fulfill roles as facilitators, planners,
managers -- always negotiating in an energetic and even aggressive

fashion the relationship between what they know about the Student
as an indi7idual and what EBCE outcomes are expected.

To guarantee consistent and equitable treatment of all students,
one staff person should take responsibility for coordinating the
independent guidance efforts of other staff and adults and for
referring individuals to resources appropriate to their needs.
In (OE)2, the student coordinator performs this function by:

1. providing program information to and interviewing
prospective students, including counseling with
them about EBCE during student recruitment

2. gathering assessment data and sharing it with a

members and students as appropriate

3. sharing information among staff regarding student
behavior and personal growth

4. implementing the Student Accountability System on a
daily basis and participating in student/staff and
student/parent conferences

5. tapping resources (human and material) needed for
student post-high school planning

6. explaining to participating adults those counseling
and communicatiOn techniques that will enhance their
interaction with students

7. participating in periodic group counseling and /or
guidance activities, including the student/staff
retreat and special problem-oriented group meetings

8. using external agencies and individuals as resources
for special student needs

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

In sum, EBCE staff and all program adults must work to insure
that each student receives maximum benefit from the program
through whatever means are appropriate. Advising, instruction
and counseling will be necessary at various times. Combinations
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of techniques, people and resources will .Eten be aecessary and-
staff must develop and bring together I:1,c ec.3ources that will
best help each student (see also Item li, pale 189).

S TERENCES

See "Personnel, Mena ement & Organization, pages 50-57, for
complete role descriptions of (CE) 2 staff.

Employer instructor responsibilities are discussed on pages
159-163 of "Site Utilization," pyLmwairlRescErrzloer/Corrvrces.

The several informal and social occasions for (CE)2 staff/parent/
student interaction, are listed in "Community Relations," Mans ement
& Or anization, pages 179-182.

Parent reporting procedures are introduced in Item 8, pages 1_ 6
and discussed further in "Student Records,", page 133.
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Plan for combining guidance with the development
indiviaualiZed student learning plans

THE LEARNING PLAN CYCLE

While guidance toward adulthood happens naturally in the day -

day interaction of students and adults, it is also expressly
planned for in the processes used to develop individualized
student learning plans. Each learning plan conference or activity
is shaped by a logical cycle t begins with and returns to the
individual student's motiv on, capacity for self-understanding

d decision making. four basic phases of the cycle are

finding out w =e e the student'is now and where he or
she wants to assessment)

drawing up a
(prescription,

-_ getting from "here to "there"

looking back over what the student has done to see
if he or she has accomplished what was planned
(evaluation)

4. reflecting on, discussing and synthesizing tie new
learning (integration)

LEARNING
PLAN
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NEGOTIATION AND THE LEARNING PLAN CYCLE

Throughout the cycle, le-arning plan activities, resources, criteria
and timelines are negotiated between the student and an adult.
Negotiation combines adult experience and expertise and student
self-knowledge in a joint effort to help--or guide - -the student
toward personal goals.

By building the structure of each learning plan through negotiation,
ACS in effect offers a system of checks and balances for
individualized and community-based education. Students ard able fr'

o articulate individual differences and follow through,onPplans.
Adults--both prcTiram staff And people from the community-ae able
to respond filx,,tly to each student in the development and pursuit
of learning activities and to help students sake their decisions in
the larger context of adult and community expectations.

Step One: Student Assessment

Assessing what you have to start with is an important firstistep
to any decision making or growth activity. Using a varie y of
information sources--including student self-assessment,
accountability records, performance reviews, Basic Skips
assessments, zone progress meetings and zone debriefing --sta
and student together address the questions:

1. What have I already tried and knoll

2. What do Ilike to do?

What am I capable of doing?

at I ca do?

What is important to me now and for the couture?

Whatever the assessment's major focus--whether i the Basic' Skills,
Life Skills or Career Development areas-7informa ion is gathered
about where the student has come from, where he or she is now and
what kinds of things ..look appealing in the future. Special
!attention is given to the student's ideas about "self" and
considerations such as learning style preferences that will affect
learning.

During subsequent negotiation of individualized learning plans,
the EBCE staff's professional judgment is backed up by accurate,
current and objective /information about the student:_ previous
experiences, personal characteristics, aspirations and progress
in all program learning activities.
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Step Two: Prescribing and Implementing Learning Activities

Following the initial assessment phase, student and staff member
negotiate learning goals, activities, performance criteria and
resources that fit the student's identified needs and expressed

-interests. An important guidance responsibility for staff at this
point is to help the student creatively design a plan, that will
meet both learning and personal development goals.

This prescription for the student's learning plan, career
investigation and time utilization draws on:assessment information
and relates directly toiprogram structure and goals. The student
works with the staff person to make the first several goals short-
Iteiiit and highly specific. At the same time, they discuss how
\achieving these goals will relate to the student's long-range
career and lifetime aspirations.

The student individually sets out on the course of action
negotiated with the staff member and. works to accomplish the plan,
testing the relevancy of goals through interaction with many
different adults to share information and personal experiences,
neg1otiate tasks, utilize resources, learn skills and gain
knowledge.

Throughout, the student is encouraged to speak up when particular
activities prove to be too difficult, nonproductive or not
satisfying. This freedom to renegotiate specifics of the learning
plan is vital to success of negotiation as a guidance process.

Step Three: Evaluating Each Student

Evaluation looks at what students have done to achieve the goals
they set for themselves. It is based both on adult observations
of student performance and on the student's self-evaluation.
Evaluative feedback and debriefing conferences are kequired for
all learning strategies. The student and an adult discuss the
evaluation, implications for the student's plans and\possible
changes in behavior the student might want to make.

On an informal basis, staff, employer instructors and,other adults
have many opportunities to talk with the student about, performance
and growth. An important part of evaluation is its emphasis on
the student's increasing ability to reflect on first-hand
experiences--to see=the results of decisions made and to assess
the effects choices have on sblf-concept, personal releVancy and
lifstyle/career aspirations.

Because it brings together the student's own impressions ith adult
observations and causes both participants to review and reflect on
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the learning activity, evaluation blends naturally into the
culminating phase of the learning cycle--integration.

Step Foir: Integrating Experiences

Integration of learning experiences consists of the st dent's
internalizing the experience--seeing the relationship etween the
parts and the whole, refining goals, formulating a new prescription
when appropriate and understanding the implication of the experience
for future actions.

After each learning activity and during the eval ation'interview,
the student examines accomplishmentS, personal talents and interests
and looks again at tentative career and life goals. For example,
many student projects end with critical thinking Wrap-up activities,
which involve a discussion by the student ana learning manager of -----
project activities. These wrap-ups are expressly aimedt-herp-ini
the student put recent activities into a broaAder-pgfSpective.
Similarly, student and employer instructor discuss the broad
implications of their evaluations of one another during onsite
performance reviews.

As the student refines and/or modifies decisions based on
integration of experiences, the cycle repeats itse1f and the
student again meets with a staff person or other adult to
negotiate new learning goals on the basis of past experiences and
present sense of self, as well as future goals.

As the students gain experience in using this cycle, they are

encouraged more and more to take the initiatiye in arranging
meeting's and proposing terms for negotiation. \They begin to
structUre, plan and then negotiate ever larger segments of their
learning and to take greater responsibility in meeting terms and
target dates and accepting the consequences of their behavior.

As students become more skillful at negotiation, they come to
understand the benefits of the process, internalize it and transfer
it consciously to other life situations. It becomes their system--
one that works for them again and again, one that makes personal
success more obtainable on short-term and long-term bases alike.

Thus, although listed 1as the final phase of the cycle, integration
occurs all the time. It is going on dgring the entire process of
assessment, planning, evaluating and following through on courses
of action. It is very much what guidance is all about: helping
th? student understand and benefit from experiences.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF GUIDANCE AND NEGOTIATION

Although EBCE is based on the premise that student learning
will occur as much as possible in the community, it is not
always easy for students to take the initial plunge into
the working environment. Sometimes the employer relations
specialists are hard pressed to find something that will
get the student "out there."

One boy didn't have any ideas as to what he would like to
explore and cited listening to rock music as the only thing
he really enjoyed doing. Taking this interest in rock
music as a "thread"-that tied into the field of audiovisual
media, the employer relations specialist suggested he
explore a small firm that produced radio and television
commercials. In pursuit of this "thread," the student
began a project in sound effects but had to curtail it
when a major corporate reorganization prevented his.
finiShing work at that-site. At this time, the student's
expanding interests le4him to explore the electronics
behind "rock sound" at another firm. By working with a
tutor on advanced mathematics, he was also'able to refine
his technical grasp of media equipment and electronics in
general.

Once the student is at an employer site, continued guidance
by staff as well as employer instructors is needed to make
the std l t's learning personally: meaningful.

Convinced that he wanted to become a disc jockey, one EBCE
student began a learning level experience at a local radio
station. After only a few days of this experience, he
realized that he did not enjoy sitting in one place all
day "just playing records and talking into-a-microphone."
He wanted to quit the site, but his program commitments
obligated him to remain and cAplete the learning level.
Searching for something to interest him, the employer
instructor suggested that the student assist in preparing
the evening weather news'. /Gradually he became interested
not only in news broadcasting but in the science of
meteorology. After discussion with his learning manager
and employer relations specialist back at the learning

!center, arrangements were made for him to do a Life Skills
project called "Understanding Our Weather." As a result of
thig project, the student developed a sophisticated grasp
of the scientific concepts underlying weather phenomena and

s able to conclude his\learning level with the
satisfaction of having lived up to his site responsibilities.
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SUMMARY OF ADULT GUIDANCE
ROLES DURING STUDENT

LEARNING

Student assesment X X X X

Student orientation X X X ,X

Learning plan negotiation X

Project negotiation and

, design X X X-

Career counseling

Optional learning plan
activities 1

Supporting

Career explorations

Learning levels X X X

Skill building activities X X -------1

_--,

Projects

competencies

Emplo er seminars=

Journals

torin

Evaluating student
erformance X X X X X X X

Zone progress meetings'and
debriefings

Student PerfOrmance Review

Evaluation of project
activities

competency certification

Accountability. X X X

Parent conferences X X X

Informal interactions.wi all
adults X X

i -
X

Lounge time and periodic
recreational activities

Student retreat X ,

Student et' s X X X X



ROSS-REFERENCES

Guidance (Item

The ESCE curriculum and learning strategies are treated extensively
in Curriculum & Instruction; development of individualized
learning plans appears on pages 95-100 of the "Learning Plan
Negotiation" st tion of that handbook.

Row assessment information collected and compiled for use by
all staff--both at the time students enter the program and
periodically thereafter--is also described in "Learning Flan
Negotiation," rur.Liculum & Instruction, pages 54-65.
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Provide for guidance functions in student recruitment
and orientation activities

\

See "Program Entry/Exit" for detailed treatment of student
recruitment and orientation procedures.

STUDENT RECRUITMENT

EBCE guidance begins during student recruitment activities when
staff describe the program to interested students so they can decide
whether EBCE is a suitable alternative for them. Students' "guides"
(advisors) for this decision are their parents, high school teachers
and counselors, friends and--fo2' the first time--EBCE staff.

Staff making recruitment presentation
studentcoordinator--should

c) -ually the___

1. recognize dnd convey the significance of EBCE (choice
as a personal decision based on self-knowledge

2. provide enough information and supportive contact
for students and parents to be able to make the
decision

follow through with individualized student
conferences regarding their expectations and whether
EBCE can meet them

Throughout, assistance should be provided students in considering
the compatibility of their goals as individtils with the challenges
anticipated after they enter EBCE.

STUDENT ORIENTATION

Orientation activities give students their first " "total sensation"
of the EBCE program. Staff should therefore keep these guidance
implications in myld:

1. Ideas and facts presented during orientation should
include those that shape EBCE guidance (for example,
responsibility, decision making, negotiation, self-
awareness).
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2. Students' introductory learning activities should
incorporate basic cooperative and negotiative
interactions with adults.

During all orientation activities adults should be
ready, o provide support and followtip.

One (CE)2 staff member su od up perhaps the most important
guidance purpose of student' orientation:

We feel it is really important to build positive
trusting relationships with students immediately at the
first of the bear. This gives the student confidence
in you and forms a good basis for negotiation as time
goes on. Students can accept firmer treatment regarding
requirements if they basically believe in yob and
themselves.

We know, of course, that you can't leave it at love if
you want young people to learn and grow -- you've got to
be w fling to follow through with the natural
consequences for their actions. But it is important
to establish right away arid reinforce as yoli go along
that basically you, believe in the student.
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Plan student retreat and other group activities through
which personalized student guidance can be delivered

All group activities serve a basic guidance function: they bring
adults and students together to integrate 'the tit and pices of
their everyday activities--processes such as problem solving,
information gathering, and decision making -- through interaction
with one another.

Examples of such group activities discussed elsewhere in the
guidance narrative include (a) student recruitment, (b) student
orientation and '(c) zone conferences (see page 181)
Other group activities of an instructional nature that proVide
interaction and feedback essential to EBCE guidance include the
following:

1. employer seminars

2. group project's

exploration debriefings with the employer relations
specialist

4. occasional group competency certification

In addition, studentista retreats and small group meetings
emphasize informal interaction for purposes other than instruction.

STUDENT /STAFF RETREAT

Soon after the beginning of school, CE)2 students and staff
retreat for a few days to "get away from it all " --from everyday
schedules, daily patterns and interruptions--and focus on
themselves as a community. Together they pursue a variety of
activities intended to help everyone become friends, build group
feeling, sharion group problem solving skills and open up channels
of communication and trust--channels that can then be used
throughput the year

The retreat involves a combination of plc-nned or scheduled activities
and free time. Optional activities and unstructured time are built
into the agenda so that everyone can get to know one another.
Planned activities provide opportunities for students to practice
decision making skills and group problem solving processes. The
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group works together to apply these skills to real program problems
and issues. In short, the retreat becomes an important interaction
and trust-building time that sets the tG-e for staff/student
relations thereafter. It serves as an excellent opportunity for
students to gain skill in group processes such as problem solving,
which they can then apply again and again to real program issues
and concerns for the rest of the year.

Agendas from two (CE)2 student retreats held in the fall of school
years 1973-74 and 1974-75 appear on the following pages. Neither
is intended as a "typical" retreat format; however, each suggests
student/staff activities consistent with retreat purposes.
(Explanations for underlined agenda items appear below.)

EXPLANATION OF RETREAT ACTIVITIES

The Millin Around_ Activity, is intended to help students circulate
among as many other members of the total group as possible to
become generally familiar with everyone else. It encourages
first bf verbal and then, nonverbal communication techniques to
greet others and gives students practice in quick group formation.

Group problem solving,ttrough information sharing and cooperation
is the focus of the Real Estate Activity. Students work in teams
to memorize and use cooperatively different pieces of information
(maps), all of which are needed for the team to perform the
activity (solve the problem).

Choose an Issue and Come up with a Solution: Identifying major
issues within specified topic areas and hypothesizing solutions
to them helps groups of students converse among themselves and
reach a consensus ,through an informal exchange of ideas.

Five-member teams are assembled for the Five Square Exercise, which
emphasizes nonverbal communication and cooperation during problem
solving.

The 221tLJELIQIJITILLI again\forms students into teams to
solve a problem, but this time with an interesting twist: -n the
middle of their efforts, it is unexpectedly announced that they
must join another group to continue the activity. Team members
are thus faced with adjusting their group problem solving
strategies to accommodate a team now doubled in size.
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Wednesday

3:00 p.m.

4:30.

4:30-5:00

5:00-6:00

6:00-7:30

7:30-7:40

7:40-9:30

9:30

Thursday

B:CG-9:00

9:00-10:00

10:00-11:00

11:00-12:00

12:00-1:30

1:30-1:40

1:40-2:15

2:15-2:30

2:30-3:30

3:30-6:00

-00-7:30

7:30-7:40

7:40-9:00

9 :00 -9:20

9:20-9:30

9:30

Friday

8:00-9:00

9:011-11:00

1973-74 RETREAT AGENDA.

Departure by Bu

Arrival at Camp

Settling In and

General Meeting

Dinner 1

Introduction

to camp Menucha

Menucma

Unpacking

Introduction to

d Getting; Acquainted: Purpose of

Activities: Milling Around, Morse Trading

Music, snacks, Games

Breakfast

Small Group Goal
May 1, 1974"

Verbal Coninunicat on: Real Estate Activity

Free Time

Lunch

Warm Up

Team Activity_: Produce a Plan For Orienting New (Cl
Students

Critique

Workshop:

Free Time

Dinner

Warm Up

Critical ues: _alizing Recommendations from
Afternoon Workshop

Final SPtring

Wrap Up

Party

Setting: "' ere I Want To Be

d Come

eat

2

lution

Breakfast

Wrap Up Activities
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1974-75 RETREAT AGENDA

3 :00 p.m. Departure by Bs to Camp Menucha

4:30 Arrive at Camp Menucha

4:30-5:00 Settling In and Unpacking

5:00-6:00

6:00-7:00

7:15-7:30

7:30-9:30

9: 30

General Meeting: Introduction to Camp

Dinner

Introduction and Getting Acquainted: Purpose of Retreat

Activities: Milling Around, Real Eatate Actj.t-

Musid, Snacks, Games

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-9:45 Workshop: Fivmartt Exercise

9:45=-11:30 . Workshop: Tower Buildin%

11:30-12:00- Free Time

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00-2:00 Free Time

2:00-3:30 Workshop: ' ChooSe An Issue

3:30-6:00

6.:00=7:00

7:15-8:30.

8:30

Friday

d Cane Up With a 'Solu _

Free Time

Dinner

Workshop: Program Analysis annd Co lict Resolution

Entertainment

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-11:00 Workshop: Where Do We Go From Here?

11:00-12:00 Frec Time

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00 Departure
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SMALL GROUP MEETINGS

At the beginning of each program year (CE)2 staff, and students
'orim small groups that meet as often as members desire. These
informal small gatherings haveSeverai basid puxposes:

bring the same students together regularly to bt.ild
group feeling

/

2. provide-students an opportunity to discuss their views
of everyday program events

build positive interpersonal skills

They supplement the monthly all-student meeting and periodic
employer seminars by providing a smaller, more personal forum for
students to express themselves and share opinions on topics of -----
their, choice.

Small group meetings have replaced weekly all - student eetings,
which had evolved into a somewhat perfunctory informatipnal
meeting or announcement time, with the information flaw
predominantly staff to student. Following announcements; discussion
had focused time after time on the same issues--issues involving
most students but for which resolutions could not be found (for
example, unreasonable noise and clutter in the student lounge).

Staff hoped the smaller groups would foster an improved sense of
community among students and help to resolve some Of the impasses
left from the large-group Meetings. Students wanted more
opportunities to voice their opinions and interact with staff,
including the program administrator. Employer instructors affirmed
that students spending much of their time on their own in the
community needed the balance of group interaction and involvement
with learning center decision making.

(CE)2 staff and students met initially to discuss what could be
gained through formation cf small groups and what the ground rules
should be. Togethei they drafted the guidelines appearing on

I the following page. /

CR S-REFERENCES

Some additional thoughts on staff/student communications are
treated in "Community Relations," Management & Organization,
pages 179-160.
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GUIDELINES FOR SMALL GROUP MEETINGS

GOatS

Provide opportuniti,_ cur students to become effective communicat

making contact and sharing ideas with a variety of people

airing reactions. opinions, =warns and conflicts (program problems, individual
difficulties and so forth) and proposing reasonable resolutions

Build a fealine of community

students in achieving a sense t. being an adequate person to the degree that he/she
is able to choose 'socially acceptable behavior and to act responsibly

FOrr.ation Procedure

1.

2.

Students will sign up for groups on lists in the student lounge.

udents will seek cut the Staff member they want for group

1

When a groupie rormed, s
leader.

Format

Each group will est
per month.

(As groups become more experienced and
briefer meetings may be desired.)

Goals will be established for each group by its members.

Although the groups are essentially conversational in nature, other activities
planned by a group and its staff participant.

n agenda nd nos

3r-up discussions.

4. One group may meet occasionally with another fc

Membership

en of a specific Usti

n

All students are required to participate and "belong" to a group for at least the first
three meetings. after which attendance is optional.

Members may change groups if there is mutual agreement bet...een both g up and staff
participants.

Role of Staff Participant

The first task of the staff participant is to help the group decide on the issues it ishes
to diacusa, to clarify issues and help plan procedures.

During the discussion, the stiff participant will try to Involve as many group members as
.aible and will facilitate group interaction -or direction in a manner appropriate to the
ticriarlgroup.

m'

Ground Rules for Students and Staff

1. Everyone who is here belongs here just because he is here and for no other reason.

2. we try to be as honest as possible and to express ourselves as we really are and tea
feel--just as much as we can

i. We listen to everyone.

We try to be realistic: If F.e know tbings are a certain way, we do not pretend they are
are net that way.

s. Decisions made by the group need everyone's participation.

Things to Avoid (Staff)

1. Dime-store psycAoogyt study the impact of behavior rather han Its 'causes'
Red cresSing: avoid putting bandaids on persons who'are capable of working out their
own thing: give support without cutting off learning

"Counseling" that gives nothing

-Requiring persona to be' like you or to justify their feelings: instead. accts..

-Y
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STUMM' SERVICES

6
Establish relationship between guidance functions and
Student Accountability System

STARTING WITH COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS

The Student Accountability System reinforces EBCE's goal of
helping students understand and integrate their present and pas
experiences. with choices they make regarding future courses of
action. More specifically, EBCE accountability combines community
and program expectations for student behavior and perf6rmarice with
procedures that,enable students to confirm their own rights and
responsibilities for decision making by

1. considering how their behavior affects themselves and
other people

2. accepting responsibility for the results of choices
they make

3. anticipating possible effects of their choices and
behaviors and making adjustments that will benefit
both themselves and the community of which they are
members

Learning Re wairement s and Behavioral Standards

Based on expectations for adulthood derived from the local
community (see page 144), (CE)2's StudentAccounab
defines requirements and standards for successful performance in
the program. .It presents program expectations regarding student
learning and behavior in terms of choices students must make
daily to progress in their learning plans and to make responsible
use of community sites to achieve their individual goals.

Some accountability standards relate explicitly to various
learning strategies. For example, students must initiate projects,
select exploration levels, submit journal; and meet negotiated
completion dates. Other standards relate More generally to the
kinds of conduct that are Trerequi9ite to successful implementation
of learning strategies. For example, students must obey the law,
cooperate with adults and other students, keep appointments,
observe house rules at the learning center and respect employer/
community site regulations.
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Guidance (Item 5)

The system also suggests the kinds and sequence of consequences
students can expect if they do not meet their responsibilities.
For all accountability issues, students, parents, staff and other
EBCE adults negotiate courses of action that will reconcile
student behav17:x and program expectations in ways that respect
both the individuality of each student and the needs of the EBCE
community-at-large.

STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

WHAT IS EXPECTED

Obeying the
program

whiff

APBr grate conduct while
repr.Le Ling EBCE

WHO GETS INVOLvED

e Parent

mployer Instructor

Employer relations
specialist

High level of ca6peration
with employers/staff/students

Being educationally
productive

Bstablishingzone planning
strategies and goals

Initiating/completing/
submitting projects

Selectiro exploration
learning levels

Establishing cOmpetenci
target dates,

Maintaining employer

Turning in completed.
Exploration Packages

Submitting journals

Turning inTi Reports

Signing in/Out appropria

Keeping appointments

lowing transportatur
agreements

Showing care for facrlity
and equipment

Establishing reasonable
lunch hours

Negotiating vacation time

y

Learning re
specialist

Learning manager

Student coordina

Program administrator

"natural consequences" we mean that courses
the, logically address or relate to the atuden
imposed arbitrarily.

WHAT HAI,PE

When there is evidence that a
student is doing less than
satisfactorilr'n any of these
areas, a cOnfere - will take
place with the student to
clarify concerns. It is during
this meeting that appropriate
natural consequences must be put
in writing.*

If improvement hai.not occurred
after an established period of
time, a conference will be held
with parents /staff /student to
reach new agretlments.

tilure to fulfill penalties and
0 improve in meeting
responsibilities calls for an
immediate conference involving
parents/staff/student and the
program administrator.

R.222

make up work

Loss of lounge p

Monitoring system

Contracts

Repay inconvenience

Loss of project credit

Loss of exploration credit

Loss of sMployer

Probationary period

Suspension

Dismissal from program

of action shOUld be negotiated
bJlavior Ind are not

-nalties
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ACCOUNTABILITY AS A STARTING POINT FOR GUIDANCE

The Student Accountability System is viewed as a minimal set of
guidelines to be judiciously applied to individual situations by
competent, empathetic and responsible adults. When interpreted
and used as intendJel, it becomes not a system for imposing penalties
but a ccmmon basis for students and adults to communicate,
negotiate and agree on actions that meet the needs of both the
student and the program.

Accountability is one of two interrelated kinds of responsibilities
that (CE)2 students and staff share--the other bei_n4 the ongoing
netfation process that is central to the development of
individualized learning plans. The former comes into play only as
the need arises; the latter happens every day as students plan,
pursue and modify their actual experiences.

We point out to-students that there are fixed variables in all our
liveS and it is in working with these variables to achieve
meaningful life goals that both stability and challenge emerge.
The expectation that students deal reasonably with others, comply
with basic accountability standards and pursue program completion
requirements represents these fixed qualities in life. Within
this framework, students are regularly encouraged to negOtiate
learning plans appropriate to their unique abilities, needs, goals
and learning styles.

As a result, staff view the accountability system. -and the
negotiation that is part of it--as an important guidance tool, a
mechanism for turning every behavior into a learning:exilerience.
The system insures that

1- consequences result f student actions

2= such conse uences respond directly to the action
and reflect consistent program standar

Consequences are anticipated and understood by
the student

It encourages realistic practice of several important elements of
ESCE learning-decisiun making, acceptance of responsibility for
one's actions, resolution.of problems as they occur and student/
adult cooperation in helpingstudents learn from their widely
varying experences in the community.
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MAKING ACCOUNTABILITY WORK

Initiation of accountability interactions or consequences can
result from daily observations made by individual staff or derive
from staff consensus at meetings held regularly to review student
progress (see pages 177-181).

Sch Year Action Zones: A Guidance Framewori.

To ori nt students in -management skills and provide them a
framework for organizing their year's work and completing tasks,
(CE)2 divides the school calendar into school year action zones.
For each zone, the number of learning activities that should
reasonably be comOleted by that time is approximated and day-to-
day actions considered necessary to student success are written
in. To be Iron time," each student should accomplish as much or
more than the number of learning activities suggested for each
zone. Together, the zones include all program completion
requirementsjand behavioral expectations that comprise the Student
Accountability System.

The zones gradually-lengthen to accommodate-s.udents'-intfeasing
familiarity with the program and to encourage a corresponding
growth in self-management and acceptance of responsibility.

1975-76 School Year Zones

Zone 1. September 2 through 19

Zone September 20,through .0ctober_17'

Zone 3: October 18 through November 21

Zone 4: November 22 through January 16

Zone 5: January 19 through February 10

Zone 6: February 23 through March 19

Zone 7: Mare-h 29 through April 28

Zone 8: May 1 through 28

Zone 9: June 1 through 9
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STUDENT SERVICES

St_lents I:iegin each he by meeting with staff to negotiate learning
activities. They then proceed with the agreed on activities,
seeking adult assistance a.-id evaluating their progress :s necessary.

During the first zone, all staff work with students to help them
recognize the need for, and take initiative in, planning indiVidual
activities and weekly and zone schedules. Gradually, specific
occasions of staff support decrease with ti .e student's increasing
ability to accept these responsibil' es.

For each zone, student progress is analyzed by staff durinq
all-staff zone progress_meetings and zone debriefings (see
pages 177-181). During these reviews, the entire staff compiles
information about each studeit in to how the student
working and What needs to be done to help the student catch up,
maintain good work habits or tackle new challenges. This
information helps students, parents, employer instructors and staff
plan and negotiate new learning strategies and target dates, as
well as report student p..-Jgress to parents.(see pages 183-184).

Negotiated plans are then implemented within the learning program
of each student.

Appropriate adjustments are made in the next zone's expectations,
depending on the student's demonstrated ability to manage time.
For example, students "on time" at the end of the first few zones
are encouraged to negotiate their own plans to replace the next
zone or zones. Some students continue to need uidelines and may
follow the recoMmended zone requirements for the full year.
Students falling behind during the eatly,zenes are counseled and
assisted in a manner appropriate to them indiv.:.duals but

consistent with the procedures ,called for, in tic. Student
Accountability System.

Accountability, Conferences and Consequences

In x.11 learning plan agreements the tudent is expected to fulfill
the terms agreed to or renegotiate hew terms based on a valid
rationale. He or she is expected take increasing responsibility
for meeting turns and target dates.

If the student is not meeting negdtiated ning agreements, or
if a br.havior is considered counterproductive to learning pi-cap:9:3.
staff respond;as outlined in the Student Accountability System.
Essentially, three "levels" of student/adult intcr:irlr_,:-,;1s are
provided for:

Level 1: The firs.4.nteractions are between student and
staff or other adult responsible for the area in which the
problem occurs. The aim at this level is to resolve the
problem between the people directly involved.
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Guidance (Item 6)

Level 2: If the difficulty is not resolved between the
student and adult(s) most directly involved, then these
individuals bring the student's parents into the negotiate
Again, the goal is to work out a solution that is appropriate
to the problem with adults who can help.

Level 3. If the difficulty persists in spite of level
one and two actions, the program administrator may become
involved.

fi

The staff member(s) involved at the first level decides when to
go on to the second and then the third. There may be several
negotiations and conferences at each level. Attempts are
always made to exhaust the resources of one level before going
on to the next.

For example, if a student is -late turning in project products,
the learning manager may remind him or her and negotiate ne'
target dates several times before deciding do call on the parents
for help. Likewise, several conversations with both parents and
students may be reasonable before deciding that the program
administrator should get involved.

To Include each negotiation process, the parti_ipalts agree to
what the student will do to improve behavior or learning progress
aid what consequences will result if the ayi.lement is not met
Further conference. and consequences sho'ild not. 'e irprisss;
rather they should follow naturally on pieviL t- tudent/adult
decisions.

Howthe Process Can Work

To begin, a staff member concerned about a particular student t, y
smply invite the student to sit down and talk about it on f-'7.e

spot. Or, depending on the seriousness, the staff member mly
formalize the interaction by noting the behavior and/or the
conference on an Accountability Write-Up form (see page 119).
ZoTin progress meets n« and end=of-zone debriefings can also resin,
in Accountability Ws.ite-Ups. (See page 180.)

The student is encouraged to talk out causes and effects of the
behavior in question. Together, student and Staff member t:;)P to
interpret the action honestly and negotiate a solution..
written agreement or contract, signed by the student, specifies
changes to be glade within a specified time frame.

If the problsm continues, the student '-1.1 be asked 'co\confer again
with steJ to renegotiate terms and discuss further coneeTlences.
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The student's parents may also be invited to the conference.
Together, the three parties try to coma up with a plan to eliminate
the problem -- perhaps including monitoring and supporting the
student in the home environment (see Item 8).

When necessary, subsequent renegotiation of term3 and consequences
includes the program administrator, who has kept up to date on

interim negotiations and prescriptions via zore progress meetings

and debriefings. If reasonable solutions cannot be found and the

student's actions continue to conflict with program standards,
he or she may be asked to tr :er out of the program. If this

becomes necessary, the staff and program administrator help the
student and parents consider other more suitable environments for

the student. :n other words, students are never "just kicked out."
Staff work to help the student plan a transition (to another
school, employment, etc.) that is r,uitable to his or her unique

situation.

A POINT TO RtMEMbER

Application of the Student AccoItability System by (CE)2 staff
is airectly infloenced by their conviction that responsibility for
student learning and behavior can be transferred only gradually
from adult to student, depending-on the individuLl reaJiness of
the student. During the early weeks of t year, students running
into accountability snags cause staff to consider what they as
knowledgeable adults might be missing, misunderstanding or

misinterpreting.

In other rds, staff first assume that they are responsible for
student difficulties. They may reexamine school records, test
results, the project writing process, the student's access to
staff and so on in seeking a solution. Only after carefully
reconsidelring their own areas (-.7 responsibility do staff move
gradually to help the student take responsibility for his or her

own behavior.

CROSS- /ICES

The Student Accouncability System and school year aetL0A z
also discussed, as staff planning aJd monitoring devices in

"Learning Plan Negotiation," in Curriculum & Iastruction, pages
81-91. The accountability system and school year action zoneJ

are discus 'd :,nd - .misplayed in the Student gary-T.:Jook give.1 to

students during orienta.jon (see .1ppenei Y A).
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HELPING STUDENTS BE ACCOUNTABLE

An "elementary" Ispct of student learning on a job site is
acceptance by the studc.-it of requirements and expectations
that apple to employees there: throughout the stay, the
student is treated like (and expected to become) "one of
the group" at the site. For some students, shouldering
these everyday responsibilities is work in itself, and
their employer instructors must exercise considerable
patience and perseverence.

One student, whose lack of initiative and willingness to
follow through on tasks.had alread: caused E3CE staff some
concern, selected a learning level at a private preschool.
While there. she 'proved to have an extraordinary talent for
relating to oung children. Soon she was given conditional
responsibilit for her own group of youngsters.

Unfortunately, her apparent 'ack of motivation and
unreliability interfered wit.; .-per performance on the job
(she was often tardy or failed to show up at all). After
several "second ,--z-,nces" and discussions with the student,
the employer instructor finally asked her not to return to
the site until the two of them could confer with the EBCE
employer relations specialist and find a reasonable
resolution to the impasse.

With the encouragement of the MRS, the El reiterated to
the girl how her absences were inconveniencing day school
staff, emphasizing that a regular employee could not behave
in such a manner and expect to keep a job--however much the
children loved her. Eve-Atu _ly they agreed on a daily
accountabilty/attendance system that could provide p_ograi.
staff with ininediate feedback should

' girl slip in her
effor:ato keep her appointments at the site. Although
the girl's Icolhavior is still being monitored on a daily
rat;le.c weekly basis, she has markedly improved ne-
Ftteudan . It thesite mid continues to wo'r'n, well with he
preschooic.s.
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ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Young people in EBCE need varying degrees of adult support
in making "the transition to adulthood" that EBCE is all
about. They may have to be encouraged, supported, cajoled,
monitored, led, pushed, pursued and loved through such a
transition, but when a student begins to accept
responsibility it is a tremendous satisfaction for all
involved.

At the beginning cf his (CE)2 experience, one student
depended on a number of attention-getting behaviors in his
dealings with staff and avoided responsibilities such as
Checking in and out of the learning cc -,ter. Staff noted
then that he found it hard to make decisions and was
difficult to place'on employer sites.

One of his few interests was electronics, so the employer
relatinnsspecialist arranged a visit at an electronics
firm. On the site, the employer instructor took a personal
interest in the student. He took time to have taiks with
the Student and gave him a n umber of responsibilities.
Because the student demonstrated a real aptitude for
electronics, his HI recommended that he attend a summer
seminar on electronics at an out -of -state university.
Althopgh only a junior, the student has followed up on this
and has applied to the university.

He is no\v checking in and out of the learning center
regularly, preparing and following his owr time schedule
and taking the initiative in telllngthe -aff chat he is
doing. Recently, he was elected by-his. ':1ow students
as the Student representative on-the .(CE)2 beard and is
now considered by the staff to be one of -tie most
responible students in the program.
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ri Share and record guidance interactions and
responses made by staff and other adults

Guidance 7)

Each student has daily contact with many different adults. Some
adults interact with students primarily at employer and community
sites; others see them only at the learning center. rash usually
meets the student separately from the others--at different times
and for different purposes.

However, all adults are responsible for guiding students in a
manner appropriate to'them as unique persons as they help them
with their learning activities. To do this, each adult needs a
clear idea of how each student is progressing in all program
activities and how other adults are responding to student needs.

What Kind of Information Dc You Want?

Observations made and information shared to support guidance
interactions must logically include all aspects of a student's
development, including affective or noncognitive considerations,
as well as E21122.1K2th. Attention mustbe given not only to
increasing knowledge and skills, but also to each student's
developing attitudes, behaviors and total personal growth, to
bring together a complete picture of the student's development.

(C' ')Z staff come together regularly to discuss student progress.
Zone progress_ meetings concentrate on behavioral observations,
zone _debriefings on actual student progress in learning activities.

ZONE PROGRESS AND SIUDENT BEHAVIOR

At zone progress meetinjs held midway into each hcol yeav
action zone, (CE)2 staff share both formal and informal student
behavior observations made on a day-to-day basis. These meetings
allow staff to monitor and record student affective growth
frequently and systematically. Thus they can identify traits and
patterns of behavior that are either,helping or hindering a student
in the fulfillment of goals and in successful interactions with
other people. 11Ais information is then 'used as a basis for
reinforcing behaviors that are working for the student and ftp
substituting successful benaviors for those that are not working.

Staff deal individually with every student, working to identify
those students who are making exceptional progress, (2) those
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who are mee
difficulty.

minimal expectations and (3) those who are having

Six Behaviors to Look For

When meeting together (CE)2 staff find it helpful to speak in
terms of behaviors reflecting students' responsibility, cooperation,
personal interactions, involvement, self-directedness and
enthusiasm -- qualities considered by staff as essentials for
Student success in the program. Discussion toucheS on academic
as well as nonacademic considerations. However, staff try always
to limit their observdt ons to specific behaviors (for example,
"John did not go to his employer site this week because... "),
and to avoid general observations, non-specific examples or simple
progress reports (for example, "John has done three explorations
so far").

How the Procedure Works

Before the meeting begins, the student coordinator distributes to
each staff member a sheet with students' names down the left
column. On this sheet is space for each staff member to note, as
the session: proceeds, behaviors discussed and prescriptions agreed
on. After meeting staff Aemb2rs can retain copies for their
own record..

ZONE

FOR STAFFING

PROGRESS PLANNING SHEET

OF gs I Cilq7
.

Stud en B savior, Prescription/Arrangement

4tIL

Y.',144 1

TT-
,
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The meeting begins with the student coordinator calling a
student's name. All staff members recount behaviors they have
observed since the last time the student was discussed (using the
above behavioral categories as guides), referring to copies of
Accountability Write-Ups and positive post cards they may have
initiated and to their own notes. The employer relations
specialist reports any comments made by site personnel; the
learning resource specialist does the same for competency
certifiers, tutors and other resource people. Discussion may
follow. during which the student coordinator works to encourage
specificity and objectivity of staff comments before recording
them on each student's "Student Behavior Record" (see below),

STUDENT BEHAVIOR RECORD

Regularritudent__

Hate _ Emergency

OBSERVER BEHAVIOR

__--7--
__- .--

----- ,

\

Noted Behavior Changes

i

Ryes cription/Ccrumen
.

You may choose to develop a checklist of the si behavioral
categories mentioned above and have staff ry t? define information
specifically in these terms. (CE)2 has e;.perimented with such a
checklist but found it difficult to control overlapping among
categories. As a result they now use a checklist format only three
times a year--at the end of the firs, fourth and fing:i school
year action
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180

After each staff person has commented, the group determines a
prescrIption to be followed in reacting to the student's behavior.
Responses may already have been initiated by individual staff
members--as called for in the Student Accountability System--and
recorded on Accountability Write-Ups brought to the session. The
group considers all prescriptions or strategies to date in
determining subsequent approaches for students who continue to
exhibit problem behavior.

In agreeing on how they will help the student,-staff follow the
suggested general chronology of escalating "consequences" set
forth in the Student Accountability System (see page1.69).
These have been designed insure personalized attention to each
student's needs through if/student conferences and negotiations.

The "action prescription" is also recorded on an Accountability
Write-Up form for discussion with the students / and mailing to
parents. For students exhibiting positive growth or commendable
behaviors, one staff member handwrites a congratulatory postcard
to the student's parents and mails it home (see page 163).

ZONE DEBRIEFINGS AN[ LEARNING PROGRESS

Zone debriefings are held at the end of each school year action
zone. Unlike zone progress meetings--which focus on student
behaviors as they are reflected in and influence student learning
activities--zone debriefings arc intended to give staff
opportunities to discuss actual tudent progress on learning
activities in terms of tasks performed and "amount" of work done.
Staff also use this information for subsequent conferences and
negotiations with students and for reporting student progress to
parents.

How a Zone DebrIefing Works

At the close of each zone, a debriefing form for each :dent is
circulated among staff. This form addresses the .following
general questions:

What has the student accomplished in this zone?

What has he or she not accomplished2

What barriers seem to be in the way?

4. What can 40 do to help?

sections of the form pertaining to their areas of respon-,ibi
are filled in by the leaning manigers, employer reletiona
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specialists and learning resource specialists. Taken together,
the information represents current status on all aspects of each
student's program work.

For the debriefing session itself, the student coordinator reads
aloud each student's status in all activities--how many
exploratidns completed, competencies certified and so on--along

the information, comments or evaluations noted on the form by
staff. The group then discusses what action is needed to support
the student and respond to individual needs during the next zone,

ndicated by progress to date. Together they agree on an
action prescription for dealing with the amount of work completed
and related work habits.

Use of Debriefing Information to Guide Students

Action prescriptions resulting from zone debriefings are discussed
with each student individually by a staff member designated during
the debriefing. This staff member may be the one in whose area
the student needs particular help (for example, an ERS for
employer site matters) or one who is personally close to the
student. Students behinr1 in their work are counseled individually
and asked to write LT ian with target dates for completing each
unfinished activity. This plan is given to the student's learning
manager. If target dates are not met, followup is made by staff
according to the steps outlined in the Student Accountability
System (see pages 168-174). Students successfully managing their
learning are congratulated via postcards sent to their homes and
are encouraged to negotiate even more individualized activities
and schedules for the next zone.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Each learning strategy in Curriculum & Instruct n also deals with
accountability as it relates to that particular activity.

The Zone Debriefing foim appears in "Student Records," pages 116 -
117. The Zone Progress Planning sheet and Student Behavior Record
are informal student coordinator records filed by that person and
therefore do not appear in "Student Records."
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Tyke of Information

General observations of
behaviors during testing
(attention span,
concentration,

perseverance and
so forth)

Student learning
and self-analysis

General observations of
behaviors during
learning activities
and negotiations

Progress on
learning activities

Affective grog
behavior

Problem requiring
participatory solution

Who Records

Student
coordinator

Learning
manager

GUIDANCE RECORDKEEPIND SUMMARY

When

During initial
assessment of
incoming stud,'

Fir-

conference

Staff person Daily or
involved puri odically

dent

Staff person End of (school
involved year action) one

debriefing

Student During student
coordinator staffing

Student Whenever a
coordinator conference is held

between student,
staff and/or
parents

Reccrdkeeping Device

Student Profile,
"Basic Skills
Assessment" section

Student Profile, ' "Lift-

Skill/Learning Style
Assessment" section

When merited,
Accountability Wr)to Up
and/or "positive
post card

Zone Debriefing form

Student Behavior Record

Zone Progress Planning
Sheet

Where DisrIayed/
Discussed in

This Handbook

pages 98-99

pages 98-_

pages 11B-119
p.ige 183

pages 116-117

page 179

page 178



Guidance 8)

Involve parents in student guidance decision m

Built into the tBCE guidance system is a plenned series of contacts
with parents. These interactions have two especially distinguishing
features; (a) they occur frequently, not only for reporting
student progress but for bringing parents into decision making,
and (b) they encourage the exchange of specific and detailed
infolr,y ation about student learning progress and behavior. Parents
top the of "who gets involved" in student accountability
matters a_ are the first stage of "what happens" when student and
staff need assistance in resolving learning difficulties or
nonproductive behaviors. Parents are regularly contacted in the
following ways:

1. Byl!le2h2Liflhgpn_erence as a regular zone
debriefing pdclednre: Parents are apprised of
debriefing results in conference or by telephone;
student successes as well as difficulties are
discussed. Copies of the Zone Debriefing form,
with staff prescriptic-s noted, are also provided
to parents.

2. On a congratulatory postcard sent to a student
home: To acknowledge noteworthy behavior a designated
staff member writes a "positive postcard" to the
student's parents and mails it to their home. These
postcards may be initiated by individual staff members
any time or come as the result of a staffing discussion.
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B- ele hone in res onse to difficulties: The student
coordinator telephones parents diately when a zone
progress meeting or debriefing should be discussed
with parents. In addition, a copy of an Accountability
Write-Up form is mailed to parents.

Staff-initiated communications with parents regarding student
behavior take the form of conferences when staff/student
negotiations, agreements and "natural" consequences are not
producing the desired results. When parents are invited to a
special student /staff /pare-it accountability conference, they are
already aware that the student is having difficulty in certain
areas. The conference is preceded by telephone conversations and
written notices (Accountability Write-Ups and/or Zone Debriefings)
as first steps in trying to pinpoint methods for assisting the
student.

During the conference, staff try to find out from parents as much
as possible about their perceptions and expectations of their son
or daughter, their ideas of what action might help their child and
their willingness to get involved. Together, student, parent and
staff formulate a support plan such as monitoring study hours,
insuring that the student gets enough sleep, conversing every day
with the student about status in the -identified areas and the like.

The staff person may use a special task sheet (see next page) to
record the activities the student must complete; a copy is then
given to the parent to take home and use as the basis for
discussing specifics rather than generalities with the student
(that is, "How are you doing on your science project?" rather than
"How did school go today?").

I and when staff feel that parental resources are not working,
staff, student and parents meet with the program administrator as
the final chance for students to indicate they are willing to
settle down and work positively to improve their study habits,
their learning progress or their behavior (see pages 172-174).

In any staff/parent conversation--including spontaneous ones--
parents are asked if they have any concerns or questions.
SUggestions on how EBCE staff might further help the student are
also sought. Parent responses often provide staff with valuable
insights that may shed light on the student' "outside of schou"
self.
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AN EXAMPLE OF HOW PARENTS CAN HELP

Everyone in the community is viewed as a potential resource
to support student .learning. Among the most important and
influential of these resources are the students' parents.

One noncommmmicative youngster was hard to place on sites
because of his apparent lack of interest in anything. Visits
to several exploration sites failed to stimulate him.
During a regularly scheduled parent conference, his mother
told staff members about her son's artistic talent--a talent
the-son had not revealed to the staff. As a result, the
employer relations specialist discussed with him the
possibility of a learning level at a local art center.

The boy's experience at. the art center helped him focus his
interests enough to enroll in an extensive water color and
acrylic painting course and learn to frame his own works.
While the student continues to be shy about expressing
himself, he has accepted the fact that he does have his own
likes and dislikes and is presently much more willing to
explore new career areas of interest to him.

ROSS REFERENCES

The usefulness of staff/parent confer _H :n buildi,;g program
undrstandi-7 and support is discussed 'Community Relations,"

Organization, pages 181-162.

Parent reporting procedures are also treated in "Student Records,"
Item 15.
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Guidance ILem 9)

Refer students to external agencies/individuals for
special guidance needs or problem.;

Students observed by staff to have special guidance om counseling
needs are assisted in finding help through the ''igh school or an
appropriate outside agency or clinician. (CE)2 prefers to refer
students with complicated or long-term problems for several reasons:

Students should be encouraged to make full use of
community resources to support all aspects of their
development and to meet many of their needs--just as
adults must be able to make use of such resources for
emergencies or crises, as well as for everyday matters.

2 Staff are limited in their
counseling or problem sol
only one aspect of staff
it should` not be allowed to
amount of any staff -ie
needs of other students.

me 7-in enr_rgy; crisis
i be de,alt with as

visibility to the student;
insume a disToroportionate
time, nor to preempt the

3- Although eve; f program-related adult is generally
re-Tonsible f: _ responding to each student's needs,
the "est" response is often simply helping the
student come together with an appropriate resource.

All staff share responsibility for helping students distinguish
personal problems from more severe or recurring difficulties:
The student coordinator researches outside agencies, including
counselors at the high school, whose services might be used and
supervises student referral when appropriate. All staff join
forces to help he student profit from assistance received and
to integrate it 1,to an ongoing system of thought or outlook to
guide the student in day-to-day activities.
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10
Encourage evaluation of guidance functions
through year to assure consistency with
curriculum design

An important consideration in any innovative program is change
resulting from experience. Change will occur; you should
anticipate and allow for it in the design of the program and
each of its components. As with all other program elements, it
is desirable to refine guidance techniques continually over time
to better suit adult and student needs. Such refinement and
possible redesign should be based on guidahce goals and related
concepts, student guidance needs, staff beliefs and observations,
analysis and discussion by all program participants.

Remember: EBCE is built on an affirmation of the conimunity. It
depends on frequent and honest circulation of ideas, opinions and
feelings among all participants--students, staff, parents and
community adults alike. Problems will always arise; if you have
fostered Jncere attitude of sharing among all program
participants, a satisfactory student guidance system will result.
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Guidance tem 11)

Respond to individual student guidance needs through
combination of appropriate guidance activities

Each student and each situation requiring- individualized guidance
by an adult is unique; a checklist to "cover all the bases" is not
feasible. Staff in any EBCE program must use professional
judgment in applying guidance principles and strategies (such as
those suggested on the preceding pages) consistent with program
goals and their own convictions about people.

What (CE), does may not apply to student needs in other programs,
but the reasons for their responses may. Following are a few
more examples of ways (CE)2 staff have attended to individual
student guidance needs arising naturally in the course of each
student's learning progress. Basically, these vignettes are
intended to illustrate (CE).2's most consistent interpretation of
the EBCE concept - -that experience-based guidance depends
significantly on personal interaction with adults in a variety of
community environments, and that career/life guidance can be
incorporated in a curriculum that provides comprehensive Basic
Skills and Life Skills activities, as well as specific Career
Development experiences.

CROSS - REFERENCE.

Additional case study reports on Tigard EBCE students appear in
NWREL's FY '74 and FY '75 Evaluation Reports. These case studies
develop more fully many guidance elements touched on in the
vignettes in this narrative.
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RESPONDING TO INDIVIDUAL GUIDANCE NEEDS

Whatever a student's needs, concerned adults come tocet
agree on an appropriate response and to continue that
response over time.

Early in this school year, (CE)2 staff noted that a
particular junior sought their attention by messing up tasks
and "playing games" but was unwilling to sit down and talk
to them in a constructive way_ Following discussion of
these behaviors during a staff meeting, staff agreed to
ignore the student when he sought attention in these ways but
to encourage him to converse more openly and frankly with
them. At staff suggestion, the student signed up for several
small group :earning activities and a Motivation for Career
Puccess group project. Individual staff members made it a
point to initiate and sustain conversations with him as often
as possible. In recent months, the staff has noted that the
student is striking up these conversations more often on his
own and asking directly for staff assistance when he wants
it. The student's most recent employer instructor has noted
his growth in interpersonal communications and has invited
the student to extend his stay at the site to continue
learning to converse comfortably with adults.

EBCE students are encouraged to supplement their program
experiences with both formal and informal peer group
activities, including social events, intramural sports and
other extracurricular activities at their former high school.

With encouragement from (CE)2 staff, one EBCE junior
recently won a small part in the high school's production of
"The Miracle Worker." In addition to bringing him into
frequent contact with "old" friends at the high school--
which.staff felt he particularly needed--his work bp the
play became the springboard for an EBCE project. The
project enabled him to practice his advanCed composition
skills by writing an essay on the life of Helen Keller and
to expand on his "dramatic" experiences with blindness by
studying educational opportunities for the blind in this
state and investigating the development and application of
Braille.



Guidance (Item 11)

GUIDING STUDENT LEARNING

Staff and Student negotiate the specifics of how the study
will be accountagie for performance based on the student's
present ability--and willingness--to schedule learning
responsibilitiesmefficiently.

Once-a-week conferences with the learning manager are the
only "check-in" requirements for one particularly motivated
student who is working outsidb the learning center on a three-
month project on labor unions. For less motivated or self-
disciplined students, specific "gimmicks" are used to help
them successfully achieve short-term goals before tackling
long-term ones. A learning manager is helping one student,
who has difficulty applying himself,'gradually lengthen his
periods of concentration by "plugging him into" a tape
recorder playing classical music. For an unusually nervous
girl--whose fidgeting, fingernail biting and general inability
to concentrate had been the despair of her high school
teachers--the LM uses an egg timer to enforce half-hour study
periods.separated by five minute "breathers." Soon the
breathers will separate hour-long periods of study, and
eventually use of the timer will be dropped.
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WHEN SPECIAL HELP IS NEEDED

EBCE staff work hard to guide the students to any and all
resources in the community necessary for their progress,
including individuals and agencies offering professional
assistance with problems.

While attending Tigard High School, one student seemed
interested in some activities but seldom followed through
on commitments. The school counselor reported that the
student's parents were helpful and concerned, but the
-counselor thought that the student set unrealistic goals.

At (CE)2, th9 staff have observed that the student
manipulates his environment to avoid completing his
responsibilities. For example, he drives other students to
their job sites but does not go to his own. He blames
others for his inabilities, complains a lot about his -Tork
and becomes highly irate when the staff attempt to hold him
accountable for his time or work.

In an effort by staff to help him overcome these
difficulties, he has been placed on a contingency management
program: he is required to sign a contract with staff for
assignments he agrees to complete, and he loses credit for
activities not completed by the due date. Several
conferences have been'held with his parents (whom he blames
for many of his problems) , and program staff have
recommended that his parents secure outside psychological
help for their son.
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HOW COMBINED GUIDANCE HELPED ONE STUDENT

With some students,, a noteworthy experience or particular
relationship with an adult can cause a dramatic change in
attitude or behavior. For most young .people, however, no
one event can be isolated as a turning point in their
personal development. Rather, the effect of experiential
learning and guidance by concerned adults is gradual, almost
imperceptible, over a long period of time, until one day
something causes everyone to sit back and realize that
change has occurred.

As one (CE)2 staff member put it, "We don't know exactly
which thing did it for Margaret (not her real name), but at
the end of two years she was a completely different young
person from the one who had entered the program. She liked
herself better, her appearance had improved dramatically,
her attitude toward school had completely reversed itself
and she seemed much more in command of her own life."

An anecdote_staff particularly enjoy telling about Margaret
is a comment she made about herself to her learning manager.
"I was walking down the street one night coming home from
school and I was carrying a bunch of books. All of a sudden
I said to myself, 'Wait a minute. This isn't no carrying
all these books. I just don't do homework.' And I
realized I had really changed a lot. I was actually reading
and studying now and I didn't even mind homework, because
it was stuff I was interested in."

This realization was especially significant for Margaret,
because when she came into the program she was the first to
admit she hated studying and had poor Basic Skills. She
couldn't do simple math, she read slowly and had poor
comprehension, and she nearly always copied materials
rather than writing something on her own. In short,
Margaret needed a lot of special help,._..

An' individualized Basic Skills program was immediately
negotiated with her and she began working with a tutor.
However, her tutor was distressed by her unwillingness to
read materials that would improve her skills. She seemed
interested only in movie magazines and beauty magazines= -
'and even those she seemed only to skim through without

(cOntinued)
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HOW COMBINED GUIDANCE HELPED... (continued)

absorbing much. It became a special challenge for the
tutor and all staff to find links between the very few
things she was interested in and the types of materials
and learning activities that would improve her skills
and broaden her interests.

At the same time, Margaret was faced with exploring
community sites, trying Out some competencies and getting
experience in dealing with people. All of this was hard
for her, because she had little self-confidence and felt no
real sense of purpose. She never seemed to know what she
wanted to do.

Staff kept working with her, negotiating special project
activities and talking with her about her preferences, her
likes and dislikes, her ideas for the future. One particular
project activity in personal/social development required that
she isolate a Social problem and find information on it. The
only idea she could come up with was alcoholism because one
of her parents had for years been struggling with the problem
and had finally joined Alcoholics Anonymous. Margaret
started reading some materials on alcoholism and copying
portions of them out for reference. Staff encouraged her
to paraphrase what she read and add some of her own ideas.
They also suggested that she join Alateen, both for her own
social. skills needs and to get in toudh with the battle her
parent was waging.-

Gradually Margaret became really interested in the whole
problem of alcoholism and what it does to individuals and to
families. She started talking to other teenagers about it
Attending Aiateen meetings and being a part. of a group of
young people with something in common seemed to help her
begin to come out of herself and get interested in what was
going,or the world around her

Little by little this opening .up spread to her other program
activities and to her thinking about herself. She began to
really care what other peoplethought about her and modified
her grooming and behavior accordingly. Her self-confidence
improved as did her interest in the world around her
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APPENDIX A

(CE)2 Student Handbook

Fc..LIcw.. is a sample of the Student Handbook given (CE)2 students
for the 1974-75 school year We display it here solely as a sample
of the kinds of topics an EBCE student handbook might cover. Keep
in mind thot, this sample is from the Tigard EBCE program which
;erved as a test site for developing and refining EBCE concepts

procedvres. Because of changes in program designsince this
).3.rticu2ar Student Handbook was written you may find some

.1-.7:.n.s-es in wording and procedures that are not discussed in
o.' E8CL,.' handbooks. On the whole, these differences are

X-C inNe , preprepared projects' are now called
..,zojrIct-s,' 'exploration, levels' are now called

i.ons,' and sone of the wording in the Student
System display is different from the display' which

yuars i.r the Curriculuni-& Instruction handbook.
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WHAT IS IT?
(CE)2, Community Experiences for

Career Education, is,an alternative
to a traditional high school
education. In this federally funded
research project we are exploring
new ways for students to learn.

Instead of learning mostly in the
classroom, as a student of (CE)2 you
will learn at job sites and in the
community. You will have the chance
to explore many different careers in
the world of work, and your Learning
Program will be centered directly
around jobs and careers of your
selection.

The most exciting thing about
(CE)2 is also the scariest. Working
within the requirements of the
program (See Learning Program
sectloG pages 8711), you, the
student, can make decisions about
what and how you want to learn.

So what is scary ? -. The
responsibility for learning falls on
your shoulders. Working with your
Learning Manager (LM) you will
negotiate the development of your
Learning Plan.
This year you have the chance to

have your education be not merely
something that happens to you, but
something that will happen because
of you. tOu will createjt. You
have before you a great deal of
freedom to make choices and
decisions, bUt this also means a
great deal of responsibility.
Thus, yout time at (CE) 2 will be

one of decision-making. You will'
have the exciting chance to decide
how you went to fit into ttie world.
You will hays the opportunity to
form a-spedific set'ofgoals for
your life in terms of your future
education 'job career, and role as a
citizen.'
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Some Thoughts About Your Learning
Learning is,the process of getting to know yourself

and the world you live in, so that you can function
better as'a self-sufficient and contributing member of
society. (CE)2 chboses to emphasiAe the total
development of the student. We recognize that you
will learn best when you are working with subjects of
your choice, in a:manner best suited to you.

Probably the best thing (CE)2 can do for you is
teach you how to learn, not tell you what you have to
learn. There are too many facts right how for anyone
to learn them all in a lifetime. And the body of
knowledge is increasing rapidly. Just ten years from
now, there may be twice:as mauy facts to know. No one
can tell you now for sure all of the things you will
have to know in the fliture when you are out on your
own. But there are certain basic things that we know
you will need'to know (how to read, write, add, get a
job, file taxes, deal with legal rights and
responsibilities, cope with other people, cope with
yourself, etc.). These basics are a part of the (CE)2
Learning Program/and are detailed in the next section;
The lint of requirements looks long at first glance,
but don't let it worry you. If you budget your time
you will have,no problem- completing the program.

The responaibility for learning rests with you,
which is really the,way,it should be. We are looking
forward to helping-you learn to assume responsibility.
We are ready_ to begin any time you are.
The (CE)2 staff is aware of the fact that we learn

best those things which are of high interest to us.
Therefore, students are offered choices of what and
how they are to learn; however, such choices must be
within the basic nature of the (CE)2 program and its
intent. Choices are made through, the process of
negotiation with Learning Managers and other staff
members. In this process, information aboutyour
educational needs, the reality of your career,:
interests, and your immediate as well as future needs
are blended into an "educational agreement."
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THE LEARNING PROGRAM

CURRICULUM: Under the guidance of employers and other
concerned community peOple, (CE)2 curriculum has been
designed to provide you with skills and-knowledge
necessary to help you to succeed in sceiet,'. Thel

are three main parts or components in the Curriculum.
They are called Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career
Development.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
This component focuses
on topics, trends and
issues that are
important to people in
the working world. The
content areas are:

2. BASIC SKILLS
Basic Skills are skills
used to perform tasks,
solve problems and
learn new ideas. In
(CE)2, we have listed
the following content
areas as Basic Skills:

LITE SKILLS
Life Skills are a group
of skills we feel
people generally need
to know to have a more
satisfying life. We
have grouped thesef_
skills into the
following six content

areas:

Information about
Self and the World
Work

2. General and Specific
Career Skills

3. Lifetime Career
Development

1. Reading
2. Communication
3. Mathematics

I. Creative Development
2. Critical Thinking
3. Functional

Citizenship' '1

4. Personal-Social
Development

5. Science
6. The Competencies

One of the ways you will learn in these' areas is
through Projects. A Project is a package of learning
activities designed for :you to complete on an
employer'or community site that you have selected.
All Projects are written in one-of the five Life
Skills areas.
The first Project you will do in each Life Skills

area6is called the 2!!LEEEEASEA_EFPJect. It is

"pre-prepared". in that the activities are already

2
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written to give you a thorough
introduction to that Life Skills area.
You still have conside.able choice in that
you select the employer or community site
on which to complete the Project, and with
your Learning Manager you negotiate the
products or outcomes of the Project and
the criteria,orlevel of expectation for
your performance.
All other Projects that you do in the

Life Skills areas are called individual
projects. In these projects you negotiate
the activities, resources and products/
criteria with your Learning Manager. The
activity file contains some suggested
activities or may suggest others to you.
The initial Critical Thinking Project will
familiarize you with Project writing
activities.

Exploration Level The exploration is designed to give you a
general overview 9f jobs and careers. The
exploration is a two-way street-ryeu,see
if you like the site and the employer sees
if he or she wants you. Mismatches may
occur sometimes, but that's okay. Other
arrangements may be worked out by
consulting with yourERS.

Learning Level When a job you have explored is a match,
you may chPose to go there on a learning
level. During the time you spend at the
site, you, will practice skills necessary
to perform the job as well as completing
related Basic Skills activities. Your
employer instructor will hip you complete
a learning program that wTT1 relate your
chosen career area to your Life Skills
studies.

Skill Building Level As you complete your requirements, ydu may
choose a skill building placement. Its

purpose is the development of job skills
that would allow entry into a particular
job.
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Special Placement

,

You may choose to spend tima at a
particular employer site to fulfill
requirements of a Projedt in the Life
Skills area. This type of experience is
negotiated with the LM.

Journals You are required to keep a Journal, on
regular notebook paper, which will be
turned in to your correspondent once a
week. Each week you will write a minimum
of two pages that will contain an informal
record of your activities, experiences,
ideas and anything else you May wish to
share. Only your correspondent will read
your Journal, and he or she will make a
written reply to you. The Journal can and
should become a most important document
.both for,you and for your correspondent.

For complete details on Journals and
Journal writing see the Journal section of
this notebook.

Weekly Meeting Student Meetings are held once a week. It
is during this time that we' meet together
for large and small group Activities.
Attendance is required at the first and
third meetings of each month. These
required meetings are to set aside time
for Employer Seminars in which employers
discuss issues relating to the Career
DevelopMent component, and for program
policy and planning. Small group
activities will take place during the
other two weekly meetings, where you will
work as teams with a staff member. Each
team will be responsible for deciding
their own meeting place and time.
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M nlmum Requirements These are the minimum requirements that
For Graduation must be completed' for graduation. You are

strongly encouraged to exceed these
requirements.

PROJECTS

COMPETENCIES

EMPLOYER SITE UTILIZATION
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HEY
-STUDENT
WAIT
MINUTE

Adjusting to a program with a totally different approach to learning cart be
difficult. With so many things to accomplish and learn, it is important that
you'plan your year in (CE)2. To help you with this plan and to ensure your
success in the program, the school year is broken into eight (8) action zones.

It is important for you to take a good look at these zones and understand what
is tequired in ,each one It is your respdhsibility to follow through on these
tasks and complete the activities.

Staff will be assisting_ you in planning your learning program and helping you
to plan activities and strategies to reach your learning goals..

Here are some important steps to remember while you are planning your learning
plan Strategies and activities.

1

205

You meet with your Learning Manager to discuss your learning goals.
Plan the activities and strategies for reaching these goals.
Decide on the dates when you will finish each part of your
projects. Use your zone sheet and calendar to help you with your
platining
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(CE)
2

has more than 100 different employer sites. Using
information about your career interests, an ERS will help you
select employer sites you are interested in exploring. He/she
will set up your placements. Once on a Learning or Skill Building
Level site, you will work on projects and career skills that you
have arranged with your LM and ERS.

IM RTANT

4

At the end of each zone, there will be a staff review of your
progreas. And you will have an important part in this process.
As information and observations are pulled together from all the
program areas, you will work with the staff in reviewing your own
individual progress. At that- time you will also help the staff to
prepare a progress report to your parents and plan strategies for
completing the next zone's activities. REMEMBER: you are
required to complete all zone activities before you go into the
next zone.. Your failure to do so will call for an immediate
conference and an action from the Student Acconntability_Ststem.
Should you finish all activities in one zone, you are encouraged
to go on to the next. It is possible to complete all zone
activities before the program year is out.

You will often need learning materials to help you with your
projects and job placements. While you are on an employer site,
request company brochures and other learning materials that you
may need. To find other materials, our'LRS will be a big help.
The LRS Lnows about the materials in the Learning Center and what
is available in the community. He/she will let you know where
materials are, but it is your responsibility to find them.

The Learning Center materials include books, tape recorders,
audiovisual equipment, career materials and a teletype computer.
All Learning Center materials must be checked out.

Coming into a new program and making an adjustment can be
difficult. Everyone is sure to have some problems and need
information and answers to questions. Guidance and counseling
will be available from all (CE)2 staff members, certain employers

_-
and various community resource people. The Student Coordinator
will oversee these services.

So e Helpful Tips
1. Be sure to be available for appointments with staff members

during program hours.

.2. Always limit your smoking to the proper area--check with your
Employer Instructor about smoking areas at your site.

Show care for all the equipment and books in the Learning
Center. Make sure they are checked out before you take them.

4. You are expected to meet your employer's expectations for your
dress and grooming.
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5. Come to (CE)
2

always prepared to work - -make sure you have your-T
journal, paper, pencils and any other materials you may need.

6. Remewher you need the LM and ERS approval before you change
your employer site.

7. The lounge is for everyone's use--make sure you help to keep it
clean.
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. SCHOOL YEAR ACTION ZONES

Orientation

Weekly Meetings

Employer Seminars

Below is a chart of zone 1 with the required tasks and who_ Ca_ hellxTI.

To be an active, participating member of (CE)2 is to realize your
potential and worth as a person while giving and receiving group
support. As you begin to build trust, openness and caring, you
will gain a better undercanding of yourself and others. Being
able to feel good about yourself and others will help you to
achieve a life of happiness, self-responsibility and personal
fulfillment.

Inability to be a "GIVER" and a "DOER" may lead to "Not OK"
feelings and poor communication with others--and interfere with
your growth as a healthy and wholesome person.

-Participate in activities

-Promptness
-Regular weekly attendance
-Involvement
-Interaction

-Promptness
-Regular monthly attendance
-Involvement
-Interaction

tudent Coordinator

Student Coordinator

Student Coordinator

-Understand program
-Begin initial activities
-Make new acquaintances
and friends

OR.

-Confusion
-Fall behind on
requirements

-Personal growth
-Awareness of self and
others

-Increased communication
skills

OR
-Loss of confidence in
group participation and
activities

-Loss of forming new and
deeper relationships
with staff and peers

-Career information and
preparation

-Opportunity to meet and
share ideas with Employers
and other community people

OR
-Loss of helpful
information and suggestions

-Make-up work
-Loss of credit



Zone 1 What Is Expected Who Helps

first meeting
with LM
-Begin first project in
Critical Thinking
- Begin first project in
Personal-Social
-DevelOpment
- Complete and turn in first

project: in Critical
Thinking

Evaluate project with LM
- Begin weekly journals

-Plan next zone activities

You have many personal choices in developing your own learning
plan in the (CE)2 program. While exploring the problems of the
real world by handling job responsibilities, working directly
with others and making decisions, you will be putting into action
your learning plan, thereby developing and using your skills in
reading, writing, listening, speaking and computing.

Failure to develop a learning plan and strategies places the
burden of responsibility on staff members to give you activities
and assignments which you may find less interesting, boring and
unnecessary.

-Meet regularly with LM
-Initiate and establish
learning program
activities and target
dates

-Work on Critical Thinking
Project and Personal-
Social Development Project

-Establish appropriate
study times

-Turn in journals promptly
and regularly

-Regular and consistent
attendance and performance
on learning program

Learning Manager

What Can. Happen

-High level of success in
program

-Credit for completed work
-Assistance in planning
learning program

-Assistance on projects
OR

-Low level of success in
program

-Make-up work
-Loss of credit
-Student Accountabil
System/Penalties



Zone 1 Wh s Expected Who Helps VYho C n H

-Initiate meetings with
ERS

-Make exploration choices
-Go on explorations/
Learning Levels

-Meet with ERS to evaluate
first exploration

-Turn in weekly time slips
-Complete and turn in
first exploration package

Using the employer network to its fullest by actively choosing
explorations and learning levels will help you to increase your
knowledge of your on interests and abilities. You will be able
to use this infom4cion to understand career interests and to
make decisions. You will also have the opportunity of developing
career skills while actively using materials and resources
located on employer sites of your choice.

It is your responsibility to use the employer network and
resources with a high degree of involvement. Your failure to do
so creates situations in which,, you limit the possibility'of
future career options, job opportunities and advancement. You
will also run the risk of losing valuable "know-how" needed to
pursue a career interest and the steps necessary to prepare
yourself to meet basic job requirements.

-Meet regularly with ERS
-Select and participate
on explorations and
Learning Level

-Complete and turn in
exploration packages

-Submit weekly time slips
-Regular and consistent
attendance and
performance on job site

-Promptly meet appointment
times with Employers

Employer Relations
Specialist

-High level of uccess in
career development

-Credit for completed work
-Assistance and
information regarding
future employment
possibilities from
employers

-Variety of experiences in
career areas

OR
-Low level of success
-Loss of credit
-Loss of time credit

a-Loss of job site
-Make-up work
-Student Accountability_

System/Penalties



-Initiate first meeting
with LRS

-Orientation in locating
(CE)2 and community

resources and materials
-Orientation to
competencies
-Begin first competency
-Establish competency
target dates

As you:move outside the four walls of the classroom and make the
community your school, you will find many resources and people
who offer a variety of onportnnities for Learning. You will also
develop and put to use "competencies" or "srvival skills" which
will enable you to get along in society, berme a responsible
citizen and assist you in making decisions in your personal life.

By not exploring the vast material and human resources, in the
communitya you lose the opportunity of discovering new ideas,
values and information. You will be forced to depend on others
rather than yourself. In addition, it will be more difficult
for you to become an independent adult.

-Proper checking out and
handling of materials and
equipment

-Proper use of resources
-Meet regularly with LRS to
set up competencies

-Prompt attendance at
competencv seminars

-Promptly meet appointment
times with competency
certifiers and tutors

Learning Resource
Specialist

-Successful use of (CE)2
and community resources
and materials

-High level of success in
setting up and completing
competency requirement

-Assistance in finding
materials and resources
for projects

OR
-Denied use -naterials

and reso,

-Loss of comr:tency credit
-Student Accountability
System/Penalties
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Below is a calendar for Zone 1 to help you plan a schedule for the completion
of program activities and requirements in this time block. You will need to
refer to the first zone activities in order to com-fete this section=

During Orientation you will be working with different staff members who will
assist you in setting up your learning program and give you some clues on how
to set up your calendar and establish activity target dates.

REMEMBER: All activities in the first zone must be completed and turned in
by.the end of the zone in order to receive credit and start the
next zone.

SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER

Y

__

TUESDAY

ORIENTATION

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

WEEK

1

-

FRIDAY SATURDAY

10 1.1

; I I()

End of Zone 1
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STUDENT SERVICES

ZONE 1: September 3, 1974 to September 20, 1974

Orientation ("learning n .er/how I feel about Auer i employer seminars
being here ")

al meetings with Learning Managers

etings with Employer Relations Specialists

Initial meetings h Learning Resource Specialist

Make exploration choices.

Go on explorations /learning level

Meet with Employer Relations Specialist to evaluate
first exploration

Complete and credit first exploration

Start first competency

Submit time slips

Attend mandatory weekly mec

Begin journal

Begin first project (Critical Thinking)

Begin second project {personal /Social Development)

Sign in/out appropriately

Regular program d job site attendance

Consistent program and job site performance

Complete first project (Critical Thinking)

Meet regularly with Learning Manager

Meet regularly with Employer Relations

Report progress to parents

Plan next zone activities

Complete first competency

Keep a record of all the activities you complete. Use the chart below to
help you out. This information will come in handy as you plan each zone.

EMPLOYER SITE
ATTENDANCE

MON T E WED THU RI

SEP 2 - SEP 6 H

SEP 9 - SEP 13

SEP 16 - SEP 20

KEY

A-absent
H-holiday
EX-exploration level
PR-projects
SB-skIl building
COMP-competencies
LC - learning center

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
L-number late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES EX PR COMP LC

P A

WM

P IA
JOURNAL

P M

OTHER

SEP 2 - SEP 6

SEP 9 - SEP 13

SEP 16 - SEP 20

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
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PLANNING

SAMPLE WEEK
Here is au example of how you may
to help you plan out your activit

MONDAY TUESDAY
8:30

10 :00

12

1:00

2:15

2:40

Arrive at Learning
Center

Mandatory Weekly
Meeting

"(CE/2 Clearinghouse"

Start on Life Skills -
" "1 was a Teenage

Scientist" - A Science
Project

Lwnth at Learning
Center

Attend a Competency
Seminar working on
Competency el - the
community resource
person will provide
background information
and answer questiOne
About certification

Write in journal

Leave on (CE)2 van
fur T.H.S.

Arrive at Learning
Center

).:40 Leave on van to
employer site -
exploration of
Allstate Insurance

Explore site and work
on Exploration Package

2:10 Leave Allstate
for Learning Center

2:40 Leave on van fat
T.H.E.

organize a typical week. Use
es for each of the weeks in a

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
Arrive at Learning Arrive at Learning
Center Center

8:40 Leave on van to
employer site -
continue exploration
of Allstate Insurance

Explore site and work
on Exploration Package

8:40 Leave on van to
employer site -
complete exploration
at Allstate Insurance

11:40 Leave Allsts
for Learning Cents

12:00 Lunch at Looming
Center

1:00 Meet with Learning
Manager - Negotiate
project

2:00 Write in journal

2:25 Meet with LRS -
set up cospetency

appointment

Leave Allstate for
Learning Center

Leave on van for 2:40 Leave on van
T.H.S. for T.H.S.

this example
time zone.

FRIDAY

Arrive at Learning
Center

9:00 well group
meeting with ERS

Go over exploration
process and package

10:15 Make correttions
in package

10:30 Work on Science
project - sake an
appointment at Georgia
Pacific Gypsum Lab
for resource
information

11:30 Finieh up
weekly journal and
turn in to LM

12:00 Lunch at
Learning Center

1:00 Appointment with
El at Allstate to
certify exploration
package - verify time
slip

2:00 Leave for Learn
Center

2:20 Arrive at Learning
Center - Turn in
certified exploration
package - Turn in
verified time slip -
Make out Transportation
Request for the next
week
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Okay! You have completed the first zone and are on your way to planning your
success in the (CE)2 program. Now it is time to begin the next zone. Al l
the required activities are listed below. Use your calendar and chart to
plan target dates and record information.

Make sure you attend the mandatory weekly meeting. This will be a planning
session where the staff will assist you in setting up your activities in
Zone 2.

MEMBER: Your zone calendar must be signed by your learning manager when
it has been filled out and completed. Make sure you give your
learning manager a copy of your calendar.

SUNDAY

EPTEMBER

99

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURGOAY FRIDAY SXIMMDAY

99

OCTOBER

-

( 10 L

........_____. 10 1 1r

End of ham 2

1 19
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ZONE 2: September 23, 1974 to October 18, 1974.

Student/staff retreat Review journal in correspondent groups

Meet regularly with Employer Relations Specialist Complete second project (Personal/Social Developmentto evaluate explorations and choose new sites

Complete second exploration by October 4 or
begin learning level

Agin to, choose learning levels

Begin second and third competencies

Begin third project

Subridt weekly time slips

Regular program and job site attendance

Consistent learning program and job site performance

Attend mandatory weekly meetings Meet regularly with Learning Manager

Attend employer seminars

Submit weekly jou t-611

Review Journal individually

ER SITE

Sign in/out appropriately

Report progress to parents

Plan next zone activities

Complete second and third competencies

ATTENDANCE MON TUE WED THU FRI

SEP 22 - SEP 27

SEP 30 - OCT 4

OCT '7 - OCT 11

OCT 14 - OCT 18

KEY

A - absent
H-holiday
EX-exploration level
PR-projects
SB-Skill building
COMP- competencies
LC-learning center

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
L-nurnber late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

EX PR COMP IC WM

PA
JOURNAL

PM I.

OTHER

SEP 23 - SEP 27

SEP 30 - OCT 4

OCT 7 - OCT 1

OCT 14 OCT 1

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
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STUDENT SERVICES

HERE WE GO AGAIN:

Remember These Steps
1 LOOK AT THE ZONE ACTIVITIES

ATTEND THE ZONE PLANNING MEETING

FILL OUT THE ZONE CALENDAR AND RECORD INFORMATION ON THE CHART

HAVE YOUR LEARNING MANAGER SIGN THE COMPLETED CALENDAR

15 PARTICIPATE IN STAFF REVIEW OF YOUR PROGRESS

SUNDAY

OCTOBER

9( )

MONDAY

1

TUESDAY

99

WEDNESDAY

.

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

) .3( )

NOVEMBER

__

1 0

V

13 H
End of Zone 3

10
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ZONE 3 October 21, 1974 to November 15, 1974

Participate consistently on
(exploration/learning level)

Continue to find learning levels

Begin learning level by November 27

Begin fourth and fifth competencies

Attend mandatory weekly meetings

Atei employer seminars

Submit weekly journal

(CE)2 journal review

Complete third project

ployer sites Begin fourth proj

Submit weekly time slips

Regular program attendance

1.ieet regularly with Learning Manager

Meet regularly with Employer Relations Spe

Sign in/out appropriately

Report progress to parents

Plan next zone activities

Complete fourth and fifth competencies

-.... ._
ATTENDAN a MON TUE WED THU FRI

OCT 21 - OCT 25

OCT 28 - NOV 1

NOV 4 - NOV 8

NOV 11 - NOV 15 H

KEY

A-absent
H-holiday
EX-exploration level
PR-projects
SB-skill building
COMP-competencies
LC-learning center

attendance
WM- weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
L- number late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

EX PR COMP LC

P A

WM

P A

JOURNAL

PM L

OTHER

OCT 21 = OCT 26

OCT 28 - NOV 1

NOV 4 -NOV 8

NOV 11 - NOV 15

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
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STUDENT SERVICES

117
If you have reached this zone, give yourself
halfway through the program year.

a slap on the hack. You are not

Have you found the secret to planning your success in program?

REMEMBER THE. PLANNING STEPS:

1 LOOK AT THE ZONE ACTIVITIES
2 ATTEND THE ZONE PLANNING MEETING
3 FILL OUT THE ZONE CALENDAR AND RECORD INFORMATION ON THE CHART
4 HAVE YOUR LEARNING'MANACER SIGN THE COMPLETED CALENDAR
5 PARTICIPATE IN STAFF REVIEW OF YOUR PROGRESS

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

220
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ZONE 4: November 18, 1974 to January 3, 1975

Staff to review student progress

Appendix A (Student Handbook)

Meet regularly with Learning Manager

Begin sixth and seventh competencies Meet regularly with Employer Relations Specie

Attend mandatory weekly meetings Regular program and job site attendance

Attend employer seminars

Submit weekly journal

Complete fourth project

Begin fifth project Plan next zone activities

Submit weekly time slips

Consistent learning program and job site performanc

Sign in/out appropriately.

Report. progress to parents

EMPLOYER SITE
ATTENDANCE

Complete sixth and seventh competencies

MON TUE I WED THU FRI

NOV 18 - NOV n

NOV 25 - NOV 29
H

DEC 2 - DEC 6

DEC 9 DEC 13

DEC 16 - DEC 20

DEC 23 DEC 27 kt H

DEC 30- JAN 3 H H H

KEY

A -absent
H- holiday
EX-exploration level
PR-projects
SB -skill building
COMP- competencies
LC- learning center

attendance
WM- weekly meetings
P- number possible
M -number missed
L- number late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES EX PR COMP LC

P A

WM

P A

JOURNAL

P M _

OTHER

NOV 18 - NOV 22

NOV 25 - NOV 29

DEC 2 - DEC 6

DEC 9- DEC 13

DEC 16 - DEC 20

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
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STUDENT SERVICES

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Make sure you start the new year off right by completing your zone calendar
and turning it in to your Learning Manager.

If you can't remember the steps go back t- Zone 4.

SUNDAY

JANUARY

MONDAY

(

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1()

SATURDAY

11

14 13 1'1 1(1

1( ) ) 99 .

End of Zones FEBRUARY,
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ZONE 5: January 6 1975 to

Begin eighth competency

1

Attend m7datory weekly meetings

Attend employer seminars

Submit weekly journal

Complete fifth project

Begin sixth and seventh projects

.Appendix A (Student Handbook)

antuary 31, 1975

Submit weekly time slips

Regular program and job site attendance

Consistent learning program and job site performance

Regidar-meetings--with Learning Manager

Regular meetings with Employer Rel
Specialist

EMPLOYER SITE

Lions

Special meetings for students having difficulties fulfilling
program requirements

Sign in/out appropriately

Report progress to parents

Plan next zone activities

Complete eighth competency

ATTENDANCE MON TUE WED THU I

JAN 6 - JAN

J J1 - JAN .17
I

JAN 20 - JAN 24

JAN 27 - JAN 31

KEY
A-absent
H-holiday
EX-exploration level
PR- projects
SB-skill building
COMP- competencies
LC-learning center

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
p-nurnber possible
M-number missed
L-number late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

EX IR COMP LC

P A

WM

P I A

JOURNAL

M L

OTHERli

JAN 6 - JAN 10

JAN 13 7 JAN 17

JAN 20 - JAN 241

JAN 27 - JAN 31

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
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STUDENT SERVICES

Are you ready to go again? Keep, up the good wor

Remember the planning steps as you fill out your calendar.

SUNDAY

FEBRUARY

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY_ FRIDAY SATURDAY

15

1

/

7
28

MARCH

1

1_ 11 12 1 14

7

liani

18 i 1 9 2 21 22

t )
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ZONE 6: F'61?tuaty 3, 1975 to March 21, 1975

Have five Inns completed

Begin ninth and tenth competencies

Attend mtuidatory weekly meetings

Attend employ :Mars

Submit weekly journal

Complete sixth and seventh projects

Begin eighth and ninth projects

Submit weekly time slips

Meet regularly with Learning Manager

Appendix A (Student Handbook)

Meet regularly with Employer Relations 'alist

program d job- e attendance

Consistent learning program and job site performance

Staff to review student progress

Sign in /out appropriately

Report progress to parents

Plan next zone activities

Complete ninth and tenth co entice

ATTENDANCE MON TUE WED THU FRI

FEB 3 - FEB 7

FEB 10 - FEB 14

FEB 17 - FEB 21

FEB 24 - FEB 28

MAR 3 - MAR 7

MAR 10 MAR 14

MAR 17 - MAR 21 H H H H H

KEY

A =absent
H-holiday
EX-exploration level
'PR-projects
SR-skill building
COMP- competencies
LC-learning center

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
L-number late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES -EX PR COMP LC

P AP A

JOURNAL

P M L

OTHER

FEB 3 - FEB 7

FEB 10 - FEB 14

FEB 17 - FEB 21

FEB 24 - FEB 28

MAR 3 - MAR 7

MAR 10 - A 14
ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
--
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STUDENT SERVICES

Don't let up You'are on the last leg of comp_et.ng your success in the
(CE)2 program.

Keep up the.good work. Remember the plan ng. -eps.

SUNDAY

MARCH

MONDAY

64

TUESDAY

95

WEDNEWEDNESDAY

26

THURSDAY

27

RIDAY

28

---
SATURDAY

29

APRIL

1 11

14 17 1

.
3(

MAY

End of Zone 7

1( I
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ZONE 7: March 24, 1975 o May -) 1975

Progress check

Appendix A (Student Handbook)

Consistent le z ruing program _d job sit performance

Begin eleventh and twelfth cou e e- ies Regular program and job site attendance

Attend mandatory weekly meetings Meet regularly with Learning Ma=nager

Attend employer seminars

Submit weekly journal

Complete eighth and ninth projects

Begin tenth project

Submit weekly time slips

Meet regularly with Employer Relations Specialist

Sign in/out appropriately

Report prugess to p_.. .ants

Plan next ion. activities

Compi, 1 and twelfth competencies

ATTENDANCE MON TUE WED THU FRI

MAR 24 MAR 28

MAR 31 - PR 4

APR 7 APR 11

APR 14 - APR 18

APR 21 - APR z6

APR 28 MAY 2

MAY 6 - MAY 9

KEY
A-absent

EX-exploration level
PR-proiects
SO-skill building
COMP-competencies
LC-learning center.

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
1-number late

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES EX PR COMP LC

P A

WM

P A

JOURNAL

P M L

OTHER

MAR 24 - MAR 28

- APR 4

APR 7 - APR 11

APR 14 APR 18

APR 2 APR 25

A - MAY Z ,

MAYS -MAYS

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE
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STUDENT SERVICES

Hang in there, baby! You have four weeks to go.

SUNDAY

MAY

1 1

MONDAY

1

TUESDAY

.

WEDNESDAY

1'1

THURSDAY

1:

FRIDAY

16

SATURDAY

17

8--------,
,

.-i',

9 9

MormvialDay

W

JUNE End of Zone _

1
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zpNE 8: May 12, 1975 to June

Begin thirteenth competency

Attend mandatory weekly meetings

Attend employer seminars

Submit weekly journal

Complete tenth project by May 23.

Complete program requirements

Submit weekly time slips

Consistent learning prograr
. performance

MP OYER SITE

Appendix A (Student Handbook)

1975

Regular- program and job site attendance

Meet regularly with Learning Manager

Meet regularly with Employer Relations 8peciali

Sign in /out appropriately

975 Report progress to parents

Complete thirteenth competency

Graduation

d job site

ATTENDANCE ON TUE WED THU FRI

MAY 12= MAY 16

MAY 19 - MAY 23

MAY 26 - MAY 30

JUN 2 = JUN 6

KEY
A -absent
H-holiday
EX-exploration level
PR-projects
SB-skill building
COMP-competencies
LC- learning center

attendance
WM-weekly meetings
P-number possible
M-number missed
L-number late

,LEARNING
A CTIVITIES

EX COMP LC

P A- P A

JOURNAL

PM L

OTHER

MAY 12 -MAY 16---
MAY- 19 - MAY 23

MAY 26 - MAY 30

JUN 2 - JUN 6

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE

The moment has
requiremen

ved. You have successfully completed the program

Now you put into practice all the skills and information you have learned
this year in (CE)2, Where do you go from here?
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STUDENT SERVICES

STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM I
At (CE) emphasis is placed on providing opportunities for the student t,

make effective decisions,, resolve everyday problems and manage self. These
opportunities are intended to provide an educational program relevant to the
needs of each individual student. However, many other people are partners in
this endeavor and their needs must also be met.
Through the Accountability System, students are made aware of and held

accountable for their responsibilities to the program and to their individual
growth. Sometimes, student behaviors may interfere with the accomplishment
of learning. In such instances, the Student AccoUntability System is
implemented to solve the problem.
The following is a breakdown of the Student Accountability System:

What Is
Expected

-Obeying the law while
in program

-Appropriate conduct
while representing
(CE)2

- High-level of
cooperation with
employers /staff /students

- Being educationally
productive

-Establishing zone
planning strategies
and goals

-Initiating/completing/
submitting projects
-Selecting explorations/
learning level

-Establishing competency
target dates

-Maintaining employer
site

-Turning in completed
exploration packages

-Turning in time slips
on time

-Signing in/out
appropriately
Keeping appointments

-Following
transiorcation
agreements

-Showing care for
facility and equipment

-Submitting journals
-Establishing reasonable
lunch hours

-Negotiating daily
reporting and ending
times

- Negotiating vac tion
time

230

Who Gets
Involved

Parent

Employer Instructor

Employer Relations
Specialist

Learning Resource
Specialist

Learning Manager

Student Coordinator

Project Director

What
Happens

Whon there is evidet. e
that a student is doing
Iess than satisfactorily
in ,ity of these areas,

a confernce will take
place with the student
to clarify concerns. It

is during this meeting
that appropriate natural
consequences must be put
In writing.
If improvement has nut

occurred after an
established period of
time, a conference with
parents/staff/students
will be held to reach
new agreements.

Failure to fulfill
penalties and to improve

in meeting
responsibilities calls
for an immediate
conference involving
student/staff/parent and
Project Director.

Types of Epoalties:

-Make up work
-Loss of lounge
privilege

-Monitoiing system
-Contracts
-Repay inconvenience
time

-Loss of time credit
-Loss of project
credit

-Loss of exploration
(redit
-Loss of employer site
-Probationary period
-Suspension
-Dismissal from
program
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
following procedures are in effect for the conduct of the transportation

system for (CE)1.

Service The (CE)2 transportation service is intended to
support the student transportation needs to and from
employer and community sites. This service demands
efficiency and group potential, and is not intended
to be an individual taxi service.

Transportation to and from the home may be provided
by:.

studenttudent bicycle
b. riding the Tigard School District bus system to

the high school for pickup by the (CE)2 van. The
van will return students to the high school at
3:00 p.m._ daily; a school bus can be used for
transportation home. Later in the day the van
will return to the high school where Ycudents may
catch a Tigard High School activity bus.

c. riding with a friend
d. private automobile

Transportation to and from employer and co,anity
mites may be provided by
a. student bicycle
b. Tri-Met bus
c. (CE)2 'van
d.. private automobile
e. riding with a friend

The mode of transportation must be approved by the
student's parents. At no time is hitch-hiking
allowed while a student is participating in the (CE)

2
program.
---

Student bicycle You may use your bicycle to commute between the
Learning Center, your home and employer sites. Much
faster than walking, it is an enjoyable, healthful,
nonpolluting way to get around. You may want to use
your bicycle riding to complete the Physical Health
Competency.

Tri-Met Bus (CE)2 will purchase and provide for each student a
Tri-Met student pass. Tri-Met student tickets will
be available for those who-wish to use the bus
system. Tickets may be obtained from the
receptionist.
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STUDENT' RVICES

(CE)1 Van Scheduling: You are required to schedule
transportation needs one day in advance. Monday
transportation must be scheduled before the end of
the day Friday. Transportation requests, -except in
dire emergency, will not be. accepted by telephone.,
In some cases, because of scheduling, you will have
to wait for the van's arrival at employer sites.
Study,.. reading, Project and other (CE)2 work can and
should be done during this waiting period.

Student Res.pgrisibiliq: Students are to submit to
the authority and direction of the van driver while
using the transportation service. Students are to be
considerate of the driver and other passengers in the
van and exhibit acceptable conduct in the public view.
Gestures and disrespect to other motorists or
pedestrians are unacceptable. The problem of smoking
in the van will be determined by Y:udent decision and
will be enforced accordingly. Ail passengers are
responrAble to help maintain the cleanliness and good
condition of the vehicle.

Private Auto It Is possible on prior approval of the LM and FRS to
,,,,,-Crive your private auto and to be reimbursed for

mileage to and from employer sites. Students will be
reimbursed for driving to employer sites on the
recommendation of their Employer Relat:' s Specialist.
No reimbursement will be made when it is obvious that
other forms of transportation could have been used
Tri-Met, (CE)2 van, or carpooling with another
student). When it is deemed necessary for a student
to drive his or her own car, the reimbursement rate
will be 8c per mile. If -the student transports two
or more other students, the reimbursement rate will
be 13c per mile. Students will not be reimbursed for
mileage from home to the Learning Center and return.
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FORM FESTIVAL

. As you plan your learning program, you will find that it
will be necessary to fill out various forms. These forms
help to tell us where you are, what you are doing and what
you need.

It is your -responsibility ,to fill these forms out correctly
and turn them in on time. Nobody else will do it for you.
Copies of the forms and-the necessary steps to fill them
out correctly have been included in thith section for you.
Read each one carefully.

Use this information in. ,your handbook when you have to fill
out a particular form and can't remember how to do it.
These forms are an important part of your program. Remember
to use them and use them correctly.

fi
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What it is
Sign In Out Sheet
This must be filled out every
day. The Student
Accountability System will be
used when you do not properly
use this form.

Where Who

Located in
Learning Resource
Center

Staff will check
the sign and
out book every
day

Weekl Time Slip
This form tells UE where you
have spent your time during
the week. The time slip must
be verified by your Employer
Instructor and turned in by
Friday-afternoon.

See your ERS if you need to make
other arrangements.

Located by Phyl's
desk

FRS
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What it is Where

Student Transportat on Reques Fri
When you plan to use the (CE)2 Located by the
van, you must fill out a sign in/out book
transportation request form.
It is important that you plan
your schedule out far enough
in advance so the
Transportation Coordinator
has o chance to fit you in
the schedule.

The request must be made a day
in advance and all requests
for the following week must be
in by Friday afternoon.

REMEMBER: no request form--no
ride in the van.

Transportation
Coordinator

Student Transpoi tati n Reimbursement Request Form
Use this form to collect, gas
money when you use yodr car
to go out on explorations or
other program purposes.

Make sure you check with your
EIS and LM before using your
car.

Read the Transportation
Statement in the Handbook so
you are aware of hot./ much you
may collect and why.

Located by Phyl's Staff.
desk

Turn in to Phyl
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What ft Is Where Who

Claim for Reimbursement
Sometimes you will =ad books 'L,ct will need to Staff member needs
or special matLrials when you ask Jewel for this to sign this
are working on project or form
other learning activities.
(CE)2 will help get these for
you. Make sure you iet your
LM or ERS know.
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Commonlu Asked uestions
How Are Students
Represented on the
Board of Directors?

The students vill elect a returning
student to act as a representative
at the beginning of the school year.
This student will represent their
views to the Board and will also
share Board actions with other (CE)1
students. At mid-year, a second
election will be held so new
student may be elected t( serve dh
the Board.

Do I Receive Grades? No. You will be evaluated according
to the progress you make in carrying
out your learning plan and you will
be continually meeting with staff
and employers to-evaluate growth.
Parent conferences as well as many
progress reports will be used to
inform your parents about your
learning progress in the program.

What Are Program Hours? The Learning Center is open from
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Remember
that you must be available to the
program for appointments and
learning for at least six hours a
day (21/2-3 hours of this is spent on
employer es).

Do I Get Paid While
on My Employer Site?

Jobs with employers where students
are currently placed or have had a
Learning Level placement must be
performed before 8:30 a.m. or after
5:00 p.m. weekdays, or on weekends
and vacations. In no case are
work-for-pay hours on (CE)2 employer
sites to coincide with program
hours.

Students may hold part time jobs
during the day as long as the hourly
requirements of the (CE)2 program
are met. Such employment may be
by employers participating in the
(CE)2 program.
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Will (CE)2 Prepare Me for
College?

How Do I .Know if (CE)2 is
Closed Down Because of Bad
Weather Or Something Else?

Preparation for college as well as a career
depends on your seriousness, but there is every
reason to believe that (CE)2 can be an important
experience in the process of preparing for
-college. (CE)2 will make available to you all
of the expected services as well as necessary
records for college application.

Emergency school closure generally Corresponds
to Tigard School District Policy. Announcements
of Tigard School closure will be on the
following radio stations: KUIK, KISN, KW, KEK,
KOIN, KWJJ.

May I Attend Some Tigard
High School or College
Classes and Still Be in

(CE)2?

Yes. Check with your LM if you decide you
would like to include these classes in your
learning program.

May I Eat Lunch at Tigard
High School?

Yes. But remember that any time you are at
Tigard High School you must follow all Tigard
High School rules.

May I Smoke ile in (CE) ? Smoking is strongly discouraged. However, it is
permitted in the lounge.of the Learning Center.

May I Participate in
Extracurricular Activities
at Tigard High School?
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GLOSSARY
activity file--a file, by topic and life skill area, of potential activities
for projects designed- ai an idea bank tollelp you in project writing and
negotiation

A lied Basic Skillsthe Reading, Communication and Math Skills used in the
performance of tasks, the solution of problems and the learning of concepts

assessment--a measure of gro

Basic Skills7-Reading, Communication and Math Skills used to perform tasks,
solve problems and learn new ideas

budgeting time--planning your daily schedule so that there is enough time to
do all that needs to be done

Career Development- -the component of the (CE)2 program dealing with aspects.
of the world of work

certificatioo--when a community resource person or (CE)
2

staff member
declares that the student has successfully completed part of a Competency

(CE )2 --Community Experiences for Career Education, pronounced "cee eee two".

CIS--Career Information System--an activity which helps you determine career
interest by using the computer term!.nel

CMI--Career Maturity Inventory--a test which assesses people's feelings,
attitudes and information about different careers

Commarliagurce File--a listing of places and people in the community who
can help you with your Learning Plan

Competencies -- survival skills which employers and other adults in the Tigard
community feel a person must have in order to get along in society.
Completion of each part of a Competency is certified by a community member,,
Seven Competencies must be completed during thefirst program year and the
remaining six during the second year of involvement.' You need to get a copy
Of "The Competencies" which defines each individual Competency.

correspondent--a member of the (CE)
2

staff who regularly reads and responds
in writing to your journal

criteria--the standards by which we judge or measure something

CTBS-Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills- -tests student ability in
Language, Math and Study Skills

curriculum--the things Chatyou learn and the way that you learn them
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EBCE-- --loyer-Based Career Education--an idea for education which suggests
that people learn best by participating in a variety of experiences in a
community. (CE)2 is an experiment to tc t this idea.

employability--having skills that can get you a job

employer--one who offers his organization to help students learn

Journal--an informal, written record of personal experiences and feelings,
activities and ideas that you wish to. share with your correspondent.
Journals are turned in once a veek and are confidential.

LearninL Plan- -the proposed actJ ^cities and events which you negotiate with
the LM. The plan includes learning in Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career
Development.

Life Skills--a curriculum component which includes the following content
areas: (1) Critical Thinking, (2) Functional Citizenship, (3) Personal-Social
Development, (4) Science, (5) Creative Development Skills and (6) Competencies.
(CE)2 students develop learning programs from these content areas. The plans
are nearly alvays called Projects and take place on employer sites.

LL--lounge lizard--students who spend so much time in the lounge that they
tun green and grow scales

LRS--Learning Resource Specie s --a staff member who secures learning
materials

LSAF-Learning Site Analysis Form--a form used to find out.what an Employer
Instrector does on the job and the Basic Skills the job requires. The
information is used to develop the Learning Program.

LTB - -lunch time break

-Media-Assisted Learning--use of instructional programs for learning.
Examples include use of the computer terminal at the Learning Center for
career exploration activity and subject matter instruction, and video and
audio tape equipment for specialized activities.

Master Student Record Book--where students' records are filed

MCS--Motivation for Career Success- -a program using tape cassettes, workbooks
and group discussion to help you make decisions and choices

.negotiate- -work out an agreement or bargain with someone by meetings or
compromises

NWREL--Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory--an organization located in
Portland which does research and development in the field of education.
NWREL is responsible for the development and publication of the results of
what is learned about career education at (CE)2.
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OBE--Oregon Board of Educationthe State Board responsible for secondary
education in Oregon which has designated (CE)2 as a pilot and experimental
program in career education

OEK-- Occupational Exploration Kit--an activity which helps you match
interests with career choices: a good thing to use when making exploration
site choices

Pre-Preured Prol2sSa--the pre-prepared projects are the first projects you
will do in each of.the Life Skills. They will introduce you to the Life
Skills while allowing you to select the employer and/or comr:Jnity ..ites and
negotiate thz products and criteria.

product- -the materials which result from the Pro_

program year action zone--a specific segment of the program year designed as
an aid to the scheduling and completion of your learning activities. Program
year action zones also provide a regular checkpoint for evaluating your
progress in the (CE)2 program.

Skill Development Sheet- -a form which you will fill out with your Employer
Instructor and Employer Relations Specialist. It is used to identify and
evaluate job - related skills that you will need to learn.
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(CE Student Orientation Week 1973-74

This appendix describes (CE)2 orientation week activities for
the 1973-74 program year. Activities for 7974-75 are covered
in Appendix C. A more general description of student orientation
at (CE)2 is included in "Program Entry/Exit," pages 27-34.
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STUDENT ORIENTATION 1973-74

Opening Session

Orientation Workshops

Employer/Community Sites
Learning Plan
Support Systems
Journals and Budgeting Time

OPENING SESSION

For the first phase of orientation, all (CE)2 students--new juniors,
new seniors and returning seniors--gathered with program staff in
the large open area of the learning center. As they seated
themselves in chairs arranged in a loose semicircle facing the
staff--who were standing or sitting informally--students chatted
among themselves and renewed acquaintances from their former high
school. To continue this interaction into the session and to touch
on themes of careers, the program administrator explained a
"greeting game" for students and staff: each student was to
circulate among the group and ask questions of others to identify
the occupation depicted in the picture taped on his or her back.
By the time students had guessed that they were astronauts or
construction engineers, they had moved about and chatted with
most of the staff and other students.

After reassembling the group and welcoming them to their "new"
program, the program administrator explained simply that their
roles would unfold as they interacted with other students through
orientation. The program administrator and members of the _staff
then handed out to each student--who stepped forward to meet them
as his or hei name was called--a three-ring binder as the first
aid in organizing the materials each student acquires gradually
during orientation. The program administrator explained that as
students added various pieces to their binders they would be
collecting their own record of orientation that they could use
to reorient themselves periodically as they needed it. Their
binders would, at the end of orientation, contain a complete
description of the program, to which they could refer as often
as they needed thereafter, and to which they could add things they
wanted to save.
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Before initiating the ra,:t_:fities
with what and how they !..-411.:1 be

explained briefly t!-.L is

designed to test whether 12-1_.z.

is useful, whether it will
can use_ He pointed outtha6
be helping those conducting the

that would familiarize students
learning, the program administrator

experimental program. It was
nd of an alternative to high school
de students with an education they
the students learn, they also will

experiment learn more about how the
program acLually works and how it could be improved.

Mere are certain requirements necessary to the integrity of any
program, especially an experimental program of this kind. One of
these is the notion of student accountability to themselves and
to others. (CE)., students move back and forth into the commUnitY,
functioning as adults as they work alongside adults, and are
responsible for themselves, for their behavior and for their
learning. The variows types of responsibilitiessore of which are
negotiable depending on the individual and some of which are
absolutely necessary for everyone--are explained in the Student
Handbook included in each student's binder (see Appendix A) .

One of the students' first practical responsibilities is to arrange
for transportation to learning sites. After parents approve the
types of transportation each student may use, weekly transportation
needs are scheduled in writing with the van driver.

The program adminisi-rator went on to describe how the students
would progress through orientation activities during the next
three days. To acquaint them with the several "parts" of the
program, the students would be divided into four smaller groups,
each of which would work with staff members in workshops. Then
the groups would rotate so that each student would eventually
attend all four workshops: Learning Plan, Employer/Community
Sites, Support Systems, Journals and Budgeting Time.

ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS

Employer/Community Sites

One of the two employer relations specialists conducting the
workshop began by explaining that the "employer instructor" is
the central figure in (CE)2. Employer instructors are crucial
to the EBCE belief that students can learn things of interest to
them while "working" with adults doing many different things in
trio community. Students are responsible to the employer instructor
onsite in the same way they would be responsible if they had a
paying job at that place of business. Everything students do there,
from the way they dress to the way they wear their hair,, is within
the employer instructor's realm of jurisdiction. Students are
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expected to abide by the rules set for employees at the site. If
a student feels unable to adapt to rules at one site, he or she
can change sites.

Students were 'given a handout on the employer instructor's role
in student learning, which outlined the employer instructor's
responsibilities during student placements at employer/community
sites. The students were encouraged to become familiar with this
handout so they could critique the employer_instructor's performance
at the appropriate time.

The ERS explained to the group that the chronology of what they
would discuss during the workshop matched as closely as possible.
the sequence of experiences students would have as they explcd:red
the career environment.

Students first looked over the Exploration Package they would use
to gather information about the three- to five-day career
explorations they would make in the first few weeks of the program
year. Each student visits at least five different employer sites
on introductory explorations to get a general idea'of what those
occupations are like. The Exploration 4ckage helps students
learn how to investigate the sites and how to conduct interviews,
take photographs and record impressions.

After completing several career explorations, each student chooses
one site to visit for a longer learning level. When a learning
level is requested, the EPS meets with the appropriate persons at
the site and conducts a learning site anlysis of activities
performed there. On the basis of this analysis, the learning
manager writes learning objectives applicable to that site and a
specific project of things to be learned by the student at that
site. The ERS reminded the group that they would find out more
about projects in the learning plan workshop they would be
attending later.

At the end of 'a learning level, the student evaluates the site and
employer instructor by completing the Student Evaluation of Learning
Site form. Completing this form and having a final interview with
the employer instructor to aiscuss his or her evaluation of-the
student's performance--entered on the Student Performance Review
form--helps the student critique site experiences and learn by
eValuating them. It also helps the ERS identify possible ways the
site could be improved' before the next student visits it..

The ERS passed around a list of employers participating in the
program to, give students some ideas of businesses they might -like
to ''visit for their first few career explorations. Those employers
were already prepar d to receive students. Some had students at
their sites the pre ious year, but for some this group of students
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would be the first. Students were encouraged to let the ERS know
if they were interested in a type of business not on this list so
that an appropriate new site could be recruited.

As the program administrator mentioned in the discussion regarding
student accountability, students are responsiblejor certain things
as they visit employer sites. The Student Handbook lists those
responsAbilities, including keeping appointments with employer
instructors. The EPS read through those responsiblities with the
students to illustrate how they all fit together. The Weekly Time
Report, which students complete each week and employer instructors
sign, is similar to the time card students might have to punch or
turn in if they were employees. Time spent on employer sites is
recorded as if students wereworking and getting paid, only in
this case they "work" for (CE)2 and receive program credit. The
time report is a way of making students accountable to the program;
it is similar to the ways adults/employees are held accountable on
their jobs.

Before the seminar adjourned, -the ERS described the procedure for
the visits to employer sites all students would make during the
latter part of orientation.

Learning Plan.

Two learning managers leading the workshop began by asking students,
"What is cooperation?" After a few minutes of discussion and
several suggestions from students, the consensus seemed to be
"working together to get things done." To illustrate how
individuals can work together to get things done, the/LMS and
students played a game requiring nonverbal trading of pieces of
a puzzle until each player had a complete set that he or she could
assemble. When each student had completed the puzzle, the LMs drew
a parallel between what they had just done and a basic principle
of the (CE)2 program: everyone's cooperation is necessary in
getting "the job"--learning--done. Unlike this little game,
however, in (CE)2 students can and should talk tojother people;
ask questions and request help at any time. "We want you to let
us know what you need so we can work together to get things done."

To show students how they can learn about things that interest
them while doing work for program credit, one of the LMS tacked up
a sheet of butcher paper on which to make a list of topics students
would like to investigate. He asked the group, "If you could study
anything--any occupation, any interest or hobby--what would you
chooSe?" As students made suggestions, the learning manager wrote
them on the list, occasionally adding suggestions of his own.
Then he put up another sheet with "Life Skills" written at the
top and illustrated how each suggestion could become the
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topic for a project written in a Life Skills area. He explained
that Life Skills are one of the three major components of the
curriculum and that students would be required ,to do two
projects in each of the Life Skills areas.

The other learning manager then took over to introduce the second
curriculum component, Basic Skills. She explained that these
skills are mathematics, reading and communication. The concepts
are much broader than the textbook mathematics and the kinds of
reading students might think of. Mathematics includes any type of
mathematics at all, from learning to put decimals in the right
place to doing algebra. (CE)2's interpretation of reading as a
skill is also much broader. It includes any type of reading used
to learn to do a job or pursue a personal interest. Communication
is any way ideas are transferred to other people. Students were
told they would all have Basic Skills programs geared to what they
already knew and what they wanted to learn. "You might not be
studying the same things as your friend, but you will both be
studying things you're interested in and want.to know. So again,
we depend on you to let us know what you need and what you feel you
would like to learn."

Students discovered that they would learn the basic components
of the curriculumBasic Skills, Life Skills and Career Development
(to be discussed in another workshop)--by doing projects. Students
found that, because EBCE is individualized, they would' not all be
told as a group to start something and do it .a certain way. Much
of the responsibility for getting things going rests with the
individual.

In answer to a question, the LMs reassured the group that they
cannot "flunk" a project. If the project is not complete enough
to satisfy the student's learning manager, the student can work on

further to make it acceptable to both the student and the LM.
Some aspects of the project can be renegotiated if they prove too
time consuming or if the student's interests change. Each student
works on more than one project at a time, so there is never time
to get bored.

T0 let the students get some ideas of topics fbr 'their first
project, the LYS took some time to let each student complete a
project scoping sheet. Both LMs circulated among the students,
helping them get their ideas down on paper. Before leaving this
workshop, each student was asked to sign up for a conference the
following week with one of the LMs to begin work on a first project.

Support Systems

This workshop was conducted by the learning resource specialist
and the student coordinator. Rather than working in one large
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group, pairs of students visited "stations" dealing with specific,
topics. At each station, activities were designed to present
material staff considered important to start students efficiently
on their learning programs.

1. Competencies: At this ation, students viewed an
amusing videotape in which most staff members had
bit parts. The tape illustrated that the
competencies incorporated a volume of material
and might seem confusing at first, but that they
were actually just survival skills that students
would need to get along in the world as adults
and citizens.

2 Resource Materials: Three stations instructed
students on using materials available to, them
at the learning center. Students physically
"walked through" check -out requirements and proper __ ---

use of cameras, tape recorders and written-----
materials, doing for this trial run exactly what
they would do "for real" later.

Guidance: An overhead-projector presentation was
designed so that students could view it without
assistance, in private. Using a fable about a
physical education program in which several
animals excelled, failed or were frustrated
according to their ability to achieve the
standardized goals of the program, the point was
made that (CE)2 is individualized to '.et individual
participants excel and still be themselves.
Students indicated ways in which they kneW
themselves and left those indications for the
student coordinator to bring to their first
interview.

4 Evaluation: At this station, students met with
the student coordinator and read through several
handouts regarding communication, facing the future
and learning tc learn. These materials helped the
SC show students that each individual could grow
in the program, could influence what happened to
him or her now and in the future, and could learn
how to keep progressing long after leaving (CE)2.

Journals and Budgeting Time

To begin the discussion on journals, a staff member explained that
schedule sheets in the students' binders would be kept for each
day of the school year, five days a week. Each student lists
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where he or she is at all times during the day, both in the
community and at the learning center. This information is used
not only to "keep track" of student activities so students can

e .bout them later, but also to provide program staff with
data regarding time spent On employer sites as opposed to the
learning center.

On the reverse side of the daily schedule pages is space for the
student to write abOut experiences. This is to be done three
days each week and is not intended to be a repeat of what was
written on the daily schedule sheets, Simply put into sentence
form. Rather, as per the instructions in the journal handout,
students should write about their reactions to what is happening
to them: "Write how you feel about your experiences and employer
sites, your relationships with staff members', people in the
community and other student;. This is a communication between
you and the learning manager. It is not intended to be a
confessional, but is intended -o let you talk frankly with the
LM about anything you choose."

The LM is not interested in correcting spelling or checking
punctuation, but rather in helping students observe and think
about what is going on around them, so they can learn from their
experiences. The LM writes comments on the journal pages handed
in each week and then puts them in the student's mailbox within
two or three days.

In answer to a student question regarding what types of things they
might talk about in the journal, a staff member read through with
them the relevant pages of the journal guide, explaining that
these were ideas and suggestions only, but that they illustrated
ways to get students to think about themselves and what they
are doing.

The program administrator then introduced the important topic of
budgeting time. At (CE)2 students function more like members of
the business world than like students in a high school. They are
expected to be responsible for their own time, to make good use
of it and to account to others for it.

To make good use of their time, /they may need to learn to "budget"
it. The first step in budgeting/appropriating time 'is learning
to set priorities. Distributing a handout on an imaginary
worker, the program administrator asked students to decide what
the worker should do to solve conflicting demands on his time.
Student suggestions were written on a large noteboard. Then each
student was asked what he or she was really doing by taking that
course of action. Was the student not indicating what was most
important to him or her (work,\money, security and so forth)? That
type of decision must be made to determine the iiiost efficient and
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satisfactory way to handle a crisis situation like the worker's:
"You have to decide what things are important to you and then
set priorities in terms of time." These decisions should not be
made in terms of what can be put off as long as possible, hoping
to get out of it altogether, but rather in terms of what can be
done just as effectively tomorrow as today.

Students need to realize that they have more flexibility in
renegotiating time and commitments with staff members than they
do with people outside the program. Commitments and twointments
made with employer instructor' and others should be honored if at
all possible.

Students are responsible to employer instructors and staff members
and should be considerate of their time. If an appointment can't
be met, let the person know as far in advance as possible. If
there are conflicting demands on the student's time, obligations
to the employer instructor should be met first, other outside
agencies second and staff members last.

The program administrator then outlined requirements for program
completion and posed several questions to students: Which of the
requirements are chronological tasks among which an order of
priority is either necessary or implied? Which are concurrent
tasks? After determining which tasks depend on others, thereby
necessitating that some be done before others, and which could be',
going on at the same time, students were instructed to try to
decide haw long it might take to do each.

Students were encouraged to set up a time schedule--for example,
a timeline calendar--to show how, they would schedule all the
requirements to finish on time. The program administrator added,
"You can't start them:all at the same time and finish them all
at the same time, so arrange your timeline calendar accordingly,
and allow yourself some 'buffer' time, preferably at the end, to
accommodate unexpected delays or problems that may throw you
slightly off schedule. Use the monthly calendar pages to plan your
time and schedule projects, competencies and so forth on a weekly
basis and on a long-term basis."
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(CE)2 Student Orientation Week 1974-75

This appendix describes (CE)2 student orientation activities for
program year 1974-75. Activities during the' 1973-74 orientation
week are/detailed in Appendix B. "Program Entry/Exit," pages
27-34, offers a more general description of student orientation
at (CE)2.

0
0
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STUDENT ORIENTATION 1974-75

New Program Features

Student Accountability System
Critical Thinking Project
Explorations at Employer/Comm unity Sites
Summary

General Sessions

Overview of EBCE
Group Cooperation Game
Student Handbook
Budgeting Time
Student Accountability System

0- ientation Workshops

Learning Plan
Student Journals
Competencies and Resources
Explorations and Site Utilization

Employer/Community Site Visits

NEW PROGRAM FEATURES

A number of program chany.ls had been made by the time planning was
begun for 1974-75 orientation activities. Staff had learned
through\exi,arience which parts of the program would be most
confusing to entering students.' In addition, materials had been
developecf'Imost notably the Student Handbook) that could be used
to support orientation information and to give students an
organized overview of the program.

Student Accountabi ity System.

One outstanding problem pointed up the previous program year was
students' inability to schedule time efiectively to complete
program requirements before deadlines. To meet this problem,
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staff had refined a student accountability system designed to help
students plan their schedules, keep track of assignments and
appointments and meet deadlines. However, the system of zones
and the large quantity of assignments and requirements were not
easy for students to assimilate. Consequently, one session was
earmarked for an explanation of the student accountability system.

Critical Thinking ProJct

To back up the program's emphasis on building students' critical
thinking skills, staff planners decided to introduce students to
their first project as soon as possible. This project, the
predesigned project on critical thinking, was designed to mesh
with the new things students would be learning about the program
during orientation. In fact, the learning manager's rationale for
the project was to enable students "to understand the process of
critical analysis by becoming familiar with the content of the
program." Activities asked students to

1. thoroughly familiarize themselves with the internal
workings of the program, including its staff, its
resources and its relationship to the community
and to other institutions

understand more about the research process by
'becoming familiar with existing research on the
program

do s,,me research by surveying selected community
contacts to measure their familiarity with the
program

write their own learning project considering
information about program content and project
structure gained ddring orientation

The first critical thinking project, then, gave students an
opportunity to use immediately the information they were gleaning
from workshops and other activities during orientation week.

Exploration s at Employer /Community Sites

Another addition to the orientation program was a decision to
schedule all students for their first visits to employer/community
sites. This required a great deal of planning. During the
summer, students were asked to indicate three choices among
sites available for an early visitation. The employer relations
specialist then scheduled explorations toward the end of
orientation week.
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As a result, orientation week planners decided to divide the
students into four groups (fifteen students each) and part-way
through orientation start some of those groups through an early
workshop about the career exploration experience. In this way,
students would finish that workshop before beginning their
explorations of individual employer/community sites.

Summary

The 1974-75 orientation week program attempted to reflect
developmental planning accomplished the previous year, to
organize the program better and to capitalize on the experiences
of the staff in anticipating student concerns and information
needs.

Orientation activities were planned to

give students an overview of the program, its
rewards and requirements

2. provide a critical thinking/learning-how-to-learn
project that all students would begin immediately

3. allow students to find out what community-based
learning means by sending them out immediately to
their first employer/community sites

The display on the following page shows the schedule eSt shed
for the 1974-75 orientation week.
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Day
, One

ORIENTATION SCHEDULE 1974-75

8:00 - 9:15 Student/staff photographs
9:15 - 10:00 Greetings /introductions; Occupation activity
10:00 10:10 nresX
10:10 10:50 Program overview: Staff role play
10:50 11:30 Group cooperation activity.
11:30 - 12:30 Lunch
12:30 1:00 Distribution and explanation of Student Handbook, binders
1:00 )1:15 Transportation: Introduction of van driver, distribution

of transportation forms
1:15 - 1:45 Form festival: Explanation of forms and procedures
1:45 - 2:30 Computer questionnaire: Some students use computer

Day 0!30 - 9 :00 Distribution of Student ID Cards; Discussion of electing a
Two student representative the following week; Distribution of

schedule for the week; Explanation of rotating groups
9:00 - 9:10 Questions /answers

9:10 - 9 :30 Time budget activity
9:30 - 10:15 Goal setting activities and practice
10:30 - 11:30 Zones /accountability system
12:30 - 1:30 Group A: exploration workshop

Group B: learning plan workshop
Group C: competency workshop
Group D: journal workshop

1:30 - Group A: competency workshop
Group El: journal workshop
Group C: exploration workshop
Group D: learning plan workshop

Day Groups A and C explore employer /community sites from 800 - 11:30.
Three Groups B and D explore employer /community sites from 12:30 - 2

8:30 - 9:30 Group B: exploration workshop
Group D: competency workshop

9:30 - 10:30 Group 8: competency workshop
Group D: exploration workshop

10:30 - 11:30 Group B: computer terminal
Group D: computer terminal

11:30 - 12:30 Lunch

12:30 - 1:30 Group A: learning plan workshop
Group C: journal workshop

1:30 - 2:30 Group A: journal workshop
Group C: learning' plan workshop

Day Groups A an C explore employer/community site - 11:30.

Four Groups B and 0 explore employer/community sites from :30 - 2:30.

8:30 10:00 Group B: computer terminal
Group D: study group

10:00 - 11:30 Group g!- study group
Group b: computer terminal

11:30 - 12:30 Lunch

12:30 - 1:30 Group A: computer terminal
Group C: study group

1:10 - 2 :30 Group A: study group
Group C: computer. terminal
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General Sessions

Orientation planners set aside the first day-and-a-half to present
students with an overview of the EBCE program. Staff and students
arrived at the learning center early the first day of orientation
week for a picture taking session. Photographs are used on Student
ID Cards, and group pictures are used in program publications and
for displays in the center.

Overview of EBCE

The group assembled for greetings and introductions. The program
administrator first introduced the staff. Then, to give staff and
students the chance to get to know each 6 better, the entire
group played an "occupation game." Pictures depicting people at
work were pinned to students' backs, and students tried to guess
their own occupations through questioning others. A lively exchange
resulted among participants until most of the occupations were
guessed.

Students then watched a role-playing activity presented by the
staff to give an overview of the program. The presentation had
been rehearsed to show how a student gets help from all staff
members while moving through the activities required in an
individual learning plan. Staff members and a student sat in a
semicircle in the front of the room. As the student asked
questions of a particular staff member, the person addressed
explained his or herrole in the program and how he or she helps
students operate more effectively.

Group Cooperation Game

One of the most popular orientation activities was "Solve the
Murder.'' Students were divided into two groups and moved to
separate areas in the' leari'ng center. Each group was asked to
solve a Inarder. Individual clues were distributed to each student
in the group. A time limit was given. Through group interaction,
the stilt.ats were to figure out the murder weapon, time, place,
motive and suspect. Staff members gave no further h,Ap, but watched
the process.

At the end of the allotted time period, the student coordinator
summed up what had happened. She pointed out that both groups
needed to get organized early in the activity--possibly by
appointing a spokesperson to organize the clues. Most important,
every'person in each group had to contribute to the discussion by
at least reading his or her clue. Otherwise it was impossible to
discover all the elements of the murder mystery. The many ways
that people can interact in groups (leading, asking questions or
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remaining silent) were also discussed. The group concluded that.
everyone has a contribution to make in a group, and ways should
be found to make group discussion as profitable as possible.

Student Handbook

After lunch students received their copies of the Student Handbook,
Student Guide to Journals and Competencies Workbook (see Appendix A
for the Student Handbook, and Curriculum & Instruction, pages 435-
452 and 359-407 respectively, for the Student Guide to Journals
and the,CompetencieS Workbook). The students then divided into
four small groups, each headed by a staff member, to discuss the
information contained in the Student Handbook. The group leader
took time to answer student questions and to amplify points in the
handbook that seemed to need further explanation.

The next session featured an explanation of the pr crram's
transportation system. The Tigard program provid s a van to
transport students from the learning center to e ployer/commun ty
sites and other appointments. Transportation p rmission forms
were distributed, the van driver was introduce and other forms
related to the transportation system were expained. Students
were told that although the van was available, use of public
transit was also encouraged.

Again students divided into four small groups to be introduced
to a "Form Festival." Four stations were set up around the
learning center, with staff present to explain to students the
forms used in the program. Since students era away from the
learning center much of the time, forms such as a Sign In/Out
Sheet, Weekly Time Hepurt and gas reimbursement slips are
necessary. If they wished, students were able to fill out
practice forms at the'stations. At one station, students filled
out the Career Information System questionnaire. They were told
that they could begin to use the computer to find out more about
occupations that interested them later in orientation week.

Budgeting Time

The first session the following morning included distribution. of
Student ID Cards and bus posses, a discussion about electing a
student representative to the program's governing body and
distr ution and explanation of the week's schedule.

A time budget activity illustrated the importance of planning time
effidiently in the EB( program. The program administrator pointed
out how the many activities and requirements of the program have
to be organized by individual students. In considering the
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many resources available to the student--such as the staff,
equipment and information at the learning center and in the
community--the only resource that is irreplaceable is time. The
program administrator suggested that students get a small notebook
to keep track of their schedules and deadlines.

Student Accountability System

Building on information presented in the time budget activity
following session concentrated on the student accountability
system. first students were given a puzzle to put together. It
became apparent that no matter how the puzzle was assembled, the
result was the same because all pieces were similar. The group
leader pointed out that although all students have individualized
learning plans, all the pieces fit together in the same way; that
is, all students must meet program requirements, such as completing
a certain number of projects and competencied. Students then
studied the section in the Student Handbook describing the studeft
accountability system. Some student questions during this session
included:

1. Bow ,do you set up appointments to to
members?

2. What type of activities will we do at employer
sites?

3. When do we start our first project?

Team leaders asked students to fill out a schedule for practice.
Students wrote down target dates for activities outlined in their
first project (the critical thinking project) and for meetings
and other appointments that they would know about in advance.
Students then figured out a timeline to illustrate how they.would
work on program activities to meet upcoming deadlines. Returning
students were encoura7ed-to help new students with this activity.

After a break, the rest of the miming was devoted to another
aspect of accountability--practice at setting goals. Students
were introduced to the concept of a force-field analysis, which
asks the individual to list forces that could be for and against
accomplishing a specific task, then to assign a level of importance
to each item. Students were encouraged to use this technique to
study the forces, pro and con, for the situations and problems thay
would face in meeting program requirements.
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ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS

Learning Plan

Learning managers organized this workshop to explain learning
plans, especially projects, to the students. Since most learning
activities in the program are accomplished through projects,
the requirements for projects (tan per year; two in each of the
Life Skill3 areas) were explained, as well as the differences
between prndesigned and individualized projects.

The predesigned project in the critical thinking Life Skills area
was used to walk students through a project step-by-step. Each
of the activities (most of which were related to the orientaton
-information students were collecting) was discussed. After an
activity was discussed, students were asked to write down their
estimate of how long each thought the activity would take to
accomplish. At the end of the workshop, these time estimates
were added up as an indication of how long students thought it
would take them to finish their first project. Students were
encouraged to make an appointment with their LM as soon as
possible to disclIss individually their plans for critical thinking
activities and for v.libsequent projects.

Student Journals

All students are required to write in their journals on a weekly
basis to record their feelings about the program and about their
learning experiences and growth. The staff member leading this
workshop explained that many people do not like to write and
often find it hard to get started. She led several exercises t
help students get started writing about what they feel and think.
First, she asked students to write down a word or phrase they
liked. Then they were asked to write down a sentence or two about
their reasons for choosing that word or phrase--what it meant to
them. After that, everyone in the group was asked to begin
writing steadily--without stopping--for ten minutes about anything,
although "feelings about the program" was suggested as a topic.
The leader mentioned that this exercise could be used as students'
first journal entry, if they wished. The Final exercise involved_
writing a list of characteristics (as many as 100) the student
would like to pee in his or her journal correspondent. Again,
this was suggested as an additional contribution,_ to the journal
tolciee the learning manager who read it an idea of what that
student-would like to see in the way cf inter,ction.
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Competencies and Resources

The learning resource specialist began the session by explaining
the organization of the resource area of the learning center,
including the location and use of equipment, such as tape recorders
and the computer. Only selected resources are located at the
center, he said; most resources students will find in the comm:_ y
(for example, in libraries or government offices).

The learning resource specialist then turd to the Competencies
Workbook and asked students to do the same. explained the
community emphasis of the competencies, displayed the file of
competency certifiers and explained his own role in the competency
process. The LPS and students then discussed each competenc'.
Students were encouraged to choose their first competency and
begin work on itjas soon as possible.

Exploration and Site Utilization

This workshop was headed by the employer relations specialist.
The major goal of the workshop was to introduce students to
activities they would be expected to perform at employer/community,
sites -- mainly those activities in the Exploration Package. The
materials in the Exploration\Package were studied carefully. As
the ERS explained the process, students asked questions about
points they did not understand. The picture taking requirement
and the interview process between the tudent and employei instructor
at the learning site were explained. ']-1-'.1y of time was allowed
for students to ask questions about this ,xpect of the program.

The orientation schedule was designed to assure that students
a.Ltended thiS workshop before they went to their first employer/
community sites.

EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY SITE VISITS

By the last day, of orientation, each student in the program was
visiting an employer/community,site. Some students spent as
much as one-and-a-half_days at their employer site that first
week. Early the following-week, most Students were back at their
sites finishing up work required in their first Exploration
Packages. The schedble, although complicated, enabled students
to experience their first employer/community sites much earlier

the program year than had been possible the previous year.
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)2- Record of Student Performance:
A Credentialing Portfolio

The (CE)2 format for transmitting student performance information
to various audiencescolleges and universities, school districts,
prospective employer 's offered as a model for ctherIEBCE programs.
It has been reviewed d approved by both educational institutions
and employers. (See '" Student Records," pages 65-66, and the
following Appendix E for information on the review proces to which
(CE)2 subjected its credential.)

The following pages contain det:'- on the individual forms of the
portfolicj-and procedures for filling them out from the specific

Orrf2 described in "Student Records" (pages 69-131).

NOTE: Adoption of these forms could impact the design of
otal records system. The credential forms themselves could
e core of each Individual Student Book and become the

cumulative forms maintained for students throughout each program
year
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(CE)9 RECORD OF TUL,-NT PERFORMANCE

Appearance of the Portfolio

portfolio)

. The outside front cover of the portfolio includes program logo,
name and address; title of the document and space for student
name. It concludes with the following statement:

This portfolio contains the student performance
records of a graduate from a nongraded alternative
high school program. Because of (CE)2's
nontraditional characteristics, these records are
necessarily different in appearance and content
from those of most high schools. Efforts have
been made, within this portfolio, to translate
(CE)2 student performance into more conventional
evaluation terms wherever possible and to
present meaningful career information to
prospective employers. If you have further
q' stions, please do not hesitate to contact (CE)2.

HOW THE PORTFOLIO GOES TOGETHER
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The inside front cover contA:Lns the program identification and a
student identification sticker.

PORTFOLIO: INSIDE FRONT COVER

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Commurity E speriences for Career Education tat,. is a federally funded
alternative high school program which offers students lb through 1$ years of
agi- a enprehensise secondary school experience through involvement on
community andl'ornercial sites Students pursue a full-day learning proararn
designed to meet Mem individual academic and career development needs

The rnsir ddional program e individualized, thus there is the flexibility
net essary to interest (and challenge students rigardless of their
learning styles and goals Students do not attend standardized courses, nor do
they receive grades or toinebound credits Them learning programs are guided
by a ccmpreheirive curriculum model which ,ntegrates reading, mathematics
and communication skills with the life and career skills necessary for adulthood
in today's socety Student programs are negotiated wigs and coordinated by
the lt`Fl vet in the community provide learning experiences for
students and are central to the evaluation process.

Successful [completion of the program qualifies the ttudent for a standard high
school diploma The Cwegon State Department of Education has approve(' 'he
protect as an experimental and pilot program

The BASiG, SKILLS are reading, mathematics and
rrimrnuri skills needed by each student to enter the
career or preparation program for the career of his or her
choice The basic skills are divided into fundamental_
and applied skills tasks Fuodarrental skills are those
reading mathematics and communication skills needed
betide concepts can be learned and tasks performed
Applied skills tasks include solution of problems. learning
of new concert% and performance of lob tasks All (Ms
students are require' to incorporate these skills into their
learning plans Tnmargh a repeating process of individual
assessment, prescri_ed activities, and evaluation, a basic
,kills program appropriate for each student is
systematically implemented within the student's overall
pingram

he LWE SKILLS .sclude the attitudes, information and
tett-mottoes needed to bring together the roles of citizen,
tared, member and worker into a life style that is
meaningful. effective and satisfying for each student All
students must complete ten extensive learning protects
per program year two in each of the following areas

Critical Thinking: Students increase their ability to
gaiher analyze and interpret information and to seek
...tato.% lir problems

Functional Citizenship: Students increase their ability
to understand the democratic processes .n the ornate
ter tor and rs local, state and federal government by
applying those processes in their personal actions as well
.is in their -elatualshios to private and public institutions

Science : ;tinients increase their ability to recognize and
timly siient.fic prmedures and methods and to analyze
the impart M technology on natural environments and
i olotral valuer

Personal-Social Development: Students increase their
ability ai determine who they are what they are, and
where they are going, and accept the responsibility for the
effect their behaviors end attain-les have on themselves
anti other !mople

Creative ClevelePment: Students increase their ability to
idenli:v the effects of, and participate Ili. creative

Mincing hew and/or esising materials, ideas
or "incepts into moque farms of ripenencea

In Milanni, earls student must crimplere all thirteen
trim / relent ins

CURRICULUM COMPONENTS
General curriculum requirements
are arranged in three components
Basic Skills, Lite SlOs and Career
Development

OaSte Skilfrr
Reading
Mathematics
Communications

Critical Thinking
Personal 'Social Development
Science
Creative Development
Functional Citizenship
Competencies

Career Development
!Min-matron about Sell and the

World of work
General and Som.( c Career Skills
!Arnow Career Clerelopment

Competenrurs: Students demonstrate survival sail's
that cover the economic, planning, legal-political,
health-safety, property maintenance, recreational and
occupational aspects of livingThese competentim reflex'*---
the community's perceptions of behaviors that are
considered some of the minimal functional requirements
fi,r living in todaY's society
The CAREER DEVELOPMENT component gives
students the opportunity to explore specific careers on
actual employer and community sites while learning about
prohlerns and Issues of the working world Career
development incorporates three main content areas:
information about Self and the World of Work, General

'and Specific career Skills, and Lifetime Career Develop-
mont To complete this component students explore at
least five employer sites per program year and
demonstrate adequate employer site utilization through
extensive, In depth participation on employer sites. In
addition, student participation in monthly seminars
conducted by local employers is required

Most of the learning on the curriculum occurs through
At tudl experiences at employer and community sites. Ctct..
student's activities at these leaesung_m_tes are,plgraied to
meet the individual's needs oral to blend all three
curriculum areas Rosh Skills, Lite Skills, and Career
Development To sssure that learning takes place, student
experiences in the community are well planned Student
learning is organized primarily around Individual prOjects
the students have negotiated -with (CE)2 staff These
Protects are coordinated into the total individualized
learning plan of the student, the learning plan emanates
from the student's assessments, is consistent with
Dritgrarri requirements, and aims toward achievement of
the student's life goals

STUD IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

NAMF R7ibbins, Kel_

Address

if fPnn.,Ri

222J

Birthdate 1°-49-57

Lou
tfixtdit

Sex __LI_
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TT forms are tabbed to help readers find specifics quickly; a
tale of contents is not included, so forms can be rearranged
by the FLudzInt ('ea student guidelin9s, pages 298-299) . All
forms are two-sided, punched, fastened to the fzlder at the top
and flipped to be read.

Arrangir- the Portfolio

Reviewers of the 2E)2 Record of t performance recommended
different arrangements of the forms ire the portfolio, depeLding
on whether the portfolio is used for Jo:. application or educational
placement. (See the guidelin-f.2: for portfolio uFg, on page 299.)

The Certification of Student Performance (the official statement
of student accomplishment in the program, seepage 273) always
appears as the first page of the portfolio, followed by the pocket
for copies of student transcripts from other institutions (see
page 77)._ The School Placement information form (page 293) is
not included in the portfolio for job applications and is included
for educational institutions only if requested-by the student or
receiving institution.

PrOviding Copies of the Portfolio

One master portfolio, inclu6 rig forms and cover, is prepared for
each student exiting the program and is kept on file at the learning
center. Photocopied of the forms are submitted to the cooperating
high school. The st-aicits' ow zopies of the portfolios consist
of original ci_wers and ph 'copied forac as do portfolios prepared
for receiving insttutL,-... BCE programs may, therefore, require
three or fo'ir portfoi %Lvers for Pilch student.

In order to put index tabs on the photocopied
quantities of tab stickers printed in advance
names of the portfolio forms. These stickers
by hand to photocopied forms so all assembled
tabbed format, fo: easy access DO i.formation.

Staff Responsibilities f Preparing Portfolio

forms, (CE) 2 has
with the various
are then attached
portfolios have the

(CE} 2 has allocated responsibilities for th'ation of
portfolio forms as follows (the fc.!-rn!_. thews described
on subsequen:. pages):

The learning aide enters data from student rc:cords
Master Record Book and Individual Student Books) on

the Certification of Student Performance, Life SkIllz
Summary and Competencies form_
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clerical assistant com,letes the Career Development
Summary from data in the employer relations specialist
notebook and the Skill 'Development Record from
information in the Individual StLaent Books.

The student coordinator and learning manager co leLe

the Basic Skills Summary.

4. The student coordinator completes the School Placement
information form in consultation with the student's
learning mallg and employer relations specialist
when this formis specifically requested by a student
(it is not routinely provided in the portfolio). The
student coordinator also keeps in touch with high
school counselors regarding college entrance
examination schedules and arranges for (CE)2 students
to take any exams needed for college applications.
(The School Placement information form contai
space for record'ng college entrance examination
scores.)

5 The program administrator signs the Certification
of Student Perforl which constitutes the official
statement of studeni. 4ocnmplishment in the program.
Either the program administrator or the student
000rdinator signe the School Placement Information
form, when provided.

6. Completed forms are rculated among all staff o

check accuracy of mation.

7. Staff comments on individual students' learning styles,
Xidevements, special interests and activities are
gathered from individual staff members and summarized
by the student to provide as (...411Aete

a picture of the student as possle (see guidelines
for staff comments on page 275). Staff comments
appear on side two of the Certificatiol of Student
Performance.

Completion of (CE)2 portfolios is a time-consuming process, and
staff have found it nacessary to set aside specific time for
preparation whenever there are a number of port.:olios to be
completed (for example, at the end of the vear for' graduates) .
Support staff carry a major burden in piepLring the forms from
information in student records, but professional staff also need
t!me at the end of the school year to collect staff comments,
confer on school placement information and check the accuracy
of completed forms.
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Preparation of portfolios may be simplified by instituting_
procedures for updating portfolio forms throughout the scslool
year for both juniors and seniors. (CE)2 recommends-that a
complete set of portfolio- forms be placed in each Individual
Student Book and that:data be entered on the forms at least
quarterly.

Individual Record of Student Performance forms are described on
the pages that follow. Student guidelines for arras Bing and
using the portfolio begin on page 290, following the forms
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CERTIFICATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

Certification cf Student Performance is the official statement
of rudent accomplishments at
form in the portfolio.

2 --d should be the first

The fo indicates the length of time the student has been in
the program and the requirements the student has completed.

The top boxed section gives the basic statement of completion
requirements, including a waiver clause and the fact that
coMpletion of all requirements entitles students to receive
a standard diploma from the cooperating high school.

The second boxed section lists the specific requirements that
have to be met by the individual student. Generally, if the
student is in the program one year only, the "Required" column
indicates 10 projects, 13 competencies and 5 explorations!
if the student is in the program two years, the column
indicates at least 20 projects, 13 competencies and 10
exploration= Any waivers made for the individual student
should be clrly indicated and explained.

The student's record of attendance and a statement of graduation
status (including anticipatectdiate of graduation if the portfolio
is mailed early for college application) are' included and the
official nature of the dOcument clearly stated. (These details
were specifically requested by portfolio reviewers.)

If trans ipts from other institutions are Lncluded in the
portfolio , the institutions' names are indicated on the
Certification form, and the transcripts themseivcs are included
in a pocket provided for that purpose (see page 297) - The pocket
is placed ! ,nediately ',ehind the Certification form in the
portfolio. Students -e couAseled b, staff to and out if
receiving institutio.- require official transcripts sent directly
frow, former schools in addition to copies in the portfolio.

The leer aping aide completes the Certif--:ation form in connultaUon
#i -h the student's leczrning manager, using information from the
Maqter Ref-ord Book (largely from the Student Exnerience RecoiL.-
stw =tem 12, page 102) - The completed fGrm 1.7 -5:;.gad 7.7.,y the

program achdaistrator.
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O
MUM ROBBINS

Student (stew

COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION (CE)2, INC.

CERTIFICATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

Program Completion fiequirernent5

year a student is in the (CE)2 program, the following are required:

Projects: Ten per program year--"wo in each life skills area Credit for one of the critical thinking projects is obtained
by doing the critical thinking activities in other projects. Each project will include basic skills activities.

Competencies: All thirteen competencies must be completed by all students.

Employer Site Utilization: Minimum -it five explorations per program year, and adequate employer resource utiliza-
tion as judged by employer instructors and staff.

Waiver Claw-A: Any of the above req,irementi may be modified or waived upon he written recommendation of
a staff inen l_qr and approval by the Project Director.

Upon completing all program requirements, (CE)2 students are granted a standard high school diploma from Tigard
High School, District 231, Tigard, Oregon, cooperating public school district.

Kelly Robbins
Student Name

Years end/Or

program on 9/4/73 and attended for a period of

Therefore thetyre felaw,ig program was required of this student:

Program Requirements Required Completed
Project, 20 20

Competencies 13 13

Explorations 10

Employer Site Utilization Yes Yee

Basic Skills Pr Yea

Attendance

Days Possible.
Days Attended: _ 329

338

TRANSCRIPTS FROM OTHER INSTITUTIONS ATTACHED:

Tigard High School sriactipt la attached,

Student graduated (Yes or No Yea

This earth
Eck-cation.

Date of graduation: 12, 1975

nticupated date of gredultion.

itutes the official 4taterem,t cs student accomplishment at Community Experiences for Career
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STAFF COMMENTS

rt?is has been a most successful year for Kelly. As a second year !tudent, he
has c- ntIni d to be one of the outstanding members of the program. He has
consistently demonstrated a good work attitude and the ability to complete
complex tasks quickly. As with last year Kelly again has participated in
extracurricular activities at the high sc.' ,e1 while also demonstrating his
ability to meet adequately the responsibilitier and expectations of the program.
Kelly is an enterprising young man, using the job skills acquired from his
various career experiences at. (CE)2 to help earn money towards school. These
experienCes have also helped him become more aware of his vocational interests.
Kelly has exkibited strong personal beliefs and, at the sane time, has oho n
that he can listen to others whose beliefs may be different. Because ce
strong communication skills, Kelly wntinues to be a :lader among our students.
He teal chosen by the student body this year to represent them on the (a)2 Board
of Directors. He also represented, the program before visiting audiences and
assisted in recruiting new students. Kelly is a conscientious and hard-working
young man and we wish him luck and future success.

Signed

Title Student Coordina":.or
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STAFF COMMENTS

(Side Two: Certification of Student Performance

Staff comments are include, on the Certification of Student
Performance because this document is seen by all portfolio
recipients--employers as well as school admissions officers.
Reviewers generally agreed that staff comments are helpful to
them for placement purposes, -2 -roviding narrative descriptions
of student strengths and weaknesses.

Personnel managers expressed interest in comments reflecting the
studt's work habits, attitudes and dependability. All recipients
wanted to know "specific things the student has done that illustrate
skills" and reference to outstanding pieces of work.

Reviewers cautioned staff to focus on the uniquenesses of each
student and to avoid "jargon stereotypes."

(CE)2 issu the following guidelines to staff members for preparing
comments ox. tudents (th, same guidelines are given to employers
asked to write letters of recommendation for students):

Give specific information.

Describ7. any special aspects of this student's program
or performance, as well as special interests or
activities that seem relevant to careers or further
schooling.

Include the positive and the negative.

4. Include information about attendance, p1
dependability.

actuality and

5. Include information about how the student gets along
with people and handles difficulties and criticism.

6. Comments that receiving institutions (college, military,
business, industry, high school) can use for placement
purposes within their programs are highly valued. Make
such recommendations as current and specific as you can.

The student coordinator compiles all staff comments on a given
student into a single coherent statement and signs the form.
Students have the right to challenge staff comments (see Item
15, page 133).



STUDENT SERVICES

BASIC SKILLS SUMMARY

The Basic Skills Summary is completed by the student coo -dinator
and learning manager. The student coordinator provides assessment
informA_tion from the Student Profile (see Item 12, pages 98-99).
The learning manager adds prescription data and evaluation of
student development, with lead-in statements from the student
coordinator relating these to assessment' data. (If Basic Skills
Summary forms are completed each program year for each student,
prescription statements can include recommendations for returning
students, as well as recommendations relative to postsecondary
education and training.) =

Reviewers found the narrative style and three-step format of
assessment, prescription and evaluation to be very useful.
Information is given in narrative form only, rather than in any
kind of visual continuum, because of strong staff an'i reviewer
feeling that placement of a etudent on a continuum invites
comparisons with the group rather than evaluating the students
in terms of themselves. Students have the right to challenge
portfolio contents (see Item 15, page 133).

Staff try to avoid using unfamiliar terms (for example, referring
to "Level D" '73f an instructional package rather than explaining
what that level is) and to identify tests or instructional
materials by their fulT names, rather than by initials.



pt.adix D (Sample Pori:folic)

BASIC SKILLS SUMMARY

PR E-A&SESSMENT

KELLY ramBais
Student Name

1973-74
Program Year

alegeriMhIrnialnInaMMnadfrOrnperteriuminnaloaga,maaatreaullcitMlarmUffirIML;rameMftwftv,L
rrork-0111-02fileer (CE)2. and Career erialirmentS.

Kelly demonstrated above average ability in reading vocabulary and ocmprehension on
the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). While his scorts indicated
outscffi.ding ability in these areas, Kelly has mentioned having some difficulty in
rea6s comprehension and would like see assistance in this area Even though test
rase show his ability to be above the twelfth grade level in comprehension, ",
will continue to give him opportunities to gain more confidence in this area. .%

consistent pattern of difficulty was noted in dictionary tin. Kelly could possibly
profit from a review of the organizational and structural layout of the diotionary.
Kelly's scores in arithmetic indicate that he has an outstanding command of basic
math operations. He also demonstrated consistent and successful application of
arithmetic oancepts. Overall, Kelly demonstrated well abo.a average performance
compared to other class members. It is recommended that Kelly be presented with
activities arid projects that Allow him to enhance his skills and at the same time
lhallenge him to plan and execute career strategies.

Student Coordinator sate

PRESCRIPTION

How be VONk incorpoMed in learning glen.

It is suggested that research activities be written into projects and around

job sites to encourage Kelly to come into contact with a vide variety of reneurces.
SpeCific matezils, activities and involvome.lt in the community are suggested
to assist 4im in gaining skill and confident in reading comprehension. As

Kelly intends to go on to college, reinforcement of basic skills will help prepare
him for the PSAT and SAT examinations. Kelly hcs not definitely focused on a
career; therefore, opportunities will be provided so he cat, experience a variety
of career options.

EVALUATION
Kelly demonstrated sl,. .ificant growth this pant year in terms =f basic skills

strength. The post-test results of CTBS inacated superior ability in
reading moMprehension, arithmetic (ooncepta and applications) and study skill
His scores increased considerably in all area. asMesce0. Kelly has been one 0-
the most responsible and self-directed students at (4E)2 this year. he has
succeeded because he organizes what he has to do and steadily chips away at it
until it is completed. We are particularly prou' f Kelly becaUee he hes been
able to meet all of his (CE)2 responsibilities w participating at the name
time in extracurricular activities at Tigard H4.

(Cri.nit / Date





STUDENT SERVICES

BASIC SKILLS MARY
(Second Year)

KELLY ROBBINS

Student Name

1974-75
Program Year

SECOND YEAR ASSESSMENT

This year's rsults of/the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (LTBS) and the
Individualized 1,nihg for Adults (ILA) indicated that Kelly consistently demonstrated
well above average i'LPflls in mathematics and communication areas. Even though
extensive growth was shown. Kelly still feels the need for advanced work in reading,
comprehension and listening activities. As a returning student, Kelly understands the
expectations and requirements of the program and intends to design a plan that will
allow him to complete all activities and graduate early. He feels self-directed
but needs to have someone remind him of due dates. Kelly effectively utilized the
amployer network last year and has expressed the desire to pick up some skills in
auto mechanics this year He will begin the year with a learning level at the City
Maintenance Department (auto mechanics).

Student CoordinatO

PRESCRIPTION

Growth was shown on assessment instruments; however, .4Jsmended that Kelly
continue to be challenged with basic skill activities and opportunities found on
job sites of his choice. It is also recommended that enrichment activities be
designed around areas of personal need and interest. As Kelly intends to complete
work early this year, it s important that he be asked to design a plan with target
dates and specific tasks that will enable the staff to provide opportunities for him
to experience a variety of community activities.

EVALUATION
During this year Kelly has shown much growth in his understanding and application
of basic skills, both in math and communication. Due to the high level of skills
he has demonstrated, no special basic skills program was indicated. However, a
considerable amount of work was done in advanced and applied basic skills as Kelly
completed his project activities. In doing this work, Kelly demonstrated the
ability to apply his skills in the abstract-and to adapt them to the complex
problems of the world of work. His performance in these tasks was of a consistently
high quality. Kelly is a goourstener and has frequently demonstrated his ability
to gather variety of informs on from numerous sources and to synthesize the
information into meaningful forms. In mathematics, Kelly has been able to cope with
a variety of computational tasks that demanded advanced skills applications. As in
communication, Kelly has clearly demonstrated his ability to apply these skills to
actual situations in the workplace, thus affirming his competence. Verbally, Kelly
has no trouble in expressing himSelf clearly and concisely.
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Ap dix D (Sample Portfolio)

BASIC SKILLS SUMMARY

(Side Two: Second Year)

Staff separate first and second year summaries to maintain the form
for both juniors and seniors and to give a more complete picture of
the student's development.
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STUDENT SERVICES

LIFE SKILLS SUMMA-

The Life Skills Summary lists the student's learning projects
completed during participation in the program. It includes
project titles and dates completed by Life Skill content areas
(the basic program requirement is two projects in each of the
five Life Skills per program year). Side one indicates projects
completed in the areas of critical thinking and functional
citizenship.

Space is included for total number of projects required and
explanation if this number is other than 10 (one year's
requirement). That explanation would indicatei for instance,
that 20 projects represent the requirement for a student in
the program for two years, or t would indi-cate and explain
y waiver of requirements for a student_

is form is completed by the learning aide from information
on the cumulative Life Skill.s Project Record in the Master
Record Book (see Item 12, page 97, for a sample Life Skills
Project Record). Life Skills Summaries for each student
could be maintained throughout the program year and updated
periodically to ease the year-end workload of preparing
portfolios for exiting students.
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Appendix D (Sample Portfolio)

0
LIFE SKILLS SUMMARY

Number of Projects Required :" _20
Number Completed: 20

lfixplanation if this number is other than 10)
Represen ts two years enroIlmen

KELLY ROBBINS
udent Name

Projects are long-term, problem-centered learning designs that are planned to meet outcome goals and learning objec-
tives of each life skills area and to correspond to individual students' abilities, goals and interests. The learning manager
and the student negotiate projects which consist of aceivi products and criteria for performance, and which blend
basic skills, life skills and career development activities or ,loyer and community sites.

LIFE SKILLS AREA/CONTENT DESCRIPTION

CRITICAL THINKING

Projects completed by the student included
experiences in gathering, analyzing and inter-
preting information and seeking solutions to
problems.

The student learned and applied a five-step
critical thinking process: identifying a problem
or issue, gathering and sorting inferrnation re-
lated to the issue, interpreting the information,
developing alternative solutions and choosing a
course of action. evaluating the results, and if
necessary choosing an alternative course of
action.

PROJECT TITLE/DATE COMPLETED

Accuracy in Repairing Airplanes 3/27/74

Media Lie Cetecting 4/2/74

tree-,12 For You 10/18/74

12 Horsepower Kohler Engine 1/13/75

FIUNCTI AL CITIZENSHIP

Projects completed by the student demon,
strated an increased understanding of the demo-
cratic processes in the private sector and in local,
state and federal government. The student then
applied those processes by participating in acti-
vities in the community.

The FBI and the War Against
organized Crime 1/20/74

Legislature ject 4/18/74

Being A Real Estate Agent 5/1/75

Where Dm I Fit In? 5/1/75'
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STUDENT SERVICES

LIFE SKILLS SUMMARY

LIFE SKILLS AREA/CONTENT DESCRIPTION PROJECT TITLE/DATE COMPLETED

SCIENCE

Projects completed by the student involved
using systematic logic to test the reliability of
facts, using cause and effect reasoning to test
statements and explain a point of view; and
applying the scientific method to problem sol-
ving in the community.

Aviation Ground school

Installation and Repair at
Evergreen Telephone

Police Car Maintenance

I Was A Teenage Scientist

6/12/74

6/5/74

1/13/75

4/3/75

PERSONAL/SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Projects completed by the student included
experiences that increase the ability to under-
stand self, demonstrate self-direction and respon-
sibility, and initiate and maintain effective inter-
personal relationships.

Karate: TYie Art and _Its Philosophy 2/8/74

Basic Youth Conflicts 6/6/74

What (Can I Do) About _.- 11/13/74

Understanding Personal Religious 3/14/75
Convictions

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Projects cornoleted by the student consisted
of identifying and participating in the creative
process of blending new and/or existing mater-
ials, ideas or concepts into unique forms or ex-
periences, including creative problem solving in
the comm may.
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Video Tape; Equipment and use

Teaching Sixth Graders About
Nature

Don't Just Stand The
Something

6/6/74

6/6/74

1/14/75

4/17/75



Appendi- Portfolio)

LIFE SKILLS SUMMARY

(Side Two)

Side two of the Life Skills Summary lists projects and coletion
dates for the remaining three Life Skills areas--science,
personal/social development and creative development.

Because titles for both predesigned and individually written
projects will be scanned by recipients of the portfolio to
ascertain the content of student Life Skills learning, those
titles should be carefully worded to reflect the scope of the
student's work.
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STUDENT SERVI

COMPETENCIES

The Cornetenoies form is maintained as a cumulative record
throughout a student's participation in the program. Each
student's competency certifications are recorded in the Master
Record Book (see Item 12, pages 100-101). The tabbed
Portfolio form could be typed-as each student prepares to
leave the program. or could be maintained cumulatively in
Individual Student Books.

Program requirements state that all students must complete the
13 competencies, whether they are in the program for one or two
years. Consequently, any variation in a student's completion of
the 13 competencies (waivers, substitutions and so forth) should
be documented and explained on this form.

Space is provided for the names and titles of all competency
certifiers. These individuals are community people with
expertise in the areas of each competency, and (CE)2 believes
that recipients of the credential will get a sense of the
student's level of achievement if they know the kind of people
to whom students had to demonstrate their competence. The
number of lines under each competency varies according to the
number of certifiers a student must satisfy_ , as stated in the
competency guidelines (see "Competencies," Curriculum &
Instruction, pages 369 -407).

P-viewers of the (CE)2 portfolio expressed differing opinions
-t the value of the Compete; fora registrars and

.:.Moyers, but (CE)2 believes that it is important to communicate
this particular aspect of the program as further definition of
the skills acquired by its students.
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Appen x D (Sample Portfolio)

9 Uft111.118eld the patio structure and function of loCif government, 18tudents select reoreeenteuvra of the dative
or R.ecyfiv. Wraith of local odwArnmonl And explain their toles, ofoserve local government In °paten on at a city
mined meeting And 811CUSS lootering efforts

Audrey Jones, State Represen 2/20/74
Joseph Fa Senate Presit nt. State Legislature 2/20/74

0
COMPETENCIES

All students are required to dare ON-One COMpetertee to the satisfaction of a Melted or community expert in the
f011ontnng Seen:

f. Trams bugineis on a credit basis. (Students demonstrate terms and conditions of credit.)

Janie Blown Asst. Cashier, Citizens' Bank 11/7/73

2 Hentein a Checking amount in good or Ifflp8pMent a chijkipg account system.)

Susan Goodall, Asst. Operations Mgr., Citizens' Bank 9/25/73

3, Provide *dewed trtsurenC_ amity and possessions. (St

Harriet Insurance _ent, Safety Insurance Co. 1/2/74

t. File state and federal (Stut4nts. ,rarely foe state feeerai ncome tax forms

Lester Warren, Auditor, State Revenue Agency 2/24/75

5. Budget time and Money effectively. (Students plan a household budget to cover a time period of three months end
develop and implement a time budget for a period of one week.)

w7tet JaMftS

Blanche Fuller, High School Home Economics Instructor 4/19/74

B. Maintain the best physical health and make appropriate
tipsier plan and select retreational antivitim I

ime (Students develop and follow a physicsl

'eery Blodgett, nigli Wrestling Coach 2/28/75

Learning Manager, 2/28/75

7. Respond appropriately to fire, police and physical
plan, develop five appropriate citizen actions in Amer

ith emergencies, )Students develop an emergency fire escape
icy situations and pate a first aid examination.)

Joe Watzik, Fire Prevention Officer, City Fire District

1/22/75

rine O'Brien, Lieutenant, City Police Department

e- Fire Prevention Officer, City Fire District

B. PirtiCipate in ir.P xleCtertl

A

10/2/74

10/1/74

(Students complete registration and ballot form, end explain ballot issue')

State Representative 6/6/74

Au _, State Representative 6/6/74

z
3

I
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STUDENT SERVICES

CAREER DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

The Career Development Summa presents a cumulative record of
the student's employer/community site experiences in the program.
Specific skills learned during these site experiences are recorded
on the Skill Development Record (see page 290), recommended to
follow the Career Development Summary in the portfolio.

The Career Development StImmary should be updated periodically
throughout each program year At (CE)2, the form is completed
by the clerical assistant from the Student Information Cards kept
by the employer relations specialist (see Item 14, pages 127-129).
A separate foLI is completed for each program year; students in
the program for two years will have two Career Development
Summaries in their portfolios.

Portfolio reviewers felt this form enhanced their understanding
student career-related experiences. They were particularly
interested in the amounts of time spent on each site and L.
of employer instructors (for possible reference checks.)

y shee- also gives students the names of ilidividAals
.f0111 iom they can request letters of recommendation in the future

)
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Appendix D (Sample PortfoL:

CAREER DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY
/CELIA' RoSSINS

Student Name

Program Year 1973-74

0 0
CAREER DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

KELLY Ft0BB INS
Student Name

1974-75
Program Year

The career development component provider students with the opportunity to explore specific careers on actual
employer sites while learning about the problems and issues of tha working world,

Learning objectives and activities in student learning plans are carried out through various experiences in the
community. Those experiences are grouped into four levels of employer site utilization plus monthly employer
seminars held at (CE)2 or in the community. The placements ent3red below were satisfactorily completed by this
student

EXPLORATION LEVEL

PURPOSE: To give students a general overview of V jobs and careers.
REQUIREMENT: Five Career Explorations per program year.

EXPLORATIONS

Employer Site

1. City Maintenance Dept.

2. Commercial Photo Studios

.lob or
Dept.

Employer
Instructor

3. Meredith Plains Hospital

M411.

Photo

Jan Mackey

Jane Rogers

Therapy Marjorie Evans

4. 6chool District Administration Media Terri Hiller
5. Swiss Village Pancake Hoge cook Leroy Walters

P 6 . CoLirtty Realty Sales Edgar Voight

Starting Completion
Date Date

9/6 9/13/74

11115 1/12/74
1/20 1/23/75

2/2 2/04/75

2/19 2/20/75

2/25 2/28/75

ti

LEARNING LEVEL
PURPOSE: To give students the opportunity to have in-depth experiences with jobs or careers of their choice
and to pursue learning activities in the life skills and basic skills areas on the employer site
REQUIREMENT: As appropriate to individual student's learning plan.

LEARNING LEVEL SITES (See skill development sheet skills acquired)

Employer Site Job nr Employer
Dept. Instructor

city Maintenance Mpt._
County Realty

me ch

sales

Jan Mackey

Edgar Voigh

Ninq ripletirm
Date Date

9/11 1/06/75

3/10 4/30/75
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STUDENT S ERVICES

SKILL BUILDING LEVEL
PURPOSE: To give iitudents intensive experiences with specific career skills similar to pre apprenticeship training.
REQUIREMENT: As appropriate to individual student's learning plan.

Employer Site Skill
Area

Supervising_
Adult

Starting Completion
Date Date

SKILL BUILDING LEVEL
PURPOSE To give students intensive experiences with specific career skills similar to pre=apprenticeship training.
REQUIREMENT: As appropriate to individual student's learning plan.

Employer Site Skill Superising Starting Completion
cod Area Adult Date Date
th

SPECIAL PLACEMENT

PURPOSE: To use employer sites for purpose.; other than the study of specific jobs or careers; students may
conduct research on particular topics, problem or issues by observing the world of work as a researcher rather
than as a worker.
REQUIREMENT: As appropriate to individual srudent`s learning pian.

Community/Employer Site Activity/Project

EMPLOYER SEMINARS

PURPOV.: To acquaint students with broad and basic issues of the American economy_

Topic Speakers/Positions Held Date

Career Strategies Bill Tinimpns - Pers. Mgr. - Aircraft, Inc. 10/31/73
Ada Smith - Pers. Mgr. - Electronix

Econcoics Jane Pimlico Prof. . - State University ll,/27/73
Changing Work Ethic Ted Morgan Electronix 1/16/74

Nan Mazursky - Pacific Corp.
Joh Discrimination Nate Jones General Corp. 3/13/74

Eileen ?wain Bureau of
Joe Reagan - Urban League
Marilyn Taney - People's Life Ins.

a
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Appendix D (Semp2 folio)

CAREER DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

(Side Two)

The clerical assistant transfers any skill building or special
placement information to the Career Development Summary from the
Student Information Cards kept by the employer relations specialist
(see Item 14, pages 127-129)-

Information on employer seminars the student has attended is
transferred to this form from the Master Record Book. participation
in these seminars is included in the portfolio as another
indication of the diversity of (CE)2 students' experiences.
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STUDENT SERVICES

SKILL DEVELOPMENT RECORD

The Skill Development Record is agcumulative record of the
specific skills a student has acquired at employer sites. It

should be maintained throughout the program year and updated
periodically from the site-specific Skill Development Records
that accumulate in the Individual Student Books (see Item 12,
pages 108-109). The (CE)2clerical assistant completes the
form.

The skills studentS acquire are grouped by employer site, although
sites are not identified

The individual Skill Development sheets were adapted into this
,cumulative portfolio record because reviewers expressed a desire
to see more explicit information on the skills acquired by students
and the level of acquisition. This information is particularly
useful to personnel managers considering students for employment.

Care is taken to record skills in specif'- job-oriented terms
(such as "Operate a PBX" or "Operate a hoist correctly and safely").
For the sake of brevity, the degree of skill acquisition is
expressed in three simple terms: observed, practiced.or acquired.

(The second side of this form is a continuation of the same columns
and is not reproduced here.)
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Appendix D (Sample Lfolio)

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
?OILY RoBBos has observed,

RECORD
practiced or acquired the following skills

has been asked to evaluate MO
en employee's-

during .placements at employer sites. The Employer-Instructor
Student's performance of the skill as he /she would

SKILL

Observed,
Practiced,
or Acquired SKILL

Observed,
Practiced,
or Acquired

Replace brake shoes Practiced Pecure and read title printout Acquired

Check wheel cylinders for repair Acquired Research property background Acquired

Inspect brake drums Acqui d Write a real estate listing Practiced

Read micrometer Observed Determine income property value Practiced

Observe scored brake drums Observed Figure property value Practiced

Remove, clean, repack, reassemble
and adjust wheel bearings Acquired

Refine escrow Acquired

Adjust brake linings Observed Write earnest money receipt Practiced

Bleed brakes I Acquired Know the basics of getting some
financing Practiced

Road test Observed Routine maintenance and repair
for propeller driven aircraft

Observed
Practiced

Change cap, rotor and points Acquired

--Electronic testing equipment
including compreseion tester,
electronics untem analyzer,

Practiced

PracticedChange oil and filter Acquired
and hydraulic system test
equipment

Time engine Acquired Hand tools involved in servicing
aircraft Acquired

Acquired
Clean or replace air filter Acquired" Requirements with hourly checks

and annual check procedures

check fluid levels Acquired Read work orders Acquired

Lobe Acquired Install telephone equipment Practiced

ihhderstand an use real estate
Practiced

Order equipment Acquired
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STUDENT SERVICES

SCHOOL PLACEMENT INFORMATION

School Placement Information is an optional form recommending how
(CE)2 experiences relate, to traditional course work. It is not
routinely included in the portfolio but is added when specifically
requested by the student. Students-are informed of this option
during their orientation to the program, in the Student Handbook
and in portfolio guidelines given to them with a copy of their
completed portfolio (see pages 298-299).

The fo u contains information intended to help college or high
school personnel place students more precisely in specific subject
areas and levels. (CE)2 students who are college-bound can take
any required college entrance examinations. Test scores can be
added to the form in the appropriate section (testing services
will also send scores directly to the colleges.of a student's
choice).

Grade and credit translations are clearly identified as
equivalencies Units of.credit are given in terms of total

tparticipation time in the program, rather than being broken out
by curriculum components (one year's work is equal to 6 units
oforedit, two years' to 12 units).

The "performance comparison" column indicates how the student's
performance at (CE)2 would compare to grade levels in specific
subjects in a regular high school program. These "performance
comparisons" are given only to aid sehool placement personnel.
Since (CE)2 does not give grades, it cannot certify grades, but
it will describe the equivalencies that can help other institutions
translate(CE)2 performance into their own terms.

Placement recommendations (at the bottom of the form) are intended
to be brief statements of exactly What, in the staff's judgment,
the student is ready for "next" in specific subject areas., College
and high school placement personnel reviewing the portfolio said
this type of recommendation was helpful to them, although some
said they would rely more on college placement test scores.

School Placement Information is completed by the student
coordinator, in consultation with the student's learning manager
and employer relations specialist. It is signed by either the
program administrator' or student coordinator.
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Appendix D (Sample Por olio)

Student Name

SCHOOL PLACEMENT INFORMATION

(CE12 does not grant grades or Carnegie units. The following information is not routinely provided by
(CE12, but has been specifically requested by this student. With the exception of the college board
test scores, the information is intended merely as statements of equivalency for placement purposes
only.

The work completed by the student at (CE)2 is comparable to 12

credit
13 units completed at Tigard High School prior to (CE)

units of high school

Test Scores:

PSAT - Spring 1974
SAT - Winter 1975

This studen ork in the (CE2 program is comparable to performance at levels indicated:

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

A

AREA

Langtiage Arts and Reading
Mathematics (General
Social Studies - Government
Creative Arts
Career Awareness
Science
Others

A

A
A
A

Placement Recommendations:

While performance in mathematics and reading was above average,
Kelly's scores indicate superior ability in these areas. Observations
of Kelly's performance and ability lead us to predict a high level
of success in college.

Because of overall strengths, we feel that Kelly could handle a
normal college load of classes without any special provisions or
assistance being necessary.

Signed J X Date
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STUDENT SERVICES

STUDENT COMMENTS

I have really enjoyed my two years at 2. The program has been a

challenge to me and helped me learn more about myself and possibilities

for my future. I begann the program with a strong interest in auto

mechanics; this interest has been reinforced, but I have begun to

explore new directions such as commercial photography and business

administration. I might not have discovered these interests without

the experiences of (CE)2. I hope to continue studies in math end

science at the college level, in addition to business administration.

My hobbies end other interests include working with various kinds of

engines, building model airplanes and playing soccer. I have also

been singing in school and church choirs for the past five years.

7

Signed 1 Date
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Appendix D (Sample Port

STUDENT COMMENTS

(Side Two: School Placement. nformation

College registrars expressed interest in seeing samples of a
student's writing. They also wanted to know more about the
speCial activities and interests of students.

The student comments section accompliskes both purposes. Students
are advised to write about themselves If they wish (see guideline 8,
page 299) . Since the form is intended for colleges, universities
or transfer high schools, the student might also comment on "Why
I want to attend your institution."
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9 7VDENT SERVICES

POCKETS FOR LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
AND TRANSCRIPTS

Two zIparate sheets are attached to the portfolio with bottom
flaps so the students can insert letters of recommendation from
employer instructors kthree letters are recommended) and copies
of traoscripts from schools previously attended.

These pocket pages are variously arranged in the portfolio,
depending on student p1.47posee (see guidelines for arranging
portfolio, page 299).
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STUDENT SERVICES

298

INSTRUCTING STUDENTS IN PORTFOLIO USE

Students ex ting the program receive both the Record of Student
Performance and a set of guidelines for portfolio use. These
guidelines offer suggestions for arranging the forms for either
employment or educational purposes, presenting the portfolio
during job interviews and preparing resumes (see pages 300-301).
The guidelines supplement and reinforce what the student has
already learned-through work on the job application and employment
competency, which includes practice in completing resumes and
interviewing for jobs.

The fact that (CE)2 students have copies of their individual
Records of Student Performance to share with potential emplo s

is a unique feature of the program's credentialing system and
students are InstructQ, in how to use the credential to enhance
job interviews. In addition to printed guidelines, students
receive staff explanations on how to arrange the portfolio and
use it to best advantage.



Appendix D
1

ample Portfolio).

GUIDELINES FOR PORTFOLIO USE.

Attached is your Record of Student Performance, which summarizes experiences you have
had4n the program. You can use your performance record to better advantage with
personnel directors or educational institutions if you arrange the loose -leaf pages
as recommended below.

Keep your Record of Student Performance in your possession when job seeking.
I lave

-a resume and/or job application at a personnel office.

2. Keep your resume brief, factual and pertinent to the position you are seeking. Give
specific references Lc, performance record content for more detailed information. use
a brief :ne-page resume to accompany a job application and a longer, more detailed one
when a resume is submitted alone. (The performance record itself should be presented
at the time of an interview.) Two resume forms are attached.

3. The first page on the right-hand side of the performance record should always be the
Certification of Student Performance.

4. IfotyLmtstfgcin_ a job, arrange the pages on the right-hand side as follows:

a. Certification of Student Performance (on top)
b. Unofficial* copies of transcripts from other institutions (pocket provided)
c. Career Development Summary
d. Skill Development Record
e. Employer letters of recommendation (pocket provided)
f. Basic Skills Summary
g. Competencies
h. Life Skills Summary (on bottom)

5. ou arc- s_eekin. admission tc college or transferring to another high school,
arrange the pages on the right -hand side as follows:

a. Certification of Student Performance (on top)
b. Unoffical* copies of transcripts from other institutions (p
c. Optional School Placement Information
dHj3asic Skills Summary

Life Skills Summary
Competencies

g. E.::ployer letters, of recommendation (pocket provided)
h. Career Development Summary
i. Skill Development Record (on bottom)

provided)

6. ,Remember to find out whether a high school, college or personnel office wan
to have official copies of transcripts.sent directly from other institution
have attended.*

you
you

7. If you have not yet done so, be sure to contact employer instructors for letters of
recommendation. These recommendations from people in the community are an advantage
you will have over students in a traditional school.

If you choose to include the optional School Placement Information form,you may
write a_starement about yourself on the reverse side of that foiM. Many receiving
institutions are interested in how you express yourself, so if you choose to write
a statement,. take considerable care in writing it

All records regarding your performance while a student are open for
your inspection. If you have questions about any of the content of
this portfolio, please call ipLAt

Copies of transcripts in your possession are considered unofficial. Official
transcripts must be sent by high school or college registrars, who often sign ,the
do6ument or affix a seal.
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STUDENT SERVICES

RESUME
(Short Form)

(A brief resume should accompany the RecOrd of Student Performance or a job application
Try not to repeat details that appear on the job application. Refer the interviewer to

more detailed information in your performance record.)

Personal

Name

Address

Telephone Nu c

EdOcation

Example:

High School Graduate, Tigarti High School, 1975

CE)2 Career Education Program

Work Experience

(List only the name of the business and the kind of work you did. Otherdetails

will be on job application forms. The length of time you were there might be use fu

Paying jobs

Example:

K-Mart, Stock Clerk and Cashier, part time 6/73-6/74

arning level experiences in EIKE

Skills

(See the Skill il_vdlopment Record.)

Example:

Typing 40 wpm

PBX - Receptionist

Cashier

Ten-Key Adding Machine

Career Objective

(Drscribe briefly ur pr-sent career and education plans.)

Example:

Eventually 3 hope .to become a journalist Or commercial artist. am signing

up for a night class in illustration at Portland Community College next term
and prefer a job that will lead into one of my career choices. .
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Appendix D (Sample Portfolio)

RESUME
(Long Form)

(A longer resume should be submitted without the Record of Student Performance, such
as by mail in response to a newspaper advertisement.)

Personal

Name

Address

Telephone Number

Educat

Dates

EKE
Address
Telephone Number
Description of You

High School
Address
Telephone Number
Major Courses

Learning Program

Experience

(Give the following information for all jobs held and learning levels for EBCE
identified as such Start with, your most recent and work back in time.)

Dates

Interests

Place of EffelLmaellt

Address

Telephone Number
Position
Responsibilities
Supervisor

(Indicate hobbies and extracurricular activitie

Personal Data

A59_

Height

Weight

.Health

Marital Status

Number of Children

Character References

(Give the names of at least three people who know you well, other than the employer
references liven above. Be certain you give current addresses and telephone numbers
for all references.)

Career Objective

(Describe briefly your present career and education plans. For example: "Eventually
I hope to become a journalist or commercial artist. I am signing up for a night class
in illuz:-ration at PCC next term, and prefer a job that will lead into one of my
career choices.")
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APPENDIX E

Summary of Consultant Recommendations:
Portfolio Review

In the spring of 1974, a team of consultants reviewed (CE) 2's
Record of Student Perfornence. Their review is summarized on
thea following pages.
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STUDENT SERVICES

ONE REACTION TO FINAL (CE)2 PORTFOLIO DESIGN

The following comments by one portfolio rcaviewer - -the

director of admissions at a large university--indicate
that the (CE) 2 credential seems to have effected an
acceptable method of translating the program:

Your record is unique in my judgment, and in
my work I have seen thousands of different
secondary school transcripts.

Employers should receive this record of
performance with enthusiasm, for it tells more
about the student as a person than any other
high school record I have ever seen. Indeed,
it puts the traditional secondary redord
to shame.

Adhissions officers, on the other hand, will
still be faint with praise for it. A few years
ago, this might have been damaging, but several
things haye happened to virtually assure that
the lack oeqraded work will not serve as an
impediment tO_college admissions for one of
your alumni. first place, admissions
officers have bebOme accustomed to working
with ungrad7d records.: - Indeed, they are used
to working with recordL that supply far less
information on which to base their objective
or subjective judgments than this one.
Coupled with-this consideration is the fact
of general static and even declining college
enrollments in the last few years, which has
tended to change inflexible administrators
into "nice guys" flexible enough to deal
with problems of this kind.
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Appendix E (Portfolio Recommendations)

SUMMARY OF CONSULTANT RECOMMENDATIONS

The following list indicates consultant recommendations from a
1974 review of the (CE)2 Record of Student Performance. These
recommendations were implemented partially or fully in the final
design of the portfolio forms appearing in koendix D. The
reviewers' comments are summarized here to indicate the kinds
of concerns that affected final portfolio design.

General Recommendations

1. Provide a record that is less time-oonsumkag to read.

2. Test scores are valuable if only in adding objectivity
to otherwise subjective material.

3. Number items to facilitate scanning the forzt s.

4. For job applications, provide a detailed student. resume
with reference to the portfolio for further information.
(See student guidelines, page 301.)

5. The information given is very good but ten's to be too long.

6. Explain any omissions or waivers of requirements for
the student.

7. The strength of the portfolio lies in its organization;
it is easy to scan and to pick up the important
information at a glance.

Specific Recommendations

Certification of Student Performance

1. Side two staff comments should be more specific and deal
less in generalities.

2. Add attendance records.

3. on side two, include information about how the student gets
along with employers and coworkers and reacts to criticism.

4. Information about personal traits would be excellent for
personnel offices (applies also to employer letters of
recommendation and Basic Skills Summary).
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SIUDENT SERVICES

5. Staff comments should include analysis of both strengths
and weaknesses of the student.

Eval,..:_tion by teachers indicating quality of achievement in
each area would be useful (applies also to employer letters
of ref_ommendation and Basic Skills Summary).

Include transcript from high spool (pocket subsequently
provided, see pages 296-297).

Career Development Summary
_

1. State how much time is spent on each site experience--
one or two days versus one or two weeks.

2. Provide more details about explorations, such, as duration
and tasks performed.

Skill Development Record

1. Include the level of performance for each job skill.

Student Placement Info ation

Include information that will help admissions officers and
registrars pla-e students in specific subject areas, such
as mathematics, language or the arts.

2. Provide information regarding comparability to units or
credit.

3. Letter grades are "fairly good shorthand" for admissions
officers and registrars, particularly if accompanied
by descriptions.

4. College entrance board scores world be useful.

Some universities use very objective criteria for
admissions; how can they determine, for example,
whether an individual has met the State Board of
Higher Education's minimum CPA requirement?

6. For more complete placement information in mathematics
and English, it is advisable to have students take the
ACT and CEEB tests.
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Appendix E (Portfolio Recommendations)

Conflicting Reviewer Comments

(CE)2 staff were confronted with some conflicting comments by
different reviewers of the portfolio. For example, one reviewer
said:

Without letter grades in the student's portfolio, we
would be hard pressed to determine advanced placement
and scholarship recipients under our present system.

In contrast, another reviewer said:

You are defeating your purpose if you have an ungraded
evaluation program and then end up having it translated
into letter grades.

Furthermore, some reviewers wanted less narrative and more
"strict information," while others wanted more narrative
describing the student--"history in the program and what
kind of person the student is."

These comments are examples of the dilemmas inherent in designing
an alternative credential that should tell everyone what they
need to know and still be true to program goals Such conflictink7
reviews were very helpful to staff in their deliberations, but
final decisions still had tolpe weighed in term of basic program
philosophy.

Another source that may be helpful to 'EZICE programs in determining
the format for a final student performance record is a survey made
of four- and two-year colleges in the nation concerning the kinds
of credentialing information they need from alternative education
programs. This survey, conducted by the National Consortium of
Experimenting High Schools, has been published as The College
Guide for Experimentiqzjagh_Schoolsi James Bellanca and Howard
Kirschenbaum (Adirondack Mountain Humanistic Education Center,
Upper Jay, New York; First Edition, Fall 1973).
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Index

DEX TO EBCE HANDBOOKS

ACz.:(JUNTABILITY C:77-91; 5 t168-176

Accountability Write-Up c:88-891;
5:118-1190, 173-174

Attendance (onsite) C:159
Career explorations C1128-129, 159-161
Community expectations 5:168-169*
Competencies C:342-343
Consequences C:80, 85-87*; S :172 -174
Defined C:77
Employer semina s C:461
,uidance 5:170
Learning levels C;298-299
Negotiation /conferences C:77, 79
85-87; 5:172-174

Parent involvement C:90-91; 51173-174
Projects C:208-209, 256
Reporting C:86-.89
Skill building levels C:296-299
Staff discussions 5:177-181
Standards C:78*; $ :169*
Student journals C:418-419, 433
Time management c:8890, 256

see also Action Zones, 4-_;uidance

ACTION ZONES (school year)

Debriefings C:67-66: S:180-181
Defined C:81; 5:171
Guidance framework 71-172
Negotiation C:82
Samples 5:213-229

ADMINISTRATION, see Administrator,
Business Management, Governance,
Policymaking

INISTRATOR

Accountability C:85; 5:173-174
Board relations M:172-173
Budget M:95, 102
BusinesS management M:106 -114
(CE)2 position description
Curriculum C:18
Employer/community relations M:151-
171, 184-188

Guidance C:150
Personnel management Mt68, 71, 79,
81, 87

Record of Student Performance 5:272-
274

School district relations M :173 -174,
190-10

Student recruitment S:I5-16
Workload M:58, 263

sec also Personnel

ADVISORY GROUP (postadoption) M:35-36

ASSESSMENT (learning sites), see Learniny
Site Analysis Form

ASSESSMENT (students) C:54-65

Ba!7,ic Skills C:27-28 54
Behavior C:61; 5:177-160
Career Development C:33, 56, 116, 145
Diagnostic testing C:54 -56
Evaluating Progress C:60-6I
Life Skills C:2I, 60
Learning plan cycle C:44-45
Staff rol-s C:62-65
Student Behavior Record 5:179°
Student Profile C:551-56; S:9899*
Student self-analysis C:56-581

see also Evaluation

BASIC SKILLS C:24-30

Advanced/remedial work C:29, 251-352
Assessment/evaluation C:27-30
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:6350
Career explorations C:114
Defined C:24
Delivery C:260-30
LBCE approach C:24-25
General program work C :29

Individualized Learning for Adults
(programmed materials) C :30, 253

Integration C:30
Prescription C:28-29
Profiles. (assessment) C:27-28
Projects C:246, 251-255
Self-assessment exercises (onsite)
0:755, 629*-635

Student journals C:416

see also Classes Tutors

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, see Governance

BOARD OF EDUCATION, see Schoc

BUDGET M :95 -L02

Approval M:31, 102
EBCE costs M:96-99
Format Mt100-101
Planning M;29-30, 95

BUSINESS FORMS

Board

Budget format M:101*
Monthly Financial Statement M:105
Student Transportation Agreement

M:131 *; S:74179*

Student Transportation Options
M:1321; 5:80-81*

Student Transportation Route M:134*:
5:84-85*

Transportation Reimbuxse_.-nt Request
M:1351; St86-87*

Transportation Request
S:82-83*

Tutor Service Agreement (4=781

?'he index includes references to all four EBCE handbooks: page numbers are preceded by
the following code:

C a Curriculum & Instruction
E employer /Com inity Resourcis

H Marlizatimeen
- Student Services

"Iollowing a number) indicates sample form, illu tration, display or flow chart
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STUDENT SERVICES

.ANAGEMENT M:91 -135

Administrator responsibilities M:106-
114

Audit
Sudget

Financial reports
Fiscal agent 107
Fiscal procedures 7-109
For summary M:114*
Health/safety requirements M:120

03-106

CLASSES C:261-262

CLUSTERS (job) E:22. 171

COLLEGE ENTRANCE (student qualifications)
M!146; 5:65, 292-293, 304

of7. also Credential, Graduation

Requirements

MMUNICATICNS (program)
Indemnity Covenant M.115 -116, 119
Latter of Intent 6:115-116 118
Recordkeeping M:111-112
Tax-exempt status M:104-105

Board of

Community
District
Employers

directors M:172-173
groups M:165, 186,
teachers M:176-177,

M:144-145, 184-1136:

189

279

S:134
see also Business Forms, Facilitj,

Insurance, Reimbursements,
TransporratiF,n

CIS, see Career Information System

ran. see Comprchensivo Test of Basic

CAREER DEVELOPMENT C:31 -36

Assessment /evaluation C:30, 34

Career counseling C:146-150, 16f 166,
421-422

Career Information System C:116, 145,
637-639'

Defined C:31
Delivery C:32"-35
ESCE approach C131
Integration C:35
Learning objectives /delivery techniques
C:587-594

Prescription C:33-34
Self-Directed Search C:I16, 145 ,140-

641

see also Career Explorations

Seminars, Learning Levels,
Utilization, Skill Building Levels

Employer

CAREER EXPLORATIONS C:105-166

Career counseling C:146-150, 166-168
Defined C:105, 111-115
Employer instructor checklist C:139
Exploration Package (sample) C:161-186
Learning objectives C:113
Project activities C:155
Site selection C:145, 146
Staff roles C:106", 126-127; E:142-143
Student steps to follow C:141-142, 144'
Trio v:eguirements C:121

see _ilso Employer Instructor, Site
Utilization

CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM C:116, 145,
637-539*

CERTIFIcATICN (staff) M:61

Other education prograals M:146, 190-
192

Parents -147, 180-183; 5:133-134
School district M:173174; S:134
Staff M:175; S:132
State department of education M:27,

34, 191

State regulatory boards M:186, 192
Students M:169, 179-180, 193; S:132-1
Unions M:144-145, 186-188
Visitors M:166

see also Information (student),
Orientation (staff), Orientation
(student), Parent Reporting,
Recruitment (site) , Recruitment
(student)

COMMUNITY RELATIONS mM:139-193

Community input M:168-171
Describing program M:143-147, 176-
177; E:198-200, 224-226

Evaluation of M;170 -171, 193
Generating support M:21-23, 151-1520

275-278
Parent Night M:181
Presentations M:164, 165-166
Press relations M:155-156
Program name M:149
Program representatives
Publications M:156-164
Recordkeeping M:153
Surveys M:170-171
Visual materials M:164

48

:ee. also Advisory Group, Communications
(program), Group ActivitleB,

Information (student), Planning
(program)

COMMUNITY SURVEY (preadoption survey of
interest) M:21-23

COMPETENCIES (Life Skills area) C:331-408

Certifiers C:345-347", 511-512
Community participation C:332, 339,

357-358; M:169*
(continued)

The index includes referee
the following code:

C & Instruction

four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are preceded by

= Employer /Community Rosourcos

lowing a number) indicates sample form,

312

M = Management & OrganizatiOn
S = Student Services

illutration, display or flow chart



COMPETENCIES (continued)

Defined C:33I, 335=337
Developing competencies C:339 341*
Listed C:346*
Resources C:347. 401-403, 512-513
Staff roles C:334*, 336
Student steps to follow C:35I=352*
Student Workbook C :359 -407

02M.PETENCY CERT:FIER C:345-348'

COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS C127.
54

CORPORATION, Governance

COSTS. see Budget

COUNSELING, see Career Develops
,7uidance, Negotiation

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT (Life Skills area)

EBCE approach C:521-522
Learning objectives C:521
Project (sample) C:525-530

CREDENTIAL (student)

(CE)2,Record.of Student Performance
(sample) 5:265-297

Format S:65-66
Grades/credits S:63-64, 292-293*
Program completion 5:370 269
Purposes 5:63, 134-135
Review $ :65, 103-307

Staff roles S:36-38, 269-271
Student instructions S:133, 298-301

See also CredUation, Transfer

,CRITICAL THINKING (Life Skills area)

Career exploration process C:113*
EBCE approach 01531-532
Learning objectives C:531*
Project (sample) C:535-541
Project writing C:229
Wrap-up activities C:27I-272*

CORRICULUM C:3

Basic definitions C:7-13
EBCE Learning Path C:6*; Et9"
Outcome goals C:I416
Purposes C:3-4

see also Basic.Skills, Career
Development, Career Explorations,
Competencies, Employer Seminars,
Learning Levels, Life Skills,
Projects, Skill Building Levels
Student Journals

DIAGNOSTIC TESTING C:54-56

Dii:CMA S:37-38

DISCIPLINE. see accouneabilicy

EI, see Employer Instructor

EPS, see Employer Reldtiens Specialist

EMPLOYER, see Employe
Recruitment (site)

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

-tructor,

Index

Career exploration c:139 152-154.
E:160*

Defined E:12, 31-32, 35, 42-44
Learning and skill building levels

0:308, 312, 318 -319, 322-326; E:162*
Project evaluation C:266
Qualifications E:43,-44
Responsibilities E:159-162, 5:62

see Llso Employer Instructor

Development, Recruitment (si
Site Utilization

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT E:63-102

Audience' E:78-79
Conducting sessions S:66* 99*
Defined E:63-66
Evaluation E:43-44
Feedback from employers E:82*-84, 100
101, 215-221

Feedback session E:76-77, 92, 235-242
Invitations E:95-96*
Materials E:98, 205-213
orientation session E:75, 91, 195-200
)uastions s answers E:75-76, 91-92,

223-228
Recordkeeping E:80-81
ReiMburSement E;23 -25, 80
Sample agendas E:91-92*
Scheduling E:93-94
Staff roles E:64, 69-70, 85-86
Training needs E:71-73*, 87-89, 20

204

Training session E:76, 92, 229-234

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

Assessment role C :33. 56, 63-64
(CE)2 position description M:53
Career explorations C:126
Employer instructor development E:69
Guidance S:150
Learning and skill building levels
C:296

qualifications M:61-63
Recordkeeping S:59-60
Site recruitment E:13-15
Site utilization E:110-111, 14 - 49
Workload M:59-60, 265

see also Personnel

The ;ndex includps references Co all four EBCE handbooks;
the following code:

C ft Curriculum In-
E - Employer /Comm

on

ources

page numbers are pr rded by

M = Management 6 Orga_ stion
5 ft Student Services

(following a number) indicates Sample form, 'lldstration, display or chart
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EMPLOYZR SEMINARS C:455-474

Agendas 0:466-470
Community Involvement
Defined C:4550 459
Projects C:472-473
Staff roles C:460
ToPICS C:462-465

FORKS (continued)

see also Business Forms, Instructional
C:461, 466 Materials, Site Forms, Student Forms

EMPLOYER SITE (defined) E:19

EMPLOYER TRAINING, see Employer In tructor
Lvvelopment

ENTRY/EXIT, see Preqra- _n Cxit

EVALUATION (program)

Community relations effectiveness
M:193

Employer feedback E:82 -84, 100-101,
138-139, 215-221

Employer instructor effectiveness
E:43-44

Questionnaires for participant
feedback M:170-171

Staff effectiveness M:87-88

EVALUATION (student)

Basic Skills C:30

Career Development C:34
Exploration Package C:165
Learning/skill building levels C:292-
293, 325-326

Life Skills/projects C:22, 266-270
Student Performance Review C:292-293

see also Assessment, Learning Plan
Cycle

EXPLORATION PACKAGE (sample) C:169-186

Explained C:119-121
SaAple C:169-106

see also Career Explorations

EXTPACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES M:192; $ :191)

FACILIrt

;CE)2 floorplan C:487*; M:126-128*
Choosing location M:124-125, 150, 201
Health/safety M:120
Insurance M:117
Planning M:97, 121-128
Purposes C:476: M:121 -122

Instructional materials C:493, 503-504
Office records M:111-112
Student records 5: 54-58

FuVAS (summary of (CE)2) (4:114
(continued)

FUNCTIONAL CITIzENSHIF (Life Skills area)

ESCE approach C:544-545
Learning objectives C:543
Project (sample) C:547-553

FUNDING M:29-30

GOALS (program outcomes) C:14-16

sec also L,Jarning Objectives, Learning
Plan Negotiation

GOVERNANCE M:25-40

Advisory group M:35
Bylaws M:223-233
Consortium M:36
Corporation M:36-37
Relationship to district

235-242
School. board M:35
Separate board of direc 0

-39,

Mi36

see also Planning. Polieyeaking

GRADES/CREDITS, See Credential

GRADUATION

Diploma S:37-38
Early completion 5 ;37-38
;,ate completion 9:38
Record of Student Performance S:37-38

CRAUUATION REQUIREMENTS C:52-53; S:272-
273*

CROUP ACTIVITIES

Cmployer seminars C:455-474
Meetings, student/staff M:180; 5:166-

167

Retreat, student/ Alf M :180; 2-
165

Social activities M:180-101

GUIDANCE S:139-194

Action zones 5:171.172
Adult roles 5t146-152, 158"
(CE)2 examples S:148-149, 157, 175-
176 186, 190-194

Community expectations S:143-144*,
168

Conferences 5 :172-174, 183-184
Defined S:139-140, 143
Learning plan cycle 5:153-156
Negotiation 5:154, 157
Parent role 5 :174, 183-186
Recordkeeping S:177-182*

(continued)-
Cho index includes references
the following code:

C m Curriculum s In
E Employer/Communicy Resources

all foul ERCE handbooks; pane numbers are preceded by

M Manaaement 6 Organization
S Student_ Services

'(following a number) indicates sample form, illustration, display or flow chart
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CUMANCE (continued)

Referrals S:187
Retreat, student/staff S:162-165*
Small group meetings S:166-167*
Staff discussions S:177-181
Zone debriefing 5:180-181

see also Accountability, Career
Development, Negotiation, Orientation
(student), Recruitment (student),
Student Journals

ILA. see Individua zed Learning for
Adults

INDEMNITY COVENANT E:45, 47; M:115-116

Samt:es E:191: m:119

INDIVIDUALIzED LEARNING FOR
Skills materials)

INFORMATION (student)

ADULTS
253

(Ba

Audience needs S:4749
Program needs S:45-46
Reporting procedures 3 :132-135

see also Parent Reporting, Student
Forms, Student Records

INSTRUCTION (content areas), see
Curriculum

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Basic Skills self-assessment exercises
C:629-635

Competencies Workbook C:3599408
Exploration Package C:169-186
Individualized Learning for Adults

(Basic Skills) C:30, 253
Rtedesigned project Samples C:525-530,
535-541, 547-553, 559-572, 577-586

Project Writing Guide C:229-232
Student Handbook S:197-241
Student Journal Guide C:435-452

See also Learning Resources

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF: see Administru;o
Employer Relations Specialist,
Learning Manager, Learning Resource
Specialist, Student Coordinator

see alsoPersonnel

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES, see Career
Explorations, Competencies, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, Projects,
Skill Building Levels, Special
Placements, Student Journals

INSTRUCTORS, see Competency Certifier,
Employer Instructor, Employer Relations

(continued)

Index

INSTRUCTORS (continued)

Specialist, Learning Manager,
Learning Resource Specialist,
Student Coordinator, Tutors

INSURANCE m:115-119

nasic requirements M:115
(CE):: coverage M:116-117
Employer protection M:115-116
indemnity Covenant E:45, 47, 181:
M:115-116, 119

State Accident Insurance Fund 115-
116

JOB ENTRY SKILI
Skill Building

tion of), see

JOURNAL, see Student Journa

LM, see Learning

LRS, see Lea

te

fling Resource Spec_

LSAF, see Learning Site Analysis Form

LABOR, see Unions

LEARNING CENTER, see Facility

LEARNING LEVELS C:277-327

Defined C:277-278, 283-285
Employer instructor checklist C:312
Projects C:291-292
Site selection C:313-314
Skill development C:290
Staff roles C:280, 296-297
Student Evaluation of Learning Site

C:294
Student Performance Review C:292-293
Student steps to follow C:310-311,

316-317*

see also Employer Instructor, Site
Utilization

LEARNING MANAGER

Assessment role C :56 -57, 63-64

(CE)2 position description M:52
Career explorations C:127
Employer seminars C:460
Guidance 5:150'

Learning levels C:297
Projects C:205-206
Qualifiustions M:61-63,
Fecordkeeping 5 ;59, 270

Skill building levels C:297
Student journals C:420-424
Workload M:59, 264

see also Personnel

The index includes references o all four Encr han
the following code:

C Curriculum _
Emp C

on

oaks; page numbers are preceded by

M a Management 4
S a Student Services

(following a number) indicates sample form, illUStratiOn, display or flow chart
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LEARNING OWECTIVES

Career DevelopMent C:587-594
Creative development C:521
Critical thinking C:531
Defined C:9

Functional Citizenship C:543
Learnint4 Site Analysis Farm C:236-241,

655-660

Personal/social development C:555
Projects C:236-241
Science C :573

LEARNING PATH, EBCE C:6*; E:9*

LEARNING PLAN CYCLE C:44 -48, 284; 5:153-
156

LEARNING PLAN NEGOTIATION C:39-102

Accountability C:77-91
Action zones C:81-84
Assessment/evaluation C:45-46
Conferences C:56-59,-233-234
Defined C:39-40', 93
Graduation requirements C:52-53
Information sharing C:66-71
Integration C:47
Key steps C:95-100
Learning plan cycle 4:44
Learning, 7 Analysis Form C:72-75
Presort.. C:46

see. also cJraer Explorations,
Competencies, Employer Seminars,
Learning Levels, Negotiation, Pro e
Skill Building Levels, Special
Placements, Student Journals

LEARNING RESOURCE SPECIALIST

Assessment role C:63-64

(CE)2 position description M:54
Competencies C:338
Guidance, 5:150
Learning resources C:484
Projects C:205, 250-259
Qualifications M:61-63
Aecordkeeping S:60
WOrkload M:60, 266

see also Personnel

LEARNING RESOURCES C:477-515

c materials C:491-493
8 ograPhY C:643-653
Community -0:499-502
Defined C:477, 481-482
Employer sites C:494-498
Equipment 0t505 -507

Facility requirements M:121, 123
Student resource uses C:482-483

see also Classes, Employer Instructor,
Special PlaCements, raters

IZARNING (defined) E:19

ARNLNG SITE ANALYSIS PORN

Employer instructor role E:112-115
Employer relations specialist role
Et112-115

Learning levels C:300-301, 320-321
Learning objectives C:236-241, 655-
660

Procedures C:72-75*, 213-214; E:33-34*,
112-1113, 154-155

Sample form/learning objectives
projects C:595-627; E:21.11305

Sample interview 5 :243-271

LEARNENG STRATEGIES, see Career
Explorations, Competencies, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, ProJects,
S101) Building Lave/s, Stud Ent

LEGAL ISSUES M:27-2 203-221

see also Insurance, Transportation

LETTER OF INTENT E:35-36, 4S, 47; M:115 -
116

Samples E:179:

LIABILITY, nsura.nn

Transportation

LIFE SRILIS C:19-23

Issues,

Assessment/evaluation C:20-22, 266-270
Defined c:7-8
Delivery C:20-23'
EBCE approach C:19-20
Integration C:23
Prescription, C:21 22
Project footle 0:242

see also competencies, Creative
Development, Critical Thinking,
Functional Citizenship, Personal/
Social Development, Projects,
Science

LIFE SKILLS OBJECTIVES, see Competencies,
Creative DevelOpment, Critical
Thinking, Functional Citizenship,
Personal/Social Development, Science

MNAGEMENT, see Administrator, Business
Management, Governance

MATERIALS, see Business Forms, Community
Relations, Instructional Materials,
Learning Resources, Site Forme,
Student forme

NEGOTIATION (students) C143: 5t154
(cona:wed)

The index _CL:des references to all four EI
the following code:

C Curriculum & Instruction
E Emplover/Community_ResOurCes

°(following a -. number) indicates 'sample form,
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NEGOTIATION (students)
rcOntlAued)

Projects C:208, 234, 2

Site choices C:148-150, 160-167
Staff guidelines C:101-102

See also AsLiountability, Le arniny

;6"q0elatIon

,I15JECTIVE5, FROG program outcome
7,sai-1 _7.12,16

ORIENTATION (staff) M:81-86, 269 -273

ORIENTATION (student) C:92; s;27-36,
160-161

Career explorations C:137-13S
Competencies C:350-351
Content 5:28-30

Employer seminars C:470
General program introduction 5:27-33
Learning levels C:307-311
Learning resources C:489-490
Mid-year orientation 5:34
Projects C:220-232*
Reorientation workshops S:34
Sample agendas 5:31-32, 243-263
Skill building levels C:307-311
Staff roles 5:27, 160-161
Student Handbook 5;28, 197-241, 246
Student journals C:426-428

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Advisory group M :35,

Guidance S:174, 183-186
ParentAight M:181
Program planning M:17-20, 22, 125
Social activities M:180-182
Student accountability C:85, 86,
S:173-174

Student learning plans (2:90

Student recruitment M:183; 5 :20-22
Task forces M:168

90-91;

see also Parent Reporting

PARENT REPORTING C:69-70; Mn.
S:133-134

PAY, see Reimbursements

PERSCNAL/SCf7IAL DEVELOPMENT (_Life Skills
area)

EBCE approach :556-5:-8

Learning objective C:555
Prole (Sample) C:200-205, 559-572

PERSONNEL M:43-88

Contracts M:7577
(continued)

Index

PERSONNEL (continued)

Cost considerations M:72-77, 96 =97
Criteria for s-election M:61-64
Number needed m:55-60
Performance review m:87-88*
Planning M:47-49, 253-260
Recruitment M:65-69
Salaries M:72-73
Staff development M:51-56
Staff roles m:48-57

269-273

Staffing patterns v :47 -49, 353

Teamwork M:79-81
Tutor Service Aureement M:)8*
Working conditions M:75-76

See also Administrator, Employer
Relations Specialist, .,ea °.i
manager, Learning Resource
SpeciaLlst, Student Coordinator,
Support Staff

PLANNING (program) M:3-40

Approval M:33-34
Budget M:29, 31, 95-102
Chronology M:10-11*, 15-16
Community support Kt15-23
Coordinator M:I3-14
Funding M:29-30
Governance M:25-26, 35-39, 197-201
Planning group M:15, 17-20
Policymaking MAO, 243-251
School district cooperation M:7-9
State requirements M:27-28, 203-221
Suitability to district M:7-8

see also Community Relations, Facility,
Personnel, Transportation

PLANNING AND MONITORING (student learning),
see Learning Plan Negotiation

PLANNING GROUP (preedoption)

Functions M:15, 17, 19
Membership M:17-19

POLinM.A.KING

Advisory group M:3536
(CE)2 boArl of dIvect,.f3 M36
(CE) -Owls M:223-233
(CE) summary M:243-251
Legal issues M:27-28, 203-221
Operating procedures M:35-40, 235-242
OrganiZat onal alternatives M :25 -26,

197 -201

see also Governance Planning

PRESCRIPTION, see Learning Flan Cycle,
Learning Plan Negotiation

PRODUCTIVITY (students site) E:I63,
275-276

(continued)

The index includes references to all four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are preceded by
the following code;

C Curriculum 4Instruction M
E Employer,communit Resources S Student ServiceS

'(following a number) indicates sample form, illustration, display or flow chart
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PRODUCTIVITY (student ons

see also Reimbursements

"RAM COMPLETION REQUIRE: _ C:52
5:46, 272-273*

sQe also CraduatIon

PROGRAM DAY. see

PROGRAM ENTRY/EXIT 3-38

Record of Student Performance 5:63-66,
265-299

Student Application 5:70-75

see also Graduation, Orientation
(student), Recruitment (student),
Student Selection, Transfer

PROJECTS C:189-274

Annotated form C:227-228
Basic Skills C:246, 251255
Defined C:189, 195-198
Employer/community sites C:210-212, 245
Evaluation C:248-250, 266-270
Individually negotiated projects C:197
Learning manager role C:205-206
Life Skills C:242, 519-586
Negotiation guidelines C:234
?redesigned projects C:I96
Project Writing Guide C:229-232
Student steps to follow 4:222*-226

see also Creative Development, Critical
Thinking, Functional CitiZenship,
Learning Site Analysis Form, Life
Skills, Personal/Social Development,
Science

RECORD OF STUDENT PE
Credential

RECORLKEEPING

)PENCE,

Career explorations C:131-132
Coretunity contacts M:153
Competencies C:349
Employer instructor development

81
Guidance 5 :177-191

Learning sites C:302-304; E:47-50,
125-133, 141-149, 164

Projects C:2I5
Student journals 0 :425

Business Forms, Files, Site
Forms, Student Forms, Student
Records

E:90-

RECRUITMENT to E:3-60

RECRUITMENT (site) (continued)

Concerns/questions E:39-40
Defined E:3-6

Distance/time restrictions E:16-18
Employer Information Packet E:175 -181
Identifying sites E52,57
incentives E:23-25, 173-174
Indemnity Covenant E:45, 47, 181*
Initial contAct
Interview E:30-38, 58
Letter of Intent E:35-36. 45, 47, 179*
Materials E:37, 45-46, 175-179
Recordkeeping E:47-50
Sample recruiting letter E:28*
Selection criteria E:41-44
Staff roles E:13-15
Student site needs E:19-22, 54-55

RECRUITMENT (staff) M:65-69

RECRUITMENT (student) 5.7-22, 160

Application forms S:12 -13, 7D-75
ParentS M:183; 5:20-22
Presentations M:183; 5:17-19, 21, 160
School district approval 5:15-16
Selection criteria S:7-8
Staff roles 5:11, 160
Target audience S:9
Timetables 5:14

see. also Student Selection

MUMEICNTS

Board stipend M:99
Business expenses M:109-110
Employer instructor development E:23-

25, 80; M:99
Mileage, students M:134-135
Staff salaries M:72-73
Student learner vs, earner E :163, 275-

276

Tutors M:77

REPORTS

Financial M1103# 106
Parent C:69-70: M:181-182; 5:133 -134

see also Information (student)

RETREAT, STUDENT/STAFF 5:162-165

SC, see Student C- dinator

SOS, see Self-Directed Sear -eh

SCIXDULES

Daily program hours M:76
Program Year M:75-71.

Adding sites to network 5:6, 54-60 Staff (sample weeks) M:26I-267
(CE)2 site list C:183-190 Year-round school M:75

(continued)

The index includes references to all four
the following code:

C Curriculum S Instruction
E = Employer/ComMunity_Besouroes

owing a numbers indicates sample
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SCHDCL ACT

O.3L BOARD

S ASSOCIATION M:192

Information needs M=103, 172
Initial contact
Program approval M:33-34

samoot, DISTRicT rrlopcRATT,.-1.4

Z.raduation 5 :37-38
Program aUuption m=7-9
Program operation M138-39,

235-242
Student recruitment 5 :1.5-16
S -id ent transfer ':=35-36

see also School Board

17

Index

SITE UTILIZATION E:105-167

Defined C:105-108*
ERS chronology Et140-149

73 E= 119 -12@.Employer instructor role
159-163

Evaluation 6:13=,-139
Ferns E:126-131
Information sharing E :117, 122-123,
134-136, 167

Learning prodivity
273-276

Learning Site Analysis Form 5:112-118,
-174, 154-155, 243-271, 281-296

Materials E:137

Pathway to Employer Site Learning
E:206-207*

Recordkeeping 5:125-133, 141-149, 164
Staff roles Et110-111
Student placement E=150-153, 156-158
Student progress 5:164
Support to employer instructors

124, 165-166

see also Career Explorations, employer
Instructor, Learning Levels, Learning

Analysis Form, Site Forma, Site
Placement Procedures, Skill Building
Levels, Special Placements

Et140, 163-164,

SCIENCE (Life Skills area)

EWE approach C:573-575
Learning oblectives C:573
Project (Samples) C:577-586 621-627

SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH 16, 145, 640-641

SITE FORMS

Card file Et47-4_
Certificate of participation Mt185
Cumulative folders E:47-48
Employer Card E:50*. 126*
Employer Information 2acket Et175-1
Employer Instructor Report (post card)
6t129*: 5 :94*

Employer relations specialist notebook
6:49, 125126, 130-131

:ndemnity Covehant E:45, 47, 191';
M:115-116, 119'

Learning Site Analysis Form C:595-616*;
6:249-269*, 283-296*

Learning Site Utilization St106-107*
Letter of Intent ",7:-35-36, 43, 47,:179*;
M:115-116,

Maintenance Visit Pecord 6:127*:
S:130-131*

Student and Employer Instructor
Contract E:128-129; 5:92-93*

Student Evaluation of Learning Site
s:110-111*

Student Identification Placard C:13"-,*

Student Information Card E:130131*;
5:127-129*

SITE PLACEMENT PROCEDURES (Students)

Career explorations C:122-125,
E:142-143

Learnlrg/skill building levels
313-315; E:144-148

Special placements C:211, 260;
149

see also Site Utilization

145-152;

C:302,

E:148-

:119-

SKILL BUILDING LEVELS C:277-278, 285

Staff roles C:280

see also Employer fratruc o_

SPECIAL PLACEMENTS C:211, 260

STAFF ROLES, see Administrator, employer
Relations Epecialist, Learning
manager, Learning Resource
Specialist, Student Coordinator

see also Personnel, Support Staff

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Approval M:34
Information needs M:191: 5:48
Requirements M:27-28

STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM, see
Accountability

AA
STUIANT COORDINATOR

Assessment role C:54, 62364
(CE12 position description M:55
Guidance 5:150-151, 179-179
Qualifications 9:61-63
Recordkeepinq 5:60, 270
Student orientation 5 $27

StudeA recruitment/selection 5:11,
18, 22

Transfer/graduation S:35-39
(con tin ued)

The index includes ruferences to all four
thl. following code:

er Communit Resources

*(following a number) indicates sample

EBCE handbooks' page numbers are preceded by

chart

M Management & Organ
S . Student Services

form, illustration, di-a:play or flow
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STUDENT COO _NATOR (continued)

Workload M:60, 267

sonnvl

DIsC:PLINE, see Ac oun abllity

sTuDENT FORMS 5:55-58, 69-131

Accountability wr e-Up c:119-11,9*
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:635*
Oombetencies Record S:100-1Q1*
,:mployer instructor Report 5:94*
Individual Student Books 5:105-106
Learning Site Utilization S:106-107
Learning Style Self-Assessment 5:121-

123=

Skills Project Record s:96-97*
Master Record Book 5:95
Project Evaluation S:124-126*
Record of Student Performance 5:63 -66.

265-301*
Sign En/Out Sheet 5:88-89*
Skill Developmen'; Record 5:108-109
Student and Employer Instructor

Contract S:92-93*
Student Application 5 :69-75*

Student Evaluation of Learning S
5:110 -111'

Student Experience Record 5 :102-104*
Student Information Card 5:127-129*
Student Performance Review 5:112-113*
Student Profile S:98-99*
Student Status Board 5:114-115*
student Transportation Agreement 5:78-

79*

Student Transportation Options S:80-81*
Student Transportation Route= 5:84-85,0
Transportation Reimbursement Request
S:86-87*

Transportation Request 5:82 -83'
Weekly Time Report 5:90 -91*
Zone Debriefing 5:116-117*

see also Instruc local Materi

STUDENT GOVERNMENT M:169, 179

NT HANDBOOK S:28, 30, 197-241

3T.;7ENT IDENTIFICATION PLACARD c:135

STUDENT JOURNALS C:41I-452

Basic Skills C:416
Defined C:411, 415-417
Responding to journals 0:420-424
Role summary C:414
Student Journal Guide C:435-452

STUDENT MEETINGS

Employer. semd.nars C:455-474
Monthly staff/student M:180
Small group 5:166-167

'UDENT RECORDS S:41-135

(CE)2 system S:53-59, 65-66
Confidentiality 5:67-68
Forms descriptions S:69-131
Information needs 5:45-49
Information sources 5:50-51
Reporting S:132-135
Staff roles S:59-62
Storage 5:55-58

Oz.:de:Ina Stu den

STUDENT SELECTION S:23-26

Forays

Eligibility criteria S:7-10, 23 -24
Mid-year additions 5:26
Notification 5:25-26
Staff roles Sal
Timetable S:14

SUPPORT STAFF

(CE)2 position descriptions ;56

to prograr
Qualifications M:60
Responsibilities M:133; S:61-62,

269-270

see also Personnel

TASK FORCES M:168-1694

TRANSCRIPTS, see Credential

TRANSFER (of students) 5:35-36

TRANSPORTATION M:129-135

Insitrahce M:115-116, 132
learning purposes C:134
Parent approval M:131
Planning C:16-17, M:97, 129-130
Sample forms M:131-135; 5:78 -87
Student options M:132-135
Van driver M:57, 133-134

see also Reimbursements

TUTORS C:258, 508-510

Tutor _ce Agreement 14:78*

UNIONS

Concerns :144-145,
Productivity (EBCE p0licy)

273-276
430 Recruiting E:191-194

:10, 163,

ZONE DEBRIEFINGS C:67-68*; 5:177, 180-

ZONE PROGRESS MEETINGS C:66; S:177-179

Zone Progress Planning Sheet S:178'

ZONES (school year). -)04iction Zones

index includes references
the following code:

C 0 Curriculum a Instruction
= Elipioyer/Communi esources

ollowing a number) indicates sample fo

to all four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are preceded by
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Reproducible Materials

EBCE PROGRAM FORMS: WHAT ARE THEY ?

The following pages contain copies of forms an EBCE program is most
likely to use for planning and monitoring student learning. They
are printed full-sized and "camera-ready" so that you can use your
own reproducing equipment to make multiple copies. The forms are
arranged alphabetically and are preceded by a forms list that gives
references to places in the EBCE handbooks where each form is
discussed. The listing also provides special notes you may need
to consider when reproducing each form. For certain forms, more
extensive notes are given on a page directly preceding the form
itself.

We do not specify how many copies you should print of any given
form because your program needs will vary depending on numbers of
students and staff decisions abouc how to handle learning
activities and recordkeeping. For discussion of the variables
that will influence the numbers of copies you need, see the "S"
references given in the forms list. These references are to the
"St dent Records" section of Student Services in which forms are
explained.

:10W CAN THE FORMS BE REPRODUCED ?

How you reproduce the forms will depend on your school or district
printing capabilities. Your particular school or district may have
a print shop with offset presses and personnel who will be able to
facilitate the process for you If not, you can use your school's
mimeograph or spirit duplicating ("ditto") machine. If you have a
mimeograph you probably will also have a stencil scanner for making
masters. Similarly, if you have a spirit duplicator you should
have a thermal copying unit for making thermal ditto masters. Both
the stencil scanner and the thermal copier will work quite well
with the forms given here and can provide usable masters for making
multiple copies.

Involve Your Students

Keep in mind that EBCE is an experience-based program. You may be
able to negotiate learning activities that will involve some
students in the printing processes necessary to reproduce these
forms. Also see if your school, has classes in business/office
procedures or -printing /graphics' techniques. Students from either
of these areas might welcome a chance to work on something that is
obviously related to the school they arettending. Whether they
are in your EBCE program or not there may be some way they can
receive credit for h:lping.

RM1
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Local Pr nters CaOlelp

Don't forget to check with your local printers for help. A print
shop can be a valuable addition to an E8CE network of sites students
use for learning purposes. Giving your business to a participating.
site can be good public relations fOr the program. Moreover, if
you have students at a print shop for learning purposes they might
gain credit for helping with the forms. Project credit, f'r
instance, could be given a student for helping you handle the
negotiations with the printer, writing up printing specifications,
deciding on types of Paper and cost-effective printing techniques.

You should also consider the public relations aspect of working
with a union or nonunion shop. Displaying the tiny union "bug" on
each form to indicate the form was printed in a union shop can be
good public relations with your local union offices and affiliated
employer sites.

HOW CAN THE FORMS BE MADE READY FOR PRINTING ?

The following suggestions are offered to school staff to aid in
reproducing these forms:

1. Each original supplied here is printed on a white sheet of
paper and is hole-punched so that it can be filed in the
Student services handbook. These holes should be masked
cyst before you reproduce the form.

You can mask over the hole by using a piece of typist's
white correction tape or a Piece of gummed tape of any
kind which is then "whited out" witany standard typist's
correction fluid.

Be sure to clean up any finger prints or smudges that may
be on the page. Look over each form carefully for such
marks and spread a thi layer of white correction fluid
over any you find.

3. Also at this time you may wish to change some of the copy
on the form to better match your program's procedures.
Changes can :e nAde with white correction tape (if the
change is longer than a line of copy) or white correction
fluid. The new copy can then be typed directly onto the
original.

4. Most of'the forms are set up so they will appear on a
"right side" page with margin on the left for three-hole
punching by staff or students. With forms that are to be

RM2
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printed "front and back," be sure to print the form so the
front side has the three-hole margin on the left and the
reverse- side has the three-hole margin on theme.ht
(Sufficient margins have been allowed on the originals -e

provide here.)

Most of the forms are intended for standard 81/2 by 11 inch
binders. Some, however, are smaller and are to be used
either in smaller binders (for instance, 6 by 9 inch binders
take an 812 by 11 inch paper/ cut in half) or simply to be
filed in folders. We haverset up 512 by 812 inch- forms so
that two can be printed an standard 8/2 by 11 paper. After
printing you can cut the sheets in half to arrive at the
form you need.

6. Forms that are to b,:read sideways on a page should always
be printed with the-top of the form to your left, so that
turning the page clockwise a quarter turn allows you to
read it.

7. These fore may be printed on standard white or colored
paper. You may wish to print some on different colors to
help staff and students distinguish the various forms. For
example, forms used by students might be yellow and those
used for site recordkeeping could he blue. Formal program
records should be white.

If you intend any of your forms to be photocopied, check to
make sure the colored paper will give a clear image on your
particular photocopy machine. Beige, buff, light blue and
yellow usually give good results. Greens may be less
legible and rich oranges, browns and grads are usually hard
to photocopy.

S. You may wish to collect some forms in pads for easier
storage and use. You (or your students) can easily make
pads by stacking the.printed copies so that their edges are
even, placing a heavy weight on top to press them snugly
together and coating one edge with several layers of
"padding compound"--available through your local printer or
printing supply company.

Chipbo-,:d base sheets can be used to separate, fifty
copies of a form. Check with your local printers for
sources of chipboard. You might find someone with scrap
chipboard who will donate it to your program. Binding
forms in pads is especially helpful for those requiring
several copies to be given to different program participants
(for example, Accountability Write-Up or Zone Debriefing
forms). Each pad can be accompanied by sheets of carbon
paper so that forms don't have to be filled out several
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times. This approach is also Much less expensive than
using photocopying machines or printing forms on special
no-carbon-required (NCR) paper.

9 If there are forms here set up for 8, by 11 paper and you
want them printed on smaller sheets- -for instance, 51/2 by
81/2consult a printer about photoreducing the-original.
You can have a single page reduced for a minimal cost and
then use it to make a master for whatever printing processes
you are using.

WHAT'S NOT INCLUDED IN THE FOLLOWING FORMS ?

Student Materials

The program materials assembled here do not include the Competencies
Workbook or Student Journal Guide (see Curriculum:& Instruction,
pages 359-408 and 435-452). We do not provide camera-ready originals
for these materials because of their overall length and because
individual programs may want to change them to meet staff needs and
preferences. To obtain copies for use by your students you may

1. use the copies appearing in Curriculum & Instruction--
simply mask out the page numbers and "running heads" and
treat them the same waywou would the originals supplied
here

2. use the copies appearin n Curriculum & Instruction,
editing and rewriting t o suit your needs and retyping
them on standard ditto o eograph masters

S. order preprinted student materials directly from NWREL in
the quantities that you need--see "Ordering Student
Materials" below

Credentialing Portfolio

The Tigard EBCE program's Record of Student Perfrrmance is
thoroughly explained and illustrated in Student Services, Appendix
D. Individual blank forms for this record are not included here
because the credentialing issue is one that each EBCE program will
have to resolve for itslf. The (CE)2 credential has been
thoroughly reviewed and tested, and is a very acceptable model for
other EBCE programs, but other programs may choose to modify some
of its design features (the use of tabbed forms, for example). See

particularly pages 267-271 of Student Services for an explanation
of the credential format and various considerations.

R144
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Miscellaneous Forms

Several forms are disc-assed in various handbooks that do not appear
in the following camera-ready materials. For instance, two zone
planning and monitoring forms discussed in "Guidance," Student
Services, pages 178-179, are not provided because they are likely
to vary, depending on how each EBCE program chooses to handle zone
planning and recording student behavior problems. Forms displayed
in "Guidance" simply reflect one way the Tigard EBCE staff chose
to meet their own needs. Similarly, the Work Projection Chart on
page 185 of "Guidance" is not reproduced here because it is a
straightforward form that other programs can easily draw up, if
they wish to use it. By the same token, the Student Identification
Placard appearing on page. 135 in the "Career Explorations" section
of Curriculum & Instruction is not reproduced. Again, if you choose
to use such a device it is a simple matter to draw one up for your
purposes.

ORDERING STUDENT MATERIALS

Sets of student materials can be purchasec, ,ectly from NWBEL.
The Competencies Workbook, Student Journal Guide and Exploration
Package have been prePared with special staff guides for use by
schools without EBCE programs who are interested in using
experience-based and career education materials.

PLEASE NOTE: The Competencies Workbook is available. in the same
form as that which appears in Curriculum & Instruction- the only
difference is that it is separately paged and bound with its own
covers. The separately produced student guide for journals is
slightly different from the handbook copy in that all references
to EBCE procedures and terns have been deleted to make it usable
in any school. setting. It also is paged separately and bound with
its own covers.,,

Staff guides for both sets of materials basically parallel the
"Competencies" and "Student Journals" sections of Curriculum &
Instruction, with some changes made to delete EBCE references and

help staff incorporate the materials into non-EBCE settings.
If you already have a set of EBCE handbooks you will not need to
order staff guides from NWREL.

The separately produced Exploration Package is significantly
different from the copy provided here. As with the competencies
and student journal materials, the revised Exploration Package is
intended for use by schools that are not incorporating a total EBCE
program. You might wish to order an "Awareness Set" of the Career
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Exploration Packet to see if the revised student materials are
preferable for your program's purposes. The revised version
achieves essentially the same learning objectives as the Exploration

i

Package which we provide here. Its main' advantage is that it comes
alreadi assembled with a folder.

For current price lists of available staff and student materials,
write to:

-BCE. Materials
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
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EKE FORMS LIST

HANDBOOK REFERENCES* NOTES

Accountability
Write-up

C:88 9;

5:118-11 9, 173 -174

,Print on 8S by 11 paper, You will be using
several copies at a time -- consider padding
it with carbon paper slip sheets or printing
it on No-Carbon Required paper.

Competencies Record
(two sides)

C ;349,'.405-406;

5:100 -101
Print on EIS by 11 paper,-front and back.

See special note preceding the form.

Employer Card
(two sides)

E.:50, 126 Two originals of each side are given. Print
front and back and cut sheets in half.

Em ploy er Instructor

Report

C:123-125;
E:129;

5:94

Used in connection with Student d Employer
Instructor Contract. See special note
preceding form.

Exploration Package
(seven sides)

C:169-186
Print on 8S. by 11 paper, front and back,

consecutively as pages appear here. Eighth
page is blank.

Learning Site
Analysis Form
(seven sides)

learning Site r

Utilization

C:72-75, 595-627;
E:33-34, 112-118,
243-271, 281-305

Print on 81/2 by 11 paper, front and back.'

See special note preceding forms f,
details about assembly.

C:303-304;
5:106-107

Print on 8S by 11 paper.

Learning Style Self-
Assessment (two sides)

C:56-58;

S:121-123
1

print on 84 by 11 paper, front and back.

Life Skills
Project Record

S.96-97 Print on BS by 11 paper.

Maintenance Visit
Record

E :127;

S:130-131
Two originals are giVen on one sheet.
Print on 81/2 by 11 paper and cut in half.

Project Evaluation
(two sides)

C266-270:
5:124-125

Print on 8SS by 11 paper, front and back.

Project form
(two sides) C:200-205, 219

Print front and back on 81/2 by 11 paper.
See also special note preceding form.

Sign 111/-ait sheet 5t88-89 print on 85 by 11 paper.

Skill Development
Record (two sides)

C:289-291:
5:108-109 Print on 81/2 by 11 paper, front and back.

*Handbook reference code: C = Curri u: s In.tr-uctson, E ErpwLfSeJrCeSnioerCarrinun,
= Management S Organization, S Student -ices. -3- references explain how forma

filled out and how many are needed and give samples of what they look like completed.

RAO



STUDENT SERVICES
FORMS LIST (Continued)

FORM HANDBOOK REFERENCES NOTES

Student and Employer
Instructor Contract

_21-125;

S:92-93

Used in connection Employe' h
Report--preferably in No-Carbon-Required
pads. See special note preceding form.

Student Application
Jive sides)

S:70-75
Print one-page application on one 811 by Ii
sheet; print four page questionnaire on two
additional sheets, front and back.

Student EValuation
of Learning Site

92-93
5:119111

Print on 81/2 by 11 paper. If you wish the
student and employer instructor to have
copies of this form, consider printing in
pads with carbon paper supplied or printing
sets of three on No-Carbon-Required paper.

Studen't Experience
Record (two sides)

S:IO2-104

5:1277129

Print on 812 by 11 paper, front and back.
See also special note preceding form.

Student Information
Card (two sides)

Two originals of each side are provided.
Print front and back and cut sheets in half,

Student Performance
Review

C:93-94;

5 :112-113

See note f6.1 Student Evaluation of

Learning Site. .

Student Profile C:54-56;:S:98-99 Print on 81/2 by 11 paper.

Student Transportation
Agrement ,

S:79-79 Print on 81/2 by 11 paper.

Student Transportation
Options

5,80-81 Print on Eili by 11 paper.

Student Transpo ation
Route

_
S:84 -85

Print on 81/2 by 11 paper, front and back.
(You only need this"if you use a van or
.other program vehicle.)

Transportation
Reimbursement Request

S:86-87
Two originals are provide Print on one
sheet and cut in half.

Transportation Request 5:82 -83

Two originals are provided. Print on one
sheet and cut in half. (Only needed if
you hare a program vehicle.)

Weekly Time Report S:90-91
Two originals are provided. Print-on one
sheet and cut in half.

Zone Debriefing
C:67-68;
S:116 117

Print on 8S by 11 paper. Since cdpies go
to several people, consider printing in
pads with carbon paper supplied or printing
on No- Carbon - Required paper.

*Handbook reference code: C = Curriculum & Instruction, E Employer/Community Resources,
M = ,M1p121,L2lyanization, S a Student Se3f r, s "S" references explain how forms

are filled out and how many are needed and gia1e« of what they look Like completed.

R 10



Student No

Date

ACCOUNTABILITY WRITE -UP

COPIES TO,

EXPECTED BEHAVIORBEH

Obeying law while in program

Appropriate conduct while
representing program

High level of cooperation
employers /staff /students

Being educationally productive

Establishing zone planning
strategies and goals

Initiating /completing /submitting

projects

Selecting explorations/learning
levels

Establishing ccmpetency target dates

Maintaining employer site

Turning in completed exploration
package

Turning in time slips on

Signing in/out appropriately

Keeping appointments

Following transportation agreements

Showing care for equipment and
facility

Submitting journals

Other

C

Program Administrator

Student Coordinator

Student

Parent

RS/LMARS

--r

S OF CCOUNTABILITY

CONFERENCE

Program Admini trator

Student Coordinator

Employer Instruc o_

Palent

Staff

CONSEQUENCES

Make-up work

Monitoring system

Contracts

Repay inconvenience time

Loss of lounge privilege

Loss of time credit

Loss of project credit

Loss of exploration credit

Loss of employer site

Probationary period

Suspension

Dismissal from program

Other

staff signature

udent signature



COMPETENCIES RECORC

The form given here differs from competencies forms
discussed elsewhere in the EIKE handbooks in that the names
of individual competencies have been deleted. We did this
because each program will determine its on competencies
and set the numbers of certifiers necessary to verify
student performance in each competency.

To use the form given here, assign each of your program's
competencies a fixed nImiber and fill in that number on the
form, leaving space between each number suffIc t to li
all the certifiers required for that partictulr c_mpetency.
As students obtain certifier signatures for various,
competencies (on a similar form in their Competencies
Workbook), staff or clerical assistants can transfer
certifier names, titles/positions and dates of certification
onto the record form.



COMPETENCIES RECORD Student

CERTIFIER *S NAME



COMPETENCIES RECORD (pa

COMP .
NO .

CERTIFIER' S NAIVE TITLE/POSITION DATE

-----

- ----
ii

.

-- ---

----
, J



EMPLOYER CARD

Business

Trcrr---ess

Contact Person

ne

Phone

LEA [NG SITE LSAF EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR PHONE

CONDITIONS ND COMMENTS:

Ti me Arrangement

Clothing Requirement

Safety /Equipment

S

Letter of Intent

Inderrni ty

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS

Career Explorations

Learning Le

Skill Building Levels

Special P.1.80rs

ANECDOTAL COMMENTS

Business

Address

FMPLOYER CARD

Phone

Contact Person Phon

LEARNING SITE LSAF EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR PHONE

CONDITIONS AND COMMENTS:

Time Arrangement

Cl othing Requirement

Safety/Equipment

Letter of Int

Indemnity

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS

Career Explorations

Learning Levels

Skill Building Levp2s

Special Placements

ANECDOTAL COMMENTS



(Employer Card. Two)

SITE VISIT RECORD

(Emoloyer Card, Side Two)

SITE VISIT RECORD

DA: E STUDENT PURPOSE



EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

The Employer Instructor Report is a post card which should
be padded with three copies of the Student and Employer
Instructor Contract form (see also the special note
preceding that form). The Employer Instructor Report should
be printed on post card weight paper with your program's
address on the reverse side. Most mimeograph machines can
print the form directly onto blank post cards obtained from
the post office. Some machines, however, will not be able
to handle single card sizes. In that case you can get post
cards that are "two "that is, two cards joined together

Almost all machines will handle thatby a perforated line.
size.

In the camera-ready originals supplied here we have set up
the Employer Instructor Report with four copies on a single
page. Your printer may choose to handle these originals
differently, but if you are printing them. yourself you can
print them several ways:

1. on ,ost card weight paper that will accommodate
all four, cutting them apart afterwards

. on post card weight paper or post cards obtained
from the post office that will accommodate two
copies (you can mask over the top two on the
original), tearing the two apart along the
perforation after printing

on single post cards, masking over three of the
four originals supplied here

Note also that we have put "cut marks" on the original. You
can print these marks and use them to cut along afterwards.



Did the student

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

he hours Involved in this
the arte rLeict s.rtisf.rciorvt

Student Name

If nt-t, ,vhat rid it OA the student miss"

Yes El

Comment

Date Employer Instructor

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

Did the student meet the hours and appointments involved in this
contract (,AaS thn ortoiddrice SatISfdC,Oryl

Student Name Yes

It tlOt what day1Sl lid the student miss?

Comments

Date Employer Instructor

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

Did the- student nwet the hours and appointments involved in this
contract was the attem(Lifice satisfactory)

Student Name

If n day(s) did the student miss?

Yes D No

COMMentS:

Date Employer Instruct°

EMPLOYER I iSTRUCTOR REPORT

Did the student meet the hours and apporntinerits involved in this
contract (was the attendance satisfactory)?

Student Name

If not what day(s) did the student miss?

Yes

Comments:

Date Employer Instructor



MY EXPLORATION OF:
Company or
BusinesS

Department

--osho aken at main entrance)

(include company name if possitCe)

What type of job or business are you about
to explore?

Address

Telephone

BEFOttE you explore the site, based on
information from C.I.S. or that you already
possess, describe what areas of interest
this exploration may hold for you.

Name

(snapshot of -toyer MS

Position

AFTER completing your exploration,
describe the job as you now understand it.
Emphasize the areas you found most inter-
esting.



TELL IT WIN PICTURES OR WORDS
t pictures in the boxes provided or write descriptions of services, products, equipment,
c., that you have seen.

People at work - Services and/or products Equipment, tools, facilities



ttre s, (cier) v photo 'II The spdce b



A Match or Mismatch

The following are characteristics that apply to most jobs. This activity will help you compare
those characteristi._.; with you, Own skills, values ana aptitudes.

BEFOREyou explore the site, circle
examples of your job interests... add others.

WORKING WITH THINGS

Precisio-.: work
Z. Operating equipment
3. Handling materials

AFTERcompleting yOur exploration, refer
to the left-hand column and describe specific
examples of those interests as you see them
applied at this job site.

DON'T
MATCH MY INTERESTS MATCH MY INTERESTS

WORKINC INFORMATION

1. Interpreting facts
2. Organizing and using information
3. Copying. sorting, putling things

together, hobbies

WORKING WITH PEOPLE

1. Counseling
2. Discussing, bargaining
3. Teaching. supervising
4. Selling, persuading
5. Assisting

Circle examples of your aptitudes (things
that come easily)...add others.

1. Working with my fingers and hands
2. Eye for accuracy and detail
3. Ability with words
4. Ability with numbers
5. Catching on to things

Describe specific examples of these aptitudes
as you see them applied at this job site.

MATCH MY APTITUDES
DON'T

MATCH MY Ai:TITUDES



AFTER ex- -wing the site, circle
examples of jab skills that appiy...add
others.

typing
transcribing
filing
writing
speaking
organizing
welding
woodworking
metal working
operating equipment
driving
selling

painting
cooking
photography
designing
drawing
measuring
analyzing

List skills needed on the job that:

YOU ALREADY HAVE YOU NEED TO DEVELOP

, z, .114%

Circle examples of physical requirements
of job...add others.

height
weight
adequate vision
ability to distinguish

colors
physical strength
allergies
stooping
sitting long periods
driving ability

special voice qualities
special appearance
standing long periods
weather conditions

List things about the job that:

MATCH YOUR
PHYSICAL ABILITIES

DON'T MATCH YOUR
PHYSICAL ABILITIES

Describe experiences and people that were the most he! ul to you during this exploration.

What recommendations would you make to other stude s exploring this site?



F-ollowing are examples of values or principles that might either conflict with requirements of a
job or that might make a job especially desirable. Write one or two statements about this job
site summing up your reaction to it based on thesr! kinds of values.

EXAMPLES OF VALUES OR PRIf CIPLES:

1. Personal values 'federal monies and/or regulations
'independence ',political party affiliation and/ or
'environment contributions
loyaity 4. Work values
'happiness and self - satisfaction 'Job security
leadership wages & benefits
'appearance and grooming competition

2. Social values advancement
human rights status
'group rights 5. Religious convictions
equal opportunities 'times for worship
environmental issues traditions of your religion,
Political values including holidays and/or special
military aid and/or obligations observances

Look at your lists now and from your answers decide which of the statements below best
fits how you feel (check one)

I do not want to explore this kind of lob further.

I want to explore this kind of job further, but on another site.

I would like a learning level experience on this site.

I would like a learning level experience with this kind of job, but on another site.

I would like a skill building level experience on this site.

I do not want to explore this kind of job right now, but I may want another look in
the future.



STUDENT

SITE

DATE

COMMENT PAGE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOk:

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALISTS;



LEARNI SITE ANALYSIS FORM

To print and assemble this form you should first look at complete
examples of the form which 'appear on pages 597-616 of Curriculum &

Instruction and on pages 283-296 of Erticpytromm_itunyResources.
The Tigard EBCE program uses the following printing/assembly pattern
for the Learning Site Analysis Form (LSAF):

Page 1 title page; printed on slightly heavier stock
than rest of LSAF

Page 2 -- blank (reverse of title page)

Page 3 "Special Conditions" page

Page 4 "Reading Materials Check L
Conditions" page)

reverse of "Special

Page 5 "Life Skills Performance Tasks" page

Page 6 blank (reverse side of "Life Skills Performance Tasks");
staff use this extra space for arditional notes taken
during the LSAF interview

Page 7 -- "Cue Words page

Page 8 -- first portion of the "Major Task" pages (reverse
side of "Cue Words")_

Page 9 -- second portion of "Major Task" pages (with columns
entitled, "Communications," "Specific Job Skills," "Life
Skills Applications"); when assembled, it is important
that the first portion of the "Major Task" pages (page 8)
faces the second portion (page 9) so that staff can fill
out the pages from left to right across the two sheets
of paper

Page 10 -- repeat first portion of "Major Task" pages

Page 11 -- repeat second portion of"Major Task" pages

Page 12 -- repeat first portion of "Major Task" pages

Page 13 -- repeat second portion of "Major Task" pages

Page 14 -- repeat first portion of "Major Task" pages

Page 15 repeat second portion of "Major Task" pages

Page 16 -- "Tools, Materials . ." page (printed on reverse
side of last portion of "Major Task" pages).,

PLEASE NOTE: We supply oily a single camera-ready copy of each of the
two "Major Task" pages. t least four or five sets of these pages
should be printed and assembled for each LSAF to allow room to
describe all the job tasks a site might offer.



ex ence-based
career education

LERI INg SITE
ANALYSIS FORT

BUSINESS INDUSTRY

DEPARTMENT /POSITION

ADDRESS/PHONE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

DATE



SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Physical Requirements

Please check or enter descriptions of those requirements
the site:

Heavy li

Carrying-
Stoopipg

ing

apply

Standing long periods

Sitting long periods

Special,voice qualities

Tolerance for noise

Special appearance

Tolerance for odors

Driving ability

Please list any other special physical requirements

Clothing, Equipment Requirements

Driver's license Hard hat Coveralls Rain, foul weather gear

Uni for

OTHER

Safety Conditions

Please describe special safety restraints or conditions as designated by
the employer instructor or contracts and agreements:



READING MATERIALS CHECK LIST

Which of these are available to students at your site?

Job application for

Notices and signs on job site

Forms (order forms, invoices)

Catalogues

Brochures or printed advertising

Manuals and written instructions

Schedules or lists

Account statements

Letters, memos, notes (a sampling

Reports, pamphlets, or articles in publication

Telephone lists or lists of extensions

Address lists

Labels or writing on packages

Union or Labor Force contracts

Personnel tests regularly administered

Any other specific work-related materials

List others

Using the list above P a reference, select three pieces of written
material you feel must be read in order to do the job satisfactorily.



LIFE SKILLS PERFORMANCE TASKS

10,10ff WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING TASKS WOULD YOU BE ABLE TO HELP STUDENTS?

Critical Thinking

0 Answer questions out your involvemen

0
EBCE.

Review a project written by a student that involves your place of business.

Functional Citizenship

0 Answer questions about the ways in which various aspects of democracy impact
your place of business; for instance, what role do employees play in your
orgenization's decision making process?

0 Answer questions about business taxes that impact your place of business;
for instance, how does the tax work, how is it collecte6 and computed, what
exemptions are allowed, who regulates the tax and what are the penalties
for infraction?

0 Answer questions about codes that impact your business and employees and
give your opinions about the relative merits of those codes.

Science

0 Help the student apply the five-step scientific method: (1) observe a
problem or process; (2) look for patterns and correlations; (3) formulate a
theory or hypothesis; (4) use the hypothesis to make a prediction; and
(5) test.the theory or hypothesis as it might impace your place of business-

0 Critique the student's recommendations.

0 Help students ,identify cause and effect relationships and si tuations at
your site.

Personal/Social Development

0 Help a student, identify and analyze a behavior he or she possesses that
needs to be strengthened or eliminated.

0 Allow a student to analyze a conversation in which you are involved. (To do
this a student will try to interpret non-verbal clues such.es tone of voice,
facial expression, body movements, etc., in an effort to understand how the
speaker feels.)

0 Critique a student's observations. /

0 Discuss the manner in which male/female roles affect types of jobs, 'advancement'
and availability within your place of business.

Creative Development

El Help a student understand creativity\ not just' as expressed in painting, music,
or crafts, but as a process related to all aspects of life:

a. Allow the student to photograph creative products or methods
at your business.

U
b. Help the student identify creative business methods or operations.

Critique a student's suggestion of an alternative to procedures or products.



CUE WORDS

The following list of cue words can be used as prompts to help employer
instructors specify the kinds of activities that are suitable for
students learning on their sites.

READING

Identify
Interpret
Skim
Understand

COMMUNICATIONS

Compose
Copy
Describe
Direct
Discuss
Edit
Enunciate
Flexible Vocabulary
Inform
Instruct
Interview
Listen
Paraphrase
Persuade
Record
Summarize
Transcribe

TI

Add
Balance
Calculate
Calibrate
Centigrade
Count
Decimals

Degree of Angle
Degree's of Heat
Divide
Estimate
Fahrenheit
Formulas
Fractions

Measure
Multiply
Percent
Ratios
Subtract
Use Money

SPECIFIC JOB S_ LIFE SKILLS APPLICATION

Administer Develop Mark Analyze
Adjust Diagnose Memorize Chart
Advise Discriminate Mix -Comprehend
Alphabet t e Draw Nail Create
Analyze Drill Post Empathize
Appraise Drive Reason Generalize
Arrange Examine Repair Negotiate
Assemble Excavate Replace Observe
Bore Experiment Score Perceive
Build Fabricate Serve Realize
Classify File Service Relate
Clean Finish Setup Resolve
Compare Install Solder Solve
Compile Investigate Sort Synthesize
Control Layout Spray Translate
Coordinate Locate Test Use Statistics
Design Lubricate Ty
Detect Manipulate Weld



K

ATH
(Check box for r
student Participati (How well)

READING

(How well)

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Appl ied:

Fundamenta

Applied:

FundaMenta I.

Appl ied:

Fundamental:

Fundamental:

Applied: Applied:



COMMUNICATIONS

SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS
(How well)

Applied:

Fundamen

Applied:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied:

LIFE SKILL APPLICATION



TOOLS, MATERIALS AND LEARNING RESOURCES
AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT USE AT THE SITE

Tools unique to this j

Special classes student m ght be able to t

W6rk samples and materials:

Heavy equipment:

e Ines (typewriters, calculators, adding machines, etc

Audiovisual materials (films, tape:, slides, video tapes) and equipment
(projectors, recorders, cameras) the student might use:

Precision instruments:



Student-

to

LEARNING SITE UTILIZATION

date initiated

ERS

Department

date star date completed

EVENTS , DATES

Darning site analysis completed

Darning objectives written written Elverified by

Project negotiated
(student/LAO

Project negotiation ratified
(student/employer instructor)

Student Performance Review
(by employer instructor)

Student Evaluation of Learning
Site (by student)

Skill Development Eecord
(employer instructor/LAO

Project completion certa ied
(employer instructor/LM)

Final Student Performance Review
(employer instructor)

Final Student Evaluation of
Learning Site (by student)

Exit Interview (student/employer
instructor/ERS)



LEARNING STYLE SELF-ASSESSMENT

Learning Manager/Student Interview

Either fill in or put a check mark by the answer or answers below that best
describe you and your needs (check as many responses as you wish).
done, talk your responses over with your learning manager.

In what physical situations do you learn best?

quiet place
noisy place
small discussions
large group discussions

What are your favorite subjects?

What turns you on to learning? If you
you choose and what kinds of materials

WAYS

Projects
written assignments
reading and answering
group discussions
interviews
observations
research
attending classes
"hands on" activities
other

When you are

alone
lecture
individual conferences
other

Why?

could choose ways to learn, which would
would you like to use?

MATERIALS

tape recorders
videotape

questions typewriter
pen and paper
mass media activities (collages,
cartoons, etc.)
library resources (books,
magazines, etc.)
other

When given an assignment can you work alone, or do you like
check invith you now and again?

need to have directions explained more than once or

mostly self-directed but also like to check in with

someone to

wice

someone mow and again

need to be told more than once to start a task and to complete it

self - directed and responsible enough to independently complete assignment

Can you complete an ass.gnmeht withina reasonable amount of time?

takes me longer than it should to complete assignments

feel frustrated when I can't complete a task and just give up

can easily finish a task in time

ten need to be reminded about deadlines



Learning Style Self-Assessment Interview (continued)

What are the hardest things for you to do in school?

take tests
read
math
do homework

follow the rules
attend class
meet deadlines
other

sit and listen to teacher

What do you think you need the most work in right now?

listening to and following
directions spelling
understanding what is expected mathematics
of me reading
getting along with people nothing
expressing myself = other
participating in discussions
dealing positively with conflict

How can the EBCE staff help?

Other comments about yoursel?, and your learning style

Student Learning Manager-



LIFE SKILLS PROJECT RECORD

Student

SKILL PROUECT TITLE STARTED COMPLETED

Creative
Development

Critical
Thinki

7

Functional
Citizenship

Personal/Social
Develooment

Science



MAINTENANCE VISIT RECORD FORM

Site*

Employer Instructor

Date

Student*

IMMEDIATE'CONCERNS

Schedule e Att

LEARNING PROGRESS /NEED

Skills:Sas

Project sutus: stdr__

D other tg)

end

Activities completed

Number remaining

Job Skills:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

*Site status: r-1 L-CAF
L=1 completed

Learning Project
objectives 0 written I

prioritized I

I

0 Learning level
1

0 Special placement 1

* *Type of use- Career explorations

0 Skill building level

MAINTENANCE VISIT RECORD FORM

Site*

Employer Instructo

IMMEDIATE CONCERNS

0 Schedule A t C rldar

Date

Student**

Attitude Oth- ecit

LEARNING PROGRESS/NEEDS

Basic Skills:

Project Sta

Activities completed

Number remaining

Job Ski

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

e status-

Tg_

E
use:

L.SAF

completed
Learning
objectives
prioritized

0 Carejr explorations

0 Skill building level

Project
written

Learning level

Special placemWni



S udent

Project Title

Life 'Skill Area

Site

Completion Date

PROJECT EVALUATION

PROJECT EVALUATION

Employer true

Renegotiated Date

MCOMPENDATIONS

rning manager)



PROJECT EVALUATION ( INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES)

ACTIVITY
NUMBER



PROJECT FORM

To assemble this form you should look at a complete. example
of it in Curriculum & Instruction, pages 621-627. You will
need at least ten assembled sets of this form for each
studen,each year. Ore set consists of a title page and
five to Seven activity pages. The title page shoul3 be
printed onthe front side of the first sheet of the form;
activity pages should be printed on the reverse side\of
that sheet and on the fronts and backs of at least two more
sheets. You should also print extra activity sheets (front
and back) for use by students whose projects involve more
than five activities. The easiest way to handle the
assembly of this form is

1. print enough title pages (with activity page on
reverse side) to yield twelve to fifteen times
the number of students you have in the program
for one year

2. print the activity page by itself on the f: ants
and backs of enough sheets to yield about fifty
times the number of students you have in the
program

store them sparately and have staff and students
assemble their own as they need them



PRO ECT FORM

STUDENT NAME

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTL

LIFE SKILLS AREA:

LEARNING MANAGER TIONALE ASSESSMENT:

STUDENT RATIONALE:

PROJECT EVALUATION:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

PROJECT TITLE

EMPLOYER SITE

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

DATE RFCIVED

ER3 CERTIFICATION

' ICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

'COMPLETION DATE



Project Form

PRODUCTS/CRITER A

Unless otherwise specified, products dnd
criteria will be negotiate a with staf

EVALUATION



Weex of_

SIGN IN/OUT SHEET

Student

Monday Tuesday ednesday Thursday Fruclay

Activity Out Activit 0 §t n Acti- it 0- Activi 0 Activit« Out

Early
Activity

8:00
:00

9:00
10:00

10:00
11:00

00

2:00

12:00
1:00

1:00
2:00

2:00
3:00

3:00
4:00

4:10
5:00

, ----



Student

SKILL DEVELOPMENT RECORD

DIRECTIONS: Ask your El- to take a few minutes to discuss with
you the ski's you will be acquiring at the site.
List them here and note target dates for completion.

Ask your El how well you should be able to do each
task. For example:

A. Number of units per (hours, day, minute)
B. Percent of accuracu equired
C. Able to initiate 4:d complete without

supervision

Site

Have your ET note tie ex tent
participation:

A. You have observci the task
B. You have zDcticed the task
C. You have acquired the task

4. When you think you can do a task as well as
your El' says you should, have him/her check
yoL on the task and fill in the last two
column-

T Y /SKILLS EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION-- __ TARGET DATE COMPLETED EI INITIAL





Skill Development _cord, Side Two

TASKS/SKILLS EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION TARGET DATE COMPLETED EI INITIAL

-----

gva t_



STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTEACT

Three copies of this form should be padded tog eLher wL
copy of the Employer Instructor Report post card (see also
special note preceding that form). Ideally, the Studeot
and Employer Instructor Contract should be printed or
No-Carbon-Required (NCR) paper to facilitate student ard
staff use. If your School's printing equipment canno:
handle NCR paper and you cannot afford to have this
printed commercially, you can use carbon paper or as staff
and students to fill out each of the three copie seprately
by hand. The form is brief and this need not be too .`treat
an inconvenience.

In the camera-ready originals, we have set up the ':11n1 so
it appears three times on a single sheet. Your pi:'-er
may choose to handle the original differently, but
are printing it yourself you can print it "three-up" on
standard WI by 11 paper and cut the forms apart afterwar



STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INS 'UDR CONTRACT
NAME

SITE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCT0f-?

FIRST APPOINTMENT

DEPT

DAti. - Time

OCAREER ExPLIIRATiON
CLEARNiNO LEVEL

4.J

t T--- i

1
1

f __L

v.LPL OYER ;Nsr--n,A, TO SioNATURL S FLLE)Lrli SiLiNIATLIF1E

If there are an negotiated changes in the contract, notify your hRS

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

NAME

SITE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

FIRST APPOINTMENT

DEPT

r) I !no

LICAREER EXPLORATION
LILEARNING LiVEL

-rVVE F k c 1-

7
I I,

ii_ ------
!

i

_.] I 1

EMPLUYEEt !NS TOR sic TIJNE STUDENT SlciNATURE
if there are aiiy negotiated chondes .n th!s contract, notify your IRS

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

NAME

SITE DPPT_
EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

FIRST APPOINTMENT

WFFi.

LiCP.REER EXI-LORATinN
EILEARN/G

UPLOYEi NS Un 1C; rok ICNAT CItE S7U,DEf'.IT-Slf3NA.RJPE
If there are any negotiated changes tn this contract, notify your ES



Student

Age

STUDENT APPLICATI

D -

a _e of Birth Sex Grade Level

High School Counselor

Address
street

Telephone

ri

In Emergency , Contact ,
anent(s) or Guardian(s)

p n s)'s or Guard_a 's Occupation

state

Telephone

Describe in a paragraph your reasons for wishing to be in EBCE:

PARENT PERMISSION

Da to

I have discussed the EBCE proc
and grant permission for his/her full participation in EBCE.

Signature



Please

Student Questionnaire

the answers chat describe oou or write
asked to do -7o.

1. Have you ever io.rc 'red for pay outside

resnons es n

home _-n 3
(If no, ignore questions 2 and 3 and ,7o direotlq to quest

Yes

If you answered
have you done in the pan

ion 1, went :s cf wo

What has been your most important reason for wo

To help support my

To earn money for my expenses or for things I want to b

To gain work experience

)the_ reason (specifq)__

y

4. What do you expect to be doing one year after completing high school?
(check one or more answers)

1. Working full-time

n Entering an enticeF:hip r on-the-job training program

3. 0 Going

4. Attendin.j voc

5 0 Attending a uni, or community college

6. Attending a four -y --ar college or university

o a Service acad-

nical, trade or business school

7. Working p,

Other (travel, take a break)

9. 0 i have no idea what be doing



far do you plan to pursue your formal educ. _on?

Do not plan to finish high ol

school graduate

Ili h school plus one or two years of college, community
college or special training

Lii
High school plus- three or more
college or spec:Lal training

Fou graduate

of college, community

rad,- e or professional training by- d college

List two jobs vou feel you might like to hold after compl.., ing your
education. Be as specific as possible (for example, say mechanical
draftsman" rather than "working at National Engineering ")

7. What are the occupations of your father and mother(

B.

Father's occupation

Mother's occupation

fiat high school (su._ as choir or basketball team) did you
participate in the year before entering EBCL? Write "none" if you did
not participate in any. If you participated in sports, list the actual
names of the sports.

9. What specific high school activities, if any, do you plan to participate
in this year?



10. During the year before entering EBC-E, what community organizations
(such as the YMCA or girl scouts) did you participate in? Write
"none" if you did not participate in any.

11. List your hobbies or recreational activities.

Approximately now many pamphlets, brochures, manual's, or magazine

articles did you read this past school year?

1. El None

El1 to

I 1. Are you:

1. [] White

2. [1 Black

LIOrie.

3. I I 6 to 10

r] 11 to 20

4. Spanish Descent Chicano,
Puerto '_can n(1 no forth)

14. i L oie high-

3.

None

5,

6.

1 to 30

More than 30

5. IONative Americar Indian

6. Native Alaskan

7. El Other (specify)

of formal education your father compl _ed?

school

Some high school

4. Li high school graduate

5. Ti Some pa 'secondary (for examp?0, some c0110111',
busiry; school, tra-74e or technical ,:.chool)

7. 0

9. 0

College graduate (four-year degree)

Some graduate 'ark

Advanced degree (specify)

Do not know



15. What is the highest level of formal education your nether has .2omleted7

Li None

Elementary school_

S me high school

111.,ci school graduate

LI Some postsecondary (for example, some college, junior college,
business school, trade or technical school)

College graduate (four-year degree)

r. Li Some graduate work

.8. Advanced degreo (specify)

9. 0 Do not know

.)r9-o, was each of the i ilowing factors i deci 'ing to join ESCF.
fL =-W, ono number fur each question-)

I. I wanted more tredomjindepotn.,hco 3 4

13'xtrome1y

Important

2. 1 wanted to choose my own learning
sty lo

1 2 4 5

3, wanted to learn about caree rs 1 3 4 5

4. I did nut like my previous ScS 1 1 2 3 1 5

L wanted to prepare for a jOb 1 2. 3 4 5

6. i was bored with schoo) 1 2 3 4 5

7. I hoard the EBCE program is easy 1 3 4 5

8. Other (specify ) 1 'i



Student

Employer Instructor

Site_

Learning Level

STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING SITE

Date

Skill Building Level

DEMONSTRATES AN UNDERSTANDING OF HIS / HER ROLE BY:

Provag_brentation to the company

Mak;.ng introductions to other people

Or). -Iting to facilities

Clarifying expectations of dress/grooming

fining rules and punctuality

omment

El PROVIDES A PRODUCTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT BY:

Being interested in development of student and program

III

Being willing to take time to help

Encouraging independent work on assigned tasks

Understanding why student is there

Giving feedback on performance

Encouraging new and meaningful experiences

Supplying company information and material

Comment

APE YOU:

Satisfied with your present learning site?

Gaining valuable learning experiences?

Clear on your performance review?

Com7ent

ADDITir AL COMMENTS:



STUDENT EXPERIENCE RECORD

Tr-_e front side of the form appearing here is a revised
velsion of the form displayed in "Student Records," Student
Services, pages 103-104. We have changed the layout to
make it easier to complete and interpret. We have also
l-ft the zone requirements portion blank. Different programs
can type in their own requirements, depending on decisions
made about lengths of action zones and program expectations.

More recently, the Tigard EB staff has begun to use the
Rene Debripfing form (also given with these camera-ready
forms) as a cumulative record of student progress over each
zone. The attendance grid is the only part of the front
side of the Student Experience Record that is still used

The reverse side of this form continues to be used at Tigard
to gather summative written comnents from staff and for
showing those comments to parents during reporting periods.

Print enough of these forms to record each student's progress
over as many action zones as you choose for your school year.



student

STUDENT EXPERIENCE RECORD

Zcne Dates

Key

Zone Requirements

Projects

DIFE.SKILLS COMPLETE TO DATE

creative Development

Critical Thinking

Functional citizenship

ersona1/Social Developmelt

Science

=

Learning Activities

present
A = absent
H = holiday
C = complete
1 = incomplete
L = o

---fi

DATES 1 L, F A F

ZONE TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE



STUDENT EXPERIENCE RECORD (Page Two)

BASIC SKILLS

LFARNINO MANAGER COMMENTS

Signed

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST COMMENTS

Signed

OTHER STAFF COMMENTS

Signed

PARENT COMMENTS (detach and retu



Student

Address

Home Phone

Emergency Phone

TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT

0 Driver's License

O Personal Auto

O Student Car Pool

O Employer Vehicle

COMMENTS:

1.

2.

3.

5.

Site

New 0
Date

- Returning 0

O Metropolitan Bus

O Pogra1n Vehicle

O Volunteer Adult

0

EXPIRATIONS

Other
S

U

E

N

Dates Package Employer T
C Completed Instructor

N

F

0
R
M
A
T
I
0
N

Student

Address

Home Phone

Emergency Phone New

TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT El

0 Driver' License

0 Personal Auto

0 Student Car Pool

0 Employer Vehicle

COMMENTS:

2.

3.

7.

Site

Returning 0
Date

Metropolitan Bus

O Program Vehicle

O Volunteer Adult

O Other

EXPLORATIONS

Dates
S C

Package
Completed

Employer
Instructor

S

U

N

I
N

F

0
R

M

A

I

0



3.

4,

6.

LEARNING LEVEL

Site Start End LEAF
EL

Eval.
Student
Eval.

»Sill
Dev.

Project

COMMENTS:

2.

3.

5.

- - -
LEARNING LEVEL

Site Start End LSAF
El

Eval.
Student
Eval.

ill .

Project
L v.

COMMENTS:



Student

Employer Instructor

Site

Learning Level 0

STUDENT PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Date

Skill Building Level

ENDANCE/PUNCTUALITY I
Reports to employer site on time
Adheres to established schedule

Comment:

ATTITUDE

0

Understands and accepts responsibility

Observes employer's rules

Shows interest and enthusiasm
Courteous, cooperative
Good team worker

Judgment

Boise, self-confidence

Demonstrates appropriate dress/grooming___
Concerned for equipment/property

COmment:

LEARNING PROCESS
Uses initiative, seeks cppor

Learning growth
Quality of assigned projects

es earn

Asks questions of appropriate person
Uses employer site learning resources

Comment:

PER 'GRMANCE I

Begins assigned

Seeks feedback concerning performance
Accepts feedback information

_

Uses criticism constructively
Completes tasks assigned

Progressively requireslesssuperviSion
0ommen

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

signed



Student

STUDENT PROFILE

CAREER ASSESSMENT: Empl
Date
Interest Tests:

Relations Special

BASIC 'SkILLS ASSESSMENT: Student Coordi nator
Date
Test Results and Interpretada

LIFE SKIL EARNING STYLE ASSEMENT:, Learning Manager /Student
Date
Interview



STUDENT TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT

It our understanding that;
, given our

peruussion to participate in Experience-Based Career Education, will be
moving among various learning sites in the community. He/she has our
permission to drive or to travel only by the means of transportation checked
below:

Li

Li

Li

Metropolitan bus systems [I] Volunteer adult driver

Personal or faMily auto

Student car pool

ijProgram vehicle

Li School district b

177. Employer vehicle

Other (specify)

Any other means of travel, such as hitchhiking, is
the EB program, and the student assumes all risk.

Date Signed:

he sanction of

Father

Mother

Student

The program carries primary liability insurance on the EBCE vehicle to
cover bodily injury and property damage; secondary liability insurance
covers bodily injury and property damage that may be incurred by students
transported or driving in other vehicles.

Staff will be advised of the means of transportation approved by the
parents of and will not knowledgeably cause him/
her to be transported by any other means.

Date Signed:
Pr Administrator



STUDENT TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS,

Student Name

',--.

Q
Q-

--
Z-11

IY
k

0

cb

(-)
'..

u

o

(.1

4

Comments

II

III

I 111

III

_ ____

II
II

I
__ _

III
ill . ,

-7



STUDENT TRANSPORTATION ROUTE

Cats

PICK UP DELIVER



Student

Date

TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST

Destination Rate Miles Amount Verified

TOTAL

TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST

TC



TRANSPORTATION REQUESI

(This request must be turned in by 2 0 p.m. of the day before the first
scheduled run.)

Student

DESTINATION: From

RETURN:

IMPORTANT:

DAYS:

Time

Yes

Da t tY (,f ltt`41t1(

To

Time

Time

If you are not returning in the van, please explain under
COMMENTS.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

I

DATES: Fro

COMMENTS:

TRANSPORTATION REQUEST

(This request must be turned in by 2:30 p.m. of the da- before the
scheduled run.)

Student

DESTINATION:

RETU

IMYORTANT:

DAYS:

From

Time

Yes El No Time

Date of Request

To

Time

If you are not returning in the van, please explain under
COMMENTS.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

DATES:

COMMENTS:

From To



WEEKLY TIME REPORT

Student

Week of

Site

EI

Exploration

Learning

Departmen

Skill Building

Special Placement

TIME

FROM TO HOURS

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

TO AL

Each day must be filled in.
Turn` this slip in to your E each Friday.

Verified by
employer nStructor)

Student

Week. of=

Site

EI

WEEKLY TIME REPO

Exploration

Learning

Department

Skill Building

Special Placement

TIME

FROM TO HOURS

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Each day must be filled in.
Turn this slip in to your ERS each Friday.

Verified by
(employer instructor)



Student Name_

Date

ZONE DEBRIEFING

Zone Activities
Completed

Zone Activities
Not Completed

WORK THIS ZONE COMPLETED

THIS ZONE

COMPLETED

TO DATEOK
nee to

,

Improve

COMPETENCIES

PROJECTS

JOURNALS

EXPLORATIONS

EXPLORATION PACKAGES

LEARNING LEVELS

TIME SLIPS

2. Has the student utilized employer sites adequately this zone?

Yes.

3. Has the student negotiated a Is the student meeting the target
learning plan and target dates? date

Ut4

LRS

ERS

UM

LRS

ERS

4. PRESCRIPTION:


